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The period 1573 to 1603 offers a unique opportunity for the study

of power politics in Scotland and an assessment of the place of these

politics in the lives of those who mattered most politically, the

nobility. When the forces of the government of Scotland, under the

leadership of Regent Morton on behalf of the infant king', James, succeeded

in capturing the castle of Edinburgh from the remnant of Queen Mary's

party in Scotland, the long struggle between kingsmen and queensmen was

over. It was, indeed, more than the kingsrnen/queensmen struggle which

was thus ended, for Edinburgh Castle had been captured only with English

aid, so that the split from France and the turning towards England which

had both been occasioned by and had helped to occasion the Reformation

in Scotland, were confirmed. Despite English fears, Scotland never

fell under French influence to any great extent hereafter and the

likelihood of her so doing was diminished by the union of the crowns

in 1603.

With the drawn-out struggle of the civil war years behind them,

those who governed Scotland, essentially kingsmen, had to illustrate

whether or not they 7,'ere able for the task of restoring peace to the

divided country. It also reraained to be seen whether their government

•would be impartial or whether the; would use their position of

authority to prosecute the more effectively, quarrels, both private

and public which had their origins in the divisions of the civil war

years. This situation lands itself to an investigation of how the

nobility, in particular, had aligned themselves in the events of these

past civil war years. In assessing the impartiality of the new

government it will be necessary to investigate how far such disputes

as inevitably came into being arose from the earlier divisions and how
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far from actions undertaken after peace had been restored.

The starting point of this study, then, is taken to be the fall of

Edinburgh Gastlo in May 1573> which completed the process of establishing

peace which the pacification of Perth of February in the same year had

more than adequately began. This pacification had ended the immediate

allegiance to Queen Mary of many of her most powerful supporters, others

of whom drifted over to the government in the months before the fall of

the castle. The oastle indeed held only a handful of important men by

the time of its surrender. Of these men, Maitland of Lethington soon

died, perhaps by his own hand, Kirkcaldy of Grange and others were

executed while such as Lord Hume were warded. This meant that the

hard core of the Marian party formed a section of the nobility with

grievances against the government but it remained to be seen whether

the irreconcilables would be limited to this small number, who

consequently would be unable to do anything about the grievances, or

would be enlarged to include more of those who had been in the queen's

party. Clearly, then, the continuation or otherwise of the strife

and divisions of the civil war years would have a fundamental bearing

on the success and continuence of the new government.

The reason;for the selection of the closing date for this study

are obvious, of course, for with the union of the crowns and the

establishment of the king in London, Scotland was without a resident

monarch and court, at least on any permanent basis. Consequently

this period of thirty years provides the last possible opportunity

for a study of the actions and motives of the Scots nobility on their

soil with reference to almost purely Scottish problems and in company

with, if occasionally in opposition to, their resident monarch. The

period is thus uniquely wedged between a civil war and the ending of



the residence of the monarchy in Scotland.

The contrasts at either end of the period also pose the problem

as to how a country, torn by civil divisions, could, only thirty years

later, be deemed by its monarch stable enough to be entrusted to be

governed from a distance of four hundred miles. The course of events

during- this entire period will be investigated in order to suggest an

answer to this problem and to ascertain, in general, what motivated the

men who took political decisions and how these motivations and decisions

changed through the years.

Motivation is the crux of this study but before any attempt is

made to define or suggest the different aspects of it which it might

be reasonable to expect to encounter, it is necessary to recall the

nature of tho country in which those events all took place. A glance

at the extant written material from these years available for 3tudy

will confirm the knowledge that the society of these years was dominated

very considerably by the nobility. The earls and lords of Scotland

were the traditional advisers to the king, and certainly thought of

themselves as such, while those of them particularly whose lands lay

further away from the place of central government, were still capable

of raising large numbers of men for military purposes. This combination

of powers ensured that the nobility were of paramount importance and their

power touched many of their countrymen in different ways. The holding

of land from the nobleman, the entering into a personal bond with him

for protection from other neighbours, the sharing of a surname with

him and the inhabiting of the same area of the country as him, would

all dictate a special relationship with that noble. These different

considerations could occasionally work against each other but generally

they served to strengthen and reinforce the power which the nobility
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enjoyed. These different sources of influence and control all served
to increase the political power which the nohles enjoyed. Some of

these areas of influence have been investigated fully already1and the

task of this study is to hiring them together as a whole and illustrate

what effect they had on the use which the different nobles made of

their traditional power.

Power, then, continued to lie in the hands of the nobility and it

is the political rather than the social aspect of their relationships

both with themselves and with other classes that is particularly

pertinent to this stiidy. A word or two concerning the other classes

of society, however, might not bo out of place.

Lesser nobles and lairds are to be thought of merely as limited

versions of their superiors, having all the same sources of power,

albeit to a limited exdent, with the proviso that they had more superiors

exercising control over their actions. The merchant class, although

perhaps powerful financially, ventured but little into politics at this

time and with little effect. The common people had no doubt sufficient

to occupy their time and minds in the sectoring of provisions for life

and this lack of financial resources would limit their mobility and

independence, while the lack of any tradition or experience in political

affairs would all help to combine to ensure that their role in decision

making was minimal.

The only group of commoners who could ever claim to exert a

powerful influence on affairs were those who lived in any of the towns

and particularly Edinburgh* Their influence, of course, was best

felt when they were stimulated into action and the group in society

which, in these years, was most able to achieve this stimulation, and

which probably, in fact, exercised the greatest amount of political

1. Particularly bonds of manrent investigated recently in a Glasgow
University Ph.D Thesis by Iir. Jennifer Brown.
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influence of any group outside the nobility, was the kirk. Even it,

however, tended to be on the fringe of decision making* and its role

was more that of approving or disapproving of the current trend in

affairs rather than instigating or leading that trend.

The motives which led members of the nobility to the actions

which they adopted would obviously be of considerable interest and

importance in a society so dominated by that class. There were many

different factors often combining and often conflicting which

determined the decisions made and the alignments adopted. Often a man

adopting' a course of action for several different reasons would stress

the one which was most praiseworthy in the world's eyes. At the end

of the day it is not infrequently impossible to determine what finally

did occasion some particular course of action and it should not be

forgotten that the person who -undertook the action may have been

unaware of, or indeed not in possession of, any particular definitive

motive.

A few considerations which might prove to be important will be

suggested at this stage. The civil war had recently ended and one

fundamental issue involved in it had been religion. Religious ties

were bound up with international politics as the protestant kingsmen

were identified in a general way as being pro-English while their

catholic, quoonsaen opponents were regarded as pro-drench. Another

important consideration was that of family relationship and ties of

kinship. This in turn was often permeated by aid even overpowered

by the influence of relationships through marriage, whether with a

member of the save kin group or not. A third relationship which often

existed side by side with both kin and family links was that of land-

holding and the inhabiting of the came area of the country. The

final group of motivations and, possibly at the end of the day the



most powerful and telling of all, nay be held to lie within the characters

of the individuals involved. All the varied characteristics and

passions of human nature must be reckoned with in any investigation of

motivation and these may be difficult to trace for, by their very nature,

they tend to leave little written evidence.

These are some of the considerations which will be borne in mind

during this investigation and returned to at its close when an attempt

will be made to evaluate their respective importance. The nobility of

Scotland at this time formed a very close-knit society and their

actions on. any given occasion may have been influenced by all of the

above considerations at once# It is this complexity coupled with the

dramatic nature of the events of the period which give this problem

its fascination - a fascination it also derives from the fact that in

essence it is no more and no less than a study of what motivated

people in sixteenth century Scotland, that is, an historical look at

human nature.
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James Douglas, arl of Morton, became Regent of Scotland on

23 November 1572 and he devoted the opening months of his regency to

the successful prosecution of the war against the queen's party.

That this party had declined very considerably in power by this time,

when the Pacification of Perth had deprived it of it3 mainstay among

the nobility, is evidence by the change of name which it underwent

in this period in which it wan known a:: the party of the Castilians.

The fall of Kdinburgh Castle to Regent Morton's forces on 23 .-ay
*

1573» dealt with above, marked the end of the period of civil war in

the country and from that day until his own first, albeit temporary,

fall from power in March 1577/-» Morton ruled Scotland an regent with

considerable independence and authority. His fall from power, happen¬

ing in the dramatic way in which it did, must not be allowed to make

that fall seem inevitable! neither should a study of the regency

merely be an exercise in hindsight, trying to trace the growth of

opposition to the regent. Nevertheless, although, ho was the effect¬

ive head of one of the most powerful families, the Douglases, it was

apparent that orton would still require to be successful in his

capacity as regent to guarantee his continuance in that office. A

study of his successes as regent will automatically illustrate his

shortcomings, which in turn will reveal the origin of some of the dis¬

content which eventually caused his removal from power. That he

enjoyed considerable success as regent i3 illustrated by the fact

that the duration of his tenure of that office wa an great as the

svim total of those of his three predecessors, and, that at its close,

* See above i.
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he was able to remain an important councillor, still deeply involved

in the government of the country.

The political factions will be seen in this period as compris¬

ing one aspect of the opposition which faced I orton as regent, and it

will be investigated how far these factions and this opposition were

continuations of the political animosity of those who had been of

Queen diary's party during the civil war and how far they were aroused

and brought into being by the actions of 1 orton as regent. The

immediate task facing orton was obviously the re-establishment of

order following the civil war and, sore particularly, and as a step

towards securing this order, the implementation of the terms of the

Pacification of Perth. In accordance with this, arrangements were

put in hand to recover the house and abbey of Paisley from Lord Sample

and to return thi3 property to lord Claud Hamilton. ^orton had

obviously deolded that certain of his enemies of the queen's party

were too deeply involved to escape punishment, however, and on 3

August 1573 ■irkcaldy of Grange, his brother, and two goldsmiths who

had been responsible for forging money in Edinburgh Castle, were

2
executed. lien such as Hugh, Lord Somerville, might be allowed to

receive the benefits of the Pacification of Perth as late as 31

January 1373/4* ' but a list, which included the exile Goth-well, the

Archbishop of Glasgow, Hamilton of Bothwellhall, Kerr of Fcmiehurst

and others, evidently regarded as being beyond the pale, was issued
A

on 12 February of that year, when their reset was forbidden."'

In a letter of 21 January 1573/4 Morton admits that he has

retained some horsemen and footmen "partly for the quieting of the

1* G.P«C.. ii 241; 2. Row, 49; 3. ■ ♦ - »C.. ii 325; 4« Ibid.. 334«
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Borders and partly for my own guard finding the roots of sialics and
5

sedition not yet fully removed". ven the borders were soon

reduced to a aoro peaceful state, however, and one observer, writing

of 1573» stated thai "fir James Home of Cowdenknowes was made guardian

of the east marches, the Lord Haxwell of the west and fir John

Carmichael of the middle; /ho reduced the country to such quiet-
6

ness as none was heard to complain", while ' orton himself was soon

able to walk "abroad with his fishing-rod over his shoulder, or his
7

hawk on his wrist, almost alone, to the wonder of many" not least

the nglish ambassador. This comparative calm in the country as a

whole soon enabled . orton to turn to the administration of the royal

finances and on 29 June 1573 he instituted action for the recovery of

"the jowellis, houshald stuff, munition and novabill gudis cumtyme

pertenirv, to the „uene and pertenia to his Hienes sen his coronatioun"

which were "dispersit and fallin in the handis of diverse his

Majesties subjects"."' -..hether these goods belonged to the crown as

such or to .ueen 1lary in person, there was little doubt that their

recovery would enable the regent to draw on greater resources should

the need arise. The pursuit of the possessors of these jewels,

however, especially the arl and Countess of Argyll, occasioned great

animosity, while some contemporaries wore not inclined to credit the

regent with acting from the above motives and rather attributed his

seal to avarice.

Relations between Scotland and n lan • under the regent seamed

likely to be good in that Bnglish aid had enabled : orton to capture

Edinburgh Castle and in general the king;'a party had secured greater

English backing than the queen's for obvious reasons. There was one

5» Cal. C. . -cot., iv 63 -40; 6. Spottiswoode, ii 194? 7*
Tytler, history of rotIand, vi 231; S. . ... ii 246.



not inconsiderable source of friction between the two countries in

1573/4» however, and that woe the suffering sustained by Scottish sea~

9
men. at the hands of ngliah pirates, and it was thought for a while

that this might have an unfortunate effect on Anglo/ cottish relations.

Although this did not, in fact, happen, the most important event in

the entire course of the regency, and the one which seemed most likely

to cause forton political embarrassment, occurred in the context of

Anglo/Scottish relations and was the raid at ReiIswire which took place

on 7 duly 1575» between Sir John Carsichael, .arden of the est inarches

and his opposite number, Sir John 'wester, ..'arden of the idale I .arches
10

and their followers. It seems to have been a spontaneous quarrel,

with the Scots at first being repulsed, but, after being joined by

more of their countrymen fro© Jedburgh, totally routing the Sngliah,

Sir John Heron, Keeper of Tynedale, was slain, while ir John 'oreter,

Sir francin Russell, Sir Cuthbert Collingwood find around three hundred

others were captured and carried off by the arl of Angus to the regent

at Dalkeith# Queen Elizabeth fumed when reports of the incident

reached her, and llorton, after an initial resistance, capitulated so

11
far as to send Caredchael into ngland to placate the queen. This

submission, for an unpremeditated affray, in which the nglish may

even have been the aggressors, was reputed to have been "'withstood"
12

by "divers of the council".

Despite such discontent, however, the raid neither permanently

damaged Anglo/.cottish relations nor impaired . orton's authority as

regent. This authority was especially evident in his administration

of justice of which it was remarked that "the like execution was never

1 3
done by any man that ever had rule in cotland". The most important

9. 0(A., - *t ggt., iv C78, 670; 10. ii 459; . fiZ
Occurrents. 348-91 11. -al. ... cot., v 190; 12. ottiawood.e,
ii, 1595 13. ^al. ■ ■«. . .-cov». v <. 12— 13»



broach in the good order which Morton's regime established case

from a quarrel between the arls of Argyll and Atholl which was to

have important consequences for the regent, ven once discontent in

the country was hold to be on the increase, however, it was still

thought that any change in the leadership of the country "is ctill

like yet to be deferred" on account of "the scarcity of fit heads to

enterprise the same".^ There was, indeed, often considerable

speculation during the course of the regency as to who would succeed

Morton in his office, if that should prove necessary. This is per¬

haps not to be wondered at, however, in a country which was struggling

to recover from a civil war and whose regent had been the recognised

loader of one of the sides in that war and it is in no way a guide as

to the likelihood of i-orton's losing his office, which event did not

look probable until it happened.

Considerably more time will be spent in dealing with or ton's

relations with his fellow nobles than with any other class and this

is made inevitable by tho nature of the society and the amount and

character of the evidence which it has left. The "poor" or the

"common" people are not referred to often, oven in the pages of the

contemporary historians, but it was said of Morton that he was very

15
unpopular with the commons because of the oppression of the poor.

This vague type of remark may well be nothing more than the normal

criticism levelled at governments for failing in the impossible task

of arranging the social and economic order of affairs to the satis¬

faction of all, but a more precise criticism is that on 25 February

1573/4 when the coinage was debased, "This procured treat invy and

hatred of the commoune against the rle of Morton for the people's

14. IfrAflt 1 232; 15. lumal of Occurrenta. 335.
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10
hands wcr full of that money". The regent suffered criticism also

for such things as bad harvests, over which he had no control, as

well as attempts to raise money such as that of early 1575/6 when it

was said of Edinburgh's reaction to his efforts that "The conanon

17
people of the town Boraewhat nislike of it". ' This was to be

expected, of course, and obviously the regent could afford to offend

the common people and any other groups which lacked real political

weight, but he could not afford to offend too many groups at once and

so build up a large resistance to himself# If he did so, and this

resistance came together as one course bent on his destruction, he

would have nowhere left to turn to for effective help.

On 13 March 1574/5 all the "flescheouria of Edinburgh wer

aucEiond to underly the law ••• for regraiting of mercattis. This
18

wes done be the burgessis inveationis". If this was calculated to

please the burgesses it would obviously antagonise the "flescheouris"

while other merchants were said, in June 1575> to bo suffering as a

result of financial inpositions placed on them by Morton, who was said

to be benefitting personally from the increase: income which thereby
19

resulted. The middling classes, generally, probably had most to

gain from a peaceful and prosperous country, and orton certainly

kept the country at peace both internally and with other countries.

...any xeople, both merchants and commoners, would be strongly

influenced by the voice of the church, and the regent fell foul of

that institution on several occasions. The church, indeed, had had

cause for criticism of Morton even before he became regent for they

could see in hie a hard man who was unlikely to respect their feelings

in any clash between civil and ecclesiastical powers, especially if

16. Calderwoou, iii 302; 17. Cal. . Scot., v 213; 10. /-jugflal q£
Occurrents. 347; 19* Cal. . Moot., v 157*
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that clash concerned money. There wore different reasons why

; orton wan not so thoroughly acceptable to the kirk as oray had been.

He was decidedly anti-catholic and inclined towards protectant

England in Ms foreign policy, but his private life was open to
->Q

critioism as he had four illegitimate sons,1" and, what was probably

more tellin, , he was not as co-operative with the kirk as the leading

reformers would have wished. There were several instances in which

messages sent from the brothern of the kirk to the repent, request¬

ing his presence at their General Assembly, received a negative

answer, the usual excuse being that I orton was too hard pressed with
21

affairs of state. There were also wild statements such as that

made by the regent of the clergy that "Thar will never be quyetnes
22

in this countrey till halff a dissone of yow be hangit or banished".

Two sore general criticisms of his ecclesiastical policy, apart from

his failure to attend the General Assembly and indeed his question¬

ing of its privileges and liberty, were reputed to be his inclination

towards the use of bishops, rind his decision to have the thirds of

benefices colleoted by the civil rather than the ecclesiastical arm

of government. In these criticisms he war. somewhat unfortunate in

that, although his use of bishops could be seen as part of his desire

to bring Scotland into greater conformity with England, the kirk it¬

self had approved the use of bishops in 1572 and he only came in for

criticism on this count once the kirk had gone back on its previous

decision on the matter. As for the collection of thirds, I orton

claimed that the secular authority could perform this task more

efficiently and this was proved to be the case.

It can be aeon therefore, that Aorton had done nothing to build

up the kirk as a party to support him and one particular member of

20. cots ,eor- e. vii 548; 21. Calderwood, iii 30, 305?
22. J. JTelville, inrr. 52-53.
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that organisation to land in trouble was Master John Davidson, then

a student at St. Andrews, and aone thine of a firebrand, who wrote

criticising Morton's practice of having several churches put into one

preacher'3 hands. Although this practice was employed with a view,

on Morton's part, to saving on ministerial stipends and so permitting

a surplus to accrue to the state, it was only a method of guarantee¬

ing that individual ministers, whose numbers fell far short of the

number of parishes, would receive a regular stipend, and as such had

been advocated by the kirk itself, Davidson's criticism of the

regent's policy resulted in his being indicted criminally and he fled

to England. The regent showed his teeth by extracting the full bail

from Davidson's sureties, while Robert Lckprevik, the printer of the

book in which the criticisms were made, was committed to Edinburgh

Castle. The regent also subjugated the wishes of the General Assembly

to hia own particular ideas of what was expedient for the good of his

government. This was seen in the case of the Sari of Atholl, for

in August 1575 it is reported that "The Bishop of Dunkeld is suspended

for not pronouncing the decree of excommunication against the Earl of

Atholl pronounced in the last Assembly, but at the Regent's request
23

there be commissioners appointed to confer with the orl". As

will be seen latei^ the summer of 1575 seeas to have been a period

when relations between Atholl and orton were distinctly better than

they had been, or were to be a;ain durin the regency. Consequently

it would appear that - orton was prepared to induce the Assembly to

reverse its previous decision, and refrain from having Atholl

excommunicated for his continued adherence to papistry. Obviously

even Morton's anti-catholici3ia would go by the board if he thought

thereby he could strengthen himself politically. Other incidents

23. '-',c9"fc,t» v 101*
* See below 19-20.
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concerning orton's offensive attitude towards the church are

mentioned in but tantalisingly sketchy detail by the chroniclers,

but the overall ; onition seems fairly clear. It is probable that

after carton's downfall, and especially after his eventual execut¬

ion and the rise to oarer of Lennox and .rran, the kirk regretted

his passing and the derogatory remarks that leading churchmen had

made of his regime, but at the tine the regent's actions seemed to

threaten the autonomy and independence of the church itself. The

churchmen, like the co.x;ons, were rendered indifferent to . orton's own

olitical wellbein, by his actions, and would not take his side in any

factious struggle as they might have been expected to do, considering

the fact that whatever group replaced the regent had a good chance

of containing at least someone with the interests of the church even

leas ut heart than ortoa, orton could expect to weather the dis¬

approval of the kirk and survive the displeasure of the merchants and

commoners, hat he certainly coul not afford to do was to antagonise

a large number of owerful nobles. There could be none of the mystique

of kingship about a Regent, and . orton was only one of the leading

nobles, any large-scale combination of whom, if united by mutual

hostility 4>o his regime, could seriously prejudice his government,

and place its very existence in jeopardy. hile it is necessary and

informative to study the regent's relationships with as many of the

nobility as possible, it is perhaps fair to say that his actions .and

attitude towards some of the more powerful families in particular,

would -rove crucial for the succesn or failure of his regency.

Four such family heads, the arls of Argyll, Atholl, Arran, and

Iluntly, had been former Lariarxs, and their relations with the new

government was bound to be of importance. ach of them was not only

powerful in his own right, but with Argyll as head of clan Campbell,
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rran of the Hamilton, duntly of the Cordons, and Atholl as a lead-

in^ Stewart, they commanded a large number of lesser lords and lairds

with all their r spec live followers. .-orton and his kinsman Angus

haft the power of the Doug l a sea to rely on, but clearly the regime

could not risk antagonising these, or at least not all of these noble

families. Aha relationship of the Regent to each of these four peers

therefore deserves closer study.

Archibald, 5th arl of Argyll, could not be described as a

stalwart adherent of „ueen ,-ry, for at different stages of the civil

war he had been seen on different sices. Nevertheless he had been

a sympathiser with the paeon, and his final submission to the authority

of the regent was not given until the summer of 1571• That he was

not among the s*, unchest of nry's supporters may explain why, after

his submission he a .pears to l ave been acoepied quite fully by the

king's faction. After the i.jurder of :«ennox in 1571 > Argyll w«s a

candidate for the regency, and although the choice foil on far, '.rgyll
2A

was sworn a privy councillor on 7 epfceraber 1571 T an- was entrusted

with the duty of negotiating on behalf of the ding's party in the

talks at Perth lead in., to the pacification which ended the active

hostility of the Gordons and fnailtons. defore this latter event,

. ar had died, and on the ro-.otion of ortoa in ovenbor 1572, the
25

office of Lord high Chancellor was given to Argyll. On G August

1573 Argyll married as his second wife Janet or Jane Cunningham,

second daughter of the fifth Carl of Clencairn, who was an ardent
2£

reformer and su: orter of the kind's government. v On 10 June of

this same year, Argyll was appo nted one of the king's lieutenants
27

in an action against obcrt, . ord deaple, and, in short, it looked

2 . Ifqt. Hi ^9; 25» i 342? 2G, IjfcjfcV,,, 343;
27. li 241.
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as if Argyll was identifying himself with the regime of Morton and

would back it with Ms power. unfortunately for .orton, however,

Argyll died on 12 September of that year and his position as head of

the Capbells passed to his brother Colin, previously styled Campbell
Or";

of iCKiuh&n."his carl war. married to . -an© Annas Keith, widow of

the Regent ..oray, and they were soon both in trouble with I orton over

cortain crown jewels which had corse into Lady Argyll's hands through
*

her previous husband. Jhey were denounced as rebels for failing to

present these jewels to the Privy Council on 3 February 1573/4*
but around a fortnight earlier, on 21 January, orton had written to

•jieen Elizabeth saying that Argyll had been warned not to assist her

enemies in Ireland. This nay be the source of his dispute with

Argyll, but more likely orton had already determined or even begun

initiating moves for the recovery of the jewellery, and so was

hostile to Argyll's actions in different spheres. Although the

.c, ic-tpr of tho . civ.- -ouncll mention;'.: neither event, the kiumal

Of Qccurrents states that Argyll and his wife were relaxed from the

horn on 5 arch only to be denounced rebels again on . ay 24.
32

Certainly the recent continued to press Argyll for the jewels

which prompted one observer to remark of this "which matter I fear will

breed some trouble in the end". Ho also points out that the son

una heir of the laird of Alenorchy, a leading Campbell, had just
34

married the - arl of Atholl's daughter, thus bringing the discontent¬

ed Argyll into a loose matrimonial alliance with Atholl, who had been

a prominent Marian, and was regarded by many as a c -tholic. A week

later it was stated that "The Regent is of opinion that tho '.arl of

Argyll will deliver the jewels", but an an afterthought or comment on

28* Scots Peerage. i 344; 29, R.P.C.. ii 330-1; 30. Cel. G.I-. Toot.. J38;
31.

., ;&•,»JLe^- 34 -1; 32. 3^* ^iv <450;
3". Ibldt» v 26; 34.
* They were not alone in being prosecuted over such jewels - other
victims included Sir William Sinclair ofRoslin and Mary Livingston.



the foregoing wo--. added that "Vhc arl of Argyll is one of the

likeliest to be :c .out if God calls this man". ^

By 12 August 1574 it was believed that through the intervention

of the LngLish neon, -orton was inclined to let Lady Argyll keep

her jewels^" but a month later she was complaining again to the

nglish ueen that ..orton continued to make unreasonable demands on

37
her and hor husband. On 5 Larch Argyll delivered "certain crown

33
Jewels" to '.he privy council. This would have seeaed likely to

have been the end of the natter, but on the 21 of the sane month,

John dtswart of Largybraohtane received the escheat of all liferents

pertaining to one .Annas deith, who is said, along ■•ith her husband,
39

to bo at the hom. It seems likely, however, that this nay be

here merely because of a tine-lag between the gift of an escheat and

the registration of this under the privy seal. It seem, therefore,

as if delivery of the jewels on 5 Larch ended the dispute between

the two earls, and orton wrote soon thereafter that "the occasion

of controversy with ay lord of Argyll and his lady is likewise removed,

and he, after accon;panyin, ne since the beginning of . arch ic now

40
lately passed to his house well satisfied, an I at: with hin".

-Itus . orton weathered this early chitllonge to his authority and the

matter was ended amicably, and with success going to the regent, who

received the controversial jewels into his possession.

Relations between the two earls probably improved after this, at

any rate little is heard of -Argyll until the beginning of the follow¬

ing year, when it is not - orton that he is feuding with but Atholl.

The cause of this fii; pate, according to the - istorie cf inp James the

ext, was "Alaster Blase alia ak alia A' of Argyll who "was taken

35. Ibid.. 27; 36. Ibid.. 37; 37. Ibid.. 49; 33. ii 435;
39. ... ,, vii 108; 40. Lu. ... co'-., v 114.
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4,1
in Atholl and convict to be bandit for thift". He was frood

w; on Argyll vouched dor ! ii, but oon cosx&tted further offences

for which -r^yll refused to deliver him. rhe two earls . rrad but

. orton forbade then to fight. pottiswoods states that "This

trouble was no sooner pacified, than upon an injury dons by the
42

Clandonald to the earl of Argyll he took arias". ' The dating of

those two sources is somewhat vague but the more staid cgistex- of

the , rivy iouncii records that on 13 ebruary 11373/^ one John doLcan

co. plained of his treatment at the hands of tho arl of Argyll# who
43

was sent for to appear before the privy council, and it is obvious

that relations between Argyll and the central administration were

once :.ore strainee. On the 23 of the same month the council decided

that tho question of letters raised by argyll against Atholl to
44

.produce a commission given him by „ueen -ary should be continued.'

obviously then the earls were having recourse to law to settle the

vexatious question of sovereignty over territory, and on 15 *• larch it

was reported that "1 y tard of Argyll and sundry other noblemen have

accompanied him (..orton) this winter"; but less than two months

later the privy council was again demanding that Argyll bring John

-cLoan before them. ^ A request or command by ..orton to Argyll and

..tlioll to refrain from fighting was given on the 23 June.'^ Less

than three weeks later further action was detox-mined on and both

parties wore summoned to appear personally, but limits were put on

the number of ...en that they were to be allowed to bring with thera.^8
They are instructed to keep good order meantime.

The matter was resolved on 10 July when .Argyll gave an assurance

to Atholl that he and his kin would desist from attacking: that earl's

41. he 'listoric of .-in : Ju.os the &&, 150-5; 42. . o'ytl:: /co-dp, ii
s05» 43. 4*..0.» ii 491; 44* J,bid,> 500» 45. Qux. .• .Scot., v 215?
46. ii 519-21? 47. 533? 4-3. Ibid.. 530-9.
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49
lands, A corresponding bond as signed by tholl on the 22. f ike

historic of .in. James the Cext states that when or ton forbade the

two carls to fight his intention was to punish then both and to ralce

.ioney thereby. The two earls hoard of orton' intentions, however,
50

and agreed themselves at which the regent was "swathing grcavit".

Around a yoar after the two earls had exchanged bonds, it was stated

that "The Darls of Argyll an I Atholl being, long at variance, and

thinking their discord to be fed and continued by a third, who they

thought would have travailed their speedy agree: .ent, purpose quietly

to meet, and betwixt theuseIves and secret friends to end their
51

debates", ix uonthn after exchanging their bonds, that is on

the 20 January 1576/7* Argyll and Atholl both cane to Tdinbur^i,

accog aaiod by great numbers of their friends, "he council, fearing

more trouble between the rival roups, ordered the, to respect each
52

other. A further six onths thereafter occurs the above report of

the two earls* distrust of a third figure - almost certainly orton.

This report of 19 July 1577 continues to tell of their meeting that

"This purpose is drawn by sundry of the sail confederates for mainten¬

ance of the ..in , to draw Argyll to that side, as well to increase

their general strength as to remove all impediments out of the way of
53

Athollw» It see: .3 clo r that aono plot for the removal of orton

was underway, that Atholl was the centre-piece in it and that Argyll's

distrust of ..orton, accumulated over the last four years, had taken

hist over to that cm. .

.'he historic of in;; Ja,..es the text states that on 12 tepfce:,T>er

1577 .orton repaired to tirling Castle to the king and discussed

with him the advisability of his dei.itting the office of regency,

49. 546; 50. Tty- "ifitogto 9,r jq iTkres the teyat, 159-60;
51. • ui« « » c.o. v 230; 52. ii 5^5; 53. J,j. . ,*. . ..AP.Vj >

v 230.



Ho recommended that the king should stay in -dinburgh arid this whole

natter was reported to Argyll and fthoi1 who advised the king to

accent Jlorton's offer to dei.lt Ma regency. .'his account of those

events onde by stating "and this was done in the month of arch of

the next year""^ which is the date that all other sources ivc for the

ending of the regency. This account would robably be dismissed

as merely an error in dating, if It were not for the fact of an entry

in the Register of t Ivy Council ['or 1; saber which tolls that

Annabel, Countess of 1'ar, ha. taken care of . in Janes from his birth

to the present day and, it continue; , "now his icnen being cum to the

twelft yeir of his aige - and daiie increasing be the favour and Miss¬

ing of God to reittar perfectioun and activitle, als weil'l in his

percoun and abilitie of body as in his spreit and leirnyng - he

is to be attended by man froa now on. In charge of this is Alexander

rskinc of Gogar, faster of . ar, who already had the charge of the

preservation of James' jeraon and of the Castle of tlrlin , which
55

still remained the case. It is possible that the author of the

istorie" searching- bach for a date for the beginning o .-.acton's

fall fastened on this date when there was evidently some change in

the royal estate. It may be significant that in the first of these

quotes fran the "Kistorie" orton is credited with wishing that the

king shoul: stay in 1inburgh whereas the council in fact decided

that he should stay in Stirlin with the . Inter of far. .'hat forton

feared the influence of the faster of ar may be inferred fro:; this,

and that ho had good reason to do so would appear to be proved by

the accounts of the events of 'ebrunry/. arc- followin , to be

examined shortl .

54. Ac. ; lstori.g_p r,. Lrg. J a,. IS. the ,ayt, 162-4; 55.
ii 633-4.
* See below 44-46.



iiovosaber and Jeccmoer saw .'argyll in continual trouble with the

privy council, an;, the violent tre A,ynt which he meted out ;;o one

crown messenger, -avid arper, any illustrate a . rowin^ eca: ,.orat¬

ion with the constant intrusion into hie affairs by a central
56

government which may have seemed to him to be bent on his rain."'

A further occasion of Argyll's discontent with the regent is re¬

vealed in an anonymous letter dated merely 1577» -here it is ascribed
57

to orton'a preference for another to the estate of chancellor,

rgyll's brother and predecessor, .rchibld, had been chancellor,

and Colin evidently thought he should have succeeded to this position,

enjoyed at the time by -lord Glaois. . further reason for thinking,

that orton's relations with the .Carl of Crgyll nay have deteriorated

on the death of rchlbald fourth .arl, and the succession of Colin,

is suggested by a report of henry lilligrew, the nglish envoy, who

related, in connection with the regent's attitude to the two

Countesses of ..r^yll, that "I found the Countess of Argyll that -as

in the Castle of dlnburgh durin*.. the siege, at the egont's board,

woll used, and therefore I thought she needed no great rocon; laudat¬

ion, although I did use compliments with liar; but finding the '..arl

of Argyll's 'wife, sometime ny Lord of urray's, press me by messengers

to speak for her, I tool: the liberty to do the sane for enny roopeots".

This indicates that liz beth seaton, Countess of xgyll, was on

good terms with the re oat, while Annas oith, Countess of -xgyll, was

discontented. . hie wan sill the -ore remarkable when it is remembered

that the first countess w in .dinburgh Ca'-tle with the rebels when

it was surrendered, and that even before the death of the arl of

Argyll she could expect little protection or advancement from him as

their marriage had collapsed and ended in divorce tenths before he

» 660<»1; 57» cal. -cot., v 265; |J0# ,1,3?,id,§ 670.
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died,

January 1577/3 continued with ins lances of Argyll's being cen¬

sured by the council, and on the 18 cbroery 1577/- 115 Is obvious

that he ha.; reached a decision, lie is repute to have issued

instructions to men in hi3 lands to cone prepared for war no that

he can move against certain artioo who, ho claim.-:;, are endangering

the peace of the reals, "he council, apparently thinking that the

object of his hostility was Donald MoAngus of Glengarry, ordered
59

bin to cease these preparations,-" whether this was the final

straw for .rgyll, or whether his forces had been raised initially

with the purpose of challenging the central government, the fact

remains that eight days after this final council proclamation, he

came to S tirlin to the king to be followed immediately by Atholl

to oommenoe proceedings to end orton's regency, The complex

manoeuvres which occurred thereafter will bo dealt with late *, but the

end of ebruary 1577/3 saw the effective end of orton's regency. It

is obvious that orton had hastened his own downfall by his continual

harassment of the arl of Argyll. bether rgyll's jealousy of the

fact that another had been preferred to the chancellorship rendered

friendship between the two impossible, or whether this same result

came from Morton's over-zealous regard for the property and wealth

of the crown, is not clear. hat is certain is that when Morton

moved to resolve the Argyll/Atholl dispute, his reviouc actions were

sufficient for him to be credited, rightly or wrongly, with undertak¬

ing his role as pacifier merely in order to fine the two nobles and

thus gain money fro: the incident. It seems likely that Argyll, like

his brother before hie, would have been prepared to servo under

. orton in some capacity, preferably as chancellor, and the fact that

* See below 67, 72, J6-8O.
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he was deprived of this, coupled with the other occasions of irritat¬

ion which he suffered at the regent's hands, led his to nourish his

discontent in the catap of .orton's enemies.

The chief of those enemies, at least the man who appears to have

done most to bring about . orton's fall, was John Stewart, fourth Karl

of Atholl. He is generally referred to as a Marian and a catholic,

and he probably never whole-heartedly accepted orton as regent. He

was also a brother- in-1aw of Knit land, of Le thin.;ton and may have felt

aggrieved towards the regent on account of the manner of the secretary's

death. His Catholicism was the cause of trouble between him and the

government, and on 20 June 1573 he was said to have been "-amed to
60

subscribe or to feel the smart of the las?''. -his was sold at the

same time of lord Sston, who was, in fact, excommunicated less than

two months later, when Atholl v;a said to have "a short day to cone"
bl

if he wished to avoid the sane fate. The same month apparently saw

Atholl involved in hostilities with the I Mackintoshes and on 6 .arch

1573/4 it was rumoured that "the aria of Huntly and Atholl, with

Lord 3oyd and others of the north, should have appointed a meeting at

Dunkeill (Dunkeld) for aoae practice, but, as far as I can learn, it
62

is not so, or at least will take no effect". ^ It seems likely that

any such practice of Huntly and Atholl would noet likely be concerned

with overthrowing the regent.

Henry illigrew, the English envoy, at any rate, could not make

up his mind about the loyalty of these former '"arlane. rlting' on

17 June 1574 he reported that Huntly and the regent "seem to be on

63
good terms, and the arl of tholl likewise", but six days later,

ho is of the opinion that "The arl of it!.oil is but cold, and the

•—al. «... CQu.. iv 5y0j 61. . 0J15 - ->ia*« ^51}
63. !^„ 673.



Juko and the iJarl of Huntly, I tldak, but teiaporisers". lie

then debates who should be regent if - orton died and states that oiae

would have Atholl, because ho is a Iowart, but the , rotestents dislike
65

Uixu alto^otiior'1# Alteon,..': 21 June sa. Jo' 1, ster of Atholl, re-
66

ceiving a ^ift of escheated goods it was reported on 12 July that

Atboll's daughter "was married yesterday to the baird of Glenorohy's

son and heir",This aatK report also tells of the continuing'

trouble between -rgyll and ...orton over tin jewels, and it jaay well be

that the inference is that Atholl or orgy11 or both thought it a fit

time to draw their houses closer together. This some report also

states "the decent told oe how that the .arl of Atholl assured hia
6©

that it was reported he would sand the in.;; into .inland", and this

is tho first mention of Atholl in a role which, is stressed aoaewhat

later on namely as anxious for the safeguarding of the sine - preeuu-

ably safeguarding the king principally from be-in. taken into n land

or frou any other supposed design of .orton.

In August 1574 Atholl r?a. again in trouble with the General
69

Assembly of the irk over his religion, and in the following month
70

he vas involved before the privy council in a dispute over his

rights to certain lead ore which he claimed through a decree allegedly

given by jueen ary in 1365/6.

The 24 January 1574/5 saw John, -aster of Atholl, have his escheat
71

of goods of certain Orlchtons confirm ed,1 an according to the lurna.1

of Occurrentc Atholl was present in Adinburgh at a convention on 20
72

February follov/ing.' This may suggest better relations between the

earl and the regent, and on 19 August 1575 it was stated that, "The

bishop of Dunkeld is suspended for not pronouncing the decree of

6-1 • » 660; 65. ,,t.t 6c 1} 66. „«,,-jt 1 vi 235'j 5 67. „ —ju„jl

'CO';,« v 26; 6 . Ibid,.; 63, CalcerwooO, iii 331? 70. ■. ♦ 0.. ii
336-7; 71. - - f I vii 14; 7 • -cciy.-.:-,t;:, 343.



excomunicatIon :gainst the liarl of Atholl -renounced. in the last

. .sociably, but at the Jeg.ent* s request there be coimaisslonore
73

appointed to confer with the :arl". This apparent spirit of

friendshi; betwee . id .. t. . su,h. hint, writing, .bout an incident

conoornino ford Join Hamilton and iouglas of bochleven, which was

expected to divide the country into the old ca ps of -injsrien and

.uoens.ea, il iprev continued "it is thought that with Lochleven

there woul be the arls of .rgyll, itholl, Juohan and . or", that is

that they would be of the kind's party. ^ How realistic thin

opinion wan is uncertain, but it is at this point, namely the summer

of 1^75 that relations between rgyll and orbon also appeared to have

improved, as wa. seen before. i, llarly as with the oaee of Argyll,

this sunny rel .tionohi. between vtholl and, the regent appears to have

had not! -.in to isturb it until the beginning of the following; year,

when the xpyll Atholl quarrel broke out. On top of his troubles

with Argyll, -.tholl wa soon also confronted wit' letters raised by

Janes anzies of that ilk, who claimed a traditional exemption from

the co rdsolons of ju ticiary and lieu tenantry, which .tholl enjoyed

within bis bounds. Lenzies claimed that despite this, Atholl

pursue; him remorselessly. Atholl claimed that the matter was

entirely a civil one, but the council thought differently and decided
75

that it had the right to conduct the case.

The progress of the Argyll/Atholl dispute has been chronicled

already? and on 10 July 137^» that is the sore day on which the

council had decided to sen;. letters to the two nobles to keep good

order and appear personally, Atholl wrote to the Bishop of Boss,
" .'ho Catholics in these parts are affected with no snail sorrow be~

7 . . . . .. v 11; 74. 1i 75. '. ii 515-17.
* See above^/ w See above 14.



cause their affairs canno- be brought «o the desired end, for lack

of auxiliary forces''. ithoui foreign aiu, he continued, there was

<iO hop© of any advancement for the glory of God or fox» the profit of

Atholl and his friends.! Atholl, then, still a catholic and still

involved and interested in changing the status quo in the country, was

in fact a potential revolutionary* fwelve days after this letter,

Athoil's dispute with Argyll war; solved by their exchanging bonds..

In a most intere: ting letter of 19 July 1577, it is stated that

"Atholl, Ruthven, Lindsay and others; have confederated themselves by

oath for maintenance of the ding. ... 'hey do not make show of any

purpose of alteration of religion or government, and they esteem the

. arl of Atholl as most apt either to succeed the Regent or to bear

sway in the government of the King". ' This is a second reference to

the confederacy for maintaining the Icing-, first mentioned three years

previously. Although this description makes the confederacy seen

harmless enough as far as Gorton was concerned, yet the author felt

compelled to add that the confederates did not appear likely to

trouble the estate of the country as if this would bo the first

automatic assumption* It is also discussed yet again who should be

regent, if Gorton goes, which although to some extent is natural

doas perhaps indioate a feeling that some change was, if not imminent,

then, equally, not impossible, urtheri .ore this same letter contains

the passage quoted aurliet?coneemin.: a thir. arty'e feecin of the

quarrel between Argyll and Atholl and states that they mean to

resolve their dispute among themselves which "purpose Is drawn by

sundry of the sale' confederates for maintenance of the King".

Obviously some scheme to replace . orton by Atholl was expected and

7' • Gil, :*., -cot.. -- 17; 77. . -30.
* See above 19; x See above 14.



no doubt ar^yll would be jiven aoua iux>ortaafc i a it ion in the govern¬

ment, poooibly the chancellorship which !••••• ha. failed to secure

earlier, which failure hm supposedly mailed f... ... letter

conduces by st••.tine that -or .©ton havi ,, o ' .10 1 .eve ;o pass

73
into .landers, is yet .at ho&o".' J bard deton, of course, was an

eiainent su.porter of ...ary mid a cat!■■olio, and the undoubted inference

here is that he tan. waitin on event, before deciding .'bother or not

to go abroad. he appears to have E»de up liis adad within a fortnight,

however, for he is ro cried to have "do'.artea towards 'the pave* for

his health", whio! is said to be an act for hiu of "unaccuetoned
79

bravery"." ibis es.; re art states of affair:" in .onor-1 that

natters were "lyinp over in nislikin,; , and that notion not destitute

of rialcontents, there be sorae that wish cluan&e of Govenru^ent, which

in the scarcity of fit heads to enterprise the r sue, is still like yet
30

to be deferred". """"

In dec-caber 1577» that is after the date iven by the torie

of in dr .- f - - ,f; for tho eallinr of 'r pll and Itholl to

'Jtirllny, ucon lizabeth, writing to Vtholl, stated " e are very

sorry to under tend' of sono uniindneas n' also reein between you

an' the de oat", and continued to express the ho e that the affair
0*1

v/ould soon be terminated.^ One of tho not Infrequent reviews of

the nobility, written 'also in this south, statea of t! oil that he is

"a d'apist, an-, c' iofly by his wife': ueanc, for ;.r-..iy hope that he will

be hereafter a rotestant ... He yrntly favours the in; and is the
32

chief of all I o confederates for the . alntenance of the in;;",

hother .Vtholl'. catholioisa really did depend so heavily on his

wife's, or whether 1' is a a aesroly bein. fold out nr. a sop to those

7 . r 7 ...fji, 23:'-' . jiLu.
y.vAikf» 25 4 •



proteutaafcs who were with him in hie confederacy is open to

speculation. .hut some such confederacy existed, seems beyond

doubt, but no declaration of intent exists so that whether they de¬

sired to maintain the kind's safety fro the -y.lish, or from orton,

or from the da iltons, or any other country- or fnotion is not clear.

This some survey of the nobility, however, says of Argyll that "If

the contentions betwixt hia and Vtholi were ended he would be of

the faction that profess to maintain the 1 toward against the sr-.il-
O ->

tons"^"1 and it says of duthven that "He is principal associate of
QA

those against the Tamiltons"." •' bora Lindsj^- is also said to be
05

"one of the new confederates for the maintenance of the -iny",

while it says of ..ord eton that he "is a apist, yet protends to

favour the iny's regiment, but he is vehemently suspected# he

sought earnestly to have been admitted one of the confederates for
36

maintenance of the in. , but ho could not be received". It would

seem, therefore, that although it must be allowed that different

members of the confederacy would have different aims, there does appear

to have been on intention, either to engineer the fall of : orton, or if

this happened without their influence, then at all events to ensure

that the Uamiltons did not come to power in his stead. Indeed, as

will be seen when the events of the fall of . orton are examined, more

■¥c

closely, one most remarkable fact is the absence of any influence on

these events of the ? amiltons. Thus the aims of the confederacy see®

largely to have been achieved# Lindsay and .cuthven were probably .ore

conoemed with ee, in the Hamilton: out tlxan with overthrowing . orton,

but perhaps they too were somewhat disenchanted with their friend# If

Atholl is taken to be the centre of the confederacy, then it can bo

03. ibid.. 253; 04. Baa,,, 254; 25. £&U.; 86.
* See below 24-32.
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Been that he was careful to avoid any suspicion that he desired to

overthrow the religion of the realm as well m its repeat, and that,

accordingly, Lord doton wee not permitted to "be a member of this sane

confederacy, and had tale, a himself abroad.

It has been said that the lack of influence of the Lamiltons on

the vital events of Lebruary/llaroh 1577/8 is noteworthy* as indeed it

is, and an explanation of this fact .ay b': found by a closer study of

the position of that house with regard to orton tlirouyhout his regency.

The two chief families to benefit by the tortus of tine acification of

Perth were the haailtons and the Gordons, Lord John, the Hamilton

representative at erth, and the leadin, fiyure of that house througfa-

out these years, does not seem to have had r.uch force of character*

It haii boon sain that effective leadership was taken fro:; the ilamiltons

with the execution of John Hamilton, archbishop of it* ndrews, who was

taken When uaharton Castle was captured from ^ueen Lucy's forces on

2 April 1571» for Chatelherault, the head of the house, "was a byword

for infirmity of pur ose".0^ The uke died on 22 January 1574/5
while his eldest son, James, a projected suitor at different tii:cs for

both ueen Lacy an lizabeth, becaue insane, and was able to take no

part in the politics of the period* he second son, Gavin, was already

dead, 00 leadership of the fa ily descended to Lord John, and to a

leaser extent to his brother Lord Clou'. They, especially Lord John,

came to wield a certain amount of influence later in the reign

especially towards its close when John was made arquess of Hamilton,^
but never again in the Lin., ' . cottir.' rei ,n re-re the Hamiltons the

force they had been under ary, and althoug' som.- of this nust be

ascribed to the losses they sustained for their support of the queen,

some of it mat also surely bo due to the comparative weakness of

07* J •1 b Jurton, •'fotfflB' of; Lcgtteft* v 38; 08. qg+r .vbvbVtf*
iv 372.
* See above 23.



leadership given to their felly by the two brother ; •

Immediately after the fall of Edinburgh "a tie or ton rave evid¬

ence of his £00:.". faith, to the two llardltons by sendln. out officers

to .id in the recovery of the houses of Paisley and '.rbaoath. He did

this despite the fact that those houses ware held by Lord 8ample and

George Douglas, styled the lostulate of Arbroath, respectively. Lord

Scrapie had been an associate of Gorton in support of the king:, and for

his special services therein he received the bboy of Paisley which
89

had boon forfeited by Lord GlaueL his relations with the Hard1tons,

naturally enough, continued to bo poor, and returning; one evening in

,.ay 1570 from the army which had demolished the castle of the ITaniltons,

Lord Jemple wm taken prisoner by some of the Hamilton dependants and

was probably not net free until July 1571. bether it as the know¬

ledge of the fact that the implementation of the terms of the Pacificat¬

ion of forth would result in Lord Sample's losing faisloy or not is

uncertain, but it would seen as if ho fell out ith .carton. Lord

Geaple, along with the farl of -glinton, was ordered to disband his
91

forces on 15 April 1573." He was sued by Thomas Jack, vicar of

•astwood, for intruding his servant dir John Hamilton, a papist, into
92

the vicarage arid was put to the horn on C iday 1573.

The other sufferer at this time, George Douglas, the ootulate of

Arbroath, was a natural son of the sixth arl of Angus and, of course,
93

a kinsman of Gorton. The two men yielded their propez*ties accord¬

ing to tho wishes of the government and it seems clear that . orton

was making same effort to bring the liamiltons peacably into political

society even at the expense of his former ally and kinsman. Yet

despite this effort, the Hamiltona had ouch against the regent, and

on 23 June 1574 it was thought that if the regent went, "the Hamiltona'

09. Xbi-vU. vli 541; 90. -vbu., 542; 91. MX** ii 219-20;
92. Ibid.. 229-3C; 53. . Cflfcff i 192-3.
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blood and their friends would rule or else ..ive strokes for if.

They were still one of the natural nuclei for the queen's party to

reassemble around, and it was rec oned that they could count on

"Huntly, Argyll and their allies, ... and besides, the -ord doyd, the
95

Lord Herrios and the -ord Coton a great nary". On 3 August 1574

it was further remarked that "yesterday Claud Hamilton was married
96

to Lord Seton's daughter to augment the 'reach faction". It

seemed as if the Ilamiltons would continue to be the rallying point

for all action hostile to the regent, and that no full reconciliation

would be had, at any rate /bile the duke lived.

The duke's death on 22 January 1574/5 cleared the way for a fuller

reconciliation. One of the main stumbling blocks to this had apparent¬

ly been that during the civil war the Haoiltons had slain James

Johnstone of /esterhall, who depended on the Douglas aria of Angus.

On 7 Larch 1574/5 ■"Ords John and Claud made public satisfaction to the

.arl of Angus for this, A contract was made arising out of the said

slaughter, in which Angus and , orton stood with Johnstone's widow for
97

the aggrieved party. The . iurnal of Occurrents reporting the above

satisfaction states that thereafter the Kami1tons and the regent 'wore

reconciled and that the Hamiltons were well treated by all at this time

especially Angus, but Lord deton "wes hovilie eoomovit at the foirsaid
93

homage". ' This latter fact was doubtlos3 true as Ceton may well have

thought that he had now lost the mainstay around which any anti-J.orton

faction v?ould be constructed. It ; ,ay have been from th.is point that

Atholl was put forward more prominently to fill thin bill.

Lorton, at any rate, -ate evidently well pleased with the outcome

of the satisfaction, and on 1 April 1575 stated that "there was a

94. Taj, -got,, iv 6:1; 95. 1&L.A*i 96. Ibid.. v 36;
97. j&gULfcac fl£ iflflda. xiv 50; 90. ,-,iuraaA Qf Pffpygmflo* 34&-7.



reconciliation of till our differences, and chiefly with the duke's

sons, who now having done that which becomes them, are accepted, and
99

as obedient as any others in the reals". This comparatively balmy

period in DouJLas/hamilton relations did not last Ion.:, at least if

the date of June 1573» which is given by both the Historic of ..inr

Jamea the ext and pottiswoode for an attack on Lord John Hamilton,

is to be credited. The Ilistorie states that by the regent's doing,

Lord John was; to have boon ambushed and slain by "the Trio of Buchan,

the Trie of ilorton that now is (Lochleven as he was then) George

Douglas thair brother of Lochleven, George Bishop of , urray, called

the 1ottulant of Arbroath". HaniIton was aided in his flight by

Learmonth of Lairsie - no doubt a relative of Kirkcaldy of Grange's

widow. The listorie states that it was the <arl of Rothes who

100
prevented a meeting of the rival .roups on this 26 July s and

Spottiswoode adds that Lochleven was committed to Edinburgh Castle for
101

a while until surety was given. /hether the regent really was be¬

hind this attempt on Hamilton's life is impossible to ascertain, but,

although he was credited, or blamed, with being the source of a

similar attempt on Ihmtly's life, he must, it seems, have changed to
*

a policy of conciliation, as will be seen shortly, and the main source

of the anti-Hamilton feeling appears to have been Douglas of Lochleven.

A report of 19 August describes "some attempt against the Lord of

Arbroath by the Sari of array'3 friends", and says that "this much

more has ensued. The jord of Arbroath sent for his friends to

accompany him to the Regent} his way lay through Fife, and by the

Laird of -.oohleven's bounds, who was the chief of those who before

lay in wait to have slain him and u brother to the late ..arl of

-urray, and, suseotin, the worst, sent for his friends, and was

above 1,200 men ... It is greatly feared that this matter will breed

99. d&t •, .« v 114; 100. ."4gtpgfto pf Aw
155-7} 101. Spottiswoode, ii 199«
* See below 28-29.



new trouble in Scotland ••• for Arbroath is like to have all the

102
.ueen's party, and -.ochleven the -in^'s". rem this report it

may be doubted whether there was one incidont or two, and opinion

might incline to the likelihood that there was but one event which

had reached the author's ears- from different sources, and this may be

the cose, but it goes on to say, "Lochleven excuses his first enter¬

prise, saying it was not the Lord of Arbroath he lay for, but the

. rovost of .3othwel1hough, who slew the Barl of I urray at Linlithgow ...

but the secret of the matter is, the Lord of Arbroath, being in doubt

but in time the said detent's death will be laid on him, ... has sought

to ally himself with the Regent and -arl of Angus by marrying the Lady
101

of Juccleu^i, widow, sister to the -arl of Angus". evidently this

was regarded as a political marriage, and an important one at that, for

it is said "which marriage is thought to be so prejudicial and danger¬

ous for the King's person, that all those who tender his weal do what
104

thoy can to hinder the same". r It was thought that the regent

would agree to the marriage for fear of offending- the Hamiltons and

it was stated that "This marriage talcing place will, ... alienate from
1C

the Regent all the minis of those who tender the Ring's preservation".

This projected marriage is of considerable interest in its awn right

but it evidently fell through as Lord John married (contract dated 30

December 1577) Kargaret only daughter of John Lyon, seventh Lord Glamis,

and widow of Gilbert, fourth arl of Ca3sillis,1"^ while the lady in

the proposed alliance, Kargoret Douglas, waited some years before

marriage again, choosing- as her second husband Francis Stewart, Karl
107

of Jothwcll. This would appear to indicate that the fears of the

confederacy for protectin the king, would be assuaged as the projected

Douglas/Hamilton alliance did not come off, and may indeed even have

102. Oal. .. . -cot.. V 179; 103. Ibid.i 104. ; 105. Ibid,;
106. agate Eaflsaoa, iv 372; 107. , i 193.



been abandoned on account, of their fears or pressures. \ somewhat

different light, however, is ut on the episode: by Hume of Godscroft,

who, tellin;. of the reconciliation between orton and the Hamiltons

and of the above Hailton/byon narri- e, suggests that " hether the

love to that ,ady brought on the reconcilement, or their reconciliat¬

ion occasioned the affection to th. Lady, it is hard to say ... and

by this all quarrels, and moro es ecially that slaughter of 'esterhall,

was taken away".13 1 Godscroft continues to record that "this lost

. orton's support from these people 'who held the hanil tons to be

guilty, at least in sooe capacity, of the murder- of Regent Lennox

and regent .urray ... It particularly grieved 'illia; ouglas of
109

Lochleven" who set on Lord Hamilton on several occasions. It

wan obviously thou- ht that a au0las/lianilton reconciliation was to

be cemented by marriage, but opinion differed as to the proposed

match. The union described by i'uae did take place but at tho end of
110

1577 not 1575* . .argaret -yon is described by Hume as "a near cousin"
111

to the regent, but clearly a link with her was not so definitely a

link with the ouglases as marriage to I. argaret Douglas would have

been. It nay be, then, that alarm and concern at the proposed marriage

of John, Lord Hamilton, with , argaret ouglas, dictated that this

proposal should be abandoned an the satisfaction for Westerhall's

. urder proceed without it, -<ord John being brought again into the

regent's circle somewhat late: by marriage to the sister of Chancellor

Glands. bother this actual marriage occasioned the same fear as the

proposed one had done earlier is uncertain, but it nay be more than

coincidence that .orton's regency was at an end only two months after

the marriage contract was made. Codscroft may have mistakenly trans¬

ferred the fear occasioned by the proposed Douglas/Hamilton alliance

108. Godscroft, 332; 109. Ibid.. 332-3; 110. -cMp gCffiS.
iv 372; 111. Godscroft, 332.



and placed it on the actual Lyon/llamilton marriage, but it is not

impossible that it was greeted with a similar reaction to the first

proposal, ox' even that it quickened the pace of events of 1577/8 which

occasioned , orton's fall from power,

"Those who tender the Ling's preservation" would be those men¬

tioned earlier an confederates to safeguard the king, and it may have

seemed as if they were having the , round cut away from under them by

the reconciliation of the Hamiltons with Angus and I orton followed by

this prospective marriage. On 1 October 1575 Norton made a progress

possibly with a view to help to pacify the high feelings of both sides

in the recent incident. At any rate, he records that "from Dalkeith

1 wa accompanied by th« lord Claud Hamilton and ir James Hamilton to

Linlithgow, and, they departing from me there, the Lord Livingston and

his friends met and 'convoyit* me to the Torwood, where I found the

arl of Lnr, the Larl Buc! an, Lochloven and other friends ... noblemen

of whoa, I than*. God, I never had better friendship nor greater good-
112

will". Relations between the Jlae&ltons and Douglases may have

been unusually good at this point, but the marriage between their

houses did not materialise. As the dispute between Atholl and Argyll

came to the fore in the following month, little mention is made of

the Hard1tons ana it may be that the confederacy headed by Atholl had

done enough to stave off any permanent alliance between the Douglases

and the Ha iltons.

On 31 July 1576, John, Commandator of Arbroath, was charged by

the council along with other nobles of the northeast, to answer for
113

his failure to abide by the terms of the general band. On 3

September a number of Ha..11tons on Arran were put to the horn for

deforcing & crown messenger 'who ha been sent there to charge them

112. Sal. -col.. v 1575 113. L .C,. ii 547.



J1 A
with fire-raising, ' *' while on 22 optember Jor.es Hamilton, son of

Lord Claudi received the escheat of the poods of the late Jhatel-

herault, forfeited for treason, and the roods of bis father, .ord
115

Claud, rebel for non-payment of thirds. lords John and Claud were

then both in trouble with I orton's government and it nay be that he

had turned against the llaoiltons again.

delations between them and the repent give the appearance of

being in a state of uneasy truce as the months passed, and a few

minor gifts were given to Hamilton®, but no general advancement was

made to their estate. dor does it seen that such on advance was

really likely for there were still those who remembered previous

actions of the Hamiltone, and an indication of this is seen in a

letter of 22 .ec ...ber 1376 which states that the two traitors of

Bothwellhaugh had been in prison in drussela for the last four months
116

find that one of then had escaped. A further indication that all

deeds of the past ould not be so easily forgotten was given on the 14

arch 1576/7 when John Carniehael, youn, er of that ilk, received the

escheat of the goods of Alexander laillie of Litilgill, a depender of

the Ha iltons, at the horn for not findin surety to underlie the law

for the slaughter of John Johnstone of esterholl, the very crime for

which the HamiItone had previously made public satisfaction. Certain¬

ly Saillie, along with some others, had been excluded from the benefits

of submission, but his pursuit must surely have reminded the Hairdltons
117

hoe e'icily they could be pursued for cert in crimes. Homo corren-

118
pondence also of -orton to the Laird of aoohleven in the next month

indicates that the matter between the said Laird and the ilamiltons

was not forgotten, as does a bond, dated 1577* by illiam Douglas of

Loohleven unuort:. ting to desist from "raising of trubill, making of

114. ibid.. 552-35 113. . . ♦. vii 712, 713; 116. e
. .0 r-f'.V A ... o or t I. ■ H A ..L.3.. vii. 355; •- ;1 •
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convocatioun in amis or lnvasioun or persute" of John, Cocrasaiator

of 'rbrofith and his kin, except Jatnos Kardlton, sometime of 'Jothwell-

haugh, and John Hamilton, sometime rovost of -othvrell, his brother,

until the regent and council take order anent the controversy between
119

them. Little ; .ore of note is recorded concerning the Hamilton!
*

during the regency of orton, and, as wan said earlier, they played

no part in, nor did they benefit fro®,his downfall. Although the

lack of eciaive qualities in their leading members cost account for

this to some extent, it does seen that there must have been come

ro lity to the confederacy, first referred to, albeit vaguely, by

illi.yre- at 12 July 1574# and which, as it : row, seemed to have as

its twin aims the removal of orton fro:: power and a detoroination

that the kaniltone should not benefit thereby. There nay also have

been some element of biding their tine in the Hamiltons' political

thinking at this point, as they had suffered heavily for their part

in the civil war. Their leadership ha undeig-one fairly radical

change, and they ware deeply implicated in such recent political

crises as the assassination of I oray.

The other great fa, ily to benefit from the acification of Perth,

and which was, in a similar fashion to the Haailtons, to be comparat¬

ively quiet throughout korton'a regency, and to take no part in bring¬

ing it to an end, was the Gordons., headed, of course, by the arl of

uhtly. Huatly, like Argyll, was a .Marian, but not one whose loyalty

to Ms juoen had been unswerving, his decision, along with the

Ilaailtona, to cot; to terms with the .ing's regime in the acification

of .erth had effectively ended the hopes of . try'a party in Scotland,

he major part of iiuntly's wartime activities had token place In the

."ortheast, and hia main political enomy had been removed, not by his

hand or influence, with the death of egervt Moray.

113. S.R.O. Inventory of orton apers (from Dalmahoy House,
irknewton) CD 159/461.
* See above 23.



The Gordon family, like the Hardltons, loot their lender during

the course of the regency, when on 20 ctob:r1576, George Gordon,

eighth Earl of Ihintly, died of a fit, as his father had before hira,

but while engaged in wl at should have been a somewhat less strenuous
120

activity. is son was a minor throughout /.orton*a regency and be¬

yond, but the fifth arl's brothers Adata and Patrick, successively

styled of uchinfioun, were both alive. Adam, in particular, had beon

very active during, the civil war on behalf of the -ueen, when the

. "orbesee had suffered considerably at his hands, lie aay not have

been content with the term or the fact of the . unification of erth,

for on the 20 June 1573 he is reported to be demanding leave to go

121
to /ranee, while on the 1 August he is reported as having sailed

122
there. regent . orton put a ...ore definite interpretation on his

motives, no doubt as a result of some information received, when, on

21 January 1573/4 he wrote that Huntly's brother Adara Gordon was in
123

Arance seeking; to raise s;en and money to alter the Scottish state.

Euntly hiiaself was reputed on 6 Maro! of this year to have met Atholl

and Lord Joyd at kunkeld "for some practice", '' but apparently noth¬

ing came of it. 'hat this practice was is uncertain, but almost

immediately after this report Euntly was in trouble with the privy

council. On 17 -arch John, actor of Forbes, and others raised

letters against Huntly for alleged contraventions of the terms of the

Pacification of erth. Huntly failed to appear before the council,

which decided that his demands on the Porbeses and others should be

12b
ignored. '' 'wo days later, atrick alter, "Auister itabillar for

126
the tyne to George, rll of Huntlio" " claimed exemption from crimes

accordin, to the terms of the -erth treaty, as he was a servant of

Huntly's. The council decided against him, and deel .red he was not

120. -cote ear o. iv 540; 121. :nl, .. . ;offt,, iv 590?
122. -bia.. 601; 123. -oia.. '->39? 12g. ioid.. >>51? 125* >

ii 33-9? 126. 344-5.
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eligible for any protection from the sail pacification. Only eight

days after this, on 2^ l.urch 1574» a. hoot of Jheynes and others were

granted a respite for one year for the slaughter of Janes Gerdin in
127

hochtullo. Taken together these items may indicate a distrust

and hostility on the part of the regent towards the Gordons, based no

oubt on reports of Huntly's meeting with Atholl and of Adam Cordon's

proceedings.

Huntly himself may have felt this distrust on the regent's part

and decided to try to remove it. At any rate he wan to be found,

from the end of Hay to 2 June 1574 at Dalkeith with the regent, after

which "he returned hone again so viell pleased that some say he will
120

be Chancellor again", but others thought "not in haste". ' A

reconciliation of sorts there may have been for on 17 June it was

129
reported that Huntly was "on good terms with the Regent" but less

than a week later he was called a "temporiser" who might be expected
130

to join the Jlamiltons in ruling if - orton "goes '. A survey of

Scottish noblemen, supposedly written in June 1574* gives proof of

tho influence of Adam Cordon of auo! indoun, of whom it is said that

"he commands all Buntly's friends, servants and tenants during the
131

minority of the Carl; he is wise and ready to attempt great things"*

Although tliis is either wrongly dated or written on falsa information*

for Huntly did not die until October 1576* it is nevertheless indicative

of the fact that the Cordons were still suspeoted to be "ready to
132

attempt great things" * and it must be open to doubt how deep the

supposed reconciliation of early June went. Certainly even if it was

deep it was not lastin; for on 11 July "John Hlacader of Julliallan,

Alexander Peyton younger of . .eldrum, Patrick Oheyn of ssilmonth and

Alexander ..rumond of fedop" were sureties that Huntly would enter the
133

bounds of Calloway by 22 July and remain there until released.

127. . . .. vi 2422; 12.. -al. . . cot., iv 66y-, 129. Ibid.. 673;
130. IfcidM 680-1; 131* > v 2; 132. Ibtat ? 133. ii 331.
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The official reason given for ' .untly's warding was th :t he was

under suspicion of ooaznunicatini, treasonably with his brother in Prance1
but there nay be a darker ride to orton's dealing". "ho istorie of

_4ag James the ext records th t - .orton caused I'untly to remain "in

ftlo ward, during his will; and, in that meantime, the He ant exposit

Jairden of Apil.girth for his slaughter, Jut howsone the knyght of

Hochinvar gat intelligence thereof, he oaualt his freyads in treat

nomber mak gude attendance on the rlc" and the re ent "grantit bin
135

a relaxatioun in Sfovsmber". There is no mention of this anywhere

else at this point but the "Diurnal of Ocourrents tells of the incident

under the date 1 eptember, when it states that "the said lord Huntlie

cone out of Galloway to Hamilton. In the none tyme that ho wes in

Galloway, he with his freinds, the laird of Lochinver beana passand to

ane hunting, wer adverteiet that tho laird of Anil,girth, with utheris

his complices, wer liand in wait to have slane thaiae" but they esoa -

ed. If Jardlne of Apilglrth made an attempt on Huntly'r. life

then it was almost certainly at . orton's command. A further clue to

orton's motive in this matter may be found in a report which states

that "The arl of Huntly parting hence into Galloway desired him to

see if there were any means to draw his brother into England and to

have somewhat of her majesty, but the Ho. ent is not of rrdnd he should

come either to upland or Scotland, nor to remain in ranee, but
137

rather to bo encouraged to o to Germany or Italy for a time".

Lorton was evidently fearful of what Adam Cordon might achieve when

abroad and a- takin no chances with Huntly at home and so may well

have devised a lot to re eve him alto, ether with the help of Jardine.

Horton certainly continued his diligence in thin matter and

134. aold.. 420; 135. .■fcj.oftj.e, Of VA.. the AV,iy> 150-1;
136. AffrpHL of -Cfi^roryb:., ,34..:; 137. £g?t. v 27*
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noted on 22 aptenber that sundry men had arrived in separate ships

from France including "Alexander luff from Adair. Gordon" and continued

"All which three messengers I have caused to be apprehended and put
138

in sure custody". -untly was however relieved from ward upon

139
security that he would return at any time on fifteen days notice

140
and on 2 December the order for his warding ras cancelled.

Although the Cordons were accorded some small benefits during

the next few months it was remarked on 19 -ugust 1575 that "Adam
1*1

Gordon is still in ward" while the Gi3torle of in. James the Sext

ti©3 the Lochleven/llamilton incident in fairly closely with the

previous attempt on Huntly's life by Jardine of Apilgirth by statin,.

"As the lament's levyce was- on the a part agani' huntlie as a chief

man. of the jueynis factious, so did h© devyce als craftie a stratageme

aganic Lord Johne lamiltoun".^If this accusation is true, and

it seems that attempts were made on both these nobles by men close to

the repent, then orton obviously determined at one point to strike

at each of the chief families of the ; unification of forth and remove

their respective heads by murder.

In January 1575/6, cautioners, listed for Adam Gordo 's release

from ward, included Lugh, Larl of Egminton, ~ord . Iphlnctone, Alexan¬

der, Lord Livingston and Jamec Chishola of Cromlix, who guaranteed

that within eight days of Ids release from Blackness Gordon would en-

1 O
ter himself into ward in Kirkcudbright; ' 1 but on 15 march it was

reported that "Adam Gordon is yet in the castle of Blackness".'*'^
On 31 July 1576 , George, arl of ; untly is one of several northern

lords charged to appear personally to n wer for their failure to

13S. rbid.f 59—60; 135. d'.r.T.;idBii ii 420~1? 140* Ibid*« 423?
151. .'nil» » V 173; 142. .imlmgle 0, 1^, ^:q

153* 143* S*£*£U» il 480; 144. c«l. 3.P. W.. V 215.



abide by the general band, \lso charged • ere his kinoa.en Jeffi.es
145

Gordon of fethlik an ' Harry Gordon of lladde. It would seen

therefore that ..orton was being ever vigilant towards the Cordons

bub the necessity of any further action against untly was rc: .ovod

when that q-.jtI died on 20 October 157^* "he Cordons .ere thus

left without their natural leader, the carl's son being a . inor,

and they played no conspicuous part in the events of the short tine

which the reroncy had left to run, nor had they any hand in it:; end.

As for Ada® Gordon, two reports of 1577 differ in their opinion of

his position at that time, one sayin. that he "continues still under
1 46

bond in Galloway" r while an tmony. ous letter states that he "has

been welcomed in France -one well treated".

four wain houses, all of thorn headed by former aariane, have now

been exaidned, with reference especially to their relatione with the

regent. Clearly ...orton might have anticipated the possibility of

animosity fron these former eneiiiec but one family on which .orton

would expect to bo able to count for support was the '. -re'eines whose

hoad was now fori of far, John . •mkino, first ..arl of . -or, had been

an early adherent to the king's cause, and when he was recent,

immediately before dorion, the two men had worked in close co-operat¬

ion. On Ilar'e isath in 1572 when the regoncy assod to orton, the

earldot; of .or passed to .another John rsklne, har'n son, but then a

14fl
boy of only ten years. The runnin,. of frr.hine affair wan oarried

on chiefly by Alexander refine of Hogar, master of or, a younger

brother of the late regent and no uncle of the young aarl,

The Crskines derived their political importance principally fro .

their duty of cafe, uardin the youn,.. -ing Janes, who was brou ht up

145. 4...G.. ii 547; 146, Cal. 4.:. 3eot.. v 253; 147. Ibid..
2645 143. .ccts eerr.TO. v 615-16,



and educated la Stirling Castle under their supervision and alongside

the youn, arl of Tar, who was the in *e senior by about four year's.

A close degree of co-operation would be necessary between the rskines

and the Douglases, if orton was to be able to rule confidently, for

the first move in any attempted cou; d* etat against the 'ogent, was

likely to take the for: of on assault on the youn. kind's attondanto,

with a view to gaining possession of the monarch and rulla in his

name. That : orton had grounds to expect this co-operation to be

forthcoming is illustrated by two documents of 1572 which deal with

the safeguarding of the king* The first of these, dated 25 ovomber

1572, tells that the king Is to be kept under the care of the Countess

of Tar and of the friends of the house of Irskine, who ore said to be
p

Robert, barl of Buohane, David, oonmendator of Drybur^, Alexander
149

■rskin of Gosar and -Uliam Jowglae of . ochlevin", or, in other

words, two rokines and two ouglaseo. I second document on the

same subject, which is in fact u bond of relief by the friends of

the houae of .rskine to the ..aster of ar and his cautioners, gives

a list of theae friends;, who arc- largely made u of rehires and

other lairds of the 'tirlirp area, but who include illliam hurray of

hullibardine, Comptroller, and John Cunninghan of -runs?hassell, keeper

of Dumbarton Car,tie, two important government servants whose loyalty
150

would also be necessary for the well-being of the regent.

The houses of Douglas and Crskine had matrimonial links also, for

Robert ou 1st of Lochloven had married Margaret rskine, a sister to
151

Regent Mar and to the present ..aster of ; ar. The houses were link¬

ed again by marriage on 13 June 1573* when, perhaps in appreciation

of the mutual dependence of the houses, orton'a nephew, the arl of
152

Angus, married - ary rskine, sister to the youn,, earl of bar. ' A

149. . i. . Inventory of ."-ar and .cllie - uninenta; 150. .;1J«;
131* Jqgta rgpicar;?, vi 369; 152. jEUU.
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remembrance writton for 3-arghley, one week later, shows that the

political importance of this had not been missed when it says "The

. arl of Angus's marriage confirms the devotion of the house of
inn

rskine to the Regent".

Circumstances ware not so favourable to Norton as this uigjht seem

to indicate, however, for, in this same reme; .brance cornea the first

indication that things are not what they might be between the decent

and the faster of -ar. It states thnt "The /ountess of ar and the

aster be yet forborne because of the . iny, but the egent is deter¬

mined, for avoiding charge; , to brine the King's house, his own, and

the Ca; tie of dinburgfc under one charge". It is difficult to

determine whether orton hud any concrete reason to oubt the ability

or loyalty, at this stare, of the faster of Mar. hat seems to be,

perhc. e, more likely, is that the regent was merely nervous for his

own wellbeing and, appreciating how closely this was tied up with

possession of tho young -ing, he thoujht that the safeguarding of the

royal personage was a task which should be performed by himself, or

one of his immediate kinsmen, within the country's strongest fortress.

This suspicion, on the start of the regent, of the .aster of ar, and

his dec ire; to bring the king to Kdinburgh Castle, will be referred to
3£

again and the continuation of these feelings seems fatally to have

undermined the rapport and trust between the two families.

The opli v?:u: alo■; in comin,; to any crisis. , he talk, examined

previously, of discontent and conspiracy which revolved mostly around

former . arians in 1574# never mentioned the ..rr ines, who were then

obviously reckoner :s> loyal to the regent despite any minor differ¬

ences in opinion. in t o separate lists, drawn up in Juno 1/74, and

douiin^ with picas ions for Scottish nobles, the .-aster of . ar comes in

133. df • gpt*» iv 330; 134.
x See below 40,45.
* See above 18,19.
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for favourable mention. One list merely suggeate that he should be

iven a pension of £150, while tho second list, which ives reasons

for tho decisions of th first, describes t'-- : or tor as ''having charge

of tho ..in. *s person" and so being "well-friendo-., constant, of good
155

oredit and power .

Although the closing montln. of 1574 saw a gift to John, arl of
156

i-ar of an ouoheat of forfeited goods, ' and a respite to one of his
157

servants for a murder coiii.ittea by him, the dispute between the

. ..aster of ...ar cornea back to the forefront of events very forcibly on

7 April 1575* Ariting on this date to juoen ..lianbeth, aisinghara,

in a somewhat alarmist nootl, tolls of socio intelligence ho hoc gained

from "a cattish gentleman who is here-'. he states that orton is

inclining more towards ranee than formerly and more than the ngliah

government would like. lie continues:- "Furthermore, he showed

me - which he desires to be used with secrecy - that by letters he

hat: of late received from Air Alexander r. cine, his uncle, he per¬

ceives that his said uncle has lately discovered that the Regent

secretly practises to dr th: young ling out of hie hands, committed
*1 T f\

to his custody by consent and order of arlisj..ent". ' J ' He writes

again in the same vein, a week later, statin., to the queen that there

ore three en in entlan:' in particular v/hose devotion she would do

-.roll to capture. One of thes- three is Alexan or -ro .ine, aster

of ar, who he says is important "for the stay of the young 'lag in

t! at country". ~ adds t! it tbo ^entlemun who hac ,_iven him this

inc.'illigonco would be an "apt instrument" for securing the devotion
150

of rakine and t! other two, to the ueen.

i'hio is a most interesting document and gives rise to consider¬

able speculation. A"he two main items of interest are whether or

155. V 1- i 156. vi 2775; 157. Acid.. 2801;
15- •« u,»,,, ;t.i.? » v 115—16; 155* . -.bkwj » «1 -1'5»



not the re ort is acvarate and also who this " oottish gentleman" was.

The tnglish Government - as decidedly -irone, on certain occasions, to

believe that Scotland was more open to "reach influence than she in

fact .van, Consequently ' hen alairig-Wv: is tol that orton is reputed

to be conte.plat in.; drawin/ the youn ding away from the guardian

a:rood on by parliament, he irredlately assumes, or at least, appears

to assume, that ilorton intends to commit the monarch to Trance or

French influence. This assumption was soundless. Furthermore, it

may be wondered whether this " entleaan", ho bar- been tal ing to

alsinjhan, may not be playing his own amo, in that the net result

of his intelligences to the minister was that it Is recommended that

he should be em; loyod by the nglisb Government, to secure the alleg¬

iance of the Faster of ar and others to the ueen of "'nglandf for

which service, no doubt, ho could anticipate bein, well rewarded*

His derire for secrecy, likewise, could be attributed to a regard for

his uncle*c and Mo own, safety} or, alternatively, if, could be

attributed to the fact t' '-t he had possibly grossly exaggerated or

even invented what he had tol-" to the ngliah Government - a overa-

mont already worried by the regent's recent reconciliation with the

Hamilton-:, which event along with others, it viewed as indicative of

pro- trench policy on orton's part.

Having made all those provisos, it remains true, of course, that

this is not the fir t mention of disagreement between e cnt orton

an. the ; a;.:tor of ar over the keep-in, of the young Icing. .round

nine onthe earlier, on 12 July 1574 Henry illi re- had written to

valsingham, telling Mm, "the Regent told me how that the "arl of

Atholl assured hit. that it wac reported he would send the king into
160

n land". w peculation concerning tbo e -nt'o intentions for
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the King wouT' be never endin. , in all --robability, in a cotlanc

where the suspicions and hostilities of the civil war .-erio.-' hod not

had tine to be forgotten but it is lntere- ' in. that on this earlier

occasion it was thou ht li'.ely, an ' feared, that the Regent -'culd send

the king into knglanO, not Yance, an in the occasion of hlsiaphnn's

letter to the -moon.

"Jhe confederacy for the safeguard in- of the king: mentioned
*

earlier would be ..articularly interested in all ouch speculation.

The hard core of this confederacy, ..on such as tholl, would probably

never have been reconciled to horton, but the regent oes seem to

have played into the han .s of these man by alienating, from himself

such potentially loyal people as the Icing*s keeper, the iiastor of dar.

It is impossible to ascertain whether orton's lstrust of Urskine,

and his consequent desire to have the kin, moved to dinbuxgi ,

alarr. cd certain nobles into forming the confederacy, or, as perhaps

seems moro likely, the confederacy existed in some loose form anyway,

composed of men such ar Atholl with no love for orton, and it itself

merely made use of the rumours resulting from orton's fears and the

ator of .bar's dis-sat infection.

The other interesting and important aspect of this letter of

.-..IsIngham's is the identity of the ""Scottish, gentleman". re goes

on to say that the man refers to the ilaater of liar cm his "Uncle".

If It is assumed that he means that term in the proper sense of the

word a; it is used now, there are several possible candidates for

the position. It is an interesting indication of the close knit
3£

nature of the dcottish nobility, referred to earlier, that the ...aster

of liar could claim to be undo to -.any people of importance in the

politics of King James* reign. Phcy include Juses Stewart, Regent

.-.oray, -avid re sine, Jonmendator of iryburgh, 4a... rskin ,

* See above 19; * See above v-vi.



Coaraendator of Cnribuokonneth, John, 'arl of ~ r, illinn oujl., of

Lochleven, kobort, arl of Tuchan, and other.:. It can only, of

course, bo speculated which, if any, of the.no : -n - e rclu in*, oray,

of course, who an dead - was alslngha/a's informer. "hat Is

important to re? .lino, however, is the possibility that the ran

uit.ht have boon a ■;ouylas and the rat ifioations of this will be
*

examined shortly when J orton's own kin is looked at, Whether or not

ho was a onyla it scesn likely that ho would be a ran whose support

Korton would expect to enjoy and the whole episode is indicative of

the widening: gulf between the recent find socio of his closest allies,

•hat regains after all the speculation is that the suspicion

between *orton and rsfcine still existed in the sprin0 of 1575*

Despite the fact that C ^ ay 1573 s®v rskine receiving the gift of

a forfeitod life-rent, speculation ar to the relationship between

the lirskinec and Douglases continued and, in instructions given to

Killigrew on 27 ay of this year, the following was included: "As

it is thought that the late death of the Countess of Angus may breed

some change in the amity betwixt the :e_ont and the house of far, he

is to observe an?; engulro diligently what alteration is like to

follow thereof".^^

On the 1 October 1575, carton, writing to henry kllligrem, tolls

him of a progress he has laade through the country, being accompanied

for part of the way by the harl of Oar and others whoa he -describes
*t 62

as friends. The master is not mentioned on this occasion, and

as the earl would still be a boy 01 thirteen or so, it is interest¬

ing to speculate whether orton was tryinc, to treat the boy separately

from hia uncle. In the events of 1578 it vlU be seon* that uncle
and nephew were to be found on different aides and it is tempting,

this later fact being known, to use hindsight and see orton sowing

181. lb.Ut» 153; 1 . ykihu, 197.
* see below 48-50; x see below 67.
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the seeds of disagreement ana jealousy bet eon the t?/o on this earlier

occasion. There is too little evidence to be anything like positive

over this issue but it remains an interesting possibility#

Little of any interest occurred between Lorton and the rskincs

in the following tv;o years and tho next item of note in their

relations comes in an entry in the ;e,;,ister of the 'rlvy Council

for 15 September 1577. This states that Annabel, Countess of Mar,

has taken cere of the wine but now that he is in the twelfth year

of hi® life he is to be attended by men. In charge of this is to
163 *

be Alexander Irskine ofGogor. Ae was stated earlier in the brief

resume of the event; of ..orton's fall from power, this date, 15

September, is also the one ;„iven by the 1 latorie of : in, Jamoo the

-■oxt for the arrival in Stirling of Atholl and /rgyll to advise the

king to accept Morton's offer to demit his Regency. The accuracy

or otherwise of this entry in the chronicle has been debated earlier*
but what is comparatively certain is that the -.aster of Lax was

heavily involved in tho events of orton's fall in the following

iebruary/harch. as will be seen one source has the Master of Mar

giving his consent to the arrival of -rgyll end Atholl at Stirling
while another source actually has him asking thera to como in.

The distrust of Morton for the I aster of liar had rebounded on

to his am head. Annoyed by Morton's apparent lack of trust, and

harassed, no doubt, by those of tho confederacy for protecting the

king, the - .aster of mar had succumbed and was deeply involved in the

organisation of the plot for -orton's downfall. The young arl of

Mar seems to have played no part in the events of February/March

1577/8 and it mas only later that orton was able to use him success¬

fully against his uncle.

163. y i* v.?« ii 833-4.
* see above 14-15; * see above 15; / see below 48.
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before examining the importance of ..orton'a own ..in, the

-ouolaseu, It may be as well to reflect that It may not have been

tliO tcr of .-bar, or at least not only the . actor of . x that

1 .orton 'dished to remove from around the Sting. Melville of lialhill,

v.xitiaw of 1577 utate.. of uchaaan. th t ho "becan the : rle of Mortons

grot enci..y" and he traces this to a quarrel over a horset continuing

to state that " roawhassell also, because the decent kepit all

cacualtes to hin self ... becau also his enemy, and so did they all
4 / j

that »7er about Ms nmleste". "+ ^eorge Buchanan was keeper of the

.rivy oaal but, more importantly, he was, of course, the king's

principal tutor and 30 would have ample opportunity to prejudice the

youn0 king's mind against tho regent. Cunningham of Drorarhassell

was keeper of kumbarton Castle and this also was an important post,

for unbarfcan w .& regarded ao one of the -seat strategically in ort-

nt castles in the country. In June 1574 both Cunningham and

Buchanan appear in a list entitled "Persons not commended by the

egent and yet by others thought meet to bo entertained"; the

former being described in this as "able to persuade by credit and

counsel, especially about th- in and '.ryyll" 1 lie the riter con-

161}
tent? h iceelf by describing Suchaxwun as "a singular man".

*

On 14 April 1573 in a letter already dealtwith at some length

for its importance with reference to the faster of liar, jueon

lisuiboth is advised that uc well as - rcyll find the Leu ior of - ar,

she would do well to cultivate the friendship of "the Captain of

-amb.xton, whar^-by th 5 fort may not come into the heads of the

.ranch".1 t io an interesting refleotion on ngliah policy that

all tliroe of these men, reooraraend«k. as being worthwhile for the

164, Sir J. Melville, . ,ffcpfca» 262-3; 165. Jal. a. ■ :oot..
i 1CC. 119.

* see above 40-43.



nglish government to win, wore involved in the fall of Norton, co

that perhaps n_li. li money or influence helped to bring to an end

the regency it had one eo ; .uch to bring about. This ie, indeed,

o c:c«u.plo • ' the belief '.bared by sot:'; ngllshaen of the advisabil¬

ity of keeping foot lone! in a somewhat unsettled state.
*

It has air .aiiy been seen that i elville attribute! the canity

between Lorton and Brumwhasaell to Norton's greed and it is the same

author who attribute; to Ounningha.. a central role in the events of

ebruary/f, arcl 1577/8» stating that " brpyll and Atholl wer secretly

pructyseo, nd dra/en in to >tirling bo . ron.d-aor.ell, with the con¬

sent of Alexander ire' in best ir of i ar, and .ester George buchwhcnnen

an he continuer,, still talking of ther e yen, to say "be whois advyse

tux. consaill his laicste war; easely movit to depoise th.e egont out

of -lis office",1"^ It would appear fror this that ■ orton had good

reason to fear the influence of .".hose men close to the tin.. • base

cause for their dislike of the regent is given and it must be assumed

that their hatred sprung from hat thoy saw as their individual oases

of injustice, on., goners! dissatisfaction.

iellin_ of the influence a^ain^t -orton of those around the king

i.elvillo of iialhill, in the entry for 1377, quoted above, names

another two men, both btewarts, who helped to run down the regent in

the king's eyes. The first of these, he states, wan "James tuart

sone to the bard Ogiltre", who 'wan gret favour and credit with his

. aieste, and not >a ?/eill lyked be them of the oa tell of . iirling".

This was overlooked, however, as he poisoned the king's mine against
168

. orton. This must be the man who eventually became a court

favourite ;m. , under the usurped oitle of -arl ol' rran, virtually

167. ir. J. k : villa, .ygU-i ~i 168. Ibid.. 263-4.
*see above 45.



ruled the country for some tine, -he 'bete crrorc. however, only
1C9

hue hin returnin, from receiving his education abroad in 1579 no

that perl-ape ; elvillo has predated his period of popularity with the

kin,,, by mistake, to before the fall of . orton - a mistake which

could easily arise when the prominent port that "rran ployed in

. ortoa'n final downfall was remembered*

The other tesart that Melville tells of is " ooert rle of

Orkeney, wha had bene wardit and hardly handled be the legent, for
170

some sklent dealing with Denmark as wan allerit". lie states

that he also helped to poison the king's aind against orton.

: obert Stewart certainly suffered at orton's hands but again this

may be a case of predating events, for the 'cots ' oora a states that
171

Robert Stewart was in war' until . orton demitted his regency.

He could have had contact with the kin dxirin,. hie time in ward, of

course, and, at any rate, hin political affiliations are sunned up

in a review of the nobility of 1577 which states of him that "His (sic

is presently in ward in Linlithgow, under band. Ho married the farl

of Cassillis's sinter. In r llgion he pretends to be a 1 roteetant.
172

He favours the ding, but would be content with alteration".

yen allowing for . >oasible inaccuracies on elville's part, it

seems olear that orton hiad every reason to doubt the wisdom of

allowing ouch people as those to remain around the ding. is

hostility to the faster of far may have made that nobleman less

careful than ho might otherwise have been to protect the in,; frou

those with grievances against the regent.

If . iorton's relations with the rskiner., and tlirough them those

with influence around the lia.., were import nt, then Ms relations

1^2. hoots Zeer,., .0. i 394} 170. ir . . elville, . ?M\
171. cots heern 0. vi 572-3} 1?2. al. ■. . oot.. v 252.



with his fellow 'ou; .laces ••ould be crucial. He would expect

autom itically to command their allegiance and certainly he pavo then

considerable incentive to allow Mr, to do so, for the list of Douglases

f o benefitted on-? w y r another during the- re ; noy is very long in-

deed* There ore, however, several reasons, touched on briefly
*

already, part leal;irly with reference to the rskinos and Hamilton#,

to think that dissatisfaction with ' iorton ha pervaded the ranks even

of hi3 oran tin.

hat seems principally to have grieved some of the Jouglases

is the effort which orton made to effect a reconciliation with the

u.,iltons« r war initially obliged to . fee there efforts to fulfil

the terms of th acification of Perth. Unfortunately, fro:: the

point of view of the unity of his own in, this immediately involved

"iaposasssing George ou ,las, p.enerolly styled the ostulatc of

Arbroath, who wa forced to five up Arbroath to Lord John Hamilton

who had held it reviously. The ouglascs were well rewarded by

.orton ana it oe j to have been the -er onal jrievances of a few of
x

thoj. xi ich led to the discontent. ..a war .scntionec earlier the

...star of ,..ar wa uncle to a number of 1. .portt -it luen of the eriod*

•nother aspect of this :>a r lationship wan that illiru. Douglas of

.ochlevon an,.: lobort, crl of uchan, v?ho - .'ore full brother: , could

call ©gent . oray their brother nlco, as all three had the same

174
. other, aryarot -r-dcinc, sister of . o. nt -or. Consequently

they .-.ere pa fcicularly og. rieved at any attorn; t to rehabilitate the

rrairdererc of Uogent ■ oray and there was no dispute that the damiltons

"/err the ones that fitted t* at particular bill. The event of the

r 1at ions bct/oe the on :1asc.:. and the '!•. 11 ton have air ady been
/

'.nod but it ir vorV 1 lie not in; in p."issin t'-at thos who were

■ « «« vii 20c:, 20 , 46c, 122C, 12>Cj 1/4* -c,utc , ccff'VP*
vi. 3
* see above 27-30; h see above 42-43; / see above 27-30.
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involved in the first reported attempt on the Hamiltons, were said,

by the author of the Historic of ---in- James ..ext. to be the Sari of

Buchan, Lochleven, George Douglas brother of Loohleven (usually

styled of Helenhill) and George Jishop of Murray, called the Postulate
175

of Arbroath - in other words the late Repent . oray's three half

brothers and another Douglas who had suffered a:; a result of the

government's attempts to appease the Hamlltons. Although this sane

source says that this plot was undertaken on the Regent's instigation,

this may be doubted considering his general rjolicy of reconciliation

towards the Hamiltons. It is obvious from lists given of those who

would be likely to support the Douglases against the Haniltons that

the Srskinos by and large considered themselves to be with the

Douglases, even if this meant being in some decree of opposition to
*

the regent. As has been shown earlier, Iavid and Adam Srskine,

CocHoendators of )iyburgh and Caabuckennefch respectively, John, arl

of Mar, and Alexander, Master of LL.r were all related to the Ix>oh-

leven Douglases and the late -agent : oray. They, consequently,

seemed to have shared the same hatred of the Hamilton® and the sane

pprehension over their possible restoration to political respectab¬

ility. The concern over the possible marriage of lord John to the

arl of .ngu.:;' sister was merely another instance of this general

fear.

hen this general Douglas/ rskine apprehension over the possible

reconciliation of the regent with the Kamiltons was added to the more

personal grievance of the Master of Mar over his treatment at the

regent's hands, it became obvious that what should have been the back¬

bone of Morton's support was not liable to bo as strong for bin as he

175. istorie of ..in James the 3oxt. 155.
* see above 42-43.
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would wish. ritinj to the laird of Lochleven on 2 -larch 1577/0

during the heart of the crisis for hie regency, llorton expresses

himself, to one who could have been expected to be a stalwart support¬

er, in vary guarded terms such as "dot gif ye wer plane with us thairin
176

we wald answer yow in the like plajrnnes". He goes on in the same

letter to talk of the Eroklnes, who might have been expected to be

the left am to the Douglas right " e ar evill and unthankfullie
177

acquite for our guidwill borne to the house of Kar". '' The

Douglases of lochleven do not seen to have gone as far as the brckines

in their disloyalty in that they played no part in bringing Jiorton

down but they do not appear to have shown the zeal to keep him in

office that night have been expected. There are some indications that

the arl of Angus himself was dissatisfied also. Godscroft states

that the Earl of Angus himself was discontented in that he thought the

regent too careful for his natural sons and not enough for hiia and he
178

details a quarrel between then but this sounds more like the

jealousy of a young man, who was only in his early twenties when

korton lost the regency, than any fundamental discontent. He was

soon enough to find out that his own interests were closely tied up

with those of his uncle. It is more the lochleven branch that seem

to have been basically discontented with l orton.

The Regent Aortcn doer, seem to have had the unfortunate knack

of rendering even his potentially closest allies hostile or at least

indifferent to his own personal fate. 'This situation meant that

people like the Erskines were susceptible to those who were anxious

for a change in government and ton like Atholl if they chose to point

to find deprecate the proposed reconciliation between the regent and

176. -9, iclru,- Aopo.-j..:. q? - i 08} 177. J&UU S
17-3. Godocroft, 333.
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Iiamiltons night well receive assent and support from the most

unexpected quarters.

This is not to say that Morton did not have his own party, and

it will be worthwhile now taking a brief look at some of those who

held office under or ware particularly friendly with, the regent. In

a paragraph on Morton's fall from power, Hum of C-odscroft says "The

adverse party seemed strong, Argyls, Athole, Crawford, yea also

(which did most astonish his) his friends Claries, Rutliven and

Lindsay; his most cherished, Pitcamo, (Abbot of Dunfermling),
179

Secretary, and Tillebardin, Controller;", An examination of the

accuracy of this analysis of Norton's opponents will bo carried out
*

in Chapter 2, but it will serve at present as a starting point from

which to look at those who served under the regent.

Lord Claiaia was appointed chancellor on 8 October 1573. He

had been an early adherent to the king's party in 15&7» and worked

closely throughout the Regency with Morton who had been one of his
180

curators and to whoa he was related as a first cousin once removed,

fie appears to have prospered during the course of Norton's government,

for he was described in a survey of December 1577 being "of greatest
1 ft'1

revenue of Any Scottish baron", A cecond survey of this same date

gives details of an event of some importance for Glanis. On the

death of Gilbert, fourth -arl of Car.sillis, and by that same noble's

will, Glacis was made tutor to the future Larl John, then only eight
182

years old. Glands was the boy's maternal uncle, but in giving; him

the position ae tutor, Gilbert had passed over an uncle on his com

side, Sir Thorns Kennedy of Culzoan, who had pretentions to the

earldom. The survey now states of the young carl and his kin, "His

179. ma. t 341S 130. fgofr gflfisaaati viii 288-90;
Lffrtt» V 263; 102. -Pflfrp -,Q,<BOT» ii 473 , 475.
* see below 69-72.
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v?hole surname depends on his father's brother, whom they have chosen

and stirred up against Lord Glaamio, so that Lord Glacuais cannot now

come into t! e country without the aid of Lord Boyd, and for the better

strengthening of Lord Claomis it is intended that Arbroath shall marry
18^

the sister of Clammis". This slater was the widow of Gilbert,

Earl of Cassillis, so that marriage between her and Lord John Hamilton

could bring a powerful ally to Glacis in this struggle. This same

survey says of Glacis that on account of these negotiations he is
104

"fallen into cose suspicion with those who stand against the Hamiltons".

This episode, coupled with general loyalty to orton and a tra itional

feud between the Lyons and the Lindsays, Earls of Crawford, would

appear to be tlie chief factors in determining where Lord Glacis'
*

political allegiance lay. As will be seen later, the rumour that

Glamio sided against Lorton in 1577/8 was untruo so that it seeus clear

that he identified his interests as being similar to those of Gorton,

csp.ecially in what was one of the most controversial aspects of the

regent's policy, namely reconciliation with the Haiailtons, whose
105

chief, Lord John, did in fact marry Glacis' sister on 30 December 1577*

Lord Luthven, similarly to Glacis, had long been associated with

the king's party, and was made Treasurer of Scotland on 24 June

186
1571* During the regency he was involved in private quarrels,

107
at different times, with lobert Bruce of Clackmannan, and Largaret

. ibbald of Nether Liff.Once nore, as in the case of the

chancellor, important information no to his political affiliations

cooes in the last few months of the regency. It was stated on 19

July that "Atholl, Luthven, Lindsay and others have confederated
100

themselves by oath for maintenance of the Xing-". This confederacy

103. vol. . . -cot., v 254-35 134. Ibid.. 253; 105. ^cots
Pecra-e. viii 230; 106. L. .0.. vi 1191? 107. d.L.O.. ii
273-4; 138. , 333; 139. Gal. L.P. ,cot.. v 22p.
* see below 70.



has already been uiccuaaod at length but a review of the nobility
3£

of December 1577 * mentioned above, reveals what was probably Hutliven'3

chief motive in joining,' the confederacy, when it says of him "ho is
190

prinoixjal associate of those against tho Haiailtona". The origin

and liistory of the confederacy go back several years before this, of

course, and Ruthven's inclination towards it, possibly dated, as with

some other nobles, from the beginning of orton'a moves towards amity

with the Ilamiltona. Certainly on 19 June 1576 in a letter which may

indicate the existence of such a confederacy, Montrose, lords Gray,

Lovat and Ruthven and Tullibardine wrote to Argyll trying to patch

things up between him mid Atholl, possibly also hoping to draw him
101

thereby into their plot. Ruthven then, like the Loohleven

Douglases and the Rrskines, did not accord to the regent the unfail¬

ing devotion which might have been expected of hiia, and the reason

again scene to have been hatred and fear of tho Untiltons and of

their possible rehabilitation.

Lord Lindsay, the third in Godscroft's list of those whose

opposition astonished the regent, was also an early adherent to the

king's cause and one who was rewarded in 1573 by being mode Lord
192

Provost of Edinburgh. He was an ardent, if not fanatical, reform-

er and map have been alienated by, or disappointed in, 1 orton's

church policy; or perhaps, like Ruthven, it was the regent's

attitude to the 1 lard1tons, so long the enemy of the king's party,

that antagonised him. At any rate, as was see^, he is included in
193

Lowes' list of July 1577 as a confederate for the maintenance of

the Ling and is similarly described in the review of the nobility
19/

of December of that same year. r

190. Ibid.. 254, 191* Larrender I'anors. cottish History Society,
Third erioc, lo.10, Vol. 1 133-5; 192. d-.ct.. oor.ro. v 400;
193. L. . cot,, v 229; 194. 1Mb* 254.
* see above 19,21-24; k see above 51; / see above 52.
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One of the men described as "his most cherished" b, Codscroft
195

was L obart itcairn, abbot of Dunfermline, Secretary. lie had

been chosen as secretary when baitland of Lethington finally defected
196

to the queen's party and since then had been a central ember of

the administration, taking his part in such tasks as negotiating the
197

Pacification of erth. ''' The other man so described was 'illiam

hurray of Tullibardine, Comptroller from 15&& to 1592/3. He hod

been appointed along with Erskine of Co0ar as a joint-governor to the
193

young kin£ and keeper of Stirling One tie. These two men were
199

related, itcairn bein- married to a sister of Tuilibardine, and

the one may have influenced the other into turning against the regent.

These were socio of the men on whoa - orton depended, find, who,

according to Hume of Godscroft, turned against him. There were

others who were on good terms with him and who remained loyal, such

as iobert, bord Boyd, described by Jams ...elville in his diary as

200
being "grait with the Regent". He was a somewhat surprising

choice as an ally for . orton, for unlike most of those discussed

immediately above he had been a marion in the civil war. lie was

said on 6 karch 1573/4 to have met with Uuntly and At!:oll at Dunkeld

"for some practice", presumably some anti-i orton practice, but this

may well be erroneous for the author of this report appears to think

that 3oyd was a northern noblo. At any rate he concludes "as far
201

as I can lcam, it is not so, or at least will take no effect".

Robert, bora 3oyd and his kinsmen were accorded considerable gifts

and benefits under the regent, one of them, banter James Boyd, being
•

jt 2
made Archbishop of Glasgow. bora Boyd, himself, was Collector-

201
General of the thirds " J while in a survey of the nobility of Juno

195. Codsoroft, 341J 196. Concise o.ii.D.. 1045; 197. -■«; .0,. ii
193; 198. cot, eera c. i 466; 199. Ibid.. 4&4» 200. J. belville,

53; 201. ..al. «j . .cot., iv 651; 202. » ,, vi .'175$
203. Ibid., vil 487.
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1574 it was said of hi© that ha "bears great away by his favour with

the Regent".2^ -hat he continued to be highly regarded by the regent

is evident froia another survey of the nobility made in December 1577
205

where he is said to be "in special favour with the Regent". It
*

will be seen that Lord >oyd suffered as a result of Norton's fall,

thus giving an indication of the close nature of their mutual interests.

Others who were deemed to be of 4 orton's party were not always

of such high rank. Melville of Halhill says at one point that Lorton

had loot tho favour of all Lootland except "George Afflek and Sanders
206

Jordan". ~ These two, George Auchinleck of Dalmanno and Alexander

Jardine of Apilglrth, wore in great favour with the regent and received
207

many gifts and benefits from him. " On 20 June 1573 Jaruine was

appointed Master of the King's Ordnance for life2'""^ while on 24
POO

January 1577/8 ho received a reward for his services to the crown.'*

In the interim he had been the central figure in the plot on Muntly's

life which Morton was reputed to have devised when that nobleman was

in ward in Calloway. To be used for such an important mission

Jaruine must have obviously have been in the regent's confidence.

George Auchinleck of Balmanno was al3o rewarded for his service

to the regent. Godscroft states that "the chief men he used were

210
John Caruichael of Carsichael, and George Auchinleck of Balmanno".

Godcroft also stater, that many ran after Auchinleck because his credit

with the regent was so good, while others "grudged to see the Regent

and bio servants to ingrosse all matters of profit and coaaaoditie to
211

themselves alone".

Tho other man mentioned there by Godscroft as being close to the

204. Gal. 3. . -cot.. V 2; 205. Ibid.. 255; 206. "ir. J. Melville,
Memoir-.•. 260 ; 207. ♦ . .. vi 277, 1803, 2346, 2431, 2581;
200. Ibid.. 2001; 2Qp. Ibid... vii 1413; 210. Oodocroft, 332;
211. ibid,, 335.
* see below 75.
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recent wa^ John Carmicfcael of that ilk. One particular service

which the laird of Carmichael rendered was that he captured John

Or;;.iston who had been closely involved in Larnley'o murder and was

executed for the same. Re was rewarded specifically for this two
212

years later and on other occasions also gained at orton'a hand;

but, perhaps because of the delay between hie service in this in¬

stance and his reward, he was reported by .elville of Halhill to

have "lamented to Lie , revcurly of his ingratitude towardis him ...

213
untill I gave hiia a consaill". Canaiohael, younger, carried

liargarefc, natural daughter of Sir George roup,!as of Pittlndreich,
214.

ami so was related to -orton. Like word Boyd he too suffered on

215
Lorton'a full from power, bein^ forfeited in 1531.

These, then, were soae of the chief allies that i. orton had, along'
*

with the Douglases and drokines examined earlier. If lorton could

be generous to those who wore in his favour ho could be merciless to

those who had earned his animosity. Several aspects of his govern¬

ment, in particular the exercise for recovering the crown jewels,

have revealed a persecution of former Parians and there are other

examples of those who had supported Queen Hary being, pursued by the

regent for different matters. There were nobles other than Argyll

who wore pursued and for causes often loos romantic than jewels.

One such was Hugh -iontgesnery, third larl of . .glinton, who had not

come over finally to the icing's side until the summer of 1571 ^ and

unlike the case of ^ord Boyd his late arrival did not result in his

being made a close ally of the regent's. In 1573 he was at the horn
217

at the instance of Lame Jean Hamilton, Lady astwood" and for much

of the early part of the regency he was pursued by the council at the

212. H.i vll 376; 213. ir J. melvllle. "empire. 260 J
214. ecru iv 579-SO; 215. liiisk, 578; 216.
iii 63; 217. d. .0.. ii 227, 303-4.
* see above 37-50.
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instance of this lady. She was a daughter of James Hamilton, arl

of Axran, and had been married to glinton, from whom she !vad been
218

divorced in 15&2. * ' It is tempting to see this rursuit as part of

the government's attempt to reconcile the Hamilton® but it .-/as probab¬

ly occasioned more by a certain degree of animosity towards those who

had lately been adherents of the queen.

Another noble with a similar history of political affiliations

was Gilbert Kennedy, fourth Karl of Cassillis, who had also come over

21 q
to the king's party in the summer of 1571. ' he was pursued before

the Privy 'ouncil in 1573 over an incident involving Janet Balryaple
220

and John Hume and was asked to ward himself in Blackness Castle

under threat of treason.

Karlans from further down the social scale could suffer also, as

*

in the case of fir illiam Sinclair of Roslin, already noted as hav¬

ing been prosecuted over the possession of crown jewels. On 10
221

August 1573 he was summoned by the council along with illian,

Lord Borthwick and "ir illiam Scott of Balweary, both former Marians,

to answer for what had happened to those for whom they had been called

to act as surety. David Bell, called the "Young Kin " wan the man

whom Sinclair was asked about on this occasion and he was soon back

before the council again over this same issue.

These are examples of Larlans who were submitted to some degree

of harassment, renter or lesser, by the overniaent, but there were

other ouch families who were treated with even .greater vigour. The

most severely affected fust have been those whose immediate heads

were forfeited such as the case of ir .illiam irk.caldy of Grange who

213. - cotn - eor'i-e. iii ;.11; 219. . . .. iii 63; 220.2. . J..
ii 282-3} 221. Ibid.. 272-3.
* see above 11.
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222
was forfeited and executed"" and whose widow, Margaret Lear&onth,

223
was pursued over the crown jewels issue." Similar treatment wa3

accorded to Maitland of Lothington's widow. Other people, who

were destined to become important crown servants in the future, such

an John haltland, brother of Lethington, and Sir Robert Melville of

Lurdocaimy, were obliged, because of the part they had played in the

civil war - both these men had been in Ldinburgh Castle v/hon it

surrendered in 1573 - to wait until the regency was at an end before

they could live a normal life and seed their political advancement.

225
Other men such as 3ir Thomas Ker of Femihurst, more: John

226 227
Fleming and Alexander, Lord Lome, wei*e forfeited; the last

named of these, in fact, being held prisoner until shortly before
228

his death in August 1575# Many of their lands and possessions

were given to particular favourites and relatives of Morton and

obviously this would engender considerable hatred towards the regent

and his regime. It cannot be assumed, however, that, when the head

of a family suffered in this fashion, the whole of his surname

suffered in like manner, or that all bore the same grievance towards

the regent. In the case of the Homes, for example, while Morton

was so adamant in his hostility to Lord Home, that that noble was

reputed by illigrew, in August 1375» to be "in despair to obtain any

229
relief at the Regent'3 hands",' this hostility was not a general

one talcing in all Homos. - any lands, which had belonged to Lord

Home and which he had loot through forfeiture, were given to others
230

such as Homes of Cowdenknowes, Landerstoun or Hutounhall.

Similarly with the iCers, while Fernihurst was exiled and forfeit^]

222# 'Onoisc . .3.. 730; 223. ^al. ~'Oot«« iv 622; 224*
m&M.; 225. -.cote . eera, o. v 65; 226, . t.J,, iii 49, 55;
227. dcotr: eorn:,e. iv 462; 220. IMSm.} 225. Cal. Coot.,
v 102; 230. .. ♦ vi 2320; 231. Scots . eerauo. v 05-6.
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Cessford received a considerable number of cifts and appears to have
232

been in some decree of favour with the regent. This may have

been deemed to be an extra punishment for ouch men an Lord Home who

might see their position as head of their kin being eroded as their

lands were given to others of their surname or it may have been

merely a recognition of the practical difficulties of the situation

of trying to enforce the decision to take lands away completely from

Homos, for instance, in mi area where they had hold land for years

and were numerically strong.

Hume of Godsoroft gives some further details of Norton's dealings
233

with such families, especially those in the Borders. Jo, also

agrees with others that orton faced one direct conspiracy against his

life during his regency and it was as an immediate result of the sort
234

of harassment detailed above. Although the details of this

incident are not clear and it has no claim to being typical, as there

are no other recorded incidents of attempts on the life of Regent

Morton, nevertheless it may be of value to describe the event in some

detail, both for its intrinsic interest and as an indication of the

sort of reaction which Morton's pressure on individuals could produce.

The central character in this plot was John Sample of Beltries,

a natural son of Robert, third ~.ord Sample, by Elizabeth Carlisle,
235

an Englishwoman. On the 19 October 1573, Melville of Murdocairnio

being interrogated about the question of jewels "was asked what jewels

John Semple's wife had. He says he believes that Sample's wife had

some of the Ruean'o jewels and he does not think the Queen had thea
236

back". Sample's wife v/as ,,.ary Livingston, daughter of Alexander,

232. vi 2486; 233. Oodscroft, 33&-8; 234. Ibid..
340 ; 235. Scots feera/:e. vii 548 ? 236. C.aliti ;,T,
iv 622-3.



fifth Lord Livingston and a close friend of ueen nry, who could
237

puitc conceivably have had crown jewels in her possession. The

couple had had a grant of land fron b»een ary on 20th : rch 15^4/5^
and it may be that orton was trying to recover this land for the

orown. Spottiswoodo says that one "Adam hiteford of Ailnetoun was

accused as one set on by Lord John and Lord Claud to have killed the

Regent, The suspicion did arise of some words of John Temple of

Beltries against the Regent for an action intended against him con¬

cerning some crown lands. His words were the more taken note of

because he was . ilnetoun's uncle and upon offer of torture he was

239
brought to confession". The author also states that the chief

end of this ^.rosocution was to have been to have fumishe evidence

against the Hamilton)?, for their forfeiture.2^0 Oodscroft states

that the plot was revealed by one "Gabriel Temple" and Peltries
241

oonfessed it.

Pitcairn':. Tel. dm-... ..■11 states that on 15 • ay 1577 Adam

hitoforu, younger of "l yltoune", was; denounced rebel for "consulting

with John ODgill of 3yltries, and treasonably cons- iriny the norther
2 "2

of James "Carl of ortouno". A further entry, dated one month

later, tells of the trial of John Temple of Jeltries who was con¬

victed and forfeited. His crime was stated to have been taking part

in a conspiracy to have shot Regent lorton. The date of the crime

was said to have been January 1575 or thereby and was to have taken

place "within the '.irk and 'irklan of Taislay" and other unspecified

places at other times.

On 22 1.ay 1577 Alan, Lord Oathcart, who seems to have been on

good tanas with . orton throughout the regency, had been given lands

237. Coots .ccru ... vii 543; 23% . . .. v 1976? 239. nottis-
woode, 11 TO3-4; 243. jM^.? >41. 4ft', 340;
242. itoairn's Criminal Trials Vol.1, > art 1, 70? 2-13. Ibid..
73.



which had belonged roviously to John ■emple of deltries ana had
OA A

come into cxov/n possession by his forfeiture. hpottiswoode, in
*

the i>aasage --luotoa above, coys that o. .plo was condemned to death

for his crii.io but -*n
. • ..oned and the cot': rr o ivos Iris

date of death as 25 August 1579.245
•-Ms war the most extreme action taken by any who were per-

x
secuted by ortou, most of who: , as has been illustrated, were former

supporter: of ,uoen ...ary or had some cloce connection with, her

through ..larria v to a friend or cue!, like, these eroecutor:: must

have confirjjsd t! e suspicion© of cany who had boon supporters of

uecr. ory to ...act lave doubted, when orton rcoanc rcj; L, whether

they could oxioct impartial treatment t hie bonus, he : ore huable

of those . n tried to assassinate the recent; the more powerful

constructed a confederacy aimed at overthrowing; hi and taking on

the disguise S bcin, anxious for the "preservation of the ing" they

played on the discontent of others, potentially loyal to the regent,

who had also boon rendered liscontented in none ay or another by

his govern&ont.

hear rore, of course, many otlier noble;: one oil'.-leal stand¬

points have not boon mentioned and this lias generally boon because

t! oir o tor id, mint ap ..cars to have been a mc-aor be one or insuffio-

lent evidence exists to .aice any judgment on then worthy of the

na.-o. one a pear to have been in favour with the regent for a

time and then merely to have passed from the political scene, done,

such an o.v r.voll, wore in 1 io. roc of favour initially 'rat seem

to ' rive boe . cr, rpaa::;•:•(! by another, in his cone v e arl of n us who

244» « • . ♦ vii if44; 245. cots „oo.v.-, . /ii 54c.
* see above 60; x see above 56-58*
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succeeded him as harden of the "est Marches when he resigned.

^bvicrusly also each individual incident has not been described or

each link up traced but it is hoped that the most Important aspects

and strands of the regency have been highlighted.

The overthrow of the regent in Tebruaxy/^larch 1577/3 was made

possible by the climate of indifference towards him as a person whioh

came into bein. because of the different policies which he pursued

which alienated aspects of the community. This climate was seized

on by those who had personal grievances against • orton and who were,

largely, former supporter® of .ueon Kary. No one doubted that

Morton was hostile to yieen tiary and her adherents but he seems to

have alienated some of his own followers especially by his supposed

leniency toward the Hamiltons. The main political split during

the regency, then, was a direct continuation of the Kingsmen/
ueenamen split of civil war years and those of this latter faction

were able to use the discontent of certain people and sections of

the country at largo, engendered by forton's overbearing and self-

seeking policies, an' turn these discontented rinds towards conspir¬

ing the regent's first fall. They found, however, that to remove

him from office was considerably easier than to keep him out of the

centre of governmental affairs.

246. u.. aO.. . ii 613.
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3 h a p t e g T w g

On 21 May 1504* a month after the earls of Angus and Max and

the master of Clammis had been forced to surrender Stirling Castle,

which they had captured only three .lays previously and had fled to

England, they issued a manifesto putting forward what had been their

aims and intentions in this late coup. They claimed they were

fitting for the same cause as : orton and Moray had done 1? years

previously and that all that had changed during' that time was the

identity of the participants in the fi^rt, or, at least, some of

them.1 Their own personal fight and that of Lords John and Claud

Hardlton (who were also banished from the country and with whom

these lords were eventually able to unite in opposition to the party

in power) was not, in fact, brought to a successful conclusion until

the close of 1585* some eighteen months after this manifesto was

released. On 3 December 1585 the earls and lords mentioned above

2
were restored to their honours and possessions by parliament after

they had succeeded in again capturing and this time retaining Stirling-

Castle, thereby bringing to an end the period of personal influence

of James Stewart, marl of Arran. The ei$rt years from Norton's

fall from power to James Stewart's similar fall late in 15Q5» were

a highly complex and eventful time, and any statement, such as the

one above made by the banished Lords, which claims to define and

rationalise in one or two sentences, not only this period, but the

preceding nine years also, is clearly worth looking at. It may

indeed be helpful in an analysis of the political factions of this

1. b^|,j.---Qbti» vii. 142—3; 2. , iii. 303-7.
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period to boar this statement in mind and to return to it critically

at the close of the analysis in order to examine and estimate its

worth and to determine if the superficially complex nature of events

does in fact permit such a basically simple explanation of motivation.

Among the idiosyncracies of this period is the fact that the

two men whose influence was greatest in the early years of the period

and with whose names both parties still identify themselves at its

close, were both out of the political picture by the end of June 1583,

namely, James Douglas, Earl of iorton and Seme Stewart, '-arl of

Lennox. The period saw a succession of men, either solely or in

the partnership with other nobles, rise and fall, enjoying for a

brief spell, at the height of their influence, a measure of power

and authority, which arguably none but the king ever enjoyed there¬

after. Unlike the previous five years there was no regent during

this period, despite the fact that the king was only eleven years old

when orton was first deposed, but various nobles exercised consider¬

able influence at different times and threatened to become all-powerful

until they were removed by a combination of other interests.

Eorton remained the leading noble of the country at least until

the arrival from France of cne Stewart, and, arguably, right up

until his death in June 1581. He and the party constructed around

him and his interests, which was composed largely of the families

of Douglas and Erskine and their adherents, remained a fairly constant

factor in the period. They were of the Protestant persuasion, had

been kingamen during the civil war and inclined towards amity with

ngland, while England in her turn tended to regard them more favour¬

ably than their opponents and often remarked that £ orton had only

undertaken the onerous task of being regent at the behest of xueen

lizabeth.
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Esme towart, Lord D* ubigny, who was made arl of Lennox

after Lord Robert tewart had. been prevailed upon to demit that

honour, wrs the other of the two major characters of this period.

He, and to a lesser extent James "tewart, arl of Arran, came to

epitomise the anti-: orton party. Arran is often referred to as an

irreligious man and even an atheist,J while Lennox was never fully

able to quieten fears and suspicions that he was in fact a Roman
4 5

Catholic, ' despite his signing of the King's Confession of Faith
6

and his request for the personal services of a irk minister#

Lennox arrived in Scotland just in time to take over the role of

leader of the opposition to Morton, a role vacant by the deoease

of Chancellor Atholl, and indeed he became the country's leading

noble after the ex-regent's execution. These aspects of Lennox,

coupled with the facts that he was after all, a Frenchman, that he
7

was reputed to be on good terms with the family of Guise' and that

he was also reputed to intend to work in Lueen Mary's interests,8
led to his being identified with a Catholic, pro-lrench, pro- ary

and above all anti-Morton party. He was seen as such especially

by the kirkmen of Scotland and by the politicians of England who, as
*

was seen in the first chapter, had a tendency to exaggerate the like¬

lihood of Scotland's falling completely juider French domination.

Lennox's own personal party was composed of men such as Lord Seton

and Lord Loune, but after his death, when Arran was in power and was

identified still ae representing the Lennox policy, as it were, the

party came more definitely to include men such as the Saris of

ontrose and Crawford.

These two nobles, Morton and Lennox, were at the heart of the

3. Cftl,-, rbgtt. vi 121, 172; 4. . iii 431-1; 5.
ii 515-13; 6. Calderwood, iii 477? 7. Sal. ' »"» -oot.. v 314,
356, 609, 612; 3. Ibio.. 621, 622, 633.
* see above 41.



the two most important political factions of the period. The

third group of the nobility was somewhat of an amalgam and is com¬

posed of men who must be styled "moderates" although, as will be
*

seen, their moderation, often more apparent than real, stemmed from

a considerable diversity of causes. This section of the nobility

in no way acted as a party and the men in question are merely studied

together as a means of ascertaining if there was any large group of

people who withheld from the Douglas/Stewart conflict. 1 any of
x

these r.en will be seen to have followed their own individual interests

as they saw fLt, rather than the policies of either major faction.

The Hamiltons will be included in this group, as a study of their

faction during these year;: amounts to little more than a study of

the actions of Lord John and Claud themselves, for many others who

would normally have supported them such, as Huntly or Lord >eto.n gave

their adherence to Lennox as the Har.iltons were out of the country

for such of this period.

Such an investigation of the nobility classified in three groups

should reveal just how such or alternatively how little truth there-

was in the analysis of events put forward by the Banished Lords.

It should alao be the case, owing to the amorphous nature of the third

group, that no individual who played a large part in the political

events of the period will escape analysis.

L, THE. ffARTy PF ylQITO,

Despite the number and determination of those men who were

ranged against Norton, and whose party was examined in the first

chapter/ the government of the country was, to a large extent,

still in the control of James ou, las and his party throughout much

* see below 135> * see below 167; / see above 10-37»
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of the three years i.nediately following his initial overthrow,

This being the case it might be helpful to investigate the support

vhioh i.orton and his party enjoyed during the course of these years

and ascertain how this support varied as events took their course.

\s orton's party is to be considered first and as it constituted the

;overnr.iont for a considerable part of the period under discussion, its

analysis will also contain a brief resume of events of these ye.*irs,

which will consequently be kept to a minimum in the examination of

the other factions.

Talking of the continued ascendancy of ...orton in 1373, Hume of

odseroft stater, that it is indeed a mistake to say that orton ruled

all and claims in fact that he was but "accessary, and concurred (as
one of the chief and prime Jobleiaen) but the house of harre had the

9
main sway at this time". Whether this is agreed wit- or not it is

certain that the houses of Trakine and ouylar: worked very closely

together end constituted between them a large and influential per¬

cent r_e of Hotton'a support. Indeed it was due to the favoured

position of the house of rakine in itn capacity as guardian of the

ing within Stirling Castle that orton was able to re, ain the ascend¬

ancy which he had lost in early 'larch 1577/8. Around six weeks after

his discharge from fcho regency, "iorton regained effective power when

the young earl of 'ar, who, according to •- oysie, had previously con¬

ceived a grudge against Alexander rskine, aster of ' ar, his uncle,

and principal keeper of the din;., accompanied by the abbots of bryburgh

and Cambuskenneth and; other friends, took possession and control of
10

Stirling Castle. orton and his kinsman, curias of bochleven,
11

were soon notified of events and the ex-regent dealt speedily with

3. Codscroft, 344? 10. oysie, _ ocq&e- , 7? 11. Cul, . . cot., v
288.



those in Stirling, in the hope of re-establishing himself as his

king's principal adviser, taking care in the saeantime to send a

servant to his nephew, the Barl of Angus, to raise forces for his use,

12
should this prove necessary.

In this incident, which temporarily overthrew the work of the

previous weeks, the nucleus of the orton party has been revealed.

Throughout the period from 1570 to 1535» both before and after Norton's

death, catch of the support of his party found its focus and rallying

point around the two young carls, Angus and liar. Their kinsmen,

rekines such ac the Abbots of Cambuskenneth and Bryburgh, and ouglase

such Lochleven, arkhead and others, whose kinship .Angus shared with

i.erton, constituted the bulk of the I orton. party throughout these

years. Dome men of close kin to these central figures, such as
*

Alexander -.rckine, ..mr's uncle, mentioned already, might pursue

totally different policies to their natural leader and, indeed, in

this case be associated closely with their enemies. This ooe not

detract from the truth however that the Douglases and r-kines worked

closely together throughout this period and formed the core of the

orton party.

The two bouses were, of course, related, by marriage, as was seen

earlier? and although Angus' wife, Mary TrsldLno, had died in 1575

this in no way affected the strength of the ties between the two

houses for the marriage had been, as wore many such marriages, ymbolic

of the proximity of interests of the two houses rather than the real

cause of that proximity. s has also been seer/ Torton had worked

closely with the late (agent . ar and had, of course, succeeded him

12. Ibid.
* see above 39-46; * see above 38; / see above 37.
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in that office, both of thea being identified with the causes of

Irotestantisia, : 'ngland and -lag James, as opposed to Catholicism,

France and .ueen Mary. These ease associations were, by and large,

inherited by the oris of Angus and Mar hen they took over the

effective leadership of the party.

The TarIs of Angus and Mar themselves played an important port

in the events of arch and April 1578 which saw .orton eventually re¬

gain power. Angus was used by Morton to raise forces at this time
13

and previously he had acted as a commissioner for his uncle. Mar,
*

as has been seen was instrumental in bringing control of the king

back into the hands of the orton faction by the coup at Stirling:

dus tie. doth earls were young iia:i no doubt were motivated partly

by ambition* Angus* ambition and concern for his own welfare
1/

brought hin into conflict on occasions with Torton, his uncle, 1

while Mar's conflict with his uncle, tho Master of Mar, which

resulted in the tirling coup, was only resolved when it was decided

that the earl was to be principal keeper of the king at Stirling
15

Castle while the master was to be keeper at Edinburgh Castle.

An analysis of the component parte of the opposition which had

resulted in Norton's receiving a discharge from the regency on 12
/ *l 6 3C

March 1577/8 will be continued later in this chapter, but at this

point it is necessary to look at it only in so far as it affected the

Morton party and to establish hew much it was made up of nan who

might normally have been expected to be su porters of . orton.

Calderwood says of orton that "hen he yoreeaved that the

Comaendatar of Tumferrllne, Oecretar Tullibardin, Comptroller, and

13. hoysie, Memoirs. 2; 14» Codacroft, 336? 15. t.' ii
60Q-9O; 16. IbjUuL, C77.
* see above 6j; * see below 105-113.



others in whome he trusted, had forsaikin him, he driveth not over
17

tine, till he gather his freinds to make resistance"} while Hume

of Godscroft, discussing those who were in opposition to the regent,
18

adds Lords Glamis, Ruthven and Lindsay to the above two. In dis¬

cussing these men it is possible firstly to dispose of one who is

probably placed erroneously by Codscroft in the number of the regent's

enemies, namely Lord Glamis, then chancellor of Scotland. The author

of the article on Glaais in the Loots reera e states that "He was

not present at Stirling on 8 March 1577/3 when the King took upon him

the government of the kingdom, and the statement that he sided against

his old friend is disproved by his attendance up to the last at the
19

meetings of Council over which Lorton presided". A note in the

same work points out that "the terms of the Chancellor's will prove
20

that his confidence in the Regent remained unabated to the last".

Another important piece of evidence which would indicate that the two

men were not hostile to one another come3 in a letter written by

Morton on 19 --arch 1577/8, that is, only two days after the death of

the chancellor at Stirling, in which he writes "I am sorie of the

21Chancellares unhappy chance quhilk na doubt is to my greit greif".

Obviously the interests of Lord Glamis, who had become chancellor in

1573, and the regent, would be closely linked and after the chancellor's

death his brother, Thomas Lyon of Baldukie, usually styled Master of

Glanis, was a principal adherent of liar and Angus, themselves the

embodiments of Norton's party.

Comptroller Tulllberdine and Secretary Pitcairn, who are both

given in each of the two lists as opponents of Morton would obviously,

liko Glamis, be closely involved in the government of the country.

17. Calderwood, iii. 395} 13. Godscroft, 333} 19. Gcoto Peerage,
viii. 289-90} 20. , 290n; 21. Reaiatruin Honoris de Porton.
i. 105.



It must bo accepted that they were ranged against 6 orton in I-Iarch

1577/8 but .oon they both either changed their minds or elce did

not feel their hostility to Morton to be leeprooted. Both sub-
22

scribed the discharge given to orton for his regency and both were

appointed to be on the council to guide affairs as r.i ht be

expected of two adherents of a successful revolution in state affairs.

This was in '-.arch, however, and in Lay of the Bast:: year, after the

tirllng coup had restored : orton to power, they are both iven in a

list of men who were well-contented in Scotlnn at that time - a

list headed by orton himself.Furthermore, both of them voted

in favour of orton's bein of the king's council and this was not the

wish of the '.rryll/Atholl party to which they had seemed to belong
25

in -larch. In June it was agreed that unfers.il ine should be sent

as an ambassador to England and the list of the names of those who

voted in favour of this move illustrates quite clearly that onfermline
26

was, by then, regarded once more a firm supporter of orton.

Both :>unfermline and lullibardine continued throughout the rest of

orton's life to be associated with him and generally, although not

on all occasions, they are referred to as supporters of him.

They are, indeed, often mentioned together and the fact that

they were both important cro.a officers rankee this something less

than surprising'. There was another reason for this, however, as

Eitcairn- was married to Eupheso, Tullibardine'a sister. Another

of Tullibardine's sisters had married the Regent ar, while one of

his brothers, James hurray of ardewis, was Inter to be a Ruthvon
27

Raider. This illustrates that the interests of Dunfermline and

Tullibardine were closely interrelated, while Tullibardine was

22. I.b.lAt> 52-100} 23. Ibid.. 100; 24. ah'. . cat., v 293?
25. Ibid,, 236; 26. » 301; 27. i 463-5.



related to the Trskines, and both nen had been crown officials under

Norton. Consequently their natural position in the political arena

would seem to be on the side of orton, and thin was the stance which

they adopted most of the ti e. Their deviation from this position

in March 1577/8 soens likely to have been due to come personal grudge

or dissatisfaction and may be illustrative of that unfortunate quality
. *

of i-orton'e discussed earlier, which resulted in his having very few

personal friends who would fight actively on his behalf.

Of the five sen mentioned above whose opposition to orton is

said to have aliased him, three have been shown to have belonged, by

and large, to I orton's faction. The other two, Tuthven and Lindsay,

might also have been expected to belong to the party which supported

rather than opposed Morton. They had hot' been associated, with the

king's party and protestantism and so their natural inclinations, in

terms of domestic Scottish politics, were towards the party of the

Douglases and the .rskines. They were, nevertheless, instrumental

in bringing down l orton'a government and so cannot be considered as

being of his faction. Although not moderates in the normal sense

of the word they were both poised, at thi3 stage at least, somewhere
3f

between the two major factions and so will be examined more closely

among, those of the third group described above/
Morton himself may have been slow to appreciate or lothe to

beleive that Lords Lindsay end Huthven wore indeed among his

opponents. At any rate on 15 -arch 1577/8, when his struggle to

retain power was still taking the form of ne otiation, commissioners

were sent by the king, desiring Lorton to render the castle of

Edinburgh. He replied to them by desirio. that some neutral men

be found as keepers of the castle and he named four whom he regarded

* see above 50,62; s see below 155—9» 161—3; / see above 66.



as such, the darl of Suchan, Lords Lindsay and uthven and the laird
23

of Lochlsven. " hen it is born© in mind that Duohan and Lochleven

were kinsmen of ...orton it seems clear that the ex-regent regarded the

other two also as friends, or at least former friends whoso present

hostility was but shallow and temporary.

Lochleven and Buchan were the first end second sons of ir Robert

Douglas of Lochleven, and, in addition to being- kinsmen to I.orton,

thoy were also closely linked to the rskine interest throu- h their

mother, Margaret, second daughter of John, fift1 Lord rskine. Their

parts in the events of the regency have been detailed earlier, where

it was seen that their loyalty to Norton was not unswerving, but he

evidently still regarded them as stalwart supporters. Buchan,

indeed, did not live to see ouch of the period under discussion as he
29

died on 10 August 1380, " but he seeas to have enjoyed .orton's con¬

fluence in his latter days. On 28 optember 1578 ho was nominated
20

as one of those chosen to represent Lortoa in discussions with

representatives from the opposing camp of Atholl and Argyll and was

listed in l arch 1580 as an ally of .. orton.

Lochloven played a more prominent part in the events of thin

period and his identification with the Douglas interest intensified
22

when, in 1588, he succeeded as the fifth url of Morton. In the

hectic events of the spring of 1578 he war. used by Morton to keep him

in touch with developments while the ox-regent actually remained at

his kinsmen's residence in Loohleven, hie attention apparently

entirely absorbed by landscape gardening. As a result of his

position an observer it was Lochleven who reported to I orton the

suoocss of the - rskino-led coup in Stirling- Castle in ril 1578 and

23. Loysie, l.lcmoira. 3? 2$, Scots corn- . ii 2?0; 30. oysie,
Memoirs. 15»J 31. Sal.c* - . loot.. v 388; 32. cots eera-e. vi
371? 33. Tho^stpirjLe of iiy James tfce C^t, 165.
* see above 48-50*
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he played an important part himself in the successful follow-up to

the coup.

There were, of course, many other out laac3, eueh as . alcolx.

Douglas of ..alas or James Douglas, prior of *luacarden, the eldest

ox -orton'a four natural sons, and many of them, especially those

so closely related to Porton as . luscardon, would identify their

interests very closely with those of the ex-repent. Douglases in

general supported . orton and consideration of individuals will be

left to the point in the course of events when each enjoyed moat

personal Importance.

Although the Douglases were important, it was kinsmen of • ar

who were principally responsible with the youn earl for the success

of this tirllng coup. The abbots of Gaabuskenneth and r burgh

both subscribed the discharge given by the ^ rivy Council to Aorton
,34

on 12 -arch 1577/8 and both were appointed to be present as councill¬

ors when required.^ After the leading part they played at Stirling

it is no surprise to find them in the list of those described as well-

contented with the state of affaire in Scotland in fay 157$» or to

ascertain that they voted in favour of Norton's becoming a member of
37

tho privy council. They both continued to be identified with the

Douglaa/hrskine cause and in later years were both Huthven ^aiders.

They are often referred to as uncles of the iarl of r but were in

fact natuml sons of the first and second of four brothers, the third

an fourth of whoa were Hep-eat far and Alexander rskine of Cogar,
39

Master of far. onsc uently the abbot? were what : ipht be described

as natural cousins to John, arl of far, and evidently conceived their

34. ^intyu^ do • oyt<a» 1 92-100} 35. Ifciiw 109»
30. dal. . .:oot.. v 295? 37. Ibid.. 296; 33. ;alder,*ood, iii
637; 39. -"cots eora. e. v 610-11.



interests to be closely allied to his.

That such close kinsmen of the .arls of Angus, liar and , .orton should

support the ex-regent's faction is certainly not to bo wondered at,

but not all that faction's most loyal supporters wore kinsmen and the

oases of iuthven and Lindsay laust not be allowed to obscure the steady

backing given to orton by men such as Lord Boyd. Spottlswoode states

that Boyd reproved Morton for demitting hi3 office so easily^ and he

seems to have remained on good terns with the earl for he was named

to represent orton on different occasions'^ and torso described generally
*o

as being contented when . 'orton*s affairs were going well.'r hen ..orton

was accused by Captain Jaoeo "fcewart, in December 1380, of the murder

of the king's father, 3oyd was similarly accused' and t?*e knowledge

of their common involvement, in whatever capacity, in that event may

have reinforced the bonds of friendship and loyalty between them,

Among men who were supporters of I..orton during, his regency ana

who seen largely to have continued their adherence to him throughout

this period was Alan, Lord Catheart, who voted in favour of .' orton's
A A

being allowed to join the king's council in May 1378, and who is

described in September 1380, that is, towards the close of orton'a
45

period of personal influence, as depending on orton. Another

was John Can .ichael, younger of that ilk, who continued to receive

rewards for his services to Morton and the cro-n during the remaining*
/6

time in which Morton enjoyed influence. ' Two other who likewise

remained obviously in Morton's favour, even if they were not so much

in the forefront of public life as they had been during his regency,

were Alexander Jardine of Apilgirth and George Auchinleck of Oaliaanno.

40. fpottiswoode, ii 2o0-9» 41* A» .A. iii 25-28; oysie, . avoirs.
12; 42. ,M .i, .. . cpt,r> v 235; 43. li&k, 377; 44. IMik, 236;
45. Ifciik, 501; 48. .1. vii 374, 378, 607, 636, 955.
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The former continued to receive gifts fx on the ex-regentwhile

the latter in described at one point as "sister sone to the eaide

eairle of : ortounu, and his inost fastiliare freind - id servand".

In the period between being granted a discharge from his regency

in early March and benefiting fro,, the ecu in Stirling Castlo in

late April, lorton's main policy seems to have been to employ delay¬

ing tactics. He delayed most especially in the handing over to the
49

crown of dinburgh Caable and there was in fact oloodshed as a

result, during ckirraiohes between those within the c istle and the
50

citizens of the town. hether orton actually contemplated armed

resistance to the nobles ox* whether he- w<is hoping for armed inter¬

vention from pueen lizabeth, whose letters indicated that she did not
51

approve of the recent events in Scotland, ia unclear. A third

possibility is put forward by Hume of Godnoroft who suggests that

. orton should have waited on events, advancing a divide-and-rule policy

which, ho says, would have led to the breakdown of the op; osition

party as they were linked by nothing else than their discontent with
52

. orton's rule.

The need for any of these policies dieappeared on 20 April 1570

with the coup in Stirling Castle which ;ut orton on more epual terms

with his opposition than he had been before and it wan in considerat¬

ion of the interests of his party that it was decided to hold the
53

parliament in the Greet Hull of that castle. This did not please

the lords opposed to orton and negotiations on this and other matters

continued throughout uuch of May, to reach apparent success on the

22 of that month when Aorton, Atholl and Argyll were reconciled and

47. Ibid.. 763, 1324, 1339, 1346, 1400, 1403; 40. oyaio, . • ,,cir.-..
30, 147 J 49» '. 55 1. ») » coii.i v 2b25 5C. --- I... . » coiin
v -61, 233; ->„? . iniqrie .yf ,4n, J:^cy..,th':„, A gg, 16-5;
51. "'H-. ■« » cot.. v 292—4, 5*. ^odaoroft, 341? 53. » ■ cot.,
v 291-2.



54
were entertained together at Dalkeith.1' Morton was not prepared

to abandon the advantage he had gained, however, in having the

possession of the young king and on 28 May ho rode to Stirling, where

he had more familiarity with the king than Argyll, Atholl, i ontrose

or others of their faction who had access to the oastle twice daily.^

Throughout the months of June and July . orton and his party had
56

the upperhand. He was voted on to the King's Council, his support¬

er Dunfermline was chosen to be sent as ambassador to Aueen Elizabeth
58

and the parliament was held as planned in Stirling Caotle." Indeed

two of the three representatives of the opposition lords who protest¬

ed too vigorously againat the venue for the parliament were warded
59

for their trouble. Events moved once more towards armed conflict

after one of those warded, the Earl of Montrose, broke his ward
GO

and regathered the opposition forces in Edinburgh* Both sides

prepared for imminent civil war and there was a slight skirmish at
61

Falkirk on 12 August. Angus, in charge of Morton's forces, was

62
apparently only restrained from fighting by his uncle, but the

forces of the lords who are often referred to hereafter as the Falkirk

63
confederacy, were numbered at 10,000 and they may well have been

the larger array. At any rate, war was again avoided and negotiations

again carried out, as a result of which, articles were agreed which

afforded certain concessions to the confederacy and allowed for all

forces to be disbanded immediately.^ This would be in the interests

of the ruling Morton party, especially if their forces were indeed

smaller than their opponents'. In the autumn of 1578 Morton almost cer¬

tainly did not enjoy the power he had had as regent but he still

54. Moysie, 8? 55. Ibid.. 8-9} 56. val»ry>8ggt, 1 v.296|
57. Iftjq,, 301; 50. 4,»VJ,, iii. 94; 59. iii. On;
60. Moysie, Memoirs. 12-13; 61. Ibid.. 14-15; G2. Calderwood, iii.
423; 63. Moysie, Memoirs. 14; 64. gal,5,P,Cggt>» 316.
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appears to have wielded great influence. On 11 Ceptetiber he was ranted a

65
licence to go abroad for health reasons - not the last he was to be

granted nor the last he was to make no use of - and later in the month
66

he agreed to the lords' demands to leave Stirling Castle. "Te:; otiat-

ions were continuing between the parties at the time and did so for

much of the reat of the* year. hasaon in a note to an entry in the

Register of the 1'rivy Council for 23 ecomber 1578, says that "In the

last few aedsrunts the liarl of Argyle has boen present, aa the first

man in the Council, in Morton's absence. Mow the two noblemen are

&7
together, as if .orton and Argyle had began to oo-operate again".

Morton may well have decided, after months of negotiation end threatened

conflict, that he would be unlikely to regain his former dominant

position and so was prepared to share power to some degree. In

pursuance of this policy, or this realistic recognition of the state

of affairs, it seems to have be.n agreed to bring in Atholl, Morton's

other leading opponent, for in a similar note to the one above, this

time in reference to an entry for 17 March 1578/9, Masson states that in

the sederunt list for that day Atholl was given first as Chancellor,

"notwithstanding the order reserving that place always for the iarl of

t orton ... lie (Atholl) had male up his nind ... becoming reconciled

with ...orton".^

This alliance csay have seemed somewhat precarious but it agreed

soon on a joint policy in which nil its component parts could unite,

namely the prosecution of the XIamiltons. On the saiae day ae Atholl

appears to have joined forces with Morton the crown took steps to

pursue ore! Claud Hamilton over the question of the thirds of I aisley

65. a. .... vii 1640; 66. Moysie, ..oaoirw. 19; 67. 1. .,,
iii 5&n; 68. Ibid., 116a.
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bbey. y Further action against the haailtons followed until on

the 30 April 1579 it was decided to pursue thou in connection with
70

the nurder.: of the Regents . .oray and ~<ennox.

Norton ha. lost one of his chief enemies some days before this,
71

when, on 24 April, bhaooellar Atholl .led. -onsideration of
-*■

whether or not he was poisoned will bo left till leJ , but in the

immediate terra his death did not affeot Norton's policy against the

Hamilton©; indeed, Oodsoroft states that the ex-regent was content

that nen's fury should be directed against targets other than

himself. forton no doubt realised that his anti-IPmilton policy,

in addition to providing a common platform for his new somewhat

unlikely alliance, would please those of his own. supporters who had

felt that he had been lenient towards the ■ ~ iltona during his own

*

regency. It was seen in the first chapter how cert in of his

supporters and relations took it into their own hands to pursue the

ilam.il tons because of orton's policy of reconciliation towards that

house. This view of events gains backing also from Codsoroft, who

states 'that the decision to move against the house of Iami1ton was

"thought to have proceeded chiefly from the house of i'arre and Logh-

levon".^

It .oust, indeod, have seoaed to orton to be a very satisfact¬

ory means of gaining come decree of unity and no time was lost in

carrying out the action against the Kauiltons. Those w!*o received

commissions of lieutenancy against the Kesiltona w re the arls of

1'orton, 'ngus, v;;r and glinton, with i.ordn Ruthven, C- theart and

J3oyd.''* Cf these seven, five have been GhowJi to be outright nuppoar

er; of orton, while "uthven and glintojj also sup-portod his regime

69. Ibid.. 115; 70. Ibid.. 146-7? 71. ottiswoode, ii 263;
72. hodscroft, 345? 73. Ibid.. 344? 74. ■ • iii 150n.
* see below 106-7; * see above 48-50? / see above 60, 69, 75.
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on occasions and tended to be nearer to his policy than that of his

opponents. The wove made against the Haiailtoas was successfully

followec tiirou^h, for alt' ouji lord:; John -n '1 on. fled the country,

75
their castles of hauilton n. raffon were captured and much of the

76
month of -.ay wac occupied with taking measures against the fa.dly.

The aucoeas of thin policy and the decree of stability which it lent

to the new alliance may have seemed to have been enhanced to orton

on the 17 August 1579 when the arl of Argyll was made chancellor in
77

succession to Atholl.

A new threat to orton's supremacy was already in existence

however, with the arrival of ' sme -tewart, Jord D' ',ubic,ny, from
7f\

franca. The immediate impact of his arrival was to expose the

shallow nature of the alliance bet eon . orton -ni the lords with

Argyll. It is slated in October 1579 that "His letter;, to "rpyll

and the rest of the lords of the Falkirk (sic) had a more friendly

style than Norton's and that faction, and wore elivereu eight day#
79

sooner than the others". The writer -oes go on to say that 'The

marls of worton end mar and their friends arc yet greatest with the

ding"^ which almost echoes Godooroft's .vord written to describe

the state of affairs of ... few days earlier in which he reported that

the king cane to Edinburgh "yet was darts and orton t e chief men

81
about him, and had greatest credit with him". This may have been

the case but the influence of hubi. ny was not slew in making itself

felt and on 21 November orton was again granted a licence to go

82
abroad for health reasons. An observer writing it the close of

the year could say "The arl of Argyll and he ( ' Aubi ny) are reat,

and; rule the Court at present, and will not be absent, to the Gis-

75. oycie, - jir . 21-22; 76. . . .. iil 152-1, 15&-0, 159-60,
160-2; 77. Ibid.. 206; 73. iirrel, laro-u 22; 7-• -1. ♦ ..cot..
V 356; 80. Ibid.: 81. Godscroft, 344; 32. d. . :... vii 2093.



contentment of Norton and his".8^ This writer goes on to say that

it is thought by many that orton does not mean to take advantage

of his licence to go abroad but rather that he wishes to be asked to

remain at home as if he was indispensable and he concludes "He

absents hixaself from Court and mislikes with the government".8''
♦

4

Norton's fortunes indeed appear to have been at a lower ebb at

the close of 1573 than they had been for some time. The particular

danger for ..orton of having 2'Aubigny numbered among his enemies lay

in the affection which the young king undoubtedly felt for his foreign

kinsman. The situation was not allowed to remain static however,

and events come to something of a head in late February 1573/90.
Lorton was apparently displeased at the king's undertaking a progress

through liis realm} but the king in his turn had been told that Morton's

faotion had planned to effect an alteration of the state at the marriage

of the Earl of Atholl at Perth. ..orton protested his innocence of

the charges and was aggrieved because the king would not tell him the

author of the report; while the Falkirk faction were apparently in
85

fear that some attempt would be made against them. Relations be¬

tween I orton and Argyll, as the leader of the Falkirk faotion,

deteriorated especially after it appeared likely that it was Argyll

who had brought rumours of ■orton's supposed intended coup to the ears

of the king.u

On 2 April 1500 it was rumoured that "Lennox and others, mind¬

ing to overthrow the Earl of ..orton, have resolved to send on especial

messenger to Sir James Jalfour, in France, to procure from him a

Q*7
letter or instrument" involving Morton in Darnley's murder which

indicated the direction in which the minds of Morton's opponents

93. Cal.P.-'.-'cot.. v. 371; 04. Ibid.. 371-2; 35. Ibid.. 373;
86. 1^4,, 305; 07. ifrjfl,, 307.



wore moving. The sprin, of 1580, indeed, war alive with rumour

and speculation: . ox-ton's supposed coupe at erth or Holyrood

House, froi,i where ho was said to have been about to transport the

kins to dngland, were answered bp tales of reputed plans of the

Lennox faction to remove certain councillors fro.;; around the

kin^ and indeed to move the king himself to Huobarton and thence to
38

trance." korton, indeed, tried to track down the origin of the

rumours against himself but oould not do so without doubting the testLu¬
na

ony of the kin.™ himself# ..'umour succeeuod rumour as month succeeded

month with pauses only for abortive attempts at reconciliation between

the tajor participants.

*11 the time, orton'a position ma becoming increasingly

precarious and hie fortunes were not helped by his quarrelling with

his nephew and leadln supporter, the carl of Angus. Their dis¬

agreement,not new then^which seems to havo been over nonay^ is

first mentioned on 19 -arch 1575-80. Although it did not stop then

from remaining close allies, it did perhaps reduce their confidence

in each other and their confidence in dealing with their enemies.

Of these oneiiies, Aonnox, despite efforts by .ngland to turn
92

the king against Ida, was growing in strength, had taken over

the leadership of the so-called I.JLkirk Confederacy and had made

inroads into tho affection of men such as Olencaim and duthven.

On 24 sptember ho was appointed Chamberlain of 'cotland, with the
94

. as tor of ..ar, an old e.iogy of orton's, as vioe-chanherlain.' f

Tho alienation of luthven from orton war illustrated and increased

by on incident in ctobor 1580 when Lord tuthven was set on by tho
95

•aster of liphaat and ha. one of his com,. ..ny, tewart, killed.

•• f i » - oatolrs. 27J cel. . . cot., v 39^» 89. -dl. » . cot.,
v 411190. Ibid.. 3851 91. Ibid.. 436; 92. Ibid.. 399-402
53. Id.. 516; 94. . . .. vii 2533; 95. oysie, car... 28.
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Morton reputedly would have preferred to have conciliated the two

parties, for he was drawn both ways: Ruthven won a friond of aome

considerable standing but the Master of Oliphant was a son-in-law to Douglas

of Lochleven, Morton's kinsman. Suoh a reconciliation proved impoes-

ible and ..orton sided with his kinsman and young Oliphant, thereby

antagonising not only Outhvon but also some of the Stewarts who wore

af&rieved that Morton should support a man who was being prosecuted for
96

the killing of one of their surname. December 1580 brought relief
97

to Morton in the form of a complete agreement with his nephew/ Angus.

The 20 of the month, however, was the day of law for the Oliphant,/

Ruthvca affaiir and Ruthven's hostility to Morton as a result of this

almost certainly dictated the important part he took in the events of

31 December, when Captain James Stewart, a son of Andrew, Lord Ochiltree,

denounced . orton before King and Council as guilty of the murder of
99

Darnley. From this point onward Morton wan fighting- not to regain

his place as leading noble in the realm but to preserve his life.

Morton's party had not varied much during the three years in which

he had been contending for power with Atholl, Argyll and Lennox.

Denounced alongside him on 31 December as being guilty of the murder

of Darnley were Lord Boyd, still very much of his faction, and
100

Archibald Douglas, his kinsman. Gome of Morton's adherents had

appeared to waver at certain points, as when Mar was described at one

101
point as depending on Lennox, but adherence to one party did not

preclude a certain degree of friendship with the other. Mar certainly

never "depended" on Lennox and continued to be reckoned as of the

; orton party. Tulllbardine and Dunfermline, on whose loyalty some
*

doubt was cast earlier, appear to have remained faithful to Morton,

96. Calder?ood, iii 479-00} 97. Cal.d.M.Lcot.. v 545;
90. itcalrn's Criminal Trials. 1 ii 09; 99. oysie, Memoirs. 20}
The historic of King Jones the Mext. 180-1; Calderwood, iii 481;
100. Cal."... cot., v 570, 577; 101. Ibid.. 474.
* see above 70-72.
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although the latter was reputed at one point to be fallin, under
102

Lennox influence. In the months before orton's accusation

indeed when pressure against his party was increasing, Tulllbardine

senior had deidtted office in favour of his son, and although one

101
source says this tu on account of ill health, another caysa it

104
was because he foresaw the strength of his adversaries,

if ho was
, ifted with this hind of foresijit it appears that

- or ton himself .-.an not. he had apparently boon warned of tho plot
105

a.;.ainct bin but had reckoned himself strong enough to deal with it.

Godsoroft depict;: - orton as debating with himself whether to resist

his accusers by arms or to trust to his innooence and the justice of
106

a trial. ' He chose the latter course, or it was chosen for him,
107

and ho was executed on 2 June 1501. ' . erhaps he trusted that aid

would cone from -ngland, where belligerent noises were indeed being

:cade,10^ but nothing materialised, or perhaps he thou ht his party

in Scotland, led by ngus, would be strong enough to secure his freedom.

A week after the accusation, Angus was reputed to hope to relieve

Norton by peaceable means but was said to be repared to use other
109

methods; while a further four days later it is stated that Angus

ha been greatly sought to ab ndon Norton and to join with Lennox, but
110

Angus had recolved to stand fast with . orton. As iorton wao never

again, in fact, to jo at liberty, Angus annuuoc the role of leader of

the orton party - a role which he kept until the close of this period

under consideration. Phe second of the t..o paotc;.; above also gives

some indication of what was to be a considerable feature of the events

of the months between . orton's arrest and his execution, namely the

attempts of other- to persuade Angus to abandon orton as a loot cause.

Angus, indeed, -y appear to b> open to criticism in that all his

10.. , 310 13. . . .. Vii 2470; 104. ,-yi, t . drtt, v 493;
105. odacroft, 34 - ; 10C. Ibid.. 349-50} 107. '-'alder 00:, ill 375;
108. 4. . . rot.. V 506, 590, 597, <432; 10$. Mil*., 577; 110. Jgkii.,
381.
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efforts failed to save Norton from execution, but he certainly

attempted more than any of -orton's other leading supporters. The

most persistent of those who tried to induce Angus to leave Norton's

cause was the Sari of Rothes, who was, since Angus' carriage to

Sargaret Leslie in December 1575, his father-in-law, ^ ^ while the
112

most import fint was the king himself.

It is not perhaps to be wondered at that relatively uncommitted

men like Rothes should attempt to persuade Angus to think mors of his

own welfare than Norton's, but one writer lists among those who tried

so to persuade Angus, none other than nochleven, and continues "and sundry
113

others of his friends, who for their .rivate quarrels love not .orton".

The writer may have boon adstaken but it brings back to mind quarrels

which the laird and regent had had earlier over the Hamiltons and is

a further reminder of the truth of Godscroft's remarks that Gorton had

the unhappy knack of having men around him who "if they were not hia

enemies, they were but cold friends, and such as would bee but
114

spectatouro, and no wayss actouro for hia". H Lochleven was no

enemy to Gorton and was always to be reckoned as of the ex-regent's

faction but he displayed the coldness which was, unfortunately from

orton's point of view, all too common among those who should have

been his most enthusiastic supporters. This point is brought out in

a comment of 9 February 1580/1, in the course of a discussion of

Angus' attempts to raise a party when it was thought that his friends
115

would take his part for his own sake and not for Gorton's. Angus

does appear to have been more popular then Gorton, perhaps simply on

account of their respective characters or perhaps because he had

never been regent.

Those months of the first half of 1581 again saw more speculation

111. Ibid.. 591, 325; 112. ibid.. 581; 113. Ibid.. 625;
114. Godooroft, 348; 115. >1. V .Gcol.. v 625.
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than action as Angus endeavoured to construct a party on -.orton's

behalf. This proposed party occasionally included somewhat un¬

likely characters such as the .arl of . ontrose who was reputed on 24
*| "1 6

February to be bound in purpose with Angus. ° He had been a staunch

supporter of Vtholl and Argyll and was soon to be chancellor of the
117

assise which condemned .orton. His supposed friendship to Argas

was soon abandoned, however, after it was discovered that he had
118

apparently been exchanging love letters with Angus' wife.

The true base of the party which '.ngus laboured to build on

had not varied and the first man to whom he is reputed to have made

119
overtures was, not surprisingly, the arl of Mar. ar obviously

never deserted the . orton faction and, although he remained on reason¬

able terms with the crown and was not forced to go to .ngland with

-ngus an., other Douglases, this was almost certainly done from laotives

of expediency and common sense rather than a result of any new

allegiances made or old ones abandoned. Lord Boyd likewise did not

leave the country and is indeed accused by one writer of dealing
120

doubly with Angus but almost certainly it was because the opposition

seemed too strong that these ...en, and others like them, did not commit

themselves to one wholehearted effort. The strength of the opposition,

the somewhat cool nature of their personal affection for orton and the

fact that they, generally, were not personally in danger at this point

of time, resulted in their bein. prepared, if not exactly content, to

await on events. There was another reason for their non-intervention,

one which they in fact put forward themselves on one occasion and which

need not be dismissed entirely, namely that they fc;ired that whatever
121

they attempted on .orton's behalf would rebound on him.

Those who could not afford to wait on events and were forced to

116, Ibid.. 642; 117. . oysie, . .emolr.:.. 32-33, 11 • Ibid.. 30;
Tal. . .cot., v 645-6; 119. Cal.d. .dept.. v 536; 120. Ibid..
65O; 121. xjj... 623.



make the trip into ngland with Angus were aliioot exclusively
*

Douglases. .»s mentioned e-rlier, Archibald ,.ou. las, . arson of

Glasgow, was denounced alon. with orto.u ', .0 t Lamed! tely after

his denunciation his personage had been taken from him and bestowed
122

on the laird of . into and his brother the prior of Blantyre.

On 6 y it was reported that the king, with advice, hud formed sor.e

123articles to put to ..orton una Mr* Archibald ,ou las. These were

very severe towards the two men and were never implemented, probably

less because of their severity than because of the deter:d urion of

. orton's chief enemies that he should die. rchibalu could have had

little doubt as to what his fate would have been if lie had fallen

into his enemies' hands at this point, for not only was ex-regent

...orton executed but Archibald's servant, one John dinning, vs.. hanged,
12 *

drawn and quartered. Others who suffered directly on ..orton'a

fall and saw measures of increasing severity bein, enacto. against

them in the months between orton'a arrest and his execution -.ore John

Canuiohael, 1 oua.er, of that II:., .. iool;.. .au las of . sun , :ad ■ orton

t-.o base son James, prior of fluscardan, and .rchibal-.. ouijias of
1 ^'5 "1

i ittendreioh. heae four fled south dtS .ngus.

ith the execution of . orton, and for the first time in the x*eign

the party usually associated with his name was not occupying, a central

role in iootland. it ita leader dead and his obvious successor

in n;jland the remant of the party am home limited its activities.

..one of those who were till in cotlan such as .ochleven, were

127
indeed in ward; others, such as unfornline, Tullibardine and

120
others, were runourod to be about to be "put at" 3 well, and

probably felt their own positions to oe too precarious to , ive effect¬

ive leadership to the remnant of their faction.

122. T.bi l. . 300; i. . xlvii 66v; 123. -C. ♦ . cot., vi 10-11;
124. oy••!•••, ■ , 33-34; 125. .. . ... iii 34-1-5, 363. 3^4-55
ml. . . cot., v 661-2, 667; 126. ■■!... cot., vi 23;
127. ~.»1. ., ... 26; 121.^1^., 6.
* see above 83.
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These months saw the Lennox/.'.rran regime at its peak of

influence, an influence ended only by tho Ruthven .aid of 23 August

1582. The fact that it was apparent to tho ouglar; party that

Arran and Lennox had been instrumental in the execution of their

loader was aggravated by the fact that both these earls benefited
129

in different ways from the forfeiture of certain Douglases.

This virtually meant that if the situation remained as it was then

the Douglas faction could regain influence only at the direct

expense of their opponents and as the forcer were outwith the country

the most likely method of achieving this was force.

Less than four weeks after orton's execution there was reputed
1 30

to be "some pique" between the now-all-powerful duumvirate of

Arran and Lennox. This "pique", which seems largely to have

stemmed from mutual jealousy, probably not untin^ed with fear, ebbed

and flowed during the following months and reached its climax a

little short of a year after .orton's accusation, talcing the form

of a schism, and for a few vreeks there were actually two councils
131

in session. The schism was ended at the beginning of February
"1

1531/2 rather more to Lennox's benefit than Arran's and in the

months thereafter they again co-operated fairly closely. Toward
133

the end of July Lennox quarrelled with illiam, Lord Ruthven, by

now arl of Cowrie, and on 23 August "Mar, Goury and thair freindis
134

iaterprysed the takin of the :inp at Suthven". Cowrie*s role
*

in all this will be considered later but at present the task is to

estimate how far the Ruthven Raid was the work of the Douglas/

r kins party.

135
The accounts agree that ■ or was a leading Ruthven .taider find

129. R. .3,, xlvii 106v, 107r, 117v, 124r-125r; xlviii 35v;
130. Jal. i. .Loot., vi 34; 131. 3...P.. iii 435a-436;
132. Ibid.. 439n? 133. Calderwood, iii 632-3; 134. -oysie, .emoirs. 37.
135. Tkisk; yh?. Ljstffyio pf .4a, 109; alder ood iii
637.
* see below 156—7-
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he 1,08, of course, the leading adherent of the old t or ton party who

was still in Scotland* uring -aich of the period of the -rran/iennox

supremacy he appear.*; to have lived quietly, being but little mentioned

until the ouEicK.r of 1p32. nn 22 June it was stated that biencairn

haa gone to birling to consult with ...or ana th-.t 'ihe whole b;irons

of the religion are so incensed that they are in a readiness to take
1 "56

anas". -tiring the dispute between Lennox an-- Cowrie, mentioned
* /unless

above, Lennox insisted that a certain group of men whom he named and

"who were sua cted to favour the . owglasaeo, were . utt out of the

way," there could be no surety for him and his. "his list included

Car an: hat:, in addition to many adherents of the old orton party,
137

sue! r n as dlencairn an-: Lindsay. It is obvious from this and

other subsequent stater.onts that the touglas party had widened it¬

self at this joint to include two other ty en of . en. heae were

firstly those who were hoc tile to tire _<• anox/.-rr. .n regime for reasons

other than the basic one of how that faction had seized power, that

is such man e Cowrie, and second! there wore those such as Glencaim

and lindsay who objected to the religious policy of the existing

r pice. he aims of this latter group came to be adopted by all

the component parts of the party of the iuthven aiders -is a useful

rallying, point for support, some of ii, of course, received from the

.'.irk itself.

Other former .. orton men whom Lennox was suspicious of in July

1p82 were Cooed doyd, the .bbots of Oambuskonneth and dryburgjt,

•ougla.o of dochloven, an. the Ccuaoendator of unfermline, while

Jullib. .rdine ha. already joined with tholl and others of the ferth
138

area in supporting Cowrie in his quarrel with ,ennox. ' hen it

is remembered that, of the others examined earlier as supporters

130. ■:.1. . . vi 137; 137. Gald«rwoo< , iii 6325
138. -bi.I.
* see above 88; x see above 68-76.
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of Morton, a number were in England , it is obvioua that the faction of

the ox-regent had hold together to a very considerable decree.

Further, and indeed ..ore absolute, proof of this is afforded by an

examination of those who were actual Suthven itaidem or who at least

signed the secret bond in v/hich the Raid originated. In addition to
*

those supporters of the . .orton party mentioned above, there were

others vrho signed the bond who can be reckoned as coning within the

influence of the chief sen of the party; people such as the Abbot

of laisloy - an rokinej Douglases such as illlam Douglas of hitting*-
139

han or others such as the faster of Oliphant. Clearly then a

vital element in the personnel of the Huthven Raiders was the continuing

existence of the orton party, who were unhappy with the country's

government and wished a change in order, among other things, to bring-

back Angus and others from exile.

One man, who signed the bond of the Ruthven Raiders, and who in

the yeart: that remain of the period under discussion was to be, after

Angus and ...ar, the third most important adherent of the Morton party,

wu.3 Thomas Lyon of Laldukie, Master of Glamis. His alignment on this

side of the struggle is not altogether surprising for his brother,

Chancellor Glmais, had been a clone adherent of orton and although

the Master was on sufficiently good terms with the Arran/Lennox recline

to be chosen to be seat with a present to the French Ring,1 '; it seems

likely that the dominant factor governing his political allegiance

continued to bo the feud his family was engaged in with the Lindsays,

Earls of Crawford. It was David, - arl of Crawford, and his sen who
4 14

had been responsible for the killing of Chancellor Glamis f and part

of the reason for the Master of G1amis' proposed trip abroad in

139. it. - .C.. iii 3Q7n; 140. Cal.c. Root.. vi 52; 141. Moysie,
tt£aS2iE£» 4.
* see above 89.
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1 /2
e_.ter.iber 1531 '* »ouy liave been to avert any farther hostility betwoen

him an-. Crawford, who had himself returned from abroad two months

previously. ' In the course of the dispute between Lennox and

Cowrie in the . oath before.- the iuthven fait, the astor of Clauds

144
was named by anox as one of those who seamed to favour the oujlacod.

Che master would see.;, to have bean adhering to the previous loyalty of

his house toward .orton and, to „,uurantee '.is position a..on., the

Looglasss and ratines, there wa. the consideration that the Carl

of Crawford was to be reckoned by this time to be very much part of

the rran/bennojc regime.

'.nyus himself seor <. to have had some wsrnin of events for,

seventeen days before the luthven bait, he was reported to intend to

make his abode at >erwick that day and was obviously watch in?;- events
1 £ &

keenly. 'is pardon, which was granted on 23 -Qptomber 1582 and

which he chared with Carrlohael, younger of that ilk, and a number

of Uouylases, we sai.i to have been ranted "at the earne t request
147

of the .ueen of fngland 'and onlie for hir desire"' r' an. it did in

fact highlight the somewhat ahaky base which the orton party chared

with some of their fellow futhvea \aiders. -.Ion. ;ide .or and Glamis

in the .uthven aid had been men like Lindsay and Cowrie who had

taken a conspicuous part in the aanat cm at of affaire against .'.orton

and who, in the case of Cowrie at any rate, had benefited substantially

from the forfeiture of different ouglases including n uc. ..mong

other thing--- Cowrie had r ceived the barony of bernathy, which had
143

pertained to .n.us, " and oi ht have been expected to resist the

latter*3 reinstatement, ('no source cays of "ovric that 'althoght he

had bene the instrument of the wralc of - ortoun, yit he ceissit

142. '. . . .'i 52; 143. --did.. *3; 141, ^alferaov. , ill 632;
145. 1. . . ivi 221 i document i Incorrectly dated in the
calendar as 15 2. i t i:. obvious from its contents that it refers to
1521}; 1.42, 159; 1 C. Ibid.. 147; 147. "hi-.. 132; 1 ;n. . . .,

xlviii 13Qv-13>r.
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not day and nycht to travail with the lag for the restoring of
149

Angus", ven if that is true Qwrrle did not thereby fully re¬

cover the goodwill and trust of the : orton party and in soae respects

when ho was in alliance with it he was the weak link in that alliance.

The regime brought into power by the Authven Raid and containing,
*

an has been seen, a high proportion of the old orton party was to

remain in power for some ten months only, before being the victim in
150

its turn of a counter-revolution on 27 June 1583. The chief

problem which the Ruthven Raiders faced in the first half of their

period in power was the continuing presence of Lennox in the country.

As the king's affection for his kinsman appears to have been unqueached

the Raiders would obviously wish Lennox out of the country as soon as

possible. In fact he delayed all through the remaining months of
151

15112 and his continued presence in Scotland partly accounts for

the nervousness which the Raiders evidently experienced at this tine.

There is, indeed, no great impression of security in the actions and

reactions of the Raiders during their period of office. In addition

to the continuing presence of Lennox, other factors which helped to

contribute to this state of affairs were the nature of the origin of

their regime and the basically unstable alliance they had formed, as

noted earlier, and especially the character of Gowrle, their nominal

leader*.

Presumably there were others who would have echoed the senti¬

ments expresses in Rirrel's larey with: reference to the Ruthven

Raid, where it is said that "Thf: vea a verey grate prosumptione in
152

a aubiecte to hef3 rince". One person in particular who seems

to have felt like this wan the king himself, by then sixteen years

149. -hp historic of In J-ncs the "owt, 192-3; 150. "oysio,
-omoir.o. 45; 151. --il.J. , cot., vi 153-60, 163, 160, 171, 175J
152. Birrel, .\-\rcy, 22.
* see above 88-91; x see above 91•
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old, whose affection for Lennox, against xihon the Laid was princip¬

ally directed, is not to be doubted. It wan stated that "the kins

did not appear to like the action of the Ruthven Raiders in taking
153

him and later that "this young rince already showing that he is

not so such in their hands (the Raiders) as it seems that they are in

his". It may well be that the news of the death of his former
155

favourite, which he would receive early in June 1503, hardened

his determination to be done with these men whom he was bound to

regard as responsible for that death.

The fact that King Janes was taking a more personal interest in

events and war- inclined against the Raiders wa rendered more

dangerous from their point of view by reason of the continued

existence in the country of Arran, the second of the two nobles

against whom they had moved. After the Iluthven Raid, Arran was to

bo held secure by Cowrie and, indeed, there is reason to think that
156

it was the influence of that noble which kept him alive, as there

rust surely have been in the Douglas carap considerable hatred of him,

a the accuser of -.orton. The original intention of the Raiders

warn that /arran should be kept in ward until Lennox was safely out of
157

the country. As has been seen, however, this fact took longer to

achieve than they had anticipated and it would appear that during the

period of waiting Cowrie's nerve broke. It is stated of 15 November

1582 that "Cowrie, at this time, fearing his owne estat, was drawin
153

by the king to be a freind to Arran" with the result that it is no

surprise to ascertain that, a little over a fortnight later, "Arrane

eaoapit furthe of Ruthuen and ... convenit with the erles of Atholl,
159

Lontroisc, Cra .'furd ;md utheris". This escape took lace, of

153. Cal.. . /cot.. vi 157-8; 154. Ibid.. 311; 155. ibid.. 409,
490; 156. Ibid.. 163; 137. A.P.3.. iii 328; 158. Cslderwood,
iii 630; 159. Koysie, f.,-r;«fljet 41.



course, at a tiiae when Lennox was still in Scotland, and, olthouji the

immediate danfc .-r Lor the .{aiders passed when he left the country,

Arran was permitted to spend the remaining months of the uthven

regime at liberty, and, although denied oceans to the king for jauch

of the ti. , ho was free to reconstruct Lie .-.arty with a view to over¬

throwing the government or taking the maximum advantage of ouch an

overthrow.

The extent to which the lack of legality of their proceedings

affected uho confidence of the 'uthven baidero is difficult to estimate.

I reviews import nt c range: in government such as those of Larch 1577/3
or .ocekber 1530, who. :, firstly, -carton's regency had been ended, and,

secondly, he had been arretted, had oeen conducted with a certain

regard for for:. , in 1577/3 the nobility ha.- all been convened be¬

fore any decision was made and in 1530 the accusation ag .xnst the ex-

regout he. been ..-An in council. hat v.*as probably more important

in the manner ,£ the . uthven -aid and ..ore dacining to its participants

was that for the first tic.2, in such a change of government, the actual

person of the Ting wa involved. There were to be indications in the

future that Cing Jane:: regarded any attempt on I-is person as the most

unforgivable of cri 10 .

The last factor which contributed towards the unsteady nature of

the alliance of the uthven aiders was the character of Cowrie hia-
*

self, /his ha already been touched on briefly and will be dealt
3£

with /ore fully I: cor but at this stage Lt is sufficient to point

out that in a. ition to being primarily responsible for the leniency

afforded to Arran, whoso execution would possibly have best served

the /aider , he is reported on several different occasions during his

ioaths in ewer to b . conte/ylatln, some deviation from his allies
160

or to feel that other: intend some hart: against hio.

160. .. . so.;,, vi 32<~, 336-3, .368.
* see above 91, 93; * see below 155-8.
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The counter-revolution which ended the ten-month rule of the

Kaider.3 took place on 27 June 1503 when the kin rode suddenly to
161

St. Andrews Castle which was "straitlie keip.it" once he was inside.

An indication of which particular faction of the Ruthven Raiders would

be most likely to suffer as a result of thi3 change wae not long in

coming* for as soon as the king was established at St. Andrews, "It

wes thooht gold that the erles of Huntlie, Crafurd, far, Angus could

depalrt from court ... Trie of liar and Angus past haoe indeed"."'**"
It is evident from this and from certain subsequent actions that

this counter-revolution was seen principally as being against the

Douglas faction of the iaidem, rather than those who professed to

be motivated by religious principles or those who had been merely

discontented with Lennox's rule. The third principal adherent of

the ...orton party, the faster of Glamis, also suffered immediately

after this coup, and was willed by royal letter to keep away from

court.

In the onths that followed this latest in the line of revolut¬

ions, despite all the talk of reconciliation which wan common., and

much of which appears to have stemmed from the king himself,10^ it
was clear that the fortunes of the Douglas party were again on the

decline. On 5 August 1563 it is stated that "the kin,, is kept

hostile to Angus and <.ar h slanderous rumours" while "Glaramis ...

has obtained license to depart the realm at his pleasure".^
Rumours abounded: far was to be drawn into the ruling clique and

abandon the dou, loses? Arran wan drawing Angus to leave far and the

Drakines and join with him;'while Clacis was to be reconciled with

161. i oysie, fomolro. 45; 162. Ibid.: 163. .'el. .-.Icot.. vi
524} 164. Ibid.. 542, 566, 580-1; 165. ibid.'. 575-6;
166. Ibid.. 636-7.
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167
Crawford. -hat had actually happened by the end of 1533 was

168
that .ar an-.. Clauds were in Ireland "" an-> Angus was warded in the

169
north of Scotland.

eunwhile Cowrie, who was at least partially responsible for

the adverse position in which the ouglas party found itself, coi>-

pounded his mistakes by seeking and receiving a remission for the

fact of the hit!wen laid. a Calderwood states, this acceptation
170

of a reiaission by Jowrie condemned his associates. Once it had

been admitted by the raid's principal participant that the raid

itself was in fact a "bad thing" then the door was open for its

gradual condemnation until it was referred to as treason and the

necessity wa created for all the other raiders to receive a similar

ris::>ion or face the consequences. Cowrie's course was not yet

run, how wer, and while the Jouglas party in the closing • .onths of

1303 on. the limitations on its freedom increase, he was permitted

to retain a certain share in the government.

Like the uthvon iniaers before then, those presently in power,

led by Arran, wore never co , lately free fro:;, the threat of a coup

against the© organised by their opponents. The Douglas- rskine

faction, fro:.. who;a this coup was most likely to spring, could not

afford to refuse assistance from any source, especially a source in

cotlan and at liberty, with the result that negotiations between

. »tr, .nguo, : Ma.;is an--1. owrie appear to have continued throughout
171

these ..onths. ' he net was also cast wider end attempts were

made to briny in the influence of the Landltons in the parsons of

. orda John and -laud, but this vac, for the time being, unsuccessful.

167. fold.« 56c; 160. . .g.j.u> vii 11; 16, . .pig,,» vi 663;
170. alderwocd, iii 716; 171, J, gpr „ ,q -.ay, i 120;

. », • :'wu«. vii 53, 1/2. -c--. • ♦ opt., vii d'Cy ifJ.



Cowrie, indeed, began to feol events closing on his, for the

months of 1583/4 saw his situation worsening. On 31 January he was

173
charged to depart the country, as he was again the following

174
month, when there were also runour3 that he would be "strsightned".

On 7 -'arch Cowrie resigned all his lands in favour of his son, in
176

preparation for going abroad. Eventually he went to Dundee to
177

leave the country '1 when Angus also was reputed to be waiting there
178

for a passage to La "tochelle. It was, indeed, obvious that events

wore moving towards another crisis and on 18 April 1504 ar, the

abbotis of Fas lay, Drybur|£ie with certane fro indie of the erle of
179

Angusse tuik the castle of Sterling, and the toun". Angus, who

must still officially have been in ward, was nonetheless able to cone

i B )
immediately to Stirling with Glamis; "iv not do Cowrie, however, for

he had been captured in Dundee three days previously by Arron's man,

181
Colonel Villian .tewart, not without suspicion in some quarters of

182
collusion between Cowrie and his said captor.

The three principal adherents of the old orton party were not to

remain in possession of tirling for long however, and were ;ut to
-|Ot

flight by Colonel Stewart. Pour men, servants of Angus, Par and

CIamis, who were captured within Stirling Castle by the crown forces,
18*

were executed. "T These executions were indicative of the undoubtedly

cruel nature of Arran's personality and from this point until he was

deposed he ruled Cootland with greater power and personal authority

than he had done either during his period in Joint control with Lennox,

or in the months just past when he had been restored to a measure of

power by the Ct. Andrews coup. A further indication of the likely

173. Ibid. * 13? 174. JMsU., 35? -oysie, . & oirc. 48? 175. ;;,?vU rMter
i 123; 176. I. . 1 89r-39v? 177. al. '♦ . cot., vii

55? 178. -Lid. > 80; 179. iloysie, ; egoto, 48? 180, Ibj.fl, ?
181. Cal.C.; .Scot., vii 65-6^; 102. Godsci*oft, 330-1; 183* Eoysie,

45-50; 184. 'clt - « '?gtf, vii 115.



nature of this rulo /as seen in -irraa's first act of real _olitical

ia^ortance, in thie his 10es bsolute ^orioci of power, when he _er-

185
mittod the execution of Gowrie, who hau changed sides once too

1 *>6
often ana whos. . genu was reputes to seek for himself*

burin. the tire of Arran's regime, the banished lords of the

orton ./arty were not inactive in reload and, in particular, were

137
in regular cc - .unication with jueen llzabeth, ' who realise I they

would be n valuable asset to her in her relations with Irran. The

lords also resumed attempts to form a common party with the Haniltone,
138

of whom they found ord John the more res >onsive. K Indeed for the

last few months of 1534 and all of 1535 Lord John acted as one with

tho banished lord- of the ■ orton faction, unitin. with them in a

common hatred of brran. The osition of the banished lords in

. n land was far from satisfactory from their point of view for they

were v r./ dependent on .ueon Lizab I , .Hon . . -In aini wan to ..reserve

Anglo- cottish relations in a state which suitel her rather then to

restore the lords. fhey wer. also still do suffer from the

machinations of rrun, who sent the . aster of rap to Elizabeth to

tell her that the king suspected that ngus and .ar'c constant abode

where they were meant that they were planning to attempt something

against his estate. uoen Lizabeth consented consequently that the

lords would bo , oved fro. Aeneastie to a place further away from the

-/cottich border.

Of all the powerful nobles who ruled cotland individually or

in combination throu hout there years, rran appears to have been

the postmaster of the false re ort. After his first effort against

1 iilderwoo, iv 34; 13C. ... sol., vii 124; 1-37• j'lM.dj>
353-7» 5-X), 334, 337-3; 133. 357, 337, 403; 135- ,.1^.,
500.
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the banished lord;.; at the close of 1534 had succeeded to the extent

of their being moved south, he did not rest content, Codccroft says

of this period that Arran rule absolutely and that "his crueltie,

(though conspicuous ;.any waycs) did appear singularly in the causln^

execute .aster 'unninp.haixie of . rumaewhasle, and aster ouJLas of
190

i aines, his sonne-in-law". " This refers to Arran'a second attempt

against the party of the banished lords, which took ;lace at the end

of January 1584/5* "Robert Hamilton of Incheuochanc allegedly

"discovered" a conspiracy to capture or kill the king which was

reputedly boin,■, org- nised by confederates of Angus and far. As a

result of these allegations the lairds of Tuntreath, Truswhasolll

and tains were ;.xre ted. The first of these confessed and testified,

191
with the result that the other two were executed, Duntreath

later admitted that all that ho had confessed had been untrue and had

192
been done for fear of Arran and to save his own life. '

As a ouglas, ains had been Involved with the , orton party and
193

had fled to ngland with 1 ngus and others after orton's execution,

being also relaxed fron the horn at the sane time as Angus after the
1C>4

uthven Maid. " He does not appear to have boon particularly

active in the orton cause or particularly powerful. The political
*

career of John Cunningban of noAMSill will be examined later, but

suffice it to sag at this point that his standpoint through the years

had been far fro... one of constant support for the Douglases. His

main political importance steraaed fron his association with the keep¬

ing of the strategically vital Dumbarton Castle but his chief crine

on this occasion seems to have been that Iks was father-in-law to

195
ains. The object of thio exercise was obviously to blacken still

150. odocroft, 39 -15 191. -cynic, .noire. 52; 192. .1,; . .

W'.it Viii 116; 193, Ibi'.. vi 20; 194. 132;
195. odscroft, 391.
* see below 113.
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further the names of the Banished Lords for on 1C February 1584/5
E d monstone stated in his deposition that the principal covers in the

106
plot were Angus, : <r, CT.. ir and Arbroath, It was apparently not

felt necessary to include Lord Aloud Hamilton in this list and the

reason for this becomes obvious when a lettr:r of one week previous

is recalled, rom thin it is clear that .rran was trying to prevent

Lord Cloud, who was then in Scotland, from Joining the Banished Lords

and indeed hope to split them up b, tumin;. then against each other,

for it states that rran "will not suffer any favour to be shown to

Claud Hamilton except he will resign over his title to the crown and
197

earldom of .rran and take the Earl of liar's livery". Other efforts

were made by .rran and others to split the party of the Lords by making
198

offers to individuals of them to return hone,

espite these schemes of Arran's, the banished lords remained

firm as a party and assured .ueen liaabeth of their freedom from
199

complicity in any plot against their king while in return, as late
200

aa 27 June 1585» they were counselled to be patient, '.ffair3 in

Scotland had pro ressod, however, and two other distinct elements were
*

now hostile to L-.rran, '.'hey will bo ox ■mined more fully later but

may here be named to be, firstly, Joi n, Lord liaxwell, styled also

at that time >arl of Gorton, .and secondly a group of courtiers of

somewhat . dxed allegiances such as C-ocrotory John aitland, fatrlok,

A aster of Gray, and Bir Lewis Bellendon of Auchnoule, Justice Clerk,

who wore all determined that Arran's course was run, Vfcether or not

these men could hr.ve succeeded in removing Arrant by their own strength

is debatable, he paver of the courtiers lay in dealing and double-

dealing with other t on's strength, while Lor ' jcwoll, '"'to, of course,

VC. . . cot., vii }6.3; 19?. 'bj:',, 547? 198. i5isL« 559;
199. Ibid.. 507-0; 200. Iftjfo, 680.
* see below 124, 142-4.



coi.~-unded a considerable following in ..he south-west, ha. been in

open rebellion for several months, causing thereby a merely XocaX

disturbance.

•vents outwith their control now casae to the aid of the members

of this anti- xrran combination. On 29 ay c. -d./ard v'otton had
x i

arrived in '-Gotland from ngland. The object of his visit was

to brim about a religious league between n£lan& and Scotland to

counteract the oly League that ha been forraed by continental

catholic . acero. lthou..h otton was to nee' to achieve this by

negotiating wit' in0 James and oerc.n he wan also under instructions

to i:. thosi mentioned above in under, dning the authority of rran,

202
whoso regime -nglaad had never cared for. .0 July went on it

poarc t it ..oulu be die first of ottoa'.. JLus which would be

203
achieved, as all the anrungeoento for the .jeague were completed

but then occurred the incident usually referred to as "the Ternihurst

affair". At . customary meeting of Anglo- cottich border offlciala

a scuffle broke out during which r.- .ncis, -ord Itussell, eldest son of

the '.rl of Bedford, was shot :ead.£"'"'+ .ore of .'omihurst, who was

in charge of the loots side of affairs, was known to work closely with,

and de. end on, Arran, and it was decided that England would take

exaggerated offence at this incident with a view thereby to removing
205

Arran from _ower. The advanced stage of the negotiations for

the League of Lraity and the desirability of their completion as far

a? ling James was concerned meant that the 'erniburat affair could bo
206

use. to telling effect. '■..•ran ..'as /ardeb at once,*' It was the

intention of those who were opposed to him that; ho should be 3ent

into Jogland to answer for this; 'crime* but it seems that they

20 1. i.-jxv.. ->'1 5 202. ...oi .« 611 — 14* 6203. loia.. viii
t-3> 35* . u_» ill ^0j* —... .—p., viii
47; 206. ibid.. 42.
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207
underestimated the sfcrengt! of the king's affection for Arran.

This fact was quickly appreciated by the ..aster of Gray, by now

deeply involved in events, and he, to the disgust of .-on® r.en, re¬

established a superficial friendship with Arran.wuQ He dealt with

in.. Jamas for "arran *s release while at the sane time he counselled

ueen lizabeth to refuse to conclude the league between the two
209

countries and to "let slip" the banished lords. As time passed
210

the king seemed increasingly- unlikely to send Arran into 'upland

and it oust have become obvious that force would have to be use!

to prevent '.rx"..n from recoverinc, his foraer position of power.

"•uch force was not difficult to assemble and indeed the lords

were able to take advantage of an existent situation namely Heard

Harwell's rebellion in the south-west. In addition to this, the

banished lords, that is, Angus, . or, Glands and Lord John Hamilton,

pained the support, on their arrival in Scotland, of Lord Hume and

the barl of bothwell as well ao powerful border lairds such as

211
Ceoaford and Cowdcnknowes.

212
An attempt at resistance by Colonel b tewart proved futile

211
an., the banished, lords too tirlin, on 2 Hovomber. T! ey failed

?14
to capture Arran" 1 but commission wan soon given to Kuntly and Lord

215
John Hamilton to pursue him. Un 4 •ovenber Angus, -tar, Hamilton

°1 C
an the -aster of 'daiais were relaxed from the horn" and a uonth

217
later they were ail restored by parliament. Their Ion struggle

for reinstatement ha ended successfully ant, ae if to confirm this,

further r arks of royal favour were accorded to each of them: Liar

was made captain of Stirling Castle, Angus was to have Tantallon,

.Dalkeith' and .ber een, Glumis was Bade high treasurer and captain

207. life, 53; hag. m-..; 209. 79-co; no. i&ll,., 65;
21 . iderw'.c', iv 382-3; 212. -oysie, . omolrn. 54;
-13. -l. . . co-L.. viii 150? 214. .".oysie, . e.g-jrv, 55;

• 15. „ P'!,. > « cov«» viii 162; 2l6» .. iv 30—31;
217. iii 333-7.
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218
of the guard, John Hamilton was made captain of ./unibarton Jastle

219
while all four were chosen to be usecbers of the ...rivy council* ' Cf

the chief of those ..ho la ■ beer; in ovm dns b .■•ran coir . orwell,

who as early as "eoeriber was said to bo seeking leave to quit the
220

realm, ' a, >oar. to have gallied little. , of course, had never

been of the . orton faction and Ms alliance wit.: the members of it

ha. been .urely one of convenience, which ended .hen the aims of the

majority of its members were achieved*

The orton faction, then, leo-ibe the loss of its leader ended

this criod under dl cussion where it had begun it, namely In virtual

control of the country. neither rrguo nor or wax. to become as

powerful as ..orton had been, indeed the -.robnbl,/ had no such desires,

and, in fjiat, after this eriod no single noble wax; to exercise such

power* It is significant that of the four banished lords who

returned to cottar, in October 1505» it was t- c i aster of Gloxois,

the least povrerful of the four, who was to boco;.<e the cost heavily

involved in government in the years immediately to coma, he was,

indeed, to sh.are and vie for power with some of those courtiers who

had [dotted for .Heron' - downfall, notably the . astor of brsy and

John ait land. the . orton faction, then, •-a" come through these

years more or loss intact. It had lost through oxocution orton

and bouglas of oins as well as the unreliable fowrie. Douglas of

bochleven had been force! to spend time abroad in exile while his

son and others of the orton faction were lost at sea after gaining

a similar licence to leave the country* .Junior line and Tullibardine

ha:; been lost to the .'motion by death. Others, such as John

Crrraichael, younger of that ilk, inarched wit. the banished lords,

wore restored with the and, like then, were p.iven signs of royal

210. >1. .'orlop :■/>■ i"., i 11; .dm.., .. . viii 160, 162;
21,. . . .. iv 33; 22 . . . » cot., viii 1C2,
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favour} in this particular case arrichael ,;&$ mde the king's
221

only Easter stabler of his Imniing horse-.:. virtually all the
*

others given earlier as adherents of the ..'.orton party, remained loyal

to that party an- any ""Wiring or weakness, each nr. that lieplayed

by Auchinleck of lalmonno, during the months is: ie.:..lately prior to

orton's execution, ^eneraily sprun from pressin. and understand-
222

able causes, in this , articular case, torture. ""

-t was, of course, to the period i.u.ediate-.y before this success¬

ful conclusion of affairs for the Banished bords that the document
K

quote;.' earlier, dentin, .1th the cause;: for which they were fighting,

belongs. It can be seen that they could certainly claim to be

fighting the same battle as - orton had done for they were virtually

all of his old party. if the struggle which Norton and . oray had

undert-. i-.en is held to be that of the old -in r.man faction then it can

be seen as tore than coincidence that this declaration of intent by

the lords in England was made before they had joined up .vith word

John - arcdlton, a noted queensman. It is true t' ercfore that the

old divisions of the civil war still applied at this tag® and although

they could be oived in favour of united action to achieve a particular

object, sue!;, as the overthrow of Arran, they still remained the most

natural divieona to which sen flew in trouble: timer. Consequently

the statement of the banlfd ed lords, ; ■ ile certainly being: an over¬

simplification, had considerable truth in it and makes a useful

starting point for a deeper analysis.

J»Li- ti , —

By the vary definition of its name, the party in opposition to

. ox-ton' fa-ties 1;. bound tj bo loss aoi-^slve an lacks the unity

221. i. . liii 73v? 222. Gal.--. . cob., v 663.
* see above 51-56; s see above 63-64.
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of the Douglas-2rskine party. It came into being to end the over-

powerful rale, as it saw it, of Norton during his regency and was

kept in existence by events, in particular the continuance of that

struggle, rather than by any burning ideology. This faction can be

seen to have undergone three distinct phases during each of which

it was headed by different leaders. The opposition of the Falkirk

confederacy, headed by Argyll and Atholl, gave way to that headed by

Lennox and his henchman. Axran, which in turn changed character when

it was led and directed by Arran alone.

The lords of the Falkirk confederacy headed the opposition to

Morton until the death of Atholl in April 1579» Luring this period

Argyll and Atholl, whose opposition to Morton during his regency has
*

been traced, were the undoubted leaders of this faction and their

every aotion bespoke their hostility,to the Louglas-Brekine party.

They both voted against orton's becoming a member of the king's

council1 and Argyll voted against sending Dunfermline as ambassador
2

to England." Their own fortunes directly mirrored those of their

party, so that in March 1577/8* when th©ir faction had the upper

hand over .orton's, Atholl was made chancellor,^ while in May 1578,

after the successful coup in -tirling Castle in I orton's favour, Atholl

is said "to seek leave to go to the Spa for his health, because his

business, though he be Chancellor, at home goes not well"./+

There were some indications in the first chapter* that Atholl's
hatred of Morton was more deep-rooted than Argyll's and by the same

token there are reasons to think that . orton appreciated this fact

and hoped to spirit Argyll away from Atholl and so split their

party. The first piece of evidence of this is in fact the negative

one that while Atholl was reported on two occasions in the summer of

1. Cal.. . .-cot., v 663; 2. 301; 3. ii &79t
4. O.ftlt ' • V 255.
* see above 10-24; * see above 18.
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1578 to be about to go abroad, a state of affairs usually only
5

regarded as a last resort, such a thing was never stated of Argyll.

More conclusive is the fact that the kin; had written to Argyll by
6

23 July 1578 asking: him to cone and be a member of his privy council.

Also, after events had come to a head and the rebel lords had marched

in arias to Falkirk, certain terms were agreed between then and - orton's

party. In these terms no mention was made of Atholl or any of his

grievances while specific action was ordered to ameliorate .rgyll's
7 "K"

position in two distinct fields. Finally, as was seen earlier,

Argyll returned to cooperate with orton in the rivy Council some

8
three months before Atholl.

It seems clear then that Iorton was more prepared to conciliate

Argyll than he was Atholl, If it is accepted that Atholl was

poisoned then it Bay even be argued that the apparent reconciliation

between the chancellor and the ex-regent was only engineered by the

latter the better to enable him or his men to administer the poison

which would rid him of his chief adversary. It is in fact obviously

impossible to determine whether or not Atholl was poisoned but some

observations nay be offered. It should, for example, be noted that

just over a month before his death, his late arrival at a parliament
g

in Stirling was blamed on ills being ill. Also, when I.orton was

faced with certain execution, he made his confession, in which,

although he had nothing to gain or lose, he denied that he had any¬

thing to do with Atholl's death.On the other hand the medical

opinion of the tine was that Atholl was poisoned, and certainly

Atholl's kin and friends, who are obviously open to charges of bias
11

of course, seemed to have little doubt that ouch was the case.

During Morton's captivity, before his execution, certain of his

5. IbitLi Ta,vii 1561; 6. . Qfj'it, V 305-6?
7. Ibid.. 316; 8. a. .C.. iii 56n, 11 On; 9. I oysie, /..empire. 20;
10. Cal.3.: . cot.. vi 16? 11. koysie, : pppjy; , 20-21; Fhe /jcWclC
ffX -in J i.it 1/4? -alder ood, lix 442—3.
* see above 78.
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servants confessed foreknowledge of, and complicity in, the murder
I

of Atholl, "but these confessions were extracted under duress and
12

cannot be cited as reliable evidence. finally, it must be remarked

that it was a characteristic of the age that when a nan who was deeply

involved in public affaire died, tales were often 'woven as to the

cause of his death. This led ! oysie to remark, during his discuss¬

ion of the coup in Stirling Castle in April 1578, that in this coup

11
the Master of liar's son "deceassit for displeasour" whereas another

source gives the sore likely if lees romantic version that he was, in
14

fact, crushed to death in the confused throng. There are other

examples also which indicate that men were often loath to accent the

simple version of events when thoy could, by invention or exaggerat¬

ion, produce a more romantic tale - especially if their version could

bo used to serve as propaganda against their enemy and proof of the

just nature of their own cause.

It was to the period of the reputed Atholl-1 orton. reconciliation

that the policy of prosecuting the Hamilton® appear": to belong. The

author of the r.istoris of din.-: James the Text, however, sees the move

against the Hasiltons as a direct follow-up to Atholl's death, claim¬

ing that orton feared that Atholl's followers would bring in the
15

Kamiltona to their aid. There is, however, evidence that moves

16
against the "aniltons had begun while Atholl was still alive and it

was not from, the house of Hamilton but from its rival the house of

the Lennox Stewarts that the new leader of the opposition to Morton

v/as to cose.

Attempts wore certainly made to preserve the unity of the Falkirk

association and especially between the arls of Argyll and Atholl.

In his last will and testament Chancellor Atholl had urged his son

12. Toys is, Memoirs. 30-31; . - -Q^» » v 663, 67I; 13. oysie,
n&ZdSZt 71 14. gfiL& aMfiffiUi v 207} 15. IM kistoyiy of Jjg
Jane: the Text. 174-5? 1^. it.. .0.. iii 115.
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"to kelp friendship and kindness with ay lord nrlo cf Argyle and that

house in respect of the proxlnltie of blude standand betwixt thane and
17

grit friendship oontinewit betviw us and our fourbcoris". Further,

less than two months after Chancellor Atholl's death it is said that

"The Countess of Argyll is suiting the " ,arl of Atholl in marriage to

her daughter. ' hat that neans you know* Albeit the Lords of Falkirk
1B

have lost a nan, yet their friendship remains one together". This

marriage never took place, in fact, but it illustrates the degree to

which Argyll and Atholl were associated as the leaders of the

opposition to Morton.

19
On 10 August 1579 Argyll was created chancellor by vote in council.

It had of course been one of Argyll's grievances against Morton during

tho latter's regency that he had not been appointed chancellor in

succession to his brother Archibald, tho fifth earl. It remains open

to speculation why it was that Argyll was not made chancellor in lurch

137C, after Claris' death, when Atholl secured appointment. If .orton

had hoped, however, that the gift of the chancellorship to Argyll

would result in the ending of the Falkirk association, ho was mistaken,

for .Argyll, like zaany others in Scotland, was soon to come under the

influence of s:;tc—ftev/art who was to take over from tho deceased

Atholl as leader of tho opposition to Morton.

Before dealing with the second phase of tho opposition to Morton

an evaluation of the part played by other members of the Falkirk con¬

federacy will be node. Chief among those who are named as being at

Falkirk with Argyll and thol.1 on 11 August 1578 is the "arl of Mon¬

trose. Throughout the period from orton'o demission of the regency

to Argyll's appointment as chancellor, Montrose acted alongside Argyll

17. L.d.O., Maiguise Muniments, G.B. 38/1/69; 18. Jal. . -hot., v
338; 19. l oysic, ;-eagito 24.
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and Atholl. Like thee ho too voted against Forton's being on tho
20

king's council.'Ee was sent by the others of his faction as a
21

cossaissioner to the parliament summoned by I orton to Stirling and

was warded for insisting; too vigorously that that parliament was not
22

free. On 20 July 1578 he broke ward and regrouped the other

earls,^ who, shortly thereafter, inarched with him to Falkirk.2^
One of the articles agreed, at this point in time, between Norton's

party and those of tho Falkirk association was that Montrose and
25

Lord Lindsay should bo added to the King's council.

ontrose was related to chancellor Atholl, who had married

ontrose'a widowed mother, with the result that the Earl of Atholl

who succeeded in 1579 was a half-brother to . ontrooo.'"^ The sus¬

picion that .orton hail poisoned Chancellor Atholl no doubt increased

1 ontrose's hatred of the ex-regent. Discussing his opposition to

Forton, the author of the- article on . ontrone in the -cots Feera.ro

states that in 1578 Montrose took steps to obtain the king's confirmat¬

ion of his charter of lands of Draco and he suggests that the

opposition which Fontrose encountered to this proposal, at a time

when . .orton was largely in control of events, probably increased the
27earl's hostility tow irds the ex-re; ont, '

Tho next two noblemen given by Cal&erwood in hie list of those
28

who wore at Falkirk are Lore .. .artre-11 and Lord Seton. Although

axwell was certainly to be rec oned as an enemy to J orton at this

stage, he was later to be allied to the Douglas faction in their

struggle against the . arl of Arran. For this ronson and because

it is proposed to consider him alongside his local rival the laird

20. .. c,pv,,, v 296} 21. . oysie, A11? 22. P.. .C.. iii
and note; 23. - oysie, . .omoirs. 12-13; 24. Calderwood, iii 423,

25- . git, t • ::.rtf, v 318; 26. oggfea -JS££ag£, i 445, Vl 231}
27. Ibid.. vi 233; 28. Jalderwood, iii 423.



of Johnstone, a discussion of his career and that of his kinsman John,
*

Lord Ferries, will be deferred. Lore Leton mi ht have been expected

to bo found in support of the Hamiltons, for tho two houses had close

connections. There arc indications throughout the perio that ' 'eton
29

remained on good terms with the Kamiltons'"*' but he was cert.-inly also

hostile to ; -orton.^ from being of the Falkirk confederates he fell

under the influence of Foise>3tewart~;1 and supported his; to an extent

of which the Haailtons could not have approved. In - ay 1573 ho voted
32

against Morton's being a member of the Icing's council' and in the

months that followed, behaved In a similar fashion to the other lords

who opposed : .orton. 'hen the council decided to move gainst the

ilaiailtons it was thought necessary that Lord Jeton and his sons should
33

be put in ward on account of their known proximity to that family,

•von apart from this incident Lord Baton's hostility to ..orton is

easily understood. He had boon a Marian, was a catholic, and wac

at different tines reputed to favour France and Spain. In addition

to this he had married Isabel, daughter of Sir illiam Hamilton of

Sanquhar, while one of his daughters, Margaret, had married Lord Claud

Hamilton.^

Hume of Cowdenknoweo and Kerr of Coaaford are both on Calderwood's

list of the Falkirk confederacy.J bile other lairds of these sur¬

names wore to prove important in this period, their allegiances are

somewhat complex and diverse and will bo studied in detail with other

border families later. Another member of the err family, l ark Kerr,

conmendator of Newbattle, is also to be seen voting; against Morton's
37

membership of the council.

29. Cal.-j. . :cot.. v 333; 30. 3 ottiswoode, ii 277» Calderwood,
Hi 375; 31. John Colvillc, jfl&fcga, 41 32. Jal. ..f. cot., v
293; 33. jMii*., 333; 34. IMik, vi 55, 123; 35. gffigsys,
viii 530, 590; 33. Caldsrwood, iii 423; 37. Qal cot., v
296.
* see below 141-5; k see below 136-9.
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Other sen who voted against .Morton's inclusion include George

Sinclair, fourth arl of Caithness. He died on 9 September 1582 y

and does not appear to have taken an active part in the political events

of the period with the exception of this year, 1570* Throughout this

year ho lent his support to thoae in opposition to Morton and he is
40

referred to in its course as a catholic. f lis wife was Elizabeth

41
Graham, sister to the arl of Montrose, ' who was so vehement against

Morton at this time, and this earl's influence, coupled with Caithness'

own religion may have been sufficient to persuade that man to join the

camp of Morton's enemies.

42
Another noble who voted against Morton in "-ay 1578 was Lord

Ogilvio, who lias a political career not dissimilar to that of oord

Seton with whose name his own is often linked. He was one of those

who opposed Morton throughout these months and he acted in a similar

fashion to those of the Falkirk confederacy in many instances, lie

also was reputed to be inclined both towards Catholicism and the

Hard!tons, ^ but he overcame the eocond of these inclinations aufflc-
44-

iontly to become, like Seton, a close adherent of Lennox.

Along with Seton and Ggllvie, James Stewart of Loons, Abbot of

Inchcolu, who also became closely associated with Lennox in the years

to come, voted against Morton's being of the Sing's council in May
45

1578» Douno cane more to the forefront of politics durin.. the

period of Lennox's ascendency, but his vote against - orton in Hay

1578 is recorded. He was a kinsman of Lennox, and a clan© kinsman of

Jones -tevrurt, arl of Arran, and he say have seen adherence to this

camp as a method of political advancement, while his initial hostility

38. IkJLski 39. '•cots eera. c. ii 339; 40. , ■!&, v 329;
41. --cots - ccra. o. ii 340} 42, Sal, . ,, Wt > V 2.;6; 43.
vi 55; 44. John Golville, Letters. 45 hit v 296.



to Morton may have been determined by the fact that his wife was

1 'arcaret Campbell, eldest daughter of Archibald, fourth "arl of

Argyll, and sister of Colin Campbell, the Argyll who jointly led the

opposition to Gorton.^
The last two lords on this list of - ay 1572 imst both bo regarded

as opponents of ^orton. Neither Janes toward, Lord Inneraeath, nor

Patrick, Lord Gray,played important parts in events; in the case

of the former his activity in opposition to forton in 1578 coons to

have been his most active period, while the latter was soon to be

eclipsed by his con, the master of Cray, with whom he shared not only

the christian name Patrick, but also, supposedly at any rate, adherence

to the cause of ueen . ary. ''r" Lord Innermeath and Lord Gray, indeed,

may well both hove had their hostility to Gorton grounded in their

support for ,ueen 3."ary, as say «ord Livingston who, well knewn as a

supporter of guoen Gary in earlier years, was equally well recognised
49

as a leac or of the lords against :. orton at this time, r" although he

did not in fact vote in this policy decision of May 1578«

Of the bishop3 who joined in the opposition to orton at this
50

point, the most important was dobert Stewart, Bisho. of Caithness,

later to become Carl of Lennox and, later again, arl of arch. His

subsequent action and above all his very nature dictate that he be

regarded as one of the group of "Moderates"*

The final name in this list of Morton's opponents is Mr. George
51

duchanan, keeper of the privy seal, whoso opposition to the regent

was noted in chapter 1* He was closely involved with the Master of

Gar and especially in the events of the ooup of April 1578 which saw

them lose oontrol of the king onco more, an his opposition to Gorton

42. Gpptff Hi 180, vi 510-11; 47. • .t, ■?.<?£,, v 296;
40. l.blUt* Vil 292; .p.,, iii 692n; 49- HI 26ni
50. i V 25'2; 51. G.bA.At
* see below 163-4; * see above 45-46.
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52
appears to have continued.

The '.'aster of Liar had been associated, moh of the time of his

opposition to Regent orton, with John Uunninghan of Druowhassill,

and both these men continued throughout 1573 to aid the irgyll-Atholl

faction in its hostility to ^orton. It -was chiefly against the

Lias tear of Lar that the coup of April 1573 «as directed; during its
53

course Ms eldest son was killed while Jrurawhassill, for his part,
54.

acted as a commissioner for the lords' faction and had the satis¬

faction of seeing the lords negotiate on his behalf in an atteapt to

have liia relaxed from the horn."^ In 1579 Mrumhassill suffered at

the hands of the Morton faction (when his escheat was given to Robert
56

Stewart, by then arl of Lennox,' at that tine to be reckoned as a

follower of . .orton) and when sme-Stewart# Lord 'Aubigny, cane to

Leotland both runwhassill and the Master of Mar became hie close

57
associates, and, in fact, Lrumwhassill claimed, or admitted, to bo-

5G
ing the principal inbringer of Lennox into Lcotland. Although

neither of then was to be as important again In their country's

politics an they had been and although both of then were to fall

foul of the leaders of their faction, thoy ust both be regarded as

bo in; of the anti-Morton party.

This, than, was the state and complexion of the faction in

opposition to ..orton throughout 1573 and early 1579 and, as can be

seen and, indeed, expected, it was composed largely of those man

whoso opposition to . orton could bneen to be increasing throughout

the regency. Two event :, already mentioned* altered the character

of that opposition in 14-1579» namely, tho death of tholl and the

arrival of '.'sno r towart from ?rance»

52. aold.. 237, 23b» 33. • /'» 54» eyein, 3;
55. Tal.. cob.. V 316; 56. .... Vii 1371; 57. ^1. M f'do.t.,
v 403; 53. 335.
* see above 106-8.
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Chancellor Atholl was succeeded as earl by hie son, also nancd
59

John Stewart, who was not, however, a nenber of the Polkirk confeder¬

acy. The new Atholl acted on several occasions in co-operation with

Lord lutltvea rather than with Lennox or Arran and his career will ho
*

examined anon, the other moderates. idle the falklrk confederacy

lost Atholl they gained the support of sne- tewart, who, fron hie

arrival in Scotland on 8 Lepteiaber 1579 till his death in fbranoe in the

sunner of 1583, headed the opposition to Lorton and his fraction.

Opinions of contemporaries differ as to how and why Lonsiour L'Aubigny

arrived in Scotland just when he did. Tlio author of the historic of

'la Junes the o:;t state," that he was asked over by 'wyso faresoing
6o

r.on*, enerdes of . orton, while Caldsrwood says he was invite' over by

the remnants of the neon's party "sj eciallle, I r. Johnc Latlane anil

Robert helvill, both haters of the Trie of orton",3one few months

later, Cunninphsa of Lrurwhassill was reputed to have confessed to have
62

been the principal inbringecr of Lennox into Gootland. *" At any rate

it seers certain that L'Aubigny's arrival in Scotland won engineered

by nen who were hostile to 'orton and ho, in turn, aado it plain where

he would stand in the political arena by Ids first 'et of importance

in Scotland. He wrote to both the Lorton faction and the Lalkirk con¬

federacy but it is said that his letters to the latter "had a more

friendly style ... and were delivered, eiphl days sooner than the

others".^

Although -.ennox, as he was shortly to become, was a Catholic

frenchman, suspected of being sent by the- house of Cuicc to work in

the interests of paeon fary, Lorton nay 'nave hoped to live in peace

with him. Certainly there wore ample lands and income which could

52. -got? -tKBK-ftt* i 145; 60. The "lotorie of In- • demos tl o. ext.
177» 61. Calderwood, ixi 457; 62. Cal.f. . -cot.. v 325;
63. m&xj 356.
* see below 164-5.
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be given to the new lord without directly affecting Norton or his

faction. xcludia, the king himself, Aonaieur k'Aubigay was the male
6/

heir to the Lennox earldom T and would have succeeded to it in time

if Lord rtobort te-'art died childless, as seemed at least a possibil¬

ity, and if other measures hod not been taken to speed up-, that

succession. Also, B'Aubigny bad arrived in the country only a few

months after the successful campaign against the Hamilton©, the

natural rivals of the Lennox Stewarts, and could expect to benefit

fror; their downfall as indeed he did, being cade, in November 1579
65

Cossaandator of Arbroath in succession to Lord John Hamilton.

Lennox's championing of the cause of the 'alkirk confederacy

nd, equally importantly, the high place he soon occupied in the young

king's affection, made kin a potential if not an inevitable enemy to

-.ortca, howeve**, and although their mutual hostility appears to have

taken a few months to materialise, it coulu have been no surprise

when it did. Argyll, now the sole leader of the Falkirk confederacy,

contracted a firm friendship with Lennox and they were reputed in

I'Oceaber 1579 to "rule the Court at present",^"' at which time also
67

korton was reunited to be considering going overseas. ' Lennox's

determination to restore Kerr of Femihurst could not bo expected to

win approval from Lorton^ and the deterioration in their relation¬

ship was highlighted in February 1579/80 when the king was informed

that korton intended to carry out a revolution to bring; himself book
69

to power. ouch a rumour persisted for some time and it seems

70
likely that Argyll wan the author of it.' In April 1530 it was

rumoured that Air James Balfour was to bo brought over from France

c4* Sflate £8£XB£S» v 352-6; 65. koyoio, ■ 1-' ■ , 26, 146;
66. sal.-,, .-cot., v 3715 67. 6k. 379J
69. 378; 70. 335.
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71
to incriminate . orton in ~ornicy's murder and it was thia line of

attack, of course, which eventually secured the triumph of the Falkirk

confederacy over -. orton.

The rest of the year 1580 was spent largely in conducting a

"phonoy war" - faction against faction. Humours of imminent dangers

in the estate of government abounded, with Lennox and ortoa alternat¬

ing' as the butts of those rumours. One thing which did emerge as the

year progressed was the position which three powerful influences were

taking in the Lenaox-...ortoa struggle. England and the irk wore back-
72

lag Aorton but the king was supporting Lennox. That : ngland should

support .carton against Lennox is not to be wondered at when the letter's

affiliations ore remembered but the support of the irk for l orton had

not always been forthcoming and many had been critical of his ecclesiastic¬

al policy during his regency. As soon as . orton ceased to be regent,

however, there were indications that the dirk was cosing to regret its

earlier hotillty towards him. Lemy churchmen, it is said, rare

offended at .tholl'a being preferred to the Chancellorship and they

objected also to the admission of the arls of Caitliness and glinfcon

and Lord Cgilvie to the council as there men were all thought to be

popiahly inclined.' Vhm b'Aubigny arrived in Scotland the kirk was

not slow to realise that it night be in greater danger through his

advance^ than ever it had been from .''orton an. so came round to

support the ox-regent.

Although it was stated in October 1580 that all was not well
75

between rgyll and Lennox, the two of them held together sufficiently

until December when Captain James tovmrt accused orton of treason.

This Captain James Stewart who came thus to political prominence was

71. Ibid.. 387 ? 72. Ibid.. 3971 377, 461; 73. 'Spottiswoodo, ii
221; 74« —oyoio, . .empire. 26; 75* Lal.o. « cot.. v 518.
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tho saconu son of Andrew* second Lord Ochiltree,^ and both he and

his father ha." benefited from gifts of land forfeited by the Ilaniltons
77

and given to then no doubt through Lennox's influence. Andrew,

the father, does not appear to have been particularly hostile to

IMorton during the period in which the latter deraittod his regency and

indeed he voted in favour of orton's being elected to the king's
78

council.' Ilia attitude, and it probably helped determine that of

liis son, appears to have changed when, sine Stewart came to Scotland

and it became obvious that the; way was open for the Stewarts to benfit

at the expense of the Ilamiltons, already prosecuted, and perhaps also

at the expense of the ougloses. Andrew's mother was a Hamilton, a

daughter of James, first Marl of Arron, and it was through this link

that James Stewart was able successfully to claim the earldom of
79

Arran.'

Discussing the accusation of Morton before the council, one author

gives a list of those who had banded together against hin. In it are

Argyll and Lord Hobert Stewart but it also contains, in addition to
80

Lennox himself, Hewbattle, .'t.Co line and Seton, who wore all to be¬

come more closely associated with the opposition to Morton's party in

tho period of the Lennox ascendency than they had been during the days

of the Falkirk confederacy. The identity of Morton's opponents was

changing.

/
The first half of 1§81, which aaw Morton's faction'otriving to

save their leader's life, also saw Captain James Stewart advanced to

jrcator dignities, for he was male first tutor, and then Marl, of
81

Arran, benefiting from the forfeitures both of Douglases and Eanil-
02

tons If tho Falkirk associates thought they had found in Captain

76. Loots ?oera;*>. vi 512-13; 77. iv 2983; 78. Cal.L.H.Acot..
v 296; 79. Moots .ear^. vi 511-13; 00. Calderwood, iii 483;
81. Meets . eerc, o. i 395 ; 82. ~M«. .M.. iv 2983; R.M.M., xlvii 117v-113v.
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Jmacs Stewart a simple soldier who would "bell the cat" for them and

then return to comparative political obscurity they were very much

mistaken and there are indications that Argyll, their leader, was

not long in divining this fact. In May 1581 Argyll was reputed to

be "a malcontent, because he sow Lennox attempt suche things as lie

looked not for at his entrie, and because Arran would rave takin the
81

office of Chanoollerie from him". last events should have taught

Arran and Lennox of Argyll's sensitivity with regard to this office

and, later in the year, his quarrel with Arran caused Argyll to leave
84

court displeased. The Falkirk association war really at an end

but it had not ended without achieving its ultimate alia, in that on

2 Juno 1581, James Douglas, Farl of . orton, was executed. The

previous day had seen his assize, presided over by Montrose and
05

attended by Argyll, ' so that the principal remaining associates wore

in at the successful conclusion of their policy aims.

ith this conclusion of events Argyll's period at the centre of

national politics was virtually ended. His significance war. great¬

est during the period of the Falkirk confederacy when he was, of

course, a leading member of the onti- orton faction. He died in
G

August 1504^ and his activities during the remaining tliree years of

his life cay be dealt with briefly. 'hen he left court after quarrell¬

ing with Arran it was remarked that the break was unlikely to be

permanent as Countess Anna, Argyll's wife, wanted him to remain in
87

association with Lennox.' 1 Despite her wishes and despite his

quarrel with Arran it was to that earl that Argyll adhered during the

Arran-uonnox split at the close of 1581 when the country had two
SO

councils in session." '

03. Calderwood, iii 558; 84. Cftl, , arQSff.t i 73? 35. : oysie,
■ 32-33; 08. ..-QfftP ,-"gg,care» i 345 ; 37. Aal,, , .ordqy, g.,cro,
i. 78. 08. Gal.A., . -cot.. vi 221. (This document is incorrectly
dated in the calendar as 1582, It is obvious from its contents that it
refers to 1581.)
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..lion the two Stewart3 re-united, Argyll soon fell foul of then

again and he appears to have approved of the luthvon Raid, unlike his
09

wife, although he tool: no part in it and was never closely involved

with the government of the raiders. Re also refused to join in com¬

plete support of Arran, however, at this tine, and was described as

90
a great supporter of the Ilaniltona and generally appears to have

been waiting on events. These events took the form of the coup at St.

Andrews which ended the Ruthven Raid government and saw Argyll recalled
91

as a privy councillor. He was now seeking the Abbacy of Dunfermline

for his youngest son, while a kinsman of his, .Ardkinglas, was made com?-

92
troller. His failure to gain unfermline rendered hia discontented

91
once more. Ha beoarne increasingly friendly at this tino with John,

9 A
Karl of liar, to whom he was related" and who had been ordered to

95
leave the country. Argyll was reputed to be so earnest on Mar's

behalf that this resulted in further "dryness" between Arran and
96

himself. Towards the ond of 1533, reports that Argyll was in poor

health come with increasing frequency^ and his request to be allowed

to jo abroad in February 1533/4 may actually have been made with a view
98

to recovering, his health, unlike most such requests.

In April 1584 Argyll had reputedly agreed not to hinder the
99

attempt by the lords on Stirling Castle and, although he sat on the

assise which condemned Carrie shortly thereafter, it was said that
100

he was most reluctant to do so. In the last few months of his life

Argyll's relations with Arran, who obviously intended to succeed him
101

as chancellor, were not pood and when ho died Arran was said to be
10?

"eased of that eyesore". " Argyll's hostility to orton, generally

89. Ibid.. 130? 90. -'147-3; 91. < oysie, 45?
92. kd.::. . cot., vi 590; 93. Ibid... 592, 593; 94. "wtr, eeyp^.,
V 610; 95. Cal. It » cot.. vi 616; 96, I;4yf, 644; 97. »

520, 607; 98. R. 1. 72r-72v; 99. John Colville, Letters. 309?
100. -lal.'. . cot.. vii> 124; 101. R. 1. 131v; C^.:.: ,

vii 277; 102. cel.;. . cop., vii 334.



lose bitter than that of Atholl, saeas to hare been personal. This

meant that after Morton had been removed, although Argyll cooperated

to a certain extent with Lennox, he was not particularly anti-Douglas

or anti-Lrskine. He could bo claimed to be a "moderate" in hie

latter years but his leading position in the Falkirk confederacy,

coinciding an it does with hio most active years in central politics,

dictates that he be regarded chiefly as an enessy of Morton.

i'ith Morton executed and many of his leading supporters fled into

England, the second hal f of 1581 saw the party of opposition to ilorton

being the party of government as never before. From this point until

the Ruthvea Raid, a little over a year later, the country was ruled

by this party and in particular by its two leading members, Arran and

Lennox. They sere, of course, both Stewarts and with the Douglases

and Ilasilfcons both in disgrace, the fortunes of the Stewart families

rose. On several occasions there was talk of the king entailing the

crown to four houses and, although these houses varied according to

the different reports, they were always tenant houses with the lists

generally including Lennox.Opinions also differed as to which of

the two men exercised the greater power but generally it seenc as if

Lennox was regarded as the second person in the resale, subordinate

only to the king himself. There ia, in fact, a greater sense of

being second person in the kingdom about Lennox in this period than

there had been of any other leading noble, at least since orton

ceased to be regent. This may have been based on the close relation¬

ship between the king and his kinsman and no other noble was to have

this aura around hin throughout the rest of the reign.

This very sense that Lennox was only one step away from the

throne coupled with ambition no doubt accounted for the state of

103. fbA4t, vi 53; i 73; 104. ,v:g,oU, vi
34, 52.



jealous rivalry which existed between Lennox and Arran throughout

these months and which reached a climax in December 1531* The two

105
had quarrelled over a forfeited ship and over a dispute which Arran

*
106

had with Lord deton and his son and on 18 kscemiber 1501 there began

a political schism which resulted in two separate councils existing

for a period of around two months, each sitting in complete isolation
107

from the other, ' The tactics used by Arran in the weeks leading

to this schism illustrate at once the strengths and weaknesses of

Lennox's position in Scotland, A fortnight or so before the actual

split, Lennox had felt compelled to make a declaration as to the sin¬

cerity of his Protestantism. In a note in the do/inter of the Privy

Council tho editor says that the reason for this declaration was that

Arran had been trying to win the support of the people by wooing then
108

with his church-going. He was thus trying to harness a forco to

combat the .great advantage which Lennox enjoyed over him and all other

nobles in the degree of trust and affection which he received from the

king, Tho proximity of his relationship with the king was to be

Lennox's strongest card during his spell in Ceotlarxi but hi; failure

to convince people of tho sincerity of his religion was to be his weak

spot. It was a weakness which. Arran atte .ptod to exploit at this

time ami which tho Ruthven Haiders were to make much of in their

propaganda eight months later.

In the two councils which existed, one in Holyroo. house and tho

other at Dalkeith, Lennox, as could be imagined, was accompanied by

the king and also had in his company Lord Loton and Lord Harwell, now

"

arl of ..orton, who were both also suspected of 'atholicisia. At

Holyroodhouse with Arran there were .Argyll, ccretary unfermllno,

105. 53; 106. koysie, .toArp, 35? Jgtwte s£~Xr vav?"
MiP -?Xtj 103-6; 107. - .l.. ii-i 435n; 108. Ibid.. 431-3, 433n.
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109
Comptroller Aullibardine, Jreanurer Cowrie am others. ' It would

soon from this that those who were essentially of neither of the

parties of Arran or Lennox were more prepared to back Arran (possibly,

because they felt they could dispose of bin sore easily at a later

date as ho did not enjoy the same degree of royal favour as Lennox).

Despite the fact that Arran*s party appears to have been the

more broadly-baaed, it seeos that the honours, at the end of the two

souths struggle, went to Lennox. On the 1 February 1581/2 Arran

de: iltted his office as Captain of the Guard, was exonerated for all

his actions therein*and, according to Koysle at least, sought
111

permission to travel abroad. The editor of the Aorister of the

Privv Council suggests as a possible reason for this apparent climb-

down by Arran, the fact that his wife had given birth to a son a few

weeks previously. Arran's wife, who was to become an object of fear

and hatred in that earl's second period of power in 1533-5? had been

married to kobert Stewart, now Larl of . arch, the icing's uncle, and

had divorced him to iasrxy Arran when it was found that she was carry¬

ing; Arraa's child. The circumstances of the marriage caused coasider-

oble scandal at the time and the birth of the child nay have renewed

that scandal and discredited Arran in the eyes of those who hod pre-

112
tended to be Impressed by his church-going.

ith this schism healed, the two nobles resumed their alliance,
113

with Lennox, more than over, the dominant partner. Lennox, how¬

ever, 'wont from one confrontation with the kirk to another for early

in April 1532 he created Aobert ontganery, minister at Stirling,

bishop of Glasgow, despite the fact that he rust have realised this
114

would bo an unpopular move amonpst churolunen. r his relations with

109. Calderwood, ill 593; 110. II.L.O.. iii 433-91 111. Koysie,
-'.Wfere? 38; 112. A. .0.. iii 439a; 113. Cal. Jorflor Papers. i
32; 111. .-.At.-jt ?, H.rt.t * vi 112.
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the kirk deteriorated steadily and he was constantly reputed to wish
115

to alter tho country's religion. ' .umours that he intended to
116

take tho young king: to franco were also given plenty of airing

and these factors coupled with the fact that fn. land had always been

hostile to his regime and that there w a s a group of men who had never

ceased to work in the Douglas interest, all contributed to a situation

in which there wore far more forces ready to oppose Lennox than to

support him*

He was not entirely without supporters, of course, and in addition

to the king and irran it is said, by ono account of early June that ho

could rely on a group of men which included such stalwarts as fcton and

Ogllvie as well as others such as Huntly, John Haitland and Robert
117

Melville* ' It nay bo as well to deal with these throe apparent

recruits to the Lennox cause before the effect of the Huthven Raid

on hie regime is dealt with.

fie inclusion of these three men in a list of Lennox's allies

is not to be wondered at. The young >cxl of Huntly* who returned

from abroad in company with the larl of Crawford in the summer of
110

1501* was of a family which had been amongst ueen Mary's leading

supporters. Ho himself was a catholic and was well received into
119

Scotland by Lennox whose daughter he was soon contracted to marry.

He soon showed his worth to Lennox by accompanying him in July 1582
4 aa

in the streets during a dispute which the Duke had with Cowrie.

Like some others of Lennox's supporters such ac Cord Ceton, Huntly

wan not hostile to the Hariltons, his .other was Anna Hamilton, third
121

daughter of the Duke of Chatelherau.lt, and he was to bo involved

later in attempts to restore the Hamiltons peacably.

115. LftUt:fryd,ey.. i '1? .t, ,« Aftwi vi 129; 116. ^ ,f„ ,

-ffrtt. vi 120. 127; 117. I]iiik, 129; 113. Aid,, 43; 119. Ibid.:
120. Calderwood, iii 632; 121. cots earn. o. iv 541.
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*

It wqa seen earlier that Galdersood attributes the calling of

Lennox into Scotland to John haltland and Robert . elvllle "both

122
haters of the rle of Morton". *" They had both been inside Edin¬

burgh Castle when it was surrendered to Morton in 1573 and .'bight be

considered fortunate not to have lost their lives at that time.

Both were supporters of ueea , .ary and both had to wait until Morton's

period of power was ending before they received the opportunity to

begin their oareers as crown officials. An entry of 25 Jq tomber

1580 states that "haltland ... and Robert lelvin. grow great in
123

counsel and credit around Lennox" an:, throughout the succeeding

months their positions wore strengthened by gifts of pensions and

other benefits.On 13 April 1502 Melville was created Treasurer
125

Depute under Cowrie and the summer of that sane year saw Haitiand
1 ^6

and him being regarded as two of Lennox's principal advisors. "*

These three sen, and others ouch as Lor". Teton, who wore all

reputed at different tines to favour the Eamiltons, were really an

embodiment of the continuation of the .ueen's party and they support¬

ed Lennox because he represented that party to then and because he had

been instrumental in disposing of that party's great enemy, Morton.

Godscroft says that such men wanted an association of government be-
127

tween King Janes and his nother and they probably placed loyalty to

.ueen Mary above loyalty to any one noble such ac Lennox, and certain¬

ly Uaitland was prepared, later, to help to overthrow -rran, when it

ww-. obvious that nothing of benefit to Tuaon 1-ary could be achieved

by his continuing In office. The degree to which these men were

associated with Lennox in the summer of 1582, however, is indicated by

the fact that one of Lennox's crixses, according to propaganda of the

122. CaldarwooT, iii 457; 123. Gal.-. ..cot., v 513} 124. ,

xlvii; ?(J3v7i3v; 125. R. .J.« iii 473-80; 126. Oal. . . cot., vi
121} 127. Oodscroft, 346.
* see above 114.
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.uthvon Haiders, was that be associated with "a great number of those

who were his majesty's ancient and nost notable enorde , irlor . ait-
i °3

land, lobert . elville"'sod others.

The Huthven -laid ended the period of Lennox's ascendency in

Scotland and six months later he left the country never to return.

The analysis, which went on at the time, of who could he rsokoned to

he of the duke':, party and who against hia, produces, as supporters

of Lennox, many names which night have been expected but also others
129

ouch as the hurls of Crawford and "utherland. The '• arl of Crawford

hail had a somewhat tenuous link with those in opposition to ox-ton,

occasioned principally by his feud with, and eventual olau^ter of,

Lord Clanis, who was associated closely with the regent. Another

link was his religion, catholic, and he was to become closely assoc¬

iated in government with trran when that earl returned to power.

Alexander, 11th ..arl of Sutherland, was related to Lennox through his
130

mother Helenor tewart, and this no doubt accounts for his support

of the duke at this time although in general he took little part in

national politics.

The government of the luthven Haiders lasted for ten months and

for around half of that period Lennox was still in the country. The

raid had been directed principally against Asran and hia and the

Haider:: appear to have decided quite quickly that he oust leave the

country. There was some talk of making Arran stand trial but through

the good offices of nen like Glencsirn and Cowrie it was decided that
131

he should merely be ..opt in custody until Lennox had left. Lennox
1 3?

did in fact leave Scotland around 21 ecember 1582 but not before

there had been the usual rumours of attempted coups to recover poocess-

133
ion of the in 's person. kne writer state that Lennox's depart-

12G.Jvi 171-2; 129, 159? 130. cots Toerare.
vlii 342; 131. Jpj., -. vi 168? 132. a. vf.. lii 538n?
133. -oik.. 533-4 an', note; -Layaie, :ecialr;.;. 41.



ure was much to be wondered at as he still possessed a very great

deal of support. Another had written earlier that it was thought

that if Lennox loft the country he would take as largo a force as

135
possible with him and he does seen to have thought along these linos.

Huntly was granted leave to go to . 'ranee while Lords Maxwell and Ogilvie
136

had similar requests refused. In the event it appears that none

of the: e men accompanied Lennox on his journey, and the Raidersf content

at breaking the power of their two chief en.errd.es, embarked on no large-

scale persecution of Lennox's supporters in Scotland.

Arran escaped fro® prison at Rutliven in J-ecenber 1502 and began

to reconstruct a party largely around the arlo of Montrose and Crasr-
137

ford, the latter being the more willing to be so used, no doubt on

account of the prominent part played in the Ruthven Raid by the ..aster
138of Glaais. uring this period, as Arran was striving to regain

power and Influence with the king, there is evidenoe of his ability

at spreading rumour and false reports which was to become such a

feature of court life in the next few years and which was generally

more rife when Arran was either out of power or else felt his pocit-
139

ion to be weak. Arran seems largely to hxtve worked on Cowrie, in

many ways the weak link in the ihxthven Raiders, but by May 1533 it

appeared that despite the relative freedom which Arran enjoyed he

night yot be "put at". On 23 April it was reported that "At the

General Assembly of the Church, beginning* this day, the friends of

the Lord (Janes) Hamilton, arl of Arran, will move the sane to make

humble petition to the Ring" concerning the earldom of Arran now

110
enjoyed by James Stewart, while a fortnight later it is said of

Arran that "all good men are grown weary of him" and it was thought

134. yJL.'t .-Cflii.* vi 215; 135. Ifrj&u 179-00; 136. 138}
137* oysie, - , 41? 133. t iii 5Obn; 139» ' -i.il f . T

Coot., vi 330, 375-3; 140. Ibid.. 406.
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141
likely that the friends of Jcuaes aacJLlton would do something about it' •

This indicated the bailc weakness in vixen's position which existed at

all times, namely hia hoi lag of an earldom which belonged rightfully

to the Kamiltons* Gone men, such as Huntly end Saton, whoa rran

tfould expect to count on for support, would robably give that support

only if they thought that by so doing they wore at least not terming

the cause of the laniltons and lueen 'ary. Arran '-'as, indeed, rumoured

on several ocean ions to be contemplating relinquishing; his earldom in
142

order to take another, such as - owrie'o, vacant after that earl's

execution, and he might have clone well, from his own oint of view, to

have done so. If he had done this an' restored Arran to the Haail-

tons this might have had the effect of polariain the factions and

rendering the ouglas/i rskine party somewhat isolated.

Any ouch move against Arran as that contemplated by the friends

of the Homiltons was forced to -rait. In early June 1583 news reached

Scotland that Lennox was dead and this appears to have had the effect

of turning the king's mind very definitely against the luthven Raiders

whona he regarded, not unnaturally, as responsible for that death. On

21 June the kin, rode suddenly from Falkland to t. ndrewo Castle

which was fortified an soon as he was within its walls. '4^ By

this simple move it wan indicated that the government of the luthven

Raiders was at an end and it was now their turn to sea their fortunes

decline.

liferent sources agree that the rinoipol agent of this coup was

144
Colonel 1111am Stewart, a figure ouriou'ly neglected by many

1 ^5
histories, perha.o on account of the confusing number of illian

Stewarts at the tim , although bo was to bo of considerable importance

141. 447—C♦ 142. -j-» vii 23, 124; 143. foycie, r psgeto
45; 144. Calderwood, iii 715; :-;l. , ♦ cot.. vi 522.
145. But not by Thomas Graves Law. See Collected Essays and Reviews
of Thomas Graves Law.



ill the next few yearc. illlaa Stewart of douoton lias been gener¬

ally agreed to be the younger son of Thomas Stewart of Galston. !'vi
lie had boon in servioo in Flanders ana was dealt with to 00120 over to

Scotland by the arl of Cowrie, with the direct hopo, says Godscroft,

that he would counterpoise the grontnoas of Arran. This may contain

eore truth than "odecroft realised, for, although he continues by

saying of the two Stewarts that "they were so wise, as not to crossr

147
one aaoiihar" ' and although the cot.: Soogu/'-e states that Colonel

143
Stewart did not long support his patron, the fact re nins that

Initially he appears to have done exactly what Gourde "wanted for he
149

is reputed to have been a leading figure in the duthven laid.

a3pite these early associations, however, Colonel Itswart oust be

regarded as one of the Stewarts who rose to power as a result of
150

rrun's success for he soon quarrelled with \owrio and associated

himself r:.ost closely with Irran. lie was made aptain of the king's
151

guard in succession to Arran and was employed as an ambassador to
152

ngland and it was on his return from that country that he led the

coup at ft. Andrews. If he was indeed brought over to this country

by Cowrie then ho could hardly expect to win approval from that earl

for this latest action, as the coup can be seen as the first step in

Cowrie's decline and eventual execution. There had been some dis¬

agreement between Colonel Atewart and . r. John Colville durln their
153

English trip. Colville was Stewart's fellow ambassador and as ho

was to be reckoned as a supporter of the Douglases, their quarrel

may have prejudiced the Colonel against the '-.aiders, but what seats

more likely is that the idea of the coup cane from the king himself.

ding James, angry and sad at news of Lennox's death, was said to long

for the return of Colonel Stewart, no doubt to put hie plan into

146. .cots eer.-i.-ro. vii 64; 147. Godscroft, 369; 148. .Lqptg
vii 65; 149. John Colville, hotter*. 16; 150. Csl. . . cot., vi 337
151. Ibid.. 221 (Geo Footnoto 38) 233; 152. Ibid.. 44O; 153. Ibid..
515.
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11} jfl
practice. r One account which combines these two possible inter¬

pretations, states that the outline of those events had been planned

in advance, but that the initial or actual outbreak was precipitated

by Colonel tewart on account of his private grievances, no doubt his
155

quarrel with Colville.

On the completion of this coup it was said of Colonel Ctewart

that he "carries the sway, and by him the line is chiefly advised"

but the same report also states "He appears to be very •inward* with
156

Huntly, Crawford and iontrose, who now find suoh favour". If

those three were enjoying royal favour it is no surprise to find that
157

on 27 July 1533 the king "longs so greatly for Arran's company"

and on 5 August .rran was restored to the Icing1 a favour and was back

at Court.

Arran and the king proceeded cautiously against the Haiders at
159

first. Colonel ;tevvart was made Comoendator of littenwees " and

Arr$n*s two brothers, illieuu and Hobert dtewart, had their cautioners
160

discharged but the talk concerning ..lor, Cowrie and the others was

1 Cl
of x*econciliation rather than persecution. J "here was rumour, in¬

deed, that affairs between Arran and Colonel Ctowarfc were not going

smoothly. Colonel tswart, as Arren had done himself when he was

Captain James Stewart, was proving to be none ambitious than had been

expected by those who had chosen him to lead tho coup. This second

"simple soldier" was reputedly on the watch for on earldom, as his

predecessor had been, and the one that he sought was Buohan, currently
162

held by a ouglao, a 1 inor and a nephew to .jochleven. Colonel

tcwart'o ambition wan natural enough but it evidently olessed Arran

for on 21 September that gentleman was directed abroad to conduct the
161

ding's affaire for five years.

154. M.„. 477; 155. mil.. 533-9; 156. ijqft,, 324? 157. .

55-; 153. -alderwood, iii 722} 155. 1.- xlix 140jv140vj
160. ^,-.0,, iii 594; 161. -al cot., vi 567-0; 162. 602.
163. R.P.S., xlix., I66r.
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If Arran really did feel that his position was insecure he soems

to have determined to work to strengthen it rather than to leavo it

all behind him. He obtained the keeping of Stirling Castle and also

became provost of that town'^and was soon reputed to wish to exchange
165

that oastle for Edinburgh. Throughout the remainder of this autumn

Arran worked at trying to separate his enemies from each other by mak¬

ing offers to individuals of thorn to leave the company of the Raiders
166

and join with the government. His party was given a boost with

the arrival in the country of Ludovlc Stewart,son to the deceased

Sane, for this was almost bound to rekindle in the king's mind thoughts

of the manner of the death of Lennox and considerations of who was

guilty of this.

In December there is talk for the first tine of Arran'c becoming

chancellor, this talk being occasioned by the fact that Chancellor
"1 fif\

Argyll was then ill. Throughout this period there are indications

that Arran was receiving sometiling less than wholehearted support

from some of the nobles he might have expected to rely on. Huntly was

169
reputed to be conferring with Seton to bring back the Hamlltonsj

Huntly and Crawford were both, reputed to be vying with Arran for con-

170
trol of Edinburgh Castle; ' and Arran and Colonel Stewart had

171
several areas of mutual conflict and jealousy. ' On 20 January

1583/4* not long after it was first rumoured that Arran vrould beoome

chancellor, it was "thought convenient by Rothes, Crawford, Kontrose,

and some others to enact and ordain that two earls shall quarterly

relieve and disburden the King of the care of the common affairs".

Before there is time to draw any conclusions from this, the report
172

continues, "it is thought that in time this may work to discount Arran".

l64.Cal.C» .Coot..vi 622; l65.JQiyL* 629; 166.Ibid.. 637, 350;
167.Ibid.. 697-0; 163.Ibid.. 667; 169.Ibid.. 629; 170.ibid.. 663;
171.Ibid.. 590, 597-0, 632; 172.Ibid., vii 12.
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It seems that the nobility of 'rran*s party were not entirely satis¬

fied with him, had several personal grievances against hira end were

not prepared to allow hia to bccone paramount in the country.

hat changed this state of affairs was the unsuccessful attempt

by the Ruthven Raiders to capture and hold Stirling Castle. Although

it was Colonel tewart who took such military steps as were needed to

quell this revolt, it was obvious that the object of the hatred of the

raiders was Arretn. It would sees inevitable that in the minds of

cany, and especially the king, this attempted coup would be associated

with the iluthvon Raid with the result that the hatred which he had for

the raiders, as the indirect agents of Lennox*s death, led to the

chief raider, Cowrie, being executed and Arran gaining Increased

support and confidence from the king. Cowrie had boen committed to
171

Arran's keeping in a direct reversal of roles of the days immediate-

ly after the Ituthven Raid but he did not find that he hail as lax a

keeper aa Arran had had and indeed Arran sat on the jury which con¬

victed hia.1^ Arran*s immediate gains included a gift of income

from crown lands in Stirlingshire to enable him the better to perform
175

his task of guarding Stirling Castle. It was thought also that he

night exchange his earldom of Arran for that of Cowrie, so that he

could thereby restore the Hamilton® and so reduce the number of his
176

enemies. The somewhat cool nature of the support which he had

received from ontrose and other.; may account for the fact that it

was reputed that his uncle, the Laird of Csprington, was a rival to
177

llontrose for the post of treasurer. '

Arran received a massive increase in his power at this point in

time. One report of Lay 1584 states ".Arran being now master of the

principal strengths at Dumbarton, Sterling, Blackness, and diriburgh,

173.R. .P.. iii 650-9; 17d. Jnottiswoode. ii 313; 175.R.-.D., 1
12?v; 176..:,al,. ,. vii 124; 177. IbUU 12?.
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his wife and he having usurped the stewardship without account of the

jewels ... of the reals, and having taken to himself the authority and

style of Chancellor, and being now appointed to ait in the king's
178 170

place ..."* He tfae given land previously held by liar and lands
100

and goods which had previously been Cowrie's. He was made Lord
181

Lieutenant of the country and was given power, along with Lontroee,

John Haitians and Robert kelville and others, to deprive such as they
182

thought unworthy.

His relationships with his loading supporters continued somewhat

loss than ideal. In > ay, lontrose, who had won the battle to become
183

Treasurer, entered into a now bond of friendship with Arran, but

Huntly, Crawford and Ardkinglas, a kinsman of Argyll's and the

country's comptroller, were all reputed to be on bad terms with Axili
I?ever-the-lc38 his own personal power, and that of hie wife, continued

to increase, while he ensured that the nobles around him would be

associated in his dealings to the full by allowing Crawford,^Hunlfy,
187 188

Hontrose " ' and 0olonel Ltowart all to benefit diroctly from the

forfeiture of the luthven Raiders, now exiled in Cngland. Indeed,

despite his quarrels at hose, the measures which he took for his own

personal safety and the rumours which' he spread to justify these

measures, .rmn realised that the main danger to his regime came from

those lords in ngland. Consequently he devoted a considerable amount

of energy and invention to the task of having these men discredited In

i-ngliah eyes and towards the end of December 1584 he succeeded in having
139

the banished lords moved south, away from their headquarters at

170. Ibid.. 140; 179. 1. 141r; 100. Ibid.. 13&r, 153r;
131. Tire fff ,'feV "fro -flgrtt 205? 132. Pal, .
vii 155; 123. Ibid.. 156; 134. Ibid.. 204-5? 135. R.I.O., 1.
133v-139v, 147r-143r; 136. Col.:,. . cot., vii 124? 107. R.r. J. 1.
144v-145r; 132. :q, .got,, vii 135; 189. fl&L. 500.



"eweastie, which he evidently thought to bo dangerously close to the

Scottish Border.

The chief agent when Arran used in these dealings in BngLand was

Patrick Cray, who was the eldest son of Patrick, fifth Lord Gray, and

a3 he did not succeed to that title until 1608 he was known as Master

of Gray through all his tortuous activities during King Jaiaes's reign
190

in Scotland. He was to prove himself to bo somewhat of a politic¬

al chameleon and indeed he helped to engineer Arran's overthrow, but

his position in the political spectra© as a ©ember of a family of

Marians, was still that of a member of the anti-Douglas party. He

received in December 1531, land3 which had formerly pertained to
191

Archibald Douglas of 'ittendreich, a natural son of Morton's. The

Grays, father and son, are referred to on different occasions as

192 /
catholics and as harbourers of Jesuits and in ..arch 1533/4 the

master was called before the General Assembly on account of Ms
193

papistry. The master had returned to cotland from abroad in
194

the company of the young- Aarl of Lennox end was reputed, in the

autumn of 1534> to be in a straight league with Arran, hence his
195

employment on that earl's behalf in Kngland.

Arran continued to make efforts to split the party of the

Banished Lords by offering* terms to individuals of them to return

home but when one of them, Claud Hamilton, did come back to Scotland

kcran showed himself to be very intransigent as regards any compromise.
At the same time, Arroa's relations with an inportant lord in the

south-we3t of Scotland, Lord . axwell, which had. been deteriorating

for some time, collapsed altogether. Lord Maxwell complained to the

1y0. .r.Q.Q.tp. Jt!8B£iMZ& 1 2S.y-5 5 191 • K..... xlviii 74-J 192. .yfll.t,
-. .«cot.. v. 329; vi. 653; 133. Ibid., vii. 40; 194. Calderwood,
iii. 749; 195. cel. . . cot., vii. 292; 196. , 547.
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king of the machinations against him by the -arl of Arran who "huntes
197

buith for ay liefe and landes". ' iven allowing for the fact that

many of the reports which claim that Arran was widely disliked were

written by englishmen about a regime of which their country disapproved,

it does seem that the opposition to him and his wife was building up

as 1585 progressed. At the end of Lay, Euntly, Crawford, Bothwell
198

and Atholl wore reputed to be offended with him, while the faster

of Gray, John Maitland and Justice Clerk Bellenden had begun their
199

court machinations against him. On 2? June Arran was reputed to
00ft

fear "tho return of the lords above everything", as well he night,

but how long it might be before these lords returned was most uncertain.

It was of course the Fernihurst affair which precipitated events,

for although fomiliarst teertiflod that Arran was in no way to blame

for the incident tho party of the lords must have had strong hopes
2Q^

that Arran was on his way out of power. " As was seen, however, the

king appears to have retained a considerable affection for the earl

and it soon became clear that he had no intention of sending Arran

into England to face any trial.

It must be remembered in any discussion of the king's preference

for political factions during this period of eight years that the

noble he loved best was indubitably Hsiao, arl of Aennox. Through

Arran's alliance with kerne, he had probably acquired associations for

the king with that duke as, naturally, had Ludovic, sme's con, while,

conversely, those who were trying to discredit Arran, that is, the

Banished Lords, were associated in the king's mind with the Huthvon

aid, which had led to Lennox's death. These lords were probably

137* Hamilton facers, ii. 637; 1?8. Aft!, . gfftit vii. 653;
199. , 654; 200. Ibid.. 68C; 221. kt,iv. 4.
* see above 101-2.
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also identified with violent action by the king as their party had

had recourse to more of this in the eight years in question. The

young king had reputedly been terrified by the coup in Stirling Castle
202

in April 1570. and while Morton's demission of the regency and the

events of his arrest and execution had been accomplished peacefully,

the Ruthven Raid and the abortive coup on Stirling in April 1504

had both involved force. The gallop from Falkland to St. Andrews

in June 1503 which terminated the Ruthven Raid appears to have been

done with the king's hearty approval, while James, with his highly

developed sense of personal dignity and safety, would look back on

the Ruthven Raid as the first occasion, in his maturity, of nobles

daring to lay hands on the royal person in order to achieve their

political ends. This being true, it is not to be wondered at that

the :ing adhered to the man whom observers and his fellow countrymen

were condemning for his ambition and cruelty. As far as the king

is to be seen as inclining towards one faction or another then he

is to be regarded as being against the Douglases.

JILu Tig . ARTY QF KOBSftAyiOK,
*

Both the main political factions have been seen to contain men

of widely differing hue but the third and final group surpasses the

others in the diversity of the nature of its members. It is

essentially composed of men who acted at certain times in ways which

prohibit then from being thought of as members of either of the main

parties. This section also contains studies of families, which may

have individual members who behaved consistently, but which, taken

as a unit, betray this inconsistency or moderation which is to be

202. A-UtO. v. 287.
* see above 63-135.
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the touchstone of this group.

*

It has already been stated that it was the so-callod "'ornlhurst

incident which brought Arran's career closer to an end and the errs

played an interesting if somewhat diverse part in affairs throughout

this
. ierlod* In Hay 157Q* after the pro-Norton coup in ntirling

Castle, the .errs are described as malcontents1 with the obvious con¬

clusion tliat they should be regarded as members of the anti-Douglas

faction and throughout the period of hostility to the ore-regent led by

the Falkirk Confederacy they ware against N orton. ."hen Lennox was in

power the ..'.errs were described at one stage as hie "greatest strength ...
2

next the Stewarts". Che reason given for the hostility of the ..errs

varies according; to the source consulted. Codscroft cays that Kerr

of Cessford and Kerr of Fadounside were displeased because N.orton had

banished Kerr of Ancrui.. for a feud with the Dutherfords whose service

■»
he found useful. Another source blames a foud between the Kerrs and

4
Ocotts who depended on Angus,* while a third nentiona the abbey of

Kolao,^ which had been held by a dorr in 1566 but v;a not to be so

held again until 1592» being held in the interim by "John L.iitland and

FTancis, arl of Bothwell.^
All thin, of course, may give the impression that the "errs

behaved as a unit which is not the case. "hilo Fornihurst had been

on the queen's side during the civil war,' Cessford had fought for the

king at Languid©. ornihurct is certainly to bo regarded as an

enemy of the Douglases for ho was son-in-law to irkcaldy of Grange,
9

who had been executed by . orton's party. The importance which was

attached to Fernihurst as a leodin,. supporter of 'green I.iary is

1. Gal. . cot.. v. 295; 2. Ibid.. vi. 2; 3. Codscroft, 330;
4. '<•+),• t. f .ppjL*.> v. 3975 5. 503I 6. icgjptr.^ .^flrtaraa
de .ciso. I.xvl-xvii; ?. 'epic G'eera;c. v.63-64; 0. Ibid.. vii
337; 9. IMl* v. 07.
* see above 101-2, 134.
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evidenced by the speed with which ho was sent for by Lennox to

return to Scotland when that earl was in power and by the degree of

hostility which his proposed return aroused. 'Fomihurst was pres-

11
ent at rorton's execution and benefited from the forfeitures of

12
Morton and Angus at that tine. After the hithvea Said, "ernihurs t

13
went abroad again but was brou ht bach into favour by the St* Andrews

coup and was eventually node arden of the iddle Aaroh at the expense

of his kirtsoan Cessford.Frors that point onwards until the incident

which ruined both him and Arran, the fortunes of the two rcon were

closely linked.

Gir alter orr of Cessford i lentIfled himself with the Falkirk

15
association and was active in their affairs against . ox-ton. On 18

October 1580 he was said to adhere to Lennox'^ and on 13 January 1500/1

Gilliam Kerr, younger of Cessford, his son, was made Garden of the
17

1 lddle I arch, but the elder Cesoford, perhaps jealous of the favour

which Femihurot was receiving at Lennox's hands, changed sides and
18

eigne ' the bond of the Euthven aiders. fro:;, this point onwards,

despite the death of the elder Cessford, the power of the 'case was

to be with the lords of the Douglas party. After Coeoford loot his
19

wardenry in the autumn of 1504 he was warded for several months
20

before joining with the Banished Lords * In their inarch on Stirling.

Andrew -err of Fadounsid®, although somewhat less involved in events,

also followed this pattern of behaviour in that ho may have been one

21
of the Falkirk association * but later signed the bond of the

TO «

Euthven Raiders.'

10. Gal...cot.. v. 379} 11. Calder-wood, iii. 575; 12. E.I-.S.,
xlviii. 15r, 20v; 13. Goyqor, i. 92; 14. Ib&U > 1£4»
.A-..*.iii i»i -.i.» iii* 099-70; 15* y3?*i,'{!3k>',Q&i-» iii. 423} 10. .Al.,. ,t.,», >
V. 527; 17. -,,,,1iii. 344-5} 10. Ibid.. 507n; 1?. 1^,,
726; 9kA,,-'lfri ,,-gtft.t, vii. O53; 20. Roysis, , 54?
21. qp i. 92-100; 22. 4fnitGj,, iii. 507n.
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The third and final racily of ..errs, which neriiPindividual

attention at this time* arc the .errs, Abbots of Novrbattle, descended

fron those of Casoford. After Norton had deaitted the regency in

1577/0 one of the first acts of the lord-'1 who had helped to bring

this about was to appoint 1 ark Kerr, son, of "ark Kerr, Cosmendator

of ftewbattle, an I.aster of Requests for life. Newbattle is listed
25

as a Esaleontent after I orton had regained power in April 1578 and lie
26

voted against Norton's being cade a member of the king's council.

'.hen the lords of the Falkirk Confederacy were compiling requests

to put to the king- in August 1578, they included one which asked

that all officers dispossessed, since 10 June last should be rcposscss-

27
ed and especially ir. dark Kerr, younger, as faster of Requests. '

23
The man who had superseded Kerr was Mr. John Oolville, chantor of

Glasgow, a supporter of , orton and the Douglases. Those two non,

29
Kerr and Colvillu, alternated in the office for some time and

acted as something of a political barometer as to the relative

strengths of the two main factions. Ilowbattle seoras to have attached
30

himself closely to Lennox during his rise to power and he was roward-
31

ed by a gift of lands which had been forfeited by "orton. He was

32
a supporter of Lennox at the time of the Ruthven Raid but soon after,

perhaps reconciling: himself to what was apparently inevitable, he was

33
described as neutral to Lennox and he was present at a convention

3d
where the king approved the raid. n He vtvjs one of those who were

called to St. Andrew?: by the king in June 1503 with a view to ovor-

35
throwing the Authven regime. He had apparently hopes of being made

secretary in place 01" Dunfermline, but failed in this ambition, left
v» 295 *

23. ^/yptp » V. 453? 24. ,3f t Vii. 1527; 25. .V.&jLtkJ.' .trff.flLt, t
26. Ibid.. 256? 27. Ibid.. 313; 28. K. . '*.. vli. 1600 ; 29. Ibid.
1527, 1600, 1673; i.r.O., xlvii. 103TJ 3b. lal. .Loot., v. 420;
31. R. .A,, xlix. 14v-15r; 32. Oalder.vood, iii. 643; 33. Cnl. '.. .

vi. 233; 34. Koysie, ...ffato, 43, 143; 35* t-COtit
vi. 503.
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court discontented"*^ and died in August 13G4» ^ His con had his

position as a commandator ratified by the mm regime but the

family did not play as important a part in events in these later years

as it had under Lennox and earlier.

The diversity of behaviour of different branches of the horns

i3 mirrored in the patterns displayed by the Humes, The Hume cur-

39 40
none in general, end :ir Janes Hume of Cowdenknowes in articular,

supported the 'alkirk confederates in their struggle against Torton.

This is perhaps not to be wondered at, for, unlike the 'em", the Homes

had a recognised leader in Lord Puce, and "lexander, the fifth lord,
4-1

ha spent several years- in ward durin,; Horton's regency. There -.vac

also a dispute between some of the Tunes and Tore Clamia, who h.ad been

nominated by i. orton to act as keeper of Hue® Castle, 00 a result of

his marriage with Agnes Gray, Lady une.'K The Humes »ere not united

in 1573 in their hostility to orton, however, for Godscroft, tali.ins

of the parliament in 1373» held after orton had regained power,

states that "Lord Hume wan also restored fron his forfeitrie, by the

neanos and procuring of Tir George Hume of eddarbume, v/ith the con-

/ ^ 43
sent indeed of orton (whom ho solicited for that and;", Obviously

Wedderburne and -owdenknowes were on different sides and at th.is saiae

parliament, continues Godccroft, the mienry of the east marches was
A A

token from Ccwdenknov.ves and t iven to -'edderbume, : est of the Humes

seemed to have taken their lead in this matter from Cowdenkncwea, des-
.»5

cribod as a friend to Lennox,' rather than edderburne, and certainly

Hume of Handeraton is described as a particular enemy to orton.

The part played by Lord Ilune in the events of the days of the Falkirk

36. TbkU.,375; 37. loots Peerage. v. 454; 38. . ., li. 4&v-47r;
39. iJoysie, em-.ir . 13} 40. Calderwoou, iii. 423} *1. sets - Pyyfr 9,
iv. 462; 42. Ibid.. 463? 43. God: croft, 344; 44. Ibid..
43. - -i. ■«- ♦ c.. v. 302} 46, Colder, ood, iii. 435«
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Confederacy appears to have boon elicit - he was only eleven years old

In 137C - but, by thu tine of ...orton'o execution, he, and not ..oddor-
47

burno, was -arden of the .net .arches'' and he is described as friend
43

to the carl of enncx. • It ic southing of a surprise, therefore,

to find that both Lord b'uiae and -ir James Hume of lowdenkaowes, signed

the bond of the hut!-von ftaidacc. ven Alexander Huno of . aaderston

signed the bond as well as other Hume lairds such as Kuttonhall and
49

broxii.outh.

If lord Ihuae supported the liuthven aid he seems soon thereafter

to have reverted to his family's traditional I arian standpoint, and,

having quarrelled with the earl of Angus over the lordship of Oookburns-
50

path,* he asarohev. with the ding's amy to help to put down the abortive
51

•tirlin, coup in April 1584*" Cowdenknowen, however, ha. adhered to

his previous .ecision and wee now on the si e of the banished lords,
52

being warded after this tlrling incident for his trouble. He

remained a supporter of the lords and benefited froa their return to
53

power in 1535 by belay aaue Captain of dinburgh -astie. .addorbume

appears to have run a similar course to Ccwdenknowos in these years for
54

he too was warded at the time of the attempted coup at Stirling.

Lord Hume benefited no less, for a while, from his choice of

side:, for after the lords had fled to ngland in April 1534 he was

.given the lordship of Coc burn-path, beloagin,.; to Angus, and was re-

55
putodly aimin, cdno .b .irleton, which had been Goarit'l* Lord

56
Hume quarrelled on different occasions with the earl of .dothwell* and,

57
more seriously, fell foul of rraa, so that when the banished lords

CI Q

returned to -cotland in October 1535 he joined forces with them."3

47. .3,, xlvil. 135v-13&r| 43. John Oolville, ■-ettors. 4»
45. 2*^*, iii. 507n; 50. Oal. :.f .foot.. vi. 298; 31. Ibj^i.
vii. 94» 52. Ibid.: * i. 133; 53. d/4,.
iL32S£s, i. 211; 54. Vii. 121; 35. "bi I.. 124?
56. Calderwood, iii. 755; -••••-♦ » ♦ --at., vii. 143; 37. • • ■ • - 'cot.,
vii. 334* 53» Janes lolville, iary.■ 143.
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Lord huge ae a catholic and a iseeber of a f'aclly which had supported

iUfioa ..axy ^rsLJaly 3houl<i >0 ranked a., an opponent of the ..ouglnses

an. a supporter of Lonnox. lie did, however, sign the uthven Haiders'

bond an helped to overthrow Arran, who was reputedly trying to force

hixi into surrendering: his portion of irleton. Other of the i'umea

hove been seen to follow different courses at different times.

It ray well be that men such as the errs and homes found that

the issues which were of paramount importance to then were local ones.

Jbey would change their national political allegiance to further

local rivalries and often did not behave as a unit with the rest of

their surname. fo this there are exceptions such a- lorr of orni-

burat, who won . .ore important on the nation- 1 political sta, e and who

was unswerving in his support of ueon ary and consequent hatred of

the Douglases, but others aooiaed to have acted for lesser motives and

often across the normal kin and. factional divisions. une of Cowden-

hnoT/ea, for example, is to be seen actin.. with orr of -doss ford in

more instances than alongside his family c ief or , Humo. The local

intrigues of these border lairds can only bo dealt with in passing

for they are the political struggles of the nation in micrococci and

form a complicated aspect of a complex whole.

A ei:;dlar situation to this can be coca in the west borders whore

the traditional rivalries were between the Johnstoaos and . -orwellc.

the leading; tecwells of this period - re, of course» Join* eighth Lord

faxwell, later ri of . iorton, an' his uncle, John, Lord 'Terries.

:ot!;. these gen wore in opposition to orton in 1p?d and acted with the
rg

lords of the aikirx: Confederacy. * d'horo arc a. r.i.y indications that
Go

the hostility of the nephew, who hod been, in ward under narton, was

3-« P.i.vir.tArAiy.j.,> V. dpp, 2p6; 60. JtJULt U* &77«
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greater than th t of the uncle, who was sufficiently agreeable to

Morton as to peroit his serving with Lor-.* Glaj la and lord Ruthven as

negotiator between the ex-regent and his eneiaios.^1 Von the two

v/cre included in a list of eight r.en chosen by the Falkirk Confeder¬

acy to represent then in discussions, Merries, but not Maxwell, was

62
judged by orton's party to bo suitable. Finally, in January

157Q/4» after both had appeared before the rivy council in a dis¬

cussion as to how best to control lawlessness in the border area,

the post of ..arden of the- -est Marches war given to Merries""' who

aeons to have decided to follow rgyll and other® of the confeder¬

acy in co-operating with orton.

hen this alliance ecidcd on
. rosecutin. the la iltons, lords

Herrios and :: ax.ell wore caught in the croc -firc, lord Ilerries, in

particular, had been a very staunch arlan and viae used by the 4ar.il-

tons at this tine to negotiate with the crown forces. 4 As a direct

result, it would neon, of their support for the Ha&iltons, lord llax-
65

well was warded and lord Ilerries lost his position a" lard.en of the
66

e t "arches, •lie- wan given to the laird of Johnstone. fhoir

fortunes inproved, however, .hen Lennox cane to power and their

history as Marians no doubt dictated the alliance which each of thou

appears to have boon in, with hira. ' fheir reactions to the arrest

and trial of I orton were different and ro-echood the split noticed
*

before. hile errios was reputed to disapprove of the nanner of

proceeding against Morton and had retired fron court,^ Maxwell 'shows

hiosolf an open onery''^ and cat on the assise at ox-ton's trial.

61. ■ '.oysic, . "a .-..-I. 2; Jpottiswoode, ii. 207 ? 62. 'Mi. . 'cot..
v. 310 j Spottlawoode, ii* 23i>—1| 63* y~. . -»v.. xxl. 73, 75> 76, 77"p34-,
355 6/j.. Oni. . .■,aov.. v. 336; 65* ... ♦..*. -ii» 145} ;-6. IIMtLlj.>
tY'J7} 6/. » «i c . , v.p02} ■ », ixi. 322— 3 and note}
6 « ■ « co";. 1 v.p- 75 69. yx- «. 5: H J0» oycxo, ■ j-nolr^!» 32*
* see above 141.



kaxwell was recorded for this by being; aide arden of the .'est "larches

end shortly thereafter received the lands an-> title of the . -orldom of
72

■ orton.

The two men wore unite.: again in their support of '.onnooc at the
73

titie of the Authven .aid and Harries an called on once again to
7A

act in the role of negotiator. Yet again their unity of purpose

was short-lived, however, for, while kaxwoll sou ht leave to jo abroad

with' Lennox, was refused^ end was denounced rebel,^ TIerries was said
77

to have a proved the raid, and escaped the consequences of his earl¬

ier su port of the duko. In addition to being denounced rebel, <ord

axwell once -..yain lost his office aa anion of the at I arches to
78

the laird of Johnstone and eventually in the early suusor of 1383
79

he went abroad. By that tins his uncle, ord ferries, was oad and
80

had been succeeded by his son killiam. ' illion, ord ferries, and

John, ord .. axwell, backed the rovorruoent of hrran after it had been

re-established by the events of 't. inxrews and they joined forces to

pursue the lords who attempted to hold fcirling in ril 1504.°
Relations between Lord iiaxwoll and the laird of Johnstone now appear

02
to have deteriorate' sharply and in August 1384 -axwell was granted

83
permission to leave the country. axwell late • complained that Arran

aided Johnstone^'1 and at any rate he was ut to the horn^*' and had his
Q6

lands and title of the earldom of orton taken from him and given to
87

Ludovio, Duke of -onnox.

On 30 April 1505 Lord Harries and other - axwells were granted

71. » • -.. iii. 378; 72. ... ., Lvii. 132v-l33ri 73. Jalderwood,
iii. 643; 74. oysio, •3\i 75. Wt- /fort,, vi. 163}
('"• iis t^jLt iii. 327—2J 77* ,t„ .v.i.-V.,.» vi. 153; 1 » -

iii. 531; 79. el. • k ■cot., vi, 464? -00. cots eora-e. iv.
1. 'r, .«*.*> • 132; • _k&i, t-f 1p 1»

83. . . ., li. 39v» 84. kanilton s?ors. ii. 636-7; Cj.
Li.i. 72pj 06. ...:i. , . j 34; 0;. . . ., lxi. o1r—G*ir.
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crown protection so that they should not suffer on account of Maxwell*s
38

rebellion. The next for,? nonths were occupied for Maxwell by his

feud with Johnstone; which was no longer merely against that laird but

was now against the crown. .'hen attempts at negotiation through
89

Herriqg failed, Maxwell eventually resolved to sink his differences
90

with the banished lords and joined them in their march on Stirling.

• lax-well gained little fro?, the success of the banished lords for,

although ho appears to be in charge of the west borders again by 15
91

November 1535» less than one month later he was again seeking leave
92

to go abroad.-"' Codscroft gives details of differences of opinion

between the banished lords and the catholic Maxwell on their march

93
north. lore important than religious differences, however, were

the facts that Maxwell was inevitably closely associated in the minds

of the banished lords with the final disgrace of Morton? and Angus

in particular could not be expected to rest content as long as the

earldom of orton remained in the possession either of Ludovic, Duke

of Lennox or John, Lord Maxwell.

The two leading houses of Maxwells thus behaved in a similar

fashion to each other with the significant exception that Maxwell's

quarrel with Mortal wan more bitter than Herrieo* and Maxwell fell

foul of Arran, while Lorries did not. Their allegiance to the

catholic, Marian party as epitomised by Lennox, was to be expected

as their natural stance but personal considerations appeared to woi^h

with them as well, so that Kerrios was alienated by what he regarded

as the ovor-harsh treatment of Morton, while Maxwell was forced to

abandon his normal political position because of the animosity between

88. ■;WtC« , iii. 742, 89. Gal....» cot.. viii. 34" 35 5 Cel. Border
Tapers, i. 191? 90. Moysie, Memoirs. 54? 91. Gal.:;.. .Scot., viii.
153-45 92. Ibid.. 162; 93. Codscroft, 404-5.
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hia ami Arran.

*

As has been soon at several points in the account of the ..axwells,

the laird of Johnstone tended to benefit from bord Maxwell's misfortune

and vico versa. After /Norton's arrest in 1580, Jolmstone was des¬

cribed as one of the few friends whom the Douglas party could count
94 * 95on."T He harboured Angus during that earl's journey couth" and was

declared rebel for this."^ ledges were offered for his good behavioS?
and he appears to have taken no part in the iuthven Haid of August 1532

although his distance fro:,; the scene of the action nay account partly

for tide. Nevertheless he did benefit from the return to power of

the Douglas faction and he was made harden of the eat l arches in

November 1582. After the success of the At. Andrews coup, Johnstone
OO

is again to bo found at the horn"" but ho appears to have coco to teres

with Arran sufficiently to aid hixa against the lords during their

attack on Stirling in April 1584* "*°u Johnstone's feud with Maxwell,

in which he received the support of Arran, has already been described,

but this support was not stifficient to prevent him from being captured
101

and held by Maxwell. Before Maxwell marched north with the

Banished horde, it was reported that "The wholl surname of the
102

Johnstons have yeilded then selves unto : orton".

Johnstone's support for Arran, who night have been expected to

be his cnery, no doubt stemmed principally from the fact that Arran

and Maxwell had quarrelled. Johnstone had been associated often

with orton and Angus in the past and -as closely related to the

latter.Cnce orton had been executed, however, and Angus was

94. -al.T.:. rot., v. 503; 95. Ibid.. vi. 2; 96. A, .g.. iii.
374-3; 97. 434-5; 90. i^,, 531; 99. B.P.r;., xlix.
152r; 100. Oal. Border a ere. 1. 134? 101. , ;4* ,A> ■ » '-gft.ttt
viii. 7; 102. Cbyit ,.,ipate l. 197; 103. ; o,qararfi»
i. 193, 2.^8.
* see above 142, 143, 144; * see above 141-4.
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banished frou the country, Johnstone reverted to his first haoic

consideration of political strategy, namely hostility to his tradit¬

ional enemy, Harwell. Godscroft elaborates on how this split between

Johnstone raid the Douglases was worsened. Dealing with- the unsuccess¬

ful attempt against Stirling Castle in April 1534, he telle that Archi¬

bald Douglas, constable of Edinburgh Castle under orton, was captured

by Johnstone, from whom he had expected no ill, as Johnstone and Angus

had the aone mother, and was delivered to the courtiers. The

courtiers, seeking to cake the resultant split between Angus and

Johnstone even, wider,hanged Archibald Douglas.''0*

This brief look at these four important border families

illustrates the Inter-relation of national and local considerations.

These border lairds wore prepared, on occasions, to alter what had

become thought of as their natural political affiliations on the

national level, in order to better some local rival of long-standing

who had adhered himself to the other side. This is not to say that

such sen had no deep political convictions but rather that they were

motivated by practical considerations and could subordinate vague

preferences to immediate tangible gains.

Discussion of the faction which can be considered as the Hamil¬

ton party during this period is really confined to a study of the two

lords, John and Claud, as most of the men who could be regarded as

their supporters, such as Euntly and Soton, have been discussed
*

earlier by reason of the fact that they were prepared to co-operate

with the Stewarts against the Douglases oven if they felt a basic

allegiance to the Hardltons.

The Aa.Altons had taken no part in the campaign against orton

104. Godscroft, 306.
* see above 110, 117, 123.



and indeed wore brought back into the foreground of events only when

the combined forces of Atholl, Argyll and orton decided to prosecute

then- for their several crio® of tho past. 'To doubt the idea of this

coma from the Douglas aide of the new coalition and it was certainly

mostly lords fror: that political standpoint who carried the operation
10b

out. The Ilaslltons made arrangements both to quit the country and

to defend their property.Lords Claud and John received come enter¬

tainment from Lords Maxwell and Lorries, the latter indeed negotiating

on their behalf with the king.' These negotiations revealed the

state of Hamilton political thinking, for the offer to render their

castles to the crown was to be subject to the conditions that those

who were to be appointed captains of the same should be Stewarts and
108 109

not BouglaneB or Boyds. The strongholds were "ill taken and the

two lords were put to the horn, allegedly for detaining their elder
110

brother James, arl of krran, against his will, although everyone

agreed that he was insane*)^ Lord Ruthven was also employed by the

Hanlltone to seek clemency froi. the king; but he net with no suocess

either and it was thoxight that the king's hardness of spirit was

111
Morton's doing, for some of his kinsmen were known to see': the lives

112
of certain namiltons.

113
upportors of the Morton party ouch as Alan, Lord Cathcart,

11/
and Mr. John Colville T were soon given land and income which had

belonged to Haniltons. In Novoasber 1579 the two brothers were for-
115

felted formally and the list of those to benefit .from this was

"1 *1
increased by tho inclusion of the earl of Bar and Lord 'Aubigpy.

105. L., .,J., ill. 150n; 106. ; 107. .vA, . , cAi., v. 336?
108. Ibid.: 109. - ovale, cnoiiu. 22; 110. .0.. iii. 160-2;
111. Cal.. . .cot., v. 337; 112. Ibid., 337-0; 113.
vii. 2C37; 114. Ibid.. I5C9; 115. . . .. iii. 129-35;
116. Loysie, ,r.,oirc. 26, 146.
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In March following, undrew Stewart, Lord Ochiltree, and his son Captain
117

Janes were given lands forfeited by the ilaniltons, thus beginning

the process which saw Captain Janes become earl of Arran.

After the Ruthven Laid had con cllcd the Cuke of Lennox to leave

Scotland there was talk of a possible link between hixa and the Raciiltons

but Lord Claud avowed that there would never be a firm agreement between
110 119

their two houses, while Lord John gave similar answers. y .hen it

seemed that the Huthvon Raiders night take action against -xran it was

said that the ilatuiltons enjoyed a considerable body of support in Scot-
1 20

land including, Argyll, Rothes, liarlschal, ^Linton and dontrose, v but

when the St. Andrews coup brought Arran back to power the hopes of the

Hamiltons correspondingly declined. There is evidence that the Hoail-

tons were in sotse measure of agreement with the lords who seized ctirl-
121

ing; Castle in April 1384 and they suffered with then for the enter¬

prise. The men who hod stood as surety for the Haniltons in the
122

Pacification of xerth were obliged to pay that surety to the crown

and no Hamilton was to be permitted to come within ten rdlea of the

klr*.123

Despite rumours that /arran was contemplating surrendering his

earldom to the Haailtons and becoming. earl of Gcr.rrie instead,^4
nothing was achieved and instead the brothers were kept in touch

with the other banished lords and with lueen lisabeth by means of
125John Colville. On one occasion an nglish observer had remarked

that Lord Join was the "better affected" toward ucen lizabeth and

12(j
her country " and on 16 August 1584 it was reported that ding Jaues

127favoured Lord John but not Lord Claud. Leas than two months

117. r.,. iv. 2903; 110. /alt .toxifig, i. 93; 119.
vi. 2945 120. JklfiLu 445, -447-0; 121. Ibid., vii. 595

122. IWrC,, Hi* ^5-6; 123. 1^,, 65OJ 124. Cal.:. .--cot.,
vii. 124; 125. Ibid.. 223; 126. Ibid.. vi. 243; 127. Ibid..
vii. 278.
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after this, however, Lord Cloud returned to Scotland and was entertained
128

by Huntly and Lord "cton. Lord Claud nay well have been the staunoh-

er Marian and was reputed to need tiao to consider the idea of dropping',

his differences with tho banished lords and following a course of action
129

which war virtually counselled by ueen lizabeth, Mary's enery.

The difference between then..: in this respect may also have been accent¬

uated by their respective wives# Lord John had married Margaret Lyon,

a daughter of lord Clar.dc, and this might have inclined him a little

Eoro toward the Douglas faction, while Lord Claud*s marriage to Margaret,

daughter of Lord eton, was more likely to reaffirm his adherence to

ueen Mary.In March 1504/5 Lord Maxwell wrote to lord John Kamil-
111

ton telling him of the discontent in Scotland, so that the alliance

which was to be formed to overthrow Arran was already in the making*

In cotlani Arran was making it clear to Lord Cloud that lie was going
112

to receive no favour and on 6 April Lord Claud and his men were

111
ordered to leave the country. ~ .ore Claud and those -who had been

instrumental in bringing him into Scotland had been defeated by Arran.

It would seem likely that their idea had been to restore the Lav.iltons

without involving, as they regarded it, the taint of being associated

with ueen Elizabeth or the undesirability of restoring the Douglases
114

at the same tine. "

Lord Claud's initiative having resulted in failure, Lord John's

was successful. Che party of the lords consisting of himself, Angus,

Mar, Glaais, Lord - axw 11 and others, took Stirling Castle, pursued

Arran and succeeded in having all its members rehabilitated. Lord

John wa made Captain of Dumbarton Castle and Prdvost of Glasgow and

12G. oysie, ■ ggo.UT > 51-52; 129. Cal.M.M.Coot.. vii. 403-4;
130. ..potd -pegq, tg, i. 35; iv. 37-} 131. Pal.-, .-sot., viii. 253*
(This document is misdated by one year. It should be 1534-5.)
132. li^q,, vii. 547; 133. iii. 733; 134. Ibid.. 733n.
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135
was given special pored© r.Ion to pursue "rran. Lord Claud returned

1 36
to Scotland in January 1585/6 'fco received also into royal favour.

Those who are mentioned principally in this period as being

associates of fch: Tamiltons are Jluntly, - ord cton ami John ■ aitlrnd.

Their adherence is not in the least to be wondered at, as all were of

families with a history of service to „ueen nry. Lord .laud was
*

related to Teton as has been seen, while inne, sister to Lords Claud
137

and John, was married to the arl of Huntly. ho Hamiltons were

not involved very actively in politics during these yofire and this

accounts for the fact that these con and others like them were to be

seen actin with other lords such as Lennox who could also be construed

as having the interests of ueen - ry at heart. In some respects it

must have seemed unfortunate to supporters of ueen Inry that this

young frenchman, who was reputed to be closely in touch with the family

of Guise and who was not far removed from the Scottish tlironc, should

boar the title of Lennox. Thin title had been associated in recent

years, in the person of Cogent Lennox, with pro-i orton and kingrouen

policy and its associations made the possibility of any alliance be¬

tween the new Lennox and the Hamilton:.* less likely; indeed one of the
133

crimes of the Ilaailtons had been the assassination of Regent Lennox. '

Apart from important border families an the Haailtonc this third

group of "moderates" includes several other men who played active

parte in the events of these years - sen such as Lords Authven and

Lindsay or the Larls of Tothes and Oothwell. The degree of involve¬

ment in events of these different nobles and the consequent amount of

inform tion a,ailablo concerning then varies quite considerably. Also

135. ... . viii. 162; 136. aldor.voo:, iv. 491;
137. cols . -ra.-iv. 370; 138. CalcerwooT;, iii. 139-40.
* see above 149«
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their political standpoints vary very considerably .and no attempt is

boing cade to suggest that they were in any way a faction in their

on right. doiac of them, such as luthvea and Lindsay, belonged by

rights to the : orton faction and arc not to be found there simply on

account of the- inconsistency of thoir support for that faction#

Others, such as 3'arischal and Rothes, nay be hold to be almost com¬

pletely non-aligned. A brief look at the actions of those men in

the different crises should reveal just how nany of then are to bo

classified as true moderates and how many as inconsistent as a result

of ambition or jealousy or other causes.

In the analysis of events of the struggle for power between

i-orton and the Falkirk Confederacy certain guides to political
*

affiliation have been u3ed already on different occasions. Using;

these same touchstones for this group of nobles it emerges that after

the coup at Stirling Castle in April 1578 which restored r.orton to

power, Rothes, Both .ell, Ruthven, Clcncaixn and glinton are all

given in a list of those who are said to bo well-contented with

139
events, while of them, Glencairn, .'uthvon and Rothes voted in

110
favour of -..orton'a being a member of tie kin 's council. On

the other side, Lindsay and Lord Robert Stewart were given, at the

same time, as discontontod, with Lindsay, indeed, being named as

"colonel of the malcontents", ^^ and both of thorn voted against

Norton's admission to the council# Cf other possible moderates

Orkney, ;larischal and rrol do not appear to have been cofm&tted

either way, while Cassillis, although his uncle the master was of

the Falkirk Confederacy,^ was only a minor and so uncommitted.1^

139. ...■ocib., V. 295; 140. iMgjt 296; 141. iidk. 295;
142. IfoiA,» 296; 143. • -oycie, aibiUc, 14; 144. ^gpts,
ii. 475.
* see above 105, 109, 110.
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0f those who thus appear at the opening of the period to in¬

cline more towards the Norton faction, Rothes would seem to be be¬

having as could be expected. Although his first wife had been a

Hamilton, Andrew, fifth Earl of Rothes, had many marital linics with

the Douglas, protestant and Itingsmen faction. -;is second wife was

a daughter of Patrick, Lord Ruthven, one of his sisters had married

Yillliaa Douglas of Lochleven, his eldest son-married a daughter of

Lindsay of the Byres and he had daughters who married another
145

Lindsay and Archibald, Earl of Angus. He was evidently regarded,

by the Falkirk Confederacy, as sufficiently neutral to act as a

negotiator between them and Liorton in -.'.arch 1577/8^ hut from that

point until Norton's arrest in December 1500 his support seems to

have gone to the Douglas faction.1^
Rothes' support of ..orton did not survive the arrest of the

latter and the earl spent much of January and February 1580/1 trying
140

to persuade his son-in-law Angus to desert the cause of the ex-regent,

./hatever chances Rothes had of so ersauding Angus were lessened when

it came to light that his daughter, Angus' wife, was having an affair

with the earl of montrose who was to be reckoned as a leading oppon¬

ent of ...orton. Rothes sat on the assize which convicted HortlSP
but played little part in the politics of the following year, emerg¬

ing from his seolusion after the Ruthven Raid to voice his approval
151of that fact. He w.is not greatly involved in the government of

the country in the months following the raid but rather was involved

in the coup at 3t. .\ndrews in June 1583 which brought this regime to
152

an end. He soon grew discontented, however, for he was excluded

153from important decision making on occasions. He also Soon had a

145. Ibid., vii. 290-6; 146. Cal.A.r.keot.. v. 201-2; 147. Ibid..
295, 296, 336; 148. Paid,, 591, 625} 149- Ibid.. 645-6;
150. Hoysie, 32; 151. I> 40} gflJLa R?bt.» vi. 159}
152. Moysie, 45} Cal. Border . aoers. i. 103} R./.C.. iii.
575-6} 153. ;al. '... cot., vi. 602-5.
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nor© personal quarrel with a member of the ruling faction namely

Colonel Stewart* They quarrelled over the escheat of ou. las of

Lochleven, wMcb tho kin,, had granted firstly to 1other and had then

given to Colonel 3tewart* This escheat would include all the titles

to the earl Ion of duchan, the last holder of which ha' been ecMeven's

brother, an it was feared by Rothes and others that olonel tewnrt

aiiaed at this earldom#1>i'

On 7 December 1503 tho king's campaign against the Ruthven Raid

ha reached the stage that he was referring to it as a crime of leae-
155

majesty. Rothes felt obliged to point; out that his own personal
156

approbation of the raid wan only . Iven at the king's eornand. Ee

was used to negotiate between the Arran regime and the earls of Angus
157

and Cowrie and showed that his adherence to 'rran was less than

complete by being one of tho authors of a scheme of government, the
158

object of which was thought to be to restrict Arran'a influence.
159

Rothes continued to be closely involved with Ms son-in-law Angus

and must have been aware of much of the planning which went into She
160

attempted coup ofApril 1584* ' Iosaibly because the arrest of

Cowrie made the success of that coup lesa likely, Rothes sided with

the royal forces and was one of those in charge of the vanguard, on

161
the march to Stirling.

his moderation was further shown in the aftermath of these events

162
when he refused to bo on the assise of Cowrie while Ms son the

163
master of iothes withdrew fro:: court through foar of apprehension.

Although he was given a corsidssion of lieutenancy in the south-eastcm

shires and charge over lands which belonged to the banished Angulf"'
154. !4,\., 621; 155. ,. ..'x» Hi. 330-1; 156. Ibid.. 3315
157. 'Sfft,, vi. 677; 158. vii. 12; 159. Ibid.. 12,
17, 34-35? 160. ,M,A, 59; 161. :y^hr, 9*; 162. 124?
163. IpJUi., 119, 121, 124, 123; 164. R.P.C.. iii. 670-1J
165. R, li. 48r-48v.
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his support for the newly-strengthened Arran regime was less than

enthusiastic* In July 1584 he was reputed to have sought leave to
166

depart the reals while in May 1585 he and other noblemen were

thought to be planning to instigate disorder in the north to match
167

Llaxwell'a in the south-west. ' He was in Stirling when it was taken
*16s

by the banished lords in November 1585 *" but like moat others there

his resistance was only token and he was probably not displeased to

see the lords in Scotland again.

Rothes con be described as a moderate throughout this period*

His inclination seems to have been toward the Douglas faction but he

was never sufficiently involved with it to suffer for its deeds* He

possibly was able to see the way events were running, to a greater

degree than sons others and was permitted for example to approve of

both the luthven and St. Andrews raids without any personal consequences*

lllian Cunningham, fifth Sari of Glcncaim, might also have been

expected to support , ortan as the leader of the protectant, kingsmen

faction and indeed he did. so throughout 157- and 1579^^ -he master

of Gloncairn aided the Morton faction in their prosecution of the
170

Homiltons but it is evident that Glencairn soon fell under the

171
influence of Cannox. .. illinn died and was succeeded by his son

172
James as sixth carl, whose first act of political importance as

earl was the part he played in escorting- Gorton from Gdiriburgh to
173

custody in Dumbarton Castle.

..hen Angus vras trying to raise a party to rescue his uncle from

prison in the first half of 1581, Cloneaim's name was often mentioned

166. Jal.G. . -cot.. vli. 222;
^ 167. Col. Oorder .'mere, i. 133?163* -oyuxo, .'.emoirs* 9At 165. «.. . ...oat.. v. 295, 296, 301,

339; 170. 336; . .oysio, a&ASiAS'.i. 22; 171. ]r -1
v. 415, 516; 172. -cots oarage, iv. 242-3; 173. -" oysie,
tGi-tiL,V, 2p.
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174
as a possible ally but this cane to nothing ant he sni; on the

175
assise of orton's trial. He appears to have inclined to \rran

more than to Lennox1^ but he was never really alienated from the

Douglas party and joined with then to be a leading light in the
177

liuthven Raid# ' In the immediate aftemath of the raid it was

Glenoairn who war. associated with Cowrie in attempts to save Arran'o
178

life anl the two earls incurred displeasure jointly from others
179

of their party for their trouble. .ot long' after this, Glen-

cairn's links with the other Ruthven .-.aiders were further weakened

100
because he was suspected of undue favour to Lennox. hen the t.

nurews coup overthrew the raiders, Glencairn was sent for by the
181

king and agreed to naintain hi® in 'Is new course. o failed in

n attempt to gain the position of collector of the thirds of

spiritualities which wont instead to .-ord Dcune rendering Glencairn
182

discontented# In early April 1584 he left court "nore suddenly
183

than was looked for" but he played no part in the attempt on

Stirling of that nonth and, indeed, sat on the assise at Cowrie's

trial on iay 3.^^ He does not appear to have been important to
185

the no ; '.rran regime and spent nuc5 of his energy In local feuds#

He was present, like Rothes, when the banished lords took tirling
136

in November 1585 and indeed the political careers of the two

earls in this period wore not dissimilar.

Gilliam, fourth Lord Ruthven, who was near® in the political

limelight than any other of these nen, was also, on paper, a natural

ally of ..orton in consideration, of his long and deep involvement

with the kingjs party. His part in and reasons for bringing

174. Cal»3.P.Scot.. v. 625, 642, 677, 679? 175. Moysie, hecolrs. 32;
176. 1. ".... cct. .vi. 53, 220(?hic document is wrongly dated as 1502.
It deocribos events in December 1581); 177. Cal.lerwood, iii# 645;
178. ;al.,.R. :oot#.vi. 168; 175. ;nl3erwood, iii. 650; 100.
692? 101.Gal. . .-cot., vi. 572; 182. Ibid.. 590, 597? 103. Ifrfoi.>
vii. 56; 134# Gpottiswoode, ii. 313? 135. '-al.. ♦Gcct.. vii.232;

. »?.♦> Hi* 718? 186. oysie, 54.



Morton's regency to an and have already been examined and his de¬

sertion of the ..ouglas cause in 1577/8 certainly seems to have been

of but brief duration. He was one of those nominated by Morton to
187

negotiate on his behalf ' and, as his inclusion in the lists used

above*prove, he was bach in full support of ..orton by . ay 1578.

Under the restored orton supremacy luthven continued as lord Treasurer

and in 1579 he helped. In the prosecution of the Basiltons. On 16

ay 1500, however, it was reported that Ruthvon was on good terms with

Lennox1'"' and four months later there was a dispute between Douglas

of Loohleven, .orton's kinsman, and "tuthvon, in his capacity as

191
treasurer. In October 1530 there war: an incident near Dupplin

Castle in which Ruthven was attacked by the mater of Oliphant with
192

whom he already had a quarrel, Oliphant's father-irv-law was
193

Douclaa of Lochleven and through this link 1 .orton was drawn into

the quarrel against uthven. This not only antagonised Ruthven but

also some of the Atewarts as in the incident a Stewart, who was in

194
company with Ruthven, had been slain. r Er. John Maitland and

Robert Melville, enemies to . .orton, apparently played on Ruthven's dis-
195

pleasure over this incident so that when Morton was accused of

treason by Captain James A tawart, different sources concur- in saying
196

that Ruthven was one of the instigators of the plot.

ith the uthven Raid, which ended the Lennox ascendency,

uthvon turned his political coat yet again to be numbered once more

197
amongst the jouglae faction. After his influence had been

instrumental in ocenbor 158*9 in having . .orton arrested, Ruthvan

appears to have repented and is mentioned on occasions as being of

187« 1-2} 1.30. ..ULLju,, v. 295,2^6,301; 1'.y, j»,Lj
ill. 144-50 and note; 190. *1. . .cot., v.429i 191. ♦ .

iii. 312-13; 152. Moysie, . en-irs. 20; Calderwood, iii. 479-00;
193. -oots^.eerare. vi.550; 194. CalderwooO,iii,479-00; 195. Ibid..
400; 196. 3^1^,483; Six,.''.ssft, 100;
137. -alaorwoo.., iii. 637.
* see above 52-53; s see above 151.
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198
■ague' party. ' The possibility of this being cemented into an

alliance wa lessoned when luthven was nade earl of Cowrie under

199
Lennox* n regime and again when he was given the barony of Aber-

POO
no thy which had belonged to Angus. ' ho Arraa, and .ennox quarrell-

201
ed Gosrrio adhered to the former, wliich was. not calculator! to endear

hlia to Lennox an., in July 1532 they quarrelled over the "colonsIship"

of Teviotdalo'" and other setters. - orton had found out twice how

costly it could be to quarrel with Cowrie, an Lennox was not long In

learning the sane lesson for the following month saw bin toppled from

power by the "luthven laid.

During the government of the raiders, Gewrie was, of course, a

leading figure. he t/u. supposedly instrumental in saving Arron from
20*^

cosine; to any physical 1mm after the raid'" J and, despite his

possession of soiae of Vagus' forfeited lands, worked for the reotorat-
20/

ion of that carl,"" 1 although perhaps in so doing he was sorely

noluiowledging the inevitable. He was reputed on more than one

occasion to bo slipping away froa the other raiders and also to be

displeased with different courtier:-, whoa he suspected of conspiring

to deprive hin of his office of treasurer." jJ hen the coup at 3t.

Andrews ovorthrev; the government of the raiders, Cowrie at first

came to no har;.. e sou ht and received a remission for hie part

in the Ruthvon laid wtiioh forced all his fellow raiders either to

do the sane or else to risk bein prosecuted as articipants in a

2Q^
treasonable activity" and increased the detract which they must

have had in hin. The "uthven laid was condemned increasingly as

tine passed and although Cowrie was slower to feel the effects of

193. lal. . ."-cot., v.624,625,643; 199- co^o eera.g, iv. 263;
200. . xlviii. 133v-139"» 201. :&derwoo , iii. 593;
202. Ibid., 632; 203. -■-» . . no!;., vi.160; 202. ,qS
dim- Jane;- T ext. 192-3; 205. Caldorwood, iii. 650,653; Cal.
. . cot.. vi. 326,337; 206. Calderwood, iii. 716.
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this than other raiders, in early 1503/4 he too ?/as ctaaaanded to leave

the country ^ and obtain a licence to that ofroot. He resigned all
208

his lands which were given over to his son .n<.. prepared to go abroad.

lie delayed hie leaving of the country and was arrested by Colonel
209

. illiaa tewart at the time when the lords of the fouglae party

catured and briefly possessed the castle of Stirling. Those who
210

had captured t'irlin. fled :snd Cowrie was brought there and executed.

There were probably several factors of importance in determining

that Cowrie should join orton in being the only two important nobles

who were executed for politcal crimes durin^ this entire reign. The

cruel nature of t.-ran's personality and the fact that the orown was in
211

debt to Cowrie for a large sum of i oney cannot be ignored nor can

a desire on the king's part, for revenge against the men whose actions

had resulted in the oath of his beloved bennox and who were epitomised

by Cowrie. The overwhelming reason, however, which dictated Cowrie's

execution seem likely to have been his total unreliability as a

political ally. Ee hat, in fact, changed sides once too often.

Hune of Godscroft says that Angus and Mar were greatly loved but not

so Cowrie because of his changing sidesj while in an even more toll¬

ing >aosage he aaye that the courtier;, distrusted Cowrie's preparations

(to leave the renin) and feared some event was being planned against

the.;., while his fellow conspirators and Angus in particular also dis¬

trusted hie diescabling and . ere unsure whether he was trying to hood-
212

wink the Court or then. It had come to the stage that Cowrie was

an enbarraasment to all and so was executed.

-\;c nobles wl ;; were accounted an pro- .orton but who did not vote

2C7. ':H. . ♦ ccU, vii.1TI 208. . . ., 1. IJt-QJv, 50r;
20y* ■■«. ■ »« iii. 652—3 an: notcj 210. ..oysiae, ...omoirs«
211. ,-al. . ♦ cot., vi. 2405 212. Codscroft, 37C, 330.
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in favour of his admission to the council, namely Bothwell and jiinton,

did not play a large part in the events of these year • Bothwell was
213

still a youth when ho is described as well-contented at orion's success
214

and shortly thereafter he went abroad. ' ' barton evidently had hopes,

at least, that he could count on Boihwell for support, d.spite the

fact that most to'.fart-- ere to be in opposition to bin, for in

September 1520 orton, hoping, to raise a party in that house, ha-'
215

sent to bring Bothwell home. both .ell, certainly, played no part

in tho events of the arrest and execution of the ex-regent. He was,

216
however, a duthvon Haider in what was virtually his first act of

political importance, thereby fulfilling the belief of the late orton

that he would support his party. He was rewarded for his support of

the raid by being appointed lieutenant in the iddle and East arches
217

in October 1582. ' however tentative dothwell'a initial support of
218

tho raid may have been he was soon identified with its resultant
219

government. ' After the St. .ndrows coup, attempts were made,

especially by the king himself, to draw Bothwell away from the other

raiders,l~c"J These attempts succeeded and Bothy/ell attended court'"'1"

but his early association with the raiders and tho constant stream of

personal feuus he was involved in seemed to have combined to ensure

222
that he "has not so great grace in Court as other tewarts".

In January 1583/4 Bothwell sought permission to leave tho country'"'"J

but nothing- came of it. His discontent continued, however, and in

April he levied a force to help the lords in their assault on "tirling
22'! 225

Castle. He was cor.sanded to his hose but was soon restored

226
to royal favour * and sought to gain possession of Cookburns path

213. '• 1. . ."cot.. v.295} 214. a.:.-.. vii.1575; 215.
vo12j £.16, ■ , u-i.i. 21/. rl. -*iii » uot». vi.192J
218. Apia,, 158; 213. . b.i.5.,, 322,400 } 220, 5^2, 853?
Vfliit ffprder igners. i. 116} 221, Oal. .-..cot.« vi.epG} 222. Ibid..
680; 223. Ibi .. vii. .13; 224. Ibid.. 94; -nl. lordor Armors, 1.133;
225. ; 226. ,r.&kt > vii. 1-7•
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227
which had been Angus'. In July 1504 he again sought a rent to

223
leave the country and this wan reed*"" but once nore nothing hanpen-

ed. lie had a running feud throughout these roonths with the dunes over

229
tho priory of Col&inghac and he regarded Arran as being the cause

210
of bin lac' of success in this isattor. ho and ford Huno joined

together to unite vrith the forces of the banished lords when they

arrived in cotlnnd in October 1535 and he marched with then to

Stirling.2"'''

The very idea of describing 3othtrell as a moderate may seen

somewhat peculiar and undoubtedly it is not on grounds of orsonal

character that he ic to bo so regarded. He was very aggressive and

quarrelsome and if his overall policy tended to be in favour of the

Douglas faction it concealed nan;/ twist' and turns of a rinor nature.

His "moderation" sprang from the fact that he was a -terart support¬

ing the Douglases /it' the result that he was more likely to gain

royal favour than other ouglas adherents and less likely, at this

stage at least, to be willing to sacrifice his position by extreme

acts.

212
ylinton supported, orton in 157-5 despite the foot that he

211
was a c thollc JJ an the following year ho aided him against the

2 14
liar.lltons. 4 He had been a queenemnn, of course, and seems to

215
have fallen under thf influence of bennox although he is not accred-

246
ited vittk any particular raalioe towards Horton in the events of 1500/I.

217He did sit on tho as ize of orton*s trial 1 and supported bennox
238

rather than Arran durirp their political schism. He was said to

219
bo neutral towards -onnox after the duthven laid and was present

227.143; 928.Ibid.. 222; 229.1bid., 330? £ft??qEP.
i. 17p» 210. . ■.. . 'p.tkVjL, vx. 67U; 231. oysie, ^u'.i. 5-15
212.0al. . .boot.. v. 295, 301; 211.Ibid.. 329; 234i&»Mu m»
150n; ^35» -:.—» » » cut.. v» 534; ^3,~i« « 5/7» 23/. «ioysie,
: QMoirn. 32; 233.John Colville, Let tor::. 4; 239.0nl.". .'cot.,
vi. 15;.
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2A0
at the convention when the kin^ approved the raid" • bat is not to

be thought of aa a raider.

..hen the i>t. -ndrews couA: ended the raidera* govcjrn.nent, glinton,

who had had little to do with that rejLxc, was one of those sent for
2A1

immediately by the cing. lie had littio :.iore to do with the new

242
xeJLm$ however, but he did sit on the assise at . owrie'e trial# ^

P 'H
-.ike Glencaim tie was much taken up with local feuds" until his

244
death in June 1583.' 5 glinton's olaJL to be regarded or. a moderate

stems from his support of ortoa despite the fact that he was a

catholic, his support of hennox, and ccpite this support, his lack

of involvement with the government of Arran.

Of the two men in this group given o3 being- in opposition to

:.carton in this period ...oru l.indsay was the ore active. ''.is hostility

to orton tlirougjhout the period of the "alkirk Confederacy seoos to
245

have been particularly virulent' an-:; this despite the fact that, as

a staunch protectant and Iclngsmaa and a son-in-law of Douglas of

i>ochl3ven, he would normally have been expected to be on ..carton's

side. ;ie was .yarded by . orton'a party on account of his over-vehement

protestations concerning the lac of freedom in tho fcirling parlia¬

ment/"^ and tloxjughout 1373 and 1575 he re. mined hostile to . .orton
247

and hie faction. f In the autumn of 1500 he was reputed to be
^48

fallin
, under the influence of :'.onnox» ' but like :othes, ..indsoy's

fe lings towards orton changed with the tatter's arrest# Tie had

prevented orton and Captain James Stewart from coming to blows at
249

the time of the actual accusation"'' and less than a fortnight

afterwards he had "departed homediscontented" the reason being his

-4a.*- oysio, • • • --a - « -.-9» ■ «..,»■a.■*H .A ■; 11 vi.542;
2-'2. pottiswoof , ii. 313; 2"3.Cal. . . cot., vii.232 ; 24-'. -coto

1 iii.'V.I i c.,.p« , V.235; 2iC. .« . ♦ w IX .. 0
and noto; 247. I. '.-. .cot., v.301} oysie, . o...olro. 16; . . ..

ixi. dp—2on; 24°*,, , ,v.v? <,» > v.302; 243.-ibid.«376:
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250
"Mallking the oreor of .ealing against ..orton". .'he reason for

this change of heart is obvious enought for - .orton was not being

accused for anything he had done during Mo regency '/hen Lindsay had

opposed hi.;, but rather for events during .ueen .axy'o reign -hen he

had been a meiaber of the osa© faction as -dLndaay had and when he had

a record little different fro:./, and no worse than, Lindsay's. Angus
251

looked to -lindsoy as a likely member of an alliance to save orton

and wli.cn the latter v.-as executed it was thought that Lindsay would
OKO

"not be long at liberty".'" He took little part in the Arran-Lennox
253

repine, except to puarrel with, the duke over religion, and wan a

254
leading, member of the Ruthven Raid. r his support of tho raid, no

doubt, occasioned t least partly by religious zeal, appears to have

beer rholehearted >.nd it- v.*: c thou, lit that, after the ft. Andrews coup,

255
Lindsay ai ht in.' Lirasclf charged to account.'"' Like Rothes he was

a/;are of tho plots which culminated in the raid on Stirling in tnril
256

1584 but unlike Lothes was not able to extricate himself from these
O f 7

in sufficient tiao and so w c warded in blackness. It was thought
258

that he would share Cowrie's f te and he war saved from this rincip-
250

ally by the efforts of the earl of Crawford, his klns/zan. There
260

wan talx again later th.it -dndsay would "smart" but he seems to have

lain low during ;he rest of Lrran's period in power.

Again Lindsay 'a place as a moderate doc.:, not stea fro; hia

personal character, for his ohidf trait seems to have boon a fanatical
261

devotion to protestantism. hie case is so-netting like hglinton's

in reverse, in that, it is surprising that he opposed .orton consider-

in. the depth and sincerity of his religion. doubtless he was not

250. Misk,330; 251.5^-:,, 625, 631, M2-3; 252. ?Md.. vi. 26;
*35 3 • - ' ♦. f';? 254* i/cnfoci:, ii..037; 2,'5» •• « cot., vi.

256. Jo: n Jolvillc, 309? 257. y.l. . . cot., vii.94;
25 . Llu., 11,; L53. -i.:.. 135; 260. ibid., 539; 261. - cots
sorgo, v. 399.
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a "moderate" man, but hie support for the Douglases was marred by

the active
„ art he played in destroying ..orton's regency, while he

could never have coon expected to remain long in partnership with the

catholic ijonnox or the irreligious Arran.

262
the other ember in this group of ; .alcontents*" was kobert

Otowari, bishop of Caitineas, but only one month after his inclusion
2d

in this bo is to be found described ao neutral and the gift of
264

the earldom of Lennox to him "r sec-mo to have been sufficient to win

him round to a .ro-». orton stance ae evidenced by his voting in favour

of the appoint; .cat of the commend tor of hunferi.iline an au ambassador
265

to fnglond. -hon L'hubigny rose to favour it was aord iobort, of

course, who was forced to surrender his earldom of .ennox to the
266

youn,.. frenchman, ooixp; J-ven in its place th«> earldor. of : larch.

'i'h-e other half of what was to become the rulia duumvirate, Captain

Janes Stewart, also gained at board Robert's expense depriving him of

his wife,'" ' Lord .'obert is, in fact, probably to be reckoned as

an adherent of the . .orton party from the moment he was given the

Lennox earldo..., and, when . .orton wan trying- to build up a party among

the tewarts, in addition to sending for Both. 'ell, he also had talks
2Co

with ord hobert. he was given in one list as approving, of the
269

uthven aid, * and no d ubt his adherence was occasioned by hatred

of frran and .% nnox. He enjoyed a measure of importance in the
270

months after the raid but seeaa to have been -ell aware of the

cor ing of the couj at 't. ,ln2rews for it wa on one of hie horses that
271

the :in rode away from the raiders;. Ke we tutor to the young

Lennox until thin too -an taken away fron hie by n third t rt

26m. ,g,.,, „» » --op,.. v. 29p,296} 263» --.-g- ■ ■«« -07» ^64. ... ,,,

iv. 2705; 265. al. , .cot., v. 301; 266. . .0., iii. 2?1-2n;
267. .1old.. 399~4*bOn; 263. ^nl. .... .. . v. 312} 269. Ibid.. vi.
176} 270.-cycle, 4^1 d. .0, ili. p22 unu note} .

cot., vi. 339} 2/1. .aPLa. Lrluil 1* '03.
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272
parvenu namely Colonel illiam. ' :e took little part in affairs

latterly and lied at It. acirewG on 29 1 arch 1536 being described as
271

"simple and of lyttlo action or accocte". 1 bike dothwell he was

a moderate in that he was a dtewart, who afforded a cert .in aaount

of sup. ort to the iouglas faction, hut unlike his youn0 .JUinann he

was also a moderate by nature. "is crsonality seems to hove been

nild, which it had need of being as ho suffers', at• the hands of '.cue,

James and Colonel 'ill last "tewart, losing something of is., ortaace to

each.

Of the prominent nobles not involved in this 1573 survey the

earl of \tholl, who succeeded on his father's death in April 1579> ^'f
and who nljht have been expected to be vehemently opposed to orton,

dl , in fact, take only a very limited art in affairs before oarfcon's
275

arrest. Unlike his father th.is new earl wan not a catholic and.

a further reason to expect 'that he night not follow in his father's

political footsteps was given by his jaaxria e. Shortly after his

fathor's deaf- it was reported that he was likely to be married to
276

the countess of Argyll's dau^iter, and this would have reinforced

his position as a leading ember of the Falkirk Lords. Instead of

this, however, he married Lord luthven's daughter, at a tine when
277

kuthvsn was supporting . -orton."'' Abe indications given by Atholl,
278

who adhered to the iuthven raid, ' that he night be ore Inclined

than his predecessor to act in concert with "is rotestant Perthshire

neighbours continued in the months after the raid. ■e was not so

closely involved in the raid as to be darned by its condemnation but

nor does ho appear to have been, instrumental in the Ft. \ndrews coup.

272. Lai.'-, .cot., vii. 206; 273. -cot3 ecra e. v. 355; 27.!.Ibid..
f* <45; --75. ...; m;6, .-{.v,v.336; 277* 372;
cots cora:c. i. 446; 278. LnU -. . -cot.. vi. 238.
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Ilia contact with Cowrie survived, this latter event oral he was one of

those nauM in April 1584 in the welter of rumours which abounded be-
279

fore the itirlln,_ coup was attempted. * ' Godacroft says that Cowrie's

capture hindered the Stirling attack because it discouraged a number
2Q0

of i.u itf incluMnp Ms friend- such as '.tholl.' On ' owrie's execut¬

ion Itholl continued to work for the welfare of tho countoss, his

2C1
rsother-in-la :2 was warded because he would not divorce Ms wife,

282
Cowrie's daughter, and entr.il her estate on Arran. 1thoil'e relat-

ions with ran do not appear to have recovered from this and on differ¬

ent occasions he la named as planning action cvpainst that earl and his

repine.lien the lords entered Scotland in October 1385# Atholl

and tho ranter of Cray too'-: I'erth in their name and reveale theisaelves

as their allies.

Chancellor Atholl was obviously on tho f&lkirk Confederacy and

no moderate but his son, artly no doubt as a re ult of his naxriage

to mary kuthven and the fact that he was not catholic, was more

moderately inclined. His support for the kouplas faction such as his

adherence to the Authven aid was robably not deep rooted and his

hostility to Arran in tho later period, no doubt stemmed more from

that loan's treatment of the 'iuthvens than of the outplaces.

The earl of eknoy also played a ver;. small part in affairs but

ho was elected to tho privy council whan his kinsman sine "tewart was

painin. influence"'' -'and Mr earlier hostility to i ox-ton is underlined

bp- Ms presence at the escorting of the ex-repent fro- Alinbur&h to
OCtf.

umbarton .actio. . c tuthvon aid marked the end of rkney'o

2/9. # vii. 55; 230. Godaoroft, 364; 281. . 1. .. . -oot..vii.
232} 222. ilderwood, iv. 200; 203. Val. . . cot., vii. 653,660;
drJ.. .-ordor ,agar , 1. 183; 204. - J-. . . cot., viii. 137; ;ai-
-AAMMfiSL. 205; 2:15. .. . .. iii. 327; 236. ;oyoie, . - Mrs.
23.
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brief
_ oriod of corporative importance and tie was understandably

2P.7
hostile to this ovo against his .in." .e inclined towards the

Stewarts his kinsmen throughout and no doubt his apparent moderation

atei jaoil
.. urtly fro;:, the distance between his lands and central Scot¬

land.

The case of Milium, rl lariechal, is similar to that of

Orkney exce. t th t in this case it was the master of . arischal and
283

not the earl who wrv advanced under Lennox. In 1531 George
289

h.-ith succeeded his raadfnther to become fifth earl." e was to

t.. a gr, ;.tcr ...art in events di m Ms t n "at? or no doubt partly be¬

cause of that previous earl*s age and ho was; an adherent of the huth-
290

von aid. e was .nominated to the ,-rivy council after the Gt,

Aninn coup but there is evident\hat he regretted the change in
292

political direction which this revolution had dictated. Hie name

is given in a list of those who would bo liable to aid the venture in
293

tirlirv in rll 13 4 and, although he sat on the assize which con-

2'V
denned Gowrio, '■'"t it was said that he was ooracuinded so to o and re-

295
fused to vote therein. If there were any chances of Mnrlschal's

becoming an into ral part of the 'rran reglte they were lessened by
296 297

quarrels vd ich ho had with :olonol tewarfc and the earl of huntAy•

In I '.ay 1585 he way one of those northern lords who were re uted to be
298

about to emulate nxwell's exploits ^ and in October when the crisis
29Q

cane ho joined wit? tholl and the master of fray in the field. 'J

risch il*: c-ieration on- bin become a uthven Iaider but he did not

surfer for it and ho ,gives the Impression of bein, more at hone

207• . .iii. 500n; 238. Ibi .. 323 and note; 20$. mots
.• .V.sv , .a.» Vi. $1? 2$0. _ . -fr/n, vi. 1$$, 178? 2p1. ..oysie,
,i r.'tViirJ'iii.> ■ (-3? • f lii. 5fp-6? 2$2. .v.Q,t.,t» vi. 519,528;
2$3*<Jolm Jolvillc, ..otters. 309 ; 2$4* •fpottisv.'oode, ii. 313?
295. At, f t offt.t,vii« 124? 296.Mid.. 147; 297.11^. 252-3?
298*.^i!nt.,.,%,rv-.v,v,w :l* 103; 2/p. ..La,* ,» » • so a.. viii. J37*
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supporting- an action than leading it.

Andrew Hay, eighth arl of rrol, appears to have remained

uncommitted throughout these years, quarrelling with Bothwell over

priority of place in parliament"^ hut otherwise doing little of
301

note. He appears to have subscribed the bond against Lennox

but war not an active Ruthven Raider. Ke tended to be involved

302
more in local and personal rather than national affairs. He

does appear in the summer of 1585 "to have been hostile to Arran^^
304

but he died before that earl was overthrown.

The earl of Cassillis? is given as an ally of Morton in one Hot

of March 1580"^ but as he was still a boy at that time"^ he would

be of little value to the ex-regent, especially as the master appears

to have continued his hostility to Norton and accompanied him on his
307

Journey from Ldiriburgh to Dumbarton Castle. ' Throughout the rest

of these years in question, indeed, Cassillis played little part

in events on account of his youth.

Thi3 group of men, including as it does some of the leading

characters and families of the period, may illustrate the fact that

the old divisions of the civil war period were breaking down in that

men like Lindsay and Ruthven could be seen in partemship with catholic

Marians like Chancellor Atholl. .ore probably, however, it merely

illustrates the abundance of different motives which guided men in

the course of their actions. Most were led by a sense of self-

presnrvation and self advancement, and only become extreme in their

actions when circumstances forced then out on to a political limb.

300. Calderwood, iii. 417; 301. Cal.O.. iicot.. vi. 159, 170?
302. iW>pt, ili. 549, 570-1, 593-4? 303. Cal.Border .aners. i. 103?
304. iii. 571? 305. .Qogt,, v. 386;
306. Scots 1-eerare. ii. 473-5? 307. Moysie, Memoirs. 29.
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Practical considerations were often more important than ideology,

increasingly so as time dimmed the memory of the sharp civil war

divisions. Kany nobles were prepared to forget political differen¬

ces of the past in order to mite to overthrow such a man as the over-

powerful Arran and to bring back into the political fold the many men

who had been forced out by the events of the years gone by.
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The tea years which form the rrubject of this ohaptcr were only

marginally less hectic in terras of political upheaval than those which

hod gone immediately before. The main difference between them lies

not in the amount of activity of a revolutionary nature but in the

Identity of the leading protagonists. idiroughout the seven years

from 1378 to 1585 it could bo argued that it wan the protectant,

Douglas-based party which moot influenced affairs, fighting- back after

its leader* a loss of power to stage the Buthven .laid and the coup in

Stirling in November 1585 with which the previous chapter closed. This

next period of ten years, however, was punctuated by three distinct

crises with the earl of liuntly, who by this time had come to be recognise

a- the leader of the catholic party, at the centre of all three. It

will be investigated how truly catholic this party was and it will be
*

shown how it emerged from the party of ;Trran which lost power in

. ovember 1585*

The direct counterpart of this new catholic party will be seen to
X

be a broad-based protectant patriotic party which was formed by a union

of the rernant of the party of the Banished Lords and some others of the

nobility hitherto designated as moderates. The reason for this union

and its place in the wider spectrum of European politics of the time

will also be examined. It will be suggested that both the Arran party

and the party of the Banished Lords ceased to exist and in their merging

with the catholic and protectant parties respectively, they lost their

unique identity of the previous years.

'There were, of course, men who did not ever'-identify themselves

fully with either of these parties and two such in particular. Join

* see below 170-220; x see below 220-266.
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Haitiand and Francis, arl of Bothwell, will merit considerable
*

attention whore it will be investigated how far they could claim to

be faction leaders and how far they merely followed their own interests.

Lu Tiff, MZWL

As the catholic faction will be seen to have been at the centre

of all three major crises, it will be helpful to examine it first and

in so doing to give something of an outline of the major events of

this somewhat complex period. One of the most remarkable facts of

the political history of this entire rsign is that James Stewart, arl

of Arran, who enjoyed virtually complete freedom as well as the con-

-|
fidence of his king and who did not die until --ecenber 1596, was unable

to regain power at any time after his overthrow. This fact would seem

to provide farther proof, if such were needed, of the hatred which many

men had had of the regime of which Arran had been the head.

In the weeks after his overthrow Arran was reputed to be in touch
p

with different nobles, usually those with Catholic leanings, to re¬

cover his position in court, but on 12 February 1535/6, Lord John Hamil¬

ton, Angus and Far asked the king that Captain James Stewart and Colonel

Stewart should be allowed to leave the country. The king did not like

this and aaid they would go when he pleased."^ This further re-affirmat¬

ion of the king's support was no doubt gratifying to \rran, but only two

days after this request to the king, Lord John Hamilton took ratters

further by apprehending Sir illiaa Stewart, Arran * s brother, who was

deemed likely to "be examined and if necessary punished". The day

following this apprehension Colonel Stewart left court and later in the

1 i.i.yj.y v.360n; 2.-aI« «■ * cot.. vlii.1jo,214; 1.Abie..« 223}
A.-bid.. 224; 5.Ibid.
* see below 266-303.
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£
same month Arran war given permission to leave the realm. Arran

made no use of this permission, however, and continued to scheme with

a view to regaining influence, in which schemes he was aided and abetted

by his brothers who seem to have had the same taste for "lotting and

double-plotting as himself.

The main immediate effort of this defeated party to regain power

came in April 1586 when there was a plot in existence to assassinate

several leading courtiers. This was supposedly to have been carried

out by Colonel illiaia Stewart,1" and chiefly involved in it, along
9with him and Arran, was the arl of Tontrose who had., of course, been

one of Arran's loading supporters among the nobility during his time

in power. This plan having failed Colonel Stewart returned to the
10

now Countries and Arran went west, reports differin... as to whether
11 12

Aintyre or Ireland was his place of abode. Colonel Stewart re¬

mained out of the political picture for some time after this but Arran

was bach in circulation by August 1586 when he was again in touch with
13those earls who had c tholio leanings and was described shortly there¬

after as "the principal worker of all devices with the Jesuits in Scot-

14
land" 1 to which communications and plottings he devoted his energy

15
for the rest of that year.

February 1536/7 caw the execution of iueen Tory and Arran tried

to use the strong passions aroused by this event to benefit his own

cause. Cn 31 ...arch 1587 he sent a letter to Claud Hamilton to have

been taken by him to the king. The letter contained grave matters.

The king committed ngua to ward in Linlithgow alace and Arran was to
16

be apprehended and to prove his accusations. The exact nature of

6.R.T. ., liii.HSv; 7.Cal.5. ♦ cot., viii.245? O.Ibld.. 316;
9.Ibid.. 3'7-3; 10.1.; .3.,liv,20r; Cal. . ♦ cot.. 1x.16.-J-6;
11.:al. . .cot., viii.316; 12.Ibid.. 364; 13.Ibid.. 640-1;
14.ap.1-st> 674; 15. 4' QF-9S • ap.ftTP, i.231; Cal. . . -cot.. ix.95» 147?
16. .j.. iv. 157-3.
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those accusations is somewhat difficult to ascertain as they were

either very nany and wide-ranging in content» were merely reported

differently at different times or, perhaps nost likely, changed character

and developed as tine passed. It would seen, however, that if the

plot rat directed criminally against the Stirling faction and 1 .aitland,

it changed course during: aril and fay and the nan who suffered most,

cither by accident or design, was Patrick, aster of Cray.
■5f

xhe career of -ray will be examined later but in e.-.riy -larch 1566/7
he was said to be entering in confederacy with the earl of Huntly and

others who were for the moot part catholics, and encodes to the lords
17

who came in a -tirling. Shortly aftor this Patrick, --.aster of Gray

and Sir illiou Stewart, brother of Axraa engaged in sotae plotting.

She latter accused the former and .-aitland of treason and both Stewart

13
and Cray were ;v arded. ' The exact crimes of hioh Stewart accused

Gray ware many un.. included, conniving -•& the death of .-aitload, advis¬

ing sueen licabeth as to the best method of executing aieon »ary and
19

being guilty of fore-knowledge of the late coup at Stirling. Cne

comment on the proceedings- stated that Stewart was discredited -although
pQ

some thought that the motivetion for the matter came from the king.

-hat the "motivation for the matter" was, is not easy to determine.

It may be that rran and Ms faction had 1 oped to use Gray to accuse the

iiriin, faction of some points but now found that he was too heavily

involved in different natters and so let him go to the wall. It may¬

be that they duped hin into thinking that Gaitland was to be put at and

not iim or indeed that may oven in fact have been the original intention.

3y no means the last possible interpretation of these events, but the

final one to be offered here, is that it may have become obvious that

aSfiflfcfri I*. 327; at 1 n< Jmrr? ttin torih 226-7j
1 .R.P.C. ♦ iv. 166-8: G. ... ... i.257.
* see below 234^-6.
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Gray would have to face some reckoning over his devious conduct in

jgland and that he and those of /'erran' s faction resolved to sake the

occ is ion one of & general mud-slinging variety - some of which laud was

bound to stick to their opponents of the Stirling faction. The sus¬

picion that the ing sight have been involved is further proof of the

contiauin... affection for Arraa which Janes was thou,girt to harbour.

-urther, although Sir William Stewart was "discredited" the only
21

punishment he was given was to bo sent abroad for tiiree years 'while

rran'a son, also Janes Stewart, was confimed in the lands which his
22

father had held,

Arran himself evidently deemed it politic to lie low for a while

old little is heard of him for some tine but on 13 October 1507 John

Wallace of dragy complained that his process of law against Chancellor

Arran had been halted as that man had obtained letters relaxing him

from, the horn. The lords found that the letters had been wrongfully
23

obtained by the efeaders and ware null and void. The editor of the

do inter of the ■ rivv Council remarks in a note on this entry that it

indicates the continuing affection which James bore for Arran and that
OA

the two had been in fairly constant touch. Colonel illiaa 0tewart

ha,, been in Denmark much of this tine and seems to have decided to

carve a now niche in court life for himself as an embassador. One

report of 24 February 1587/3 stated that the colonel was to return home

fro.,. Denmark wit! the offer of the kin of Denmark's second daughtor.

He had done better therein than previous ambassadors find his credit

25
stood high. ue was, however, still associated with the catholic

lords and figured centrally in a plot in August 1568 to kill Daitland
26

an; the laird of 3 -urmichael. This slot failed and Colonel 3 tewart

21.A. . lv.71vj 22.1bi .. 90v-92r; 23. I. .3.. iv.220-1;
'.Ikiik; 25. alt tr'-3got.i> 1*.543-1? 26.1601.
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27
returned to fennnri: to continue his negotiations* On his homo-

23
coming to ' eotland again in Jbveaber 1583 ho seems to have decided

to have done with his old allegiances trusting to gain favour by
pa

promoting the king's carriage to the banish princess." it any rate

he played no -art in the events which, led to brig of oe and was re-
30

puted aero than once to 'Tain bo accounted on the English faction".

If Arran loot one of his sain supporters by desertion >e lost the

other by assassination* On 30 July 1560 "Uothwoll encountering Sir

illiara towart in the street of 'Edinburgh wit!' his troop of followers,
31

murdered hi© moat cruelly". This "ir illia; '.'tewart, known as

32
"v.illiar. the Sticker", was, of course, Arran's brother and the man

who had introduced the accusations igainst certain nobles in the spring

of 1p37 which led to the Master of Gray's disgrace* Mot that Bothwell

was deemed to be acting on Cray's behalf but rather out of personal

hatred and jealousy* ir .illiuu tewart, if he had gone abroad at

all, as instructed after the Gray affair, had not fulfilled hia three

years' banishment but rr-ther had been around the king and had been the

hero of a late expo ition to put down a rebellion organised by lord

l axwell to coincide with the Gpaniah Armada* ho had captured that lord

and still had bin in his custody. "*-lated by th t feat, as was supposed,

he had, since his return to Edinburgh, had high words on some subject

with the Marl of Jothwell, with the result that they had iven each
33

other the lie at Court" and hence the slaughter. If iothwell himself,

then, was not avenging Gray's disgrace, it may be that someone else was,

for one report says when Bothwell murdered 'tewart ho, the earl, had in

his company, a brother of Patrick, faster of Gray whom Air illian had
34

"dilatit of before". A further possible cause of this mutual

27602} 20.Ibid*. 63GJ 6,;3; 30.Urf.jk, 681; x. 10;
31.4646,» ix.506; 32. i«ga,'?* vi.513; 33. 1. ♦ iv.306n;
34.Ji'f,tQjcic v-v AG, 2J7.
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antagonism my havo bo n that one of the accusations which this illian

had brought in April 1587 was that the ...aster of Gray and others had

been ,.uilty of fore-knowledge of the cou at Stirling in November 1535*

This may have been taken as implying double-dealing on the part of the

lords of the Stirling faction and it was certainly denied by 3othwell

and others who may havo taken personal offence from it.

hntever the cause, the iBurder of Sir illiam Stewart deprived

Arran of his last real supporter and relegated him to the position of

pawn in a political chess game being played by other men. In late

1538 rumours that Chancellor Laitland would bring Arran to Court^ wore

succeeded by ones that this same effect would be accomplished by ISunt^y,
but nothing happened and Arran played no part in the events of Trig of

~ee. The degree of isolation which rr&n now occupied from the catholic
*

party is instanced by the fact mentioned already that Ids brother, Sir

illiam had been the captor of Lord Harwell. Lord Harwell's rebellion

had been catholic-inspired and aimed at aiding' the imminent invasion of

the Spanish Armada. Although most of the catholic party, as will be
x

seen, tooa no part in this revolt they probably wished it well and the

fact that Sir illiam was so instrumental in putting it down, illustrates

how isolated Arran was from the party he might have been expected to

support. Like the Stirling faction the party he had headed had been

incorporated in a larger unit, in this case the catholic party, and not

only was ho unable to head this new group he was equally unable to

secure a place in it.

The catholic party can claim to be the most cohesive in these

years and an indication of its importance can be gained from the fact

that the first crisis of this period, Brig of lee, a3 well as the other

35. I-, it Pit 9 iv. 164-6; 36.3a!.:. . cot.. ix.C22j 37. Ibid.!
* see above 174; * see below 181.
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two major crises, the murder of the earl of Moray and the battle of

Glenlivet, were all closely concerned with this party and with its

le der Huntly in particulair.

Crawford and iOntrose had been more involved with Arran in his

regime than had Iluntly but all three of them continued to lendsupport

to James Stewart after his overthrow anu throughout 1586. Huntly was

already being described as the "cheifaste pillar" to the oatholic

faction^ and as time passed and it became increasingly obvious that

James Stewart would not regain power easily, if at all, it was natural

that Huntly, as the leading catholic nobleman in the realm, should be¬

come the focus of attention for those whose sympathies lay with the old

religion. Those with such sympathies included, of course, -ueen Mary,

so that it was a natural step for the catholic party to pose as the

protector, or rather avenger, of the icing's mother. On 7 February

1536/7 "A letter was brought to the King, subscribed by Huntly, Craw¬

ford, and . ontrose, desiring that he would put hand to his own delivery

out of the bondage he was in, and they would take arms with the rest

of his loyal subjects to that effect, otherwise they would attempt it
39

by themselves". This "bondage* was presumably the influence of

the Stirling faction and their adherents, particularly John kaitland,

which could conveniently be blamed by iiuntly's party as the cause of

the king's apparent apatiiy over his mother's fate. A large measure

of this apathy, no doubt, in fact arose firom the king's character,

cduc tion and his feelings or lack of them, for his mother while at

the same time the pose of the catholic party also veiled tho jealousy

and discontent traditionally to be expected from the party currently

out of favour. They were, of course, to a large extent merely using

the feelings occasioned by ,ueen Mary's execution as Arran was also

36. "bid,, viii.426-7; 39. * i*. 266.
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doing.

Huntly, Crawford and : ontrose were all involved in the somewhat
*

complex accusations of April and May 1587 mentioned earlier which

chiefly featured Sir iliiaa Stewart and the Master of Gray. Gray

had reputedly entered into confederacy with these three and others'10
and one source attributes the bringing in of Gray, which resulted in

his accusation, to the nesting of Huntly and Lord Claud Hamilton with

the king.4 One of the accusations brought by Gxr Gilliam Stewart

was that Huntly and Lord Claud were one with Gray in 'ranch affairs

and a plot to kill the secretary. The speculation as to the exact

nature of Arran's involvement and aims in this entire episode applies

equally to the catholic lords but Huntly, at least, seems to have come

out of the affair on the credit side for "The King seems to be greatly

displeased with the Master of Gray, and has given Dunfermline to Marl

Huntly".43

Huntly, of course, was not the only catholic noble in the country

nor, for some considerable period of time, was he the most active in

that cause, that distinction being enjoyed by John, Lord Maxwell.

Maxwell had soon fallen foul of his temporary allies of the Stirling

faction and he spent all February and the bulk of March 1586/7 in ward

in Edinburgh Castle on account of his religious practices.'11 His

rivalry with Angus over the earldom of Morton and the support which he

received from the Ilamiltons, particularly Lord Claud, coupled with his

ovrn religious inclinations, led him into dealings with the Huntly

party. In so far as this party contained the rump of the Arran , arty,

Maxwell, who had had an implacable hatred of Arran and who had, after

all, marched north with the Banished >.ords, could bo expected to be

40. Mo 326-7; 41. i.255-6; 42. Ibid., 257;
43. :V'--gQfrtt ix.414; 44. -git i.210-19;
Alt ft Sbtt. viii.282.
* see above 172.
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*

hostile to it. It has been seen, however, that Arran's influence

was fast declining to be replaced by that of Funtly which also led that

party to be identified more truly with Catholicism. As Arran's in¬

fluence declined so Harwell's support of Jluntly's party could be expect¬

ed to increase with the result that in June 1536 "Lord 2. axwell, suspect-

id in religion, vythe the uoste part of the King His motheris factioun

ar lyk to beir thayra companye".^ iiaxwell's feud with Angus worsened

and he was also in trouble with the government for his failure to take

order with the broken men of his name and friends.^ The up3hot of all
''S

this was that . axwell was given leave to go abroad in April 1587" which

he duly did.

axwell remained abroad until April 1588 when he returned, without
49

permission and at a time when fear was mounting in both Scotland and

ngland over the possibility of invasion by Spain. Spottiswoode says

that .axw ill had just landed at Kirkcudbright with the intention of

promoting an insurrection in western Scotland to aid the expected

Spanish invasion of England. The rumour w s that the invading Spanish

army might even select the Vast of Scotland for its landing point."53
An enquiry into the basis for such fears and the need to evaluate

axwell's rebellion as a contribution, both to the activities of the

emergent catholic party in Scotland, and to the wider European effort

to restore Catholicism in England and Scotland, dictates a brief look

at the wider stage of European politics.

X the beginning of 1587» around the time of queen Mary's execution,

events in Europe seemed to be moving rapidly towards the crisis which

had seemed inevitable virtually since the Re format ion. The rise of

protestantism which had alienated ngland from Spain and the house of

45.,{■!, . . -vftt.f,* viii.427? 46.Ibid., ix. 147-81 47—oysie, . e^cirs.
58; 43. R. . ., lv.47r; R.E.C.. iv.158-9; 49.R...C.. iv.275?
50. pottisFoode, ii.383.
* see above 176.
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Burgundy had not led to any immediate hostility, for Spain had refrain¬

ed from taking any violent action against England for fear of driving

her into the arms of Trance* qually, England did not wish to weaken

Spain to the benefit of Trance which would thereby gain influence in

Flanders to match that which she had always had in Scotland. The more

immediate cause of this particular political crisis was. the accession

to the French throne in 1539 of the Huguenot, Henry of Navarre. If

France followed the example of her king and became protestant the

chances of England allying with her against 'ipain would greatly in¬

crease. England could no doubt foresee a great protectant confederacy

in urope led by herself and her attitude towards Spain hardened as

could be seen in her protection of the revolted Spanish Netherlands.

Spain could foresee equally well this alarming possibility and

used a variety of different policies to try to avert it; one of

these policies was the encouragement, both moral and financial, which

Spain afforded to the Scottish catholic party. To put matters in a

proper perspective, however, it seems clear that throughout the whole

Armada period, and beyond, the aims of the Scottish catholics and

those of King Philip 11 of Spain were entirely divergent and there wan

little real chance of any effective aid coming from pain to the

catholic party. The idea of that party seems simply to have been to

make Scotland a catholic country and to convert -ling James, so that he

would secure Spanish support anu thereby succeed to the kingdom of

England which he would then proceed to convert to Catholicism in its

turn. This had been a popular idea with the Guises also but it had

little chance of 3uccess largely due to the nature of the king himself

who had no intention of bocoainf a c .tholic despite whatever protestat¬

ions he might make or might suffer to be mode on his behalf which might

seem capable of such an interpretation. King Philip seems to have
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realised this well enough but still, almost until the death of dueen

Elisabeth, it suited the "paniards to encourage the Scottish catholics

and to keep them in hand to be used as a diversion in case of need, A

further factor which would be likely to dictate that any action taken

or encouraged by Epain in Scotland would be no more than in the nature

of a diversion was the fact that just across the water from Sootland lay

Ireland which seemed a much more attractive base. In Ireland, Spain

would not have to reckon with a protestant King or a protestant populat¬

ion but with a whole people with a hatred of ngland.

This was the background to the constant negotations and exchanges

of information which were carried on between the Scottish catholics and

Spain during these months in which a Spanish invasion of England case

to appear incr asingly likely, ith this state of affairs in Europe

. oxwell's return to Scotland may well have appeared likely to herald a

full-scale catholic rising timed to supplement the Spanish invasion of

England and, reinforced in numbers and strength by other Scottish nobles,

who, although not c tholice, wanted to see England humbled as an act of

revenge for the execution of "ueen Mary.

The main catholic faction led by Iluntly had not been Inactive

during Maxwell* s bunisluaent and was probably equally well aware of the

imminence of the Spanish invasion. At the parliament in July 1587

when .....itland asked the kin0 to lead all the nobility against ngland
51

to avenge the death of .ueen :.ary^ the earls of Iluntly, . outrose and
52

Crawford were ail present but no doubt realised this to be a mere

charade. In October Iluntly apparently tried personally to persuade

the king to break with England over the issue of .ueen Mary's execution

out he wee tcld by the king that in 3uch matters "he will not be ruled
53

by" others, ..hen persuasion produced no effect the threat of force

51*y„.1,. ,i>ix.4765 52, ... .. iii.427» 53.wal, »r. ■ cot. . ix.
4B9.
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was resorted to and in January 1587/3 it is reported that "Huntlie and

the lords of his factious he3 maid ane band amangcs thane, and hes

gadderit thier forces together, twa or thre sundrye tyraes" to separate
54.

the din,, from those around hia. r Different sources ascribe to either

January or February 1587/3 a meeting of the lords of this faction which

took place at Linlithgow and, as a result of which, it would a .pear,

56
Huntly and ..ord Merries were sent as representatives to the king.

A further attempt was made at the end of idarch 1588 when Huntly, I cntrose

and others oame to court. They desired some officers of court to be

changed. They desired that Kuatly night be made captain of .dinburgh

Castle, Lord Claud chancellor, Colonel Stewart, captain of the guard.
57

3ut the king would not yield. Further such plotting was still being
58

carried on in April 1538 when Maxwell returned from abroad.

Maxwell was in open rebellion in ilay^ and it siu3t have seemed a

distinct possibility that he would be joined in insurrection by the

catholic e rls. Instead, Maxwell's revolt was crushed, he himself was

captured and by 20 June 1588 his friends were reputedly "practising to
60

sava Maxwell's life". Hia revolt was, in fact, premature due to the

fact that the sailing of the Armada was constantly being deferred. The

eventual defeat of the Armada in the summer of 1583 meant that Maxwell's

revolt took on no more than the colour of yet another outbreak of dis¬

order in the southwest which was seldom the most peaoeful comer of

Scotland. Unlike Maxwell the catholic earls had not committed them¬

selves so far in advance of the armada ana so its defeat did not mean

their downfall. There had indeed been indications in tho summer of 1538

that Euntly at least as prepared to make arrangements of a peaceful

54.ikMa-» 536? 55.Cel.Border Papers, i.308-9; Calderwuod, iv.676-7}
Moyeie, Memoirs. 66; 56. oysie, -emoirs. 66; 57.Calderwood, iv.
677} 58..-al. .'.--cot., ix.559; 52« 1:♦ *"»"** iv»278, 286 and note;
60,W\t, ix.575.



nature, perhaps, as a precaution against the defeat of the Armada.

In September 1536 "be the Klngis Majesteis speoiall aviso" a

marriage had been contracted between Huntly and Henrietta Stewart,
61

sister of Ludovic, Luke of Lennox. Obviously such a marriage could

do nothing but enhance Huntly's prestige in the country and his posit¬

ion in the king's affection. hen it cane to the time for the marriage

to be completed in the summer of 1538 the Kirk wanted the king to refuse

Huntly permission to marry until he had professed his faith in the re-

62
formed religion. *" Huntly then was in no position to risk antagonis¬

ing his king by overt acts of treason in the Spanish interest and on 21

July 1538, around the time the Armada was sailing, it was reported that

the king had brought Huntly to be a convert and he subscribed, submitt¬

ing himself to the church.^ At the hei^it of the Armada crisis

Huntly and Crawford were both evidently regarded as being sufficiently

trustworthy to warrant their being placed in charge of resistance to
6/1

the Spaniards in certain areas. ^ Crawford had even been appointed

as a commissioner for Forfar against Jesuits and rebels,^ but neither

Montrose nor, less surprisingly, Maxwell, who was still in ward,^ was

involved in the preparations being made for the defence of the country.

Huntly's basic allegiances had not changed, however, and with his

marriage safely completed he felt sufficiently confident to free from

prison one Colonel Sample, who was being hold on account of the fact
67

that he was known to have had dealings with Spain. He also devoted

much of his energy in the remaining months of this year to the prosecut-
68

ion of his quarrel with chancellor Medtland who was exercising consider¬

able influence over the king. The news of the complete defeat of the

Spanish Armada eventually reached Scotland and must have confirmed

iv. 103; 62.JbUU,297n| 63.Jal. ... cot., ix.533;
64*d,«,- ».y,t > iv.306-8; 65«, 301; 66. «-,, »ix.592;
67.Ibid.. 525; 6-3.Ibid.. 601, 620, 622.
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Huntly in his opinion that h© had bean wise to wait on events. He

again showed himself to be full of peaceful intentions but the reasons

behind this were not misunderstood. "Huntly has written a letter to

the King of submission, promising; obedience in religion and otherwise,

craving pardon, and offering submission to the church. The papists

are out of hope to prevail by force now the army of Spain is broken,

and show better conformity than before this victory. 'The Kinghaith

sent the T.arle of Huntlie to his house in the north, and thare as he

shall reforme himself in religion, so he 3hall find his favour towardes

him'".^9 hether or not this favour of the king's took the form of mak¬

ing Huntly captain of the guard, at the expense of the La tor of Glamis,
70

is uncertain but it is so reported in more than one source. " hat

seems isyond dispute is that once a; aln "The Spanish faction begins to
71

grow in great credit'" with the inevitable result that "The factions
72here growe jelious on of another". This latter observation wan made

on 3 February 1568/9 and just one week later were discovered certain

letters which precipitated a crisis between the catholic party and the

king#

One Thomas 1 ringle, a servant of the Spanish trafficker Colonel
*

Semple mentioned above, was captured in ngland and on his person were

found a number of letters from Huntly, Laxwell and Lord Claud Eai-iltZrL
These letters bemoaned the fact that the Spanish fleet had not come to

Scotland and offered that if forces were sent, even yet, Spain would

find a great deal of support in Scotland for any action against SngloX$.
Other letters contained information which incriminated tie Earls of

75
Errol, Cravford and Bothwell in Spanish designs. The catholic party

had, of course, been carrying on negotiations with Spain for some con-

^9*A3i&t,t 628| 70. oysie, emoirs. 715 Calderwood, iv.696;
71.ya3.tS, rSQQtti lx.6461 72.&2Mj., ^11', 73.1.T.T.. iv.820-1:
74.dalderwood. v.14*35? 7b.Ibid.
* see above 182.
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siderable tine and it nay well be that the king had been fully aware

of then. Whereas at the tine of ueen Mary's death and immediately

there fter it nay have suited King Janes to suffer the catholic e.crls

to continue their plotting as a kind of veiled threat to ngland, by

thi3 time, when the affair of his mother's execution was a thing of

the past and, more importantly, the Spanish Armada had failed, he now

had nothing to gain from such double doaling. JTurthenaore the fact

that the packet of letters was found in England and was sent officially
76

to King James accompanied by a severe lecture free .uesn Elizabeth,

meant that the king would have to take some kind of immediate action

or risk incurring, at the very least, the nglish queen's grave dis¬

pleasure.

On the arrival of there letters in lootland, sent by the English

government with a view to the punishment of those therein exposed as

Spanish traffickers, the earl of ".rrol, the bailie of Brrol and

Gordon of Cluny, "chief counsellor to Huntly", who were all with that
77

carl in the king's presence, fled. Huntly, however, chose to

brazen the matter out and although he was sent as a prisoner to ;din-
73

burgh Castle,1 he probably shared the opinion of one observer of the

matter who wrote: "The letters lately cose hither touchin the prac¬

tice with Spain are like to sake strange work in thi3 country} as yet

it is doubted the rather by the King's too much affection to Huntly ...
79

few keep Huntly company". If Iluntly put his tru3t in the king's affect¬

ion it appears to have been well placed for he was coon freed from his

ward^ and united again with Errol.^ Apart from the king's affection,

other reasons were advanced for the apparent royal clemency such as

"he dealeth thus mildly with him to lay hands on others ... The

76.Ibjd,, 7-8} 77.Jql^t..r-99tr. i**699l 78.1^,, 6985
700-1} 80.?,,. ty,, iv. 364a; 81. ioysie, 73.
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faction is strong and the King afraid to deal with them till he hath
82

strengthened himself and laid hands on such as he most dangvrous".

Yet Huntly was evidently the most dangerous ana the Icing freed him.

A further explanation of the king's conduct was sought by a look at

his close advisers: "Alexander Lindsey Is the King'3 best beloved

minion} a proper man, and i'untly's wholly. There is not one in the

chamber or of the stable, ... but are Huntly's, except Roger ston and

Richard Golborne ... These men have the King's oar, and work great
B ^

effect for Huntly". Important as this no doubt was, it seems more

likely that the king's leniency with Huntly both at this stage and

later sprung from the fact that he had known all along that the

catholic party was in touch with Spain and had been content to allow

this to continue, if not actually to encourage it. The king probably

realised how unlikely it was that Spain would ever use Scotland as her

main base and calculated that he could afford to keep ' ngland in fear

by his toleration of the Spanish trafficking. .low that T'nglaad had

direct proof of that traffic and now that she could afford to present

Scotland with the same, the Armada having been defeated, lag James

must needs take action against these traffickers. It seems likely

that he had resolved not to punish the earls too harshly.

Speculation over the king's motives soon became redundant as

the need for action increased for by 2 April 1539 "word come that the
Q 4

northland lordis wer upone the feildis, and conuenit at Brechin".
85

The lords came south but an attempt to seize the king, was thwarted
86

and caused them to retire northwards once more.' The king marched

north against the rebels and encountered them at the Brig of ee,

near Aberdeen, where they refused to fight against the royal person

32. Jal. ... Got., lx.705} 81.Ibid.« x.17? 34.: oysie, omoir... 73;
35» -till,«-■ .% -.fiigt., x..?6; 36.Ibid.. 27.
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and dispersed.^ The kin, followed h'untly further into his own lands

and captured him,^ while Bothwoll and Crawford were also taken,^ and

after trial were confined in Borthwick, Tantallon and ft. Andrews res-

90
pectively.

■Xr

- ontrose and Crawford have already been seen to have boon support¬

ers of Arran who had transferred their allegiance to Huntly and they

were heavily Involved throughout the Brig of See affair. fontrose did
91

not "come in" until June 1589' no doubt discouraged to do so by reports

that Huntly had said "that Montrose was the principal counsellor of any

92 91
nobleman in this matter". He too was warded for a while but was

94
only punished by a fine of 2,000 crowns.Crawford had been implicat¬

ed in the letters found on Thomas ringle and was said, by one of then,
95

to have been converted to catholicistm by Father illiam Creichton.

hen he came in and offered to stand trial he pointed out that his crime

consisted only of conferring with the rebels and that before fchey wore
96

denounced rebels and "hetare no anas in their company". The reason

for his non-; .ttendance at Brig of fee may well lie in an event which

happened on the earls' retreat north namely their capture of the mater

of Glands. Glamis was, of course, Crawford's great enemy and was at

this point raising forces for the crown against the rebel earls. Con¬

sequently "Crawford would have slain him, (the Master of Glanis) but

Arroll and Huntly would not suffer it, whereupon Crawford retired in
97

discontentment".

John, ^ord . sxwell, was implicated in Spanish trafficking by

ringle's letters but he took no part in events at Brig of Dee on account

of the fact that he was still in ward as a result of his own revolt in

May 1508. Ho was, in fact, not released from ward until "epteaber

87.Calder.vood, v.54-55; 38.Cai.A. . .cot., x.51; 39.Ibid.. 69;
pO.Moysie, MSOOiSS, 77; 91.Jal. . . cot..x. 102; 92»?MAf. 85;
93.11^,102; 94.13^,137; 95.l3iisiJL,ix.6s9; 96.Ibid., x.69;
97.rJ,kd.t ,38.
* see above 176.
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1589, according to Colder;, ood "to attend upon the arriving of the
98

ueen". Another man implicated by these letter, in one of which

he was reputed to have been converted to Hoiaan Catholicism by Father
99

dmond Hay, his kinsman, was Francis Hay, 9th Karl of rrol. He
100

was related to the earl of Huntly by marriage but his Inclusion in

this party may be due principally to this conversion. He had been

less involved than Montrose or Crawford in the plottings of the

catholic faction under Huntly but had been present at their meeting in

Linlithgow in February 1587/8 when they "meant to have got the King into
101 102

their hands". He was present at Brig of Lee and was not captured

thereafter,10"^ not gaining the king's pardon for his rebellion until 4

'.ugust 1589.He was described by Huntly as "moat earnest against
105

the religion and for the Spanish faction". This may well, however,

have been a case of Iluntly blaming one who was not captured and so

could not be questioned, ar? he had done also with Montrose.

Another lord who was implicated, in the Spanish communication by

i ringle's letters was ~»ord Claud Hamilton. Unlike Lord John, his

brother, he of course, h&c never been one of the tirling faction and was

no sooner back in Scotland than he was reputedly joining with the
106

catholic lords to overthrow the new regime. He himself was des¬

cribed as a oatholio at this point1and his allegiance to uoen Mary

certainly continued unabated with the consequence that he and his

brother were amon those most willing to invade ngland to avenge her

execution.1"^ He was involved with Huntly in the accusations of
109

Gray by illiam Stewart and was suspected to have won his brother

.uord John to be of the conspiracy of the killing of the Chancellor, the

98.Calder.voo::, v.59; 99«Cfll»y-« ix.689? 100.Scots Peera.--e.lil.
571? 101.Gal, .'>rdW ,'mers, i. 308-9} 102.Cal. . . . cot.. x. 38, 41?
103.,- , iv. 364^5 104.loia.. 406; 105. ■ul.L. - .■ 'Cot,.. x. 85?
io6.r?JLUf» viii.220? 107.1^.,; 108.1^1, ix. 275; loq.ibid..
327? J til, .cordor i-'aners. i. 255-6.
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110
Master of Glaais, Justice Clerk and others. He was at Linlithgow

111
with the rest of the catholic parly and when that party's representat¬

ives saw the king in .arch 1588, one of their demands was that Lord
112

Claud should be mode chancellor. .ftsr Lord John's appointment as

one of the king's ambassadors for Denmark in April 1588,''" he and his

brother appear to have parted company politically and 1-ord Claud was

not involved in any of the government's activities against Jesuits,

rebels and possible Spanish invasion in the summer of 1588. lie did
114

apparently profess himself to be a protectant at this point but did

not allow this to diminish his involvement with the Spanish faction.

hen Iluntly was freed from his brief ward over the ringle letters it

was Lord Claud, equally implicated in the;e epistles, who took his
115

place in captivity. 3y this means he avoided participation in the
116

events at Brig of Lee but was not released from ward until August.

Lord Claud's involvement with the catholic ffiction seems to have sprung

mainly from his loyalty to .ueen Mary# he was also related to
117

huntly, was described on occasions as a catholic and never did seem

a ready as his brother to forgive those such as the Douglases and

Lrskines who had been his enemies during the civil war.

The earls of Caithness and Sutherland were others who were linked

to Huntly both by religion and family ties and were to be found within

the ranks of his party. George Sinclair, 5th arl of Caithness, was

118
married to Jean Gordon, Kuntly'o sister, while Alexander, 11th arl

of Sutherland, a fellow Cordon, ami a member of a cadet branch of the

Kuntly line, was married to Jane Cordon, liuntly's aunt, having previously
119

been married to Barbara Sinclair, Caithness's aunt. They both re-

120
putedly convened at ~inlithgow with the re: t of the catholic faction

110.-al. lorder auers. i.293-95 111.Ibid..100-9: 112. lalderwood, iv.
677; 113.H.i.S., lvii.96r-96v; 114.lal. . . cot., ix.602;

It*364ns 116.Sal. . . cot., x.146} 117. loots peerage, iv.
541; ; H9.iM&L,viii.344; 120.Cak ippdQff aaasa* 1. 3QQ-9*
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but their many links of marriage and their common religion were not

sufficient to prevent the two of them from <xuarr@lllng with each other,
121

which stopped then from being with h'untly at Brig of Bee.

As with iiuntly similarly Lord Maxwell was not without support

among his kin. Gillian Maxwell, son of lord Maxwell*s cousin, John

Maxwell, had succeeded his father as lord Herries and had succeeded to
122

the Maxwell religion - Catholicism. Re convened with the other

catholic lords at Linlithgow in February 1587/8^^ but he did not join
124

with Lord Maxwell in his rebellion in May, later in that sane year.

Mor does he appear to have been implicated in ITingle's letters nor

present at Brig of Bee. Mven the laird of Johnstone, Maxwell*3

traditional enemy, seems to have allowed himself to be swayed suffic-
125

iently in his policy by his marriage to Lord Herrics' sister, to
126

convene with Lord Herries and the other catholic lords at Linlithgow.

He does not seem to have been a catholic, however, and is not to be

regarded as of that party, or indeed as of any party at tliis point be¬

ing mora involved in local than national considerations.

Another earl who must be regarded as being of the catholic faction

at this point is the young earl of i-oray. In view of later eventa it

is a surprise to find this James Stewart described on 7 January 1533/9
127

as "pagiste and friendc to the -rle of iiuntly". ' His Involvement

does not appear to have been very deep and it should be remembered that

his kinsman, the earl of Bothwell, who was, like Moray, to become some¬

thing of a hero in the eyes of the Kirk, was also on the side of the

catholic lords. iqually, of course, it should be remembered that

Moray's father, Lord Loune had beers a principal adherent of Lame, Duke

of Lennox, during his regime which also had been linked with Catholicism

121 .Gal.-j. . Loot.. x.46; 122.Loots rscrano. iv.415-145 123.Gal, LQgd.9J
ifiLSffi, i.308-9; 124.4.--.0.. iv.286n; 125. L 4, • = .foot,, i*.533l
126..,al.Border . tears. i.300-9i 127. Inl.... . cot., ix.666.
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and foreign trafficking.

i family traditionally associated with .,uCaaJ,L*^ and Catholicism

was that of Lord Geton and although not involved to any great extent in

the events of these years its influence was 3till u3ed for the same

cause. Robert, 6th Lord Seton, 3ir John Geton and Alexander Geton,
128

Prior of Iluscarden, brothers, and sons of George, 5th Lord Geton,

who had been an ardent supporter of .ueen Mary, were all described at
129

different times as catholics or "but indifferently affected". Sir

John, in particular, was high in royal favour at this tin;e, having been
1 "in

made Comptroller on 8 July 1587. Bothwell apparently expected Lord

Seton to join with him in April 1539^1 but he did not do so. Vhether

or not his absence can be explained thus: "Seton ... and oundrie

others suspected to favour the discontented, --ore commanded to retire
1 32

themselves" is uncertain but he evidently enjoyed sufficient royal

trust to be on the assize of the rebel lords the following month.

Similarly oord Livingston, associated closely with .ueen llary, is
1 ^4

generally described as ill-affected but played little part in events

and was, along with Lord Geton, one of those who were commanded to

retire themselves at the time of Brig of "Bee for fear they would favour
1 35

the rebels.

Like Lord > axwell and the earl of Huntly, Montrose was another

rebel lord who had one of his kin as a leader in the catholic faction.

Phis was David Graham of Pintry, one of the most active catholics in

cotland at this time. .he had caused considerable consternation in

the summer of 1587 when it was rumoured that he v/as to succeed Laitland

1 36
as secretary on that man's elevation to the chancellorship. J The

120. ppy .viii.588-9? 129.J.Colville, Letters. 312; Gal.G.I.
-cot.. x.128(This document is mis-dated. It refers to events in July
1387b ix.624,668} 130.a.G., lv. 98r; 1 31 .-/-al. -■» . ->cot.. x.44»
132.J.Colville, Letters. 91; 133.3pottiswoode, ii.397;
134. al. . .--cot.. ix.6b7,703j 135»J»Colville, Letters. 91;
136.^1.jjgedisE . aaasa> 1.263; caidS.p.coot.. ix.453.
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■ onernl \cnembly complained about hiu as a c tholic an' in October

1503 he is described . one of "The chief 0" the papists and "ic-

contentod .arsons", ^^eirg charged to depart t- a country shortly
139

thorc.- fter. oatrose stood surety for hii 1 ;ec 1 ber 1583 that

he would leave the country' ^but in Tebruary 1558/9 he wan still in
141

rir 0 la rundea. he contrived to c c c> fro: his confineaent,
142

joined the other rebel lords, was presumably at 3rig of Oeo and was
1 £ %

denounce:" r'b»l ale ig wit* his chief, ontrose, on 11 June 1535,

The catholic-based, pro-lpanish party was t' en, at this stage,

very large, containing many ,aen of great oner, They hr,d not been

defeated t lei... of 0 , not being will in; to fight, and none of thee

suffered greatly for their part in this so-called rebellion. The

king's leniency to then after their capture again argues- in favour

of the theory that he /as going through the ; otions of urr uing them

for the benefit of England* His own knowledge of their communications

earlier, teant he w . hardly likol to roceed t extremes against the

catholic faction. e was nsuc' criticised for his leniency but it was

typical of his attitude t the catholic faction throughout this eriod.
*

This faction h- been seen to have ; oved on fro:- the '.rran faction,

jettisoning the earl in the process and become a more c tholic-

orientated group, containin also men who ere interested primarily in

revenging ueen cry's execution.

it5, the restoration of peace -fter the 3rig of "00 affair, the

catholic faction dropped its level of activity somewhat. There were

early Indications that at least one of those rinci ally involved,

rrol, 1 pgr! vcat t' sit'//- v vd Ich 1 four;' ' i:.:self

137* Iv.ar .^o.., iv.CC-h; 1 ho. ■■ p. . . a t.. i;;.624l ' 35." .. 6471
1c0. . ,i3/j 1f1. ... . ,. 0v -.» . :.eg7» 1i, iv.373?

* see above 176.
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and biased his leader, Huntly. Huntly's description of Mrrol to the
144

government ae tho "most earnest against the religion" was answered

in turn in August 1589 when rrol accused Kuntly of many things which
145

made King James "think worse of Huntley than ever". Once ing James

was out of the country, however, on his journey to Denmark for his bride,
146

Huntly renewed his quarrel with his traditional enemies the Forbes-s,

but Bothwell, in his new role as arbiter in such disputes, came north
*1 <17

to try and secure agreement between the parties. ITuntly also had

quarrels at this time with the earls of Atholl^'" and Moray*^ while

the master of Gray was proceeding at law against him for Dunfermline

Abbey.The lords of the catholic faction continued to meet together

on occasions but relations between Huntly and Errol were worsened by the

slaughter of James Hay, kinsman of Srrol, by Andrew Rareng servant to
151

Huntly. As a reprisal for this "Arrell hath taken the escheat of

Alexander Corden, brother of Huntlay, and of the Countease of Arrell,

wife of the said Alexander, and mother-in-law of Arrell. Corden and

the Countease his wife are at horne in civill actions, whereupon Arrell
152

hath obtained and levieth their escheits".

These were more personal quarrels, however, and on S March 1539/90
it was remarked "This Spanish faction hold themselves very quiett".1
It was also suggested later in the same month that "They often come to¬

gether to do their devotions at a common mass rather than to deliberate

of matters of state" but as a cautionary note was added "yet foreign
154

forces are still looked for". Those who were not of the catholic

faction would no doubt be content to see such quarrels a:: that between

Huntly and 'rrol materialise. Sir Robert ..clville of A.urdocairny,

indeed, was thought to push forward a marriage between rrol and . orto.n's

144.Salt->• .CgQtt, x.85; 145.Ibid. 1112; 146.Ibid. .134.191; 147.IbA.tit,
196; 148.IbWtt 200,202; 149.1^^,202; 151.110^,3495
l52.ibM«l 153.Iiidw 853; 154.1 bid.. 257.
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155
daughter in order "to draw rrol from Huntly". At this tine also

Huntly apparently sought loave to go abroad but any decision was

156
deferred to be cade by the king on his return as Huntly no doubt

knew it would be.

On the king's return from Denmark it seemed at first as if he

would turn against Huntly. James entered into the abbacy of Dunferm-
157

line previously enjoyed by Huntly's wife, with a view to giving it

to his new queen. The castle of Spynie, pertaining to the bishopric

of oray, which formed one cause of the quarrel between Huntly and
158

. oray, had been given by the kin. to Alexander Lindsay, brother of
159

the arl of Crawford and Huntly was now commanded to give it up.

"urther the king's journey home from Denmark had been preceded by

rumours that he would institute, on his return to Scotland, new methods

of government which would tend to the elevation of crown servants
1 60

at the expense of the nobility. The reputed reaction to this in

Scotland was a conspiracy "that the King may govern with his nobility

in wonted manner". The king's reaction to this in turn was said to

be a suspicion that the said conspiracy sprang from those involved at

Brig of Lee and an intention to ward Huntly, Bothwell, I.rrol and Hon-
161

trose. urther action was taken against Huntly when he and Sir

Patrick Cordon of Auohindoun, his uncle, were commanded to present Hr.

James Gordon, another of Huntly's uncles and an avowed jesuit, before
162

the privy council by 20 June. Attempts were continuing to woo

Hrrol by means of the proposed marriage to orton's daughter.

It seems, however, as if the king in his treatment of Huntly, was

giving the catholic party a timely reminder of the fact that they had

but recently been re els and that if he had not punished them very

155.IWi, 281; 156.3M,, 205; 157298; 156.lb^t, 277;
159.Ibid.. 298; 160.Sir J. Melville, Pemoirc. 373; 161.;:^,;. .Cggt,,
x.300; 162.rbid.. I-.? 1—2; .. 0».iv» "*QA1 163.W&1. ■» . « - cot. .x.231.
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severely for that, that should be taken as a sign of magnanimity and not

of weakness. A further, and perhaps acre potent, reason for the king's

actions, however, is revealed by Bowes who reported on 4 June 1590 that

ho had travailed with the chancellor in accordance with his instructions

to persuade the king to suppress the associates of the Brig of Dee.

The king said he had commanded the laird of Auchindoun to bring the

bond of Brig of Dee to him, and he thought Kuntly would submit, other¬

wise he would deal with them. The king sought to draw - rrol from the
4 f/J

others and learn certain matters from him.

Throughout the remainder of June 1590 Huntly carried on negotiat¬

ions with the king over the different points at issue between them

namely Dunfermline, the bishopric of Moray, the Brig of Dee bond, and
165

kr. James Cordon. There aero rumours of Huntly, his wife, Auchin¬

doun and . r. Jfiir.es Gordon all wishing to go abroad at different stages
166

of these negotiations but on 1 July 1590 the king declared that ha
"1 67

did not intend to pursue anyone for his part in Brig of Dee. ' The

king's favour towards the catholic ,-arty began to increase. On 13

July 1590 Huntly was appointed to assist Campbell of Glenorchy against
163

the Clan Gregor and on the 23 of the same month the king was reported

as arguing that the catholic lords had done little amiss since the
169

remission he granted them before his trip to Denmark.

The king was evidently being pulled two ways. The same report

on 23 July went on to state that ''Bowes and Sir John Caraichael had

tried to persuade the king to take strict action against the rebels but
170

Glamis had employed Blantyre to encourage the king to be lax with them *

As a result of these differing influences perhaps, the king's attitude

I64.lj?lflt, 310-11; 165.Ibid.. 330-1; 166. 167. R
iv. 501; 168. IT?509-10; 169. Cafl.,", ."ggt,, x. 362;
170. Ifrjft., 362-3.
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to the catholic party 3eemed to vary with c-ach week that passed. For

its own part, tho catholic faction Ices seem to have been maintaining

its tradition .1 foreign links for on 2 Cotober 1590 it was said that

"sir .lexunder Stewart is ready to go to the Luke of Parma with letters
171

of credit from Kuntly, James Gordon and Laxwell".

Almost all Kuntly's personal quarrels, which were increasing in

number, seemed likely to be ended amicably during the months of October

and - ovember 1590* when it was reported that he had agreed successfully

with Atholl, ^ 1' Alexander Lindsay and the Grants. Attempts were

175
also being made to reconcile Atholl and rrol in their disagreement.

This peaceful situation was ended at the end of November, however, by

an incident at Darnaway Castle in ■ oray in which Huntly and the earl of

Foray clashed.This ended the agreements reached previously with
177

Atholl and with the Grants and had ISowes and the chancellor reminding
178

the king of the danger of the 3rig of Toe faction.
-*

If this incident, which will be examined in more detail later in

an aaalysi. of the roots of the Luntly-. oray feud, had the effect of

causing the anti-catholic faction at court to tighten their ranks, it

also had the effect of unifying that catholic faction again. On 13

Leceiaber, Huntly was reputed to have "newlie banded with I ontrose and

other noblemen"' while on 25 January 1590/1 it was rumoured that
130

Huntly, .rrol and ontrose and others were to convene at .'..ontrose.

It soon became clear, however, that the worsening situation in the

Foray area, principally stemming from Huntly's feud with oray, was

regarded by the catholic faction as H.untly'e- own personal affair rather

than that of their party. As the two sides in the dispute began to

draw together forces against any crisis, those who were said to be

171.1311^,4001 172. ii,> id,,,41Q; 173.1^., 411; I74.r&iik,422;
175. 410-11,412; 176.Ibid. ..123; 177.iMk., 425 ? 178.13^,429?
179.13*^437? 130. Ibid., 454.
* see below 238.
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supporting iiuntly were largely Cordons, other Aberdeen laird:-, the earls
*

of Caithness and Sutherland, both already seen to have been closely re¬

lated to Huntly, and others who were directly and personally involved
1 ' 1

in the dispute. " rlo sent ion was made of "rrol, Montrose or Crawford

and it had to be assumed that while their sympathies probably lay with

Huntly, they felt that he wan sufficiently powerful to deal with a

iuarrel of this nature, without nny help from thoa.

The disputes among the lords of the - oray area continued both in

the field and at law. liuntly mot with Darischal, a new recruit to his

faction, won to it temporarily through his quarrel with Haitiand, and

with commissioners for Lrrol and . ontrose on 19 June 1591 when it was

182
agreed to come to court and lessen the Chancellor's power. This

policy seems t have succeeded for Huntly appears to have established

a good relationship with the queen which saw him rise in favour at
«J Q *5

court. " Huntly aided the king in his running feud with Bothwell
•4 Q J

which was increasingly coning to dominate James' thinking. In re¬

turn Huntly was permitted to make progress towards satisfactory solut¬

ions for some of his problems. The king was reputed to Intend to give
185

him iCelso in recompense for Dunfermline. It seemed increasingly _

likely that iiuatly would gain the lieutenancy against law-breakers in
186

the north which he sought and there was even talk at one stage that
187

he and the king would march together to Atholl with a force.

x

Two trends, already noted, were emphasised during the course of

November and December 1591» namely that Huntly was conducting his own

quarrel, largely unaided by the rest of the catholic faction and also

that he was prosecuting this quarrel most effectively and was becoming

a considerable force in the land in the progress. A report of 10

181.2110*,462} 182.2210*, 532; 183.iiisU, 541, 552} 184.IM4*,
550-1; 185.Ibid,, 560; 186.^10,, 547,552,557; 107.2a2k*569.
* see above 188; * see above 195-6.
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November 1591 brings home sharply both these points when it says

"iiuatly desired the place in Cession* (to bo vacated by the Faster of

Glamia) aspiring to be afterwards Chancellors this being noticed by

the Chancellor, lis laboured more diligently for Uontrose: Huntly

smothers his grief for the time ... I'.arischal, rrol, Forbes and others
183

have banded themselves for mutual defence against Huntly". ~ The

following month it was said that the chancellor appeared to have lost

some credit and others such as Huntly now had influence with the king^
while early in January it was rumoured that Iluntly was to bo made

190
marquess and earl of Ross* ' hile the degree of fraction in the

catholic party may have been exaggerated due to wishful thinking on

the part of observers, particularly nglish onc-s, it does seem that

there was a vory considerable degree of disunity in the faction on

the eve of the event which marks the second important crisis in which

it was to be involved. Huntly had boon prosecuting his quarrel with

oray relentlessly and, durin,; the night of j/3 February 1591/2* he
191

murdered him.

The details of this murder and its causes will be examined shortly

but a closer look at the strength and personnel of the catholic party

at this time, is called for. Crawford had been warded in St. Andrews

for his part in Brig of Dee. His traditional enemy the Master of
192

Glaml. was said by one report to have pleaded for his life but by

another to be "malcontent with the Chancellor that Crawford is not

193
executed". Thereafter Crawford seems deliberately to have tried

to withdraw from public affairs and throughout 1590 little was heard

of him apart from one request for a safe-conduct to pass through
19 A

> agland on his way abroad, which was eventually granted. In

138.,i^jUUit,586; 103..,i,,,P.ffiSiteiL,j .ftp.fij.ftt i*330j 130»:-/.ftl,«„ ,tF, --fiftt.t >

x.6195 1'91.Ibid.. 633-45 192.R.P.C.. lv. 389n.; 193*..ftl, . i gfit,,
x.102; 194.Ibid.. 051,281,232.
* see below 237-9.
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February 1590/1 he went through one cf his periodic reconciliations with
195

the master of Glands and later in 1591 further efforts were made to

196
secure a more effective rsconcili tion. This latter attempt was to

be advanced by a number of nobles including Frrol, Atholl and Moray and
197

was apparently made against chancellor - aitland's will ' and no doubt

with a view to discourting him. Crawford then can be seen to have been

involved with Frrol in certain schemes but he seeca in no way to have

been involved with Iluntly in hia dispute with Loray,

Montrose and "irrol had both escaped apprehension after Brig of
*

Dee. .ontrose's quarrel with Atholl which will be examined later,

ensured that he would look with sympathy upon Huntly's feud with that

earl and ioray. -hen Lrrol was debating in April 1590 whether or not

to marry Norton's daughter, antrose joined his voice to thut of

i'untly in urging rrol against that match and counselling him to keep
198

his old friends. He, like " rrol, appears to have become involved
199

in Bothwell's schemes to a far greater extent than iluntly. In

November 1591 he secured the office of the treasury which he had held
200

previously until the raid of Stirling. Despite any differences in

emphasis between him and Iluntly, the two nobles had not fallen out and

were, along with Lord maxwell, reputed to be "carrying the sway in
t 201

Court" in January 1591/2 on the eve of foray's murder.

As with . ontroae so with his kinsman David Graham of Fintry who

continued to be a leading light in the oatholic party after Brig of
202

Dee. lie was closely involved in the schemes of the jesuits* but
203

also hat: dealings with Bothv/ell who enabled Fintry, during the king's

absence in Denmark to recover the fortalice of the Fains which he had

forfeited as a result of Brig of Dee.Fintry continued to be in

I95.lkiit.459; I96.ikiit.590; 197.ikiiit.592; I98.ikiit.285;
159. ' 4. ■ qyeyp, 1.381; Cain't > .'SQtn x.569; 200.Cel. :. .foot..
x.590; 201.Ibid..626: 202.Ibid.. 100, 202} 203.Ibid..251. 258,
294-5; 204.11., .0.. iv.494-5.
* see below 240.
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trouble with authority, particulfarly the General Assembly of the kirk,
20C 206

over his religion1" as a result of which in -lay 1591 he was warded.

Although closely involved with the catholic faction in these years he

too played no part at all in oray's death.

*
It has already been seen that a certain degree of recriminatory

bitterness existed between Huntly and Krrol after Brig of Gee and that

they indeed quarrelled. As with .ontrose, however, -rrol had a

207
uarrel with Atholl which would help to prejudice him in favour of

Huntly in that earl's quarrel with Atholl. There was soon talk,

however, of the marriage of rrol to a daughter of the earl of Gorton

and, as has been seen, this was thought to be advanced by some with a

view to drawing rrol from Huntly.His associates in the catholic

party warned .rrol against abandoning his old friends but he replied

that "he would ether be able to draws his wife's frendes to his owns

209
course, or els he wold not deale in the matter". .'.rrol wa. supposed

to satisfy the kirk as to his religion before he married Gorton's
210

daughter 1 but he failed so to do thus getting his new father-in-law
211

into trouble with the king. flat .rrol had changed his loyalties

somewhat as a result of his marriage could not be denied and was proved

soon after that ceremony when in a dispute between Angus, and Alexander

Lindsay, brother to Crawford, one of rrol's associates of the catholic
212

faction, rrol sided with the former. The following month saw ..rrol

move further away from Iluntly, at least according to one report which

stated that "The ing would be pleased to spare Trrol, since he has

humbly submitted and offers to abandon the fellowship of the Bridge of

Gee, especially Iluntly Glamis wanted rrol confined but "The

confining of .rrol may please the Chancellor but it will displease

209. V . .. 768; 206. .0.. iv.619J Gal.A. . cot., x.520;
207. du. . -cot., x.276? 208.Ibid.. 281,285J 209.,Ibid,,, 235}
210.3351 211.IW,, 347} 212.Ibid.. 350.
* see above 191-2; x see above 192-3.
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Morton and all the associates of Stirling" and force rrol back into
1 3

Hur.tly's camp. -rrol is thus thought of as being distinctly

estranged from the iluntly camp at this stage. ..rrol does seem to bo

acting more with the bulk of the nobility at this stage, discontented

as they were at the chancellor's eminence, and less with Iluntly who

was concerned above all in his private feuds. rrol seems to have
O"f A

joined with Sothwell against the chancellor in the summer of 1591

but he doe3 not ever seem to have given up with or been long out of

touch with Iluntly. I is relationship as son-in-law to ...orton also

meant that he was involved with another son-in-law of that earl, the

215
master of Glands. This led rrol to contact Crawford in attempts

2*16
to reconcile him with 01amis. rrol is one of those reputed to

217
have banded against Iluntly in November 1591 " when their relations

were probably at their lowest point and it is no surprise to find that

Brrol was in no way concerned in the murder at Nonibristle.
*

It has already been seen that lord Maxwell, the progenitor of the

abortive rebellion of May 1538, had taken no part in the events at

Brig of doe. Throughout what remained of 1589 ho continued to press

210his claim for the earldom of Morton, and his mime is linked on

219
several occasions with the catholic party throughout 1590 and 1591

while he was reputed to be "carrying the sway in Court" along with
OOf\

Montrose and iluntly in January 1591/2. " He was also, however, re-
221

puted to be xn close touch on different occasions with Bothwell to

whom ha was related, they having married two sisters, daughters of
222

the seventh xrl of Angus. Although he was rumoured at times,

along with others of his faction, to be threatsning the status quo, he

does not seem to have been involved in the events of ...orav's murder.

113.Ibid,,379; 214. oysie, ..emoir-. .36: :pj.,Bprdqp , 1.331;
215. epfrc 9CTfifg.vl.374; g^,, x.592j 21536;
213.Ibid..150.207: 219.R.P.C..iv.820-315 Cal. .. .Scot..x.26d.400.4821
220. . . ^qtt»x.626} 221.CgJ., lippdgff - »1«373; i ->QPtt»
x.202j 222. >cots "eerxre. i.193-4.
* see above 186.
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Both James Stewart, Sari of Arran, and Colonel Ailliam Stewart
*

have been seen to have had links with the catholic faction but neither

of their, had been present at Brig of bee. As usual James Stewart was

the centre more of rumour than of action but he was reputed to have

dealings with different dissident groups including the catholic faction
QOA

anu Bothwell. It was said that he would join with Bothwell and

other discontented persons to dei.ose the chancellor and that for this

purpose, their feud over iothwell's slaughter of 3ir illiam Stewart,
225Arran's brother, would needs be ended. ' Bothwell, indeed, claimed

later that the accusations brought against him by the convicted witch

Richard Graham were so brought to prevent the earl's reconciliation with
220

Arran. ' Colonel "tewart, on the other hand, continued throughout

the earlier part of this period to be involved chiefly in negotiations
227

over the proposed Danish marriage. 1'is name, however, was also

connected wit1 Bothwell and he was within Holyroodhouse when Bothwell

attacked it in Ceoember 1591 and he was thought, as a result of this
228

fact, to have been privy to that attempt. The following month,

in fact, saw his bein, warded in Edinburgh Castle partly on suspicion

of being- involved in the late Bothwell attempt and partly on suspicion

that his wife had been furnishing divisions between the monarchy and
229

the chancellor. Colonel Stewart was thus in ward when Moray was

murdered and neither he nor Arran appear to have been connected with

.hat incident in any way.

Lord Claud Hamilton had been in ward during the events of Brig of

Bee. lie w.s released from ward in August 1589 but appears to have

played little port in events. He was still generally referred to as

a papist and as being of the catholic party but in November 1590 his

223.^1, -cptj., x.415l 22/1. Ibid.. 5045 225. Ibid.. 415?
22C.Ibid.. 504? 2Z7-JM&L, 95,121; 228.Spottiswoode, ii.418;
fc'29»'w.al....» .-cot.. x.628.
* see above 170-5.



capacity for action was diminished oven further when he lost hia
230

senses after the fashion of that house, which sickness recurred on

211
occasions throughout 1591 rendering hin incapable of any decisive

decision-making.

The earls of Caithness and Sutherland, continued to support the

catholic faction and Huntly in particular in the years after the 3rig
232

of Dee. Luntly procured agreement between the tv?o northern earls
233

who repaid this by offering aid to Huntly in his quarrel with or&y.

Sutherland joined Huntly to reset Mr# James Gordon, Jesuit, their

kinsman, despite government orders to the contrary.Caithness also

appears to have kept in touch with Huntly, but, like others already
*

noted, he appears also to have been in contact with Bothwell, likewise
235

a son of Jean Hepburn# Bothwell was reputed at one point to be in
2 "\G

Caithness '""while Caithness was thought to wish to unite Bothwell and

Huntly to pursue their struggles jointly." Caithness seems to have

been closoly involved in Huntly's northern dispute, however, and his

execution of some of . oray's allies in February 1591/2 was thought to
23"

have been done at Huntly's instigation.

One lord who was occasionally referred to as papist before Brig

of Lee but who showed himself more oonclusively so to be after that

event and so abandoned his previous moderation was Lord Cgilvie, who

was reputed to be harbouring Jesuits in his "howso calitt Boischaore"
239

in Angus. His kinsman, the young laird of Pourie Ggilvie was in¬

volved in dealings with Spain.Lord Ogilvie became involved in

August 1591 in the northern feud of Huntly and Atholl when he fought

with .rgyll over Coupar Abbey as a result of which around twenty men

230.1^,422; 231.^^,560,537,599-600; 232.12^,202,049;
233.Ib.tat,462; 234#ISttaJL,301-2| 235.AfJ?.tp,. ceyqpy,II.I60-I,340;
236.04- ,,.cq,ttx.593; 237-Ibta,,732; 23D.Ibid..645:
239#iaisk,icc; •;-..4^,4;, b 34,649,657.
* see above 198, 200, 201.
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were killed including some of Atholl's who joined with -Argyll to avenge

2 ■ 1
that slaughter. This dispute continued throughout 1591 and was

242
apparently reconciled around the time of -oray's murder. **

It can oe seen from the lack of involvement of these men, and others

such as the Setons, in the events of Donibrlstle that the aurder of the

earl of oray in February 1591/2 was not executed by the catholic party

as such, nor did it represent a crisis in the affairs of that party*

The slaughter was to have considerable ramifications, however, not

only for Kuntly, the author of the event and the leader of the oatholic

party, but also for that party itself, whose members were forced by

the murder to decide what was their attitude to it and its perpetrator.
*

It has been seen that there were signs that some members of the oatholic

party, especially drrol, were drifting away somewhat from their leader

and it remained to be seen whether the cjurder of i .oray would accelerate

that drift or would serve to unite the catholic party once again.

On the completion of the murder, Huntly immediately passed north
243

and it was announced that the king would march against him. The

king did not show any great sense of urgency, however, it being

announced on 11 February 1591/2 that he would begin his journey against

Huntly on 10 Larch, and in the meantime would march west against Both-
244

well. " T The king's apparent laxity rekindled suspicion in some

minds of his involvement in Koray's murder while his progress to the

west while dothwell was thought to be in the south-east was said to

be to take him away from Edinburgh and make it possible for Huntly to
245

come to him.*""7 'negotiations between Huntly .and the king certainly

continued and it was soon determined to cancel the raid to the north

241 966-7; 242.Ibj.ti,,633} 243.13^,636} 244. Ibid.:
245.Ibid..631-41.
* see above 200.
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2/6
ao Huntly had agreed to ward himself in Blackness. r He did so

ward hinisef^J was interrogated concerning the rairder and wan set frlt^
and allowed to return to the north.

It still had not been made clear what the attitude of Crrol, and

the rest of that faction would be. One report of 22 Larch 1591/2 3tates

that "the Catholics are doubtful and in deliberation whether they shall
249*partye' Huntly or not" and on 14 April, rrol is given in a list

250
of those who intend to seek justice for oray'3 murder. It seems

likely that rrol was driven back into .Huntly *s party by the association,

on the part of the protectant faction and the populace in general, of

the Loray murder ;ith the catholic party. This resulted in assumptions

that a convention about to be held would call for justice to be executed
251

against ..oray's murderers and for reformation to be taken with . rrol.
252

Errol way cited before commissioners of the church for hearing mass

and was, in general, reminded, of the Catholicism which he shared with

Huntly. auntly's own men, in the meantime, had captured Dunotter

Castle, belonging to arl karischal, where they were reputed to be
253

awaiting the arrival of Spaniards.

•rrol and ...cntrose aiid others had for some time, had more connect¬

ion with Bothwell's attempts than Huntly had, but the possibility of a

fuller co-oporation between, and combination of, the two parties began

to look iaore likely once more after oray's murder. At the end of Juno

1592 .iothwell attempted for a second time to storm the king's residence,

which on this occasion was falklaad alace, but rumours of such an

enterprise had been current throughout that month, One source report-
254

ed that Huntly, Crrol and Crawford were involved in it, '^another that

Atholl, .rrol and the ...asters of Gray and Livingston were concerned

246. A .....iv.733: 247..al. . .Scot..x.654 : 248. IMiL.»65S-9j
249.IMsjju,657 i 250.1iisu,666; 251 ,JEJiidL« 679? 252.IMii«701?
25 3. 666-9; 254.1bi&« 694.
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255
therein and a third that Angus, rrol and Colonel Stewart were implic-

atec" with Bothwell.2^ '■'hat did cone to light after the raid at "alk-

1; nd was "a draft of a ♦bande* made between Bothwell, Angus, and "rrol,

and therein is an article providing that Bothwell shall not prosecute

fluntly without the advice of Angus and Crrol: few of the late con-

257
... iracy, except Papists, were privy to this. Again Huntly does

not seem to have been as closely concerned in Bothwell'a escapade as

Angus and rrol, who were warded for their involvement with that rebel
250

and their continuing Catholicism. The holder of the earldom of
*

Angus was now illian, 10th earl, noted previously, when he was merely
259

the master, as a papist. The catholic party had consequently gain¬

ed a notable ally at the direct expense of the protectant faction, now

deprived of the influence of the earldom of Angus.

August 1592 sa>/ several moves by the government against the

catholic party. Huntly was required to send in I.'r. James Cordon, the
260

Jesuit," while onArose acted as surety for Graham of Aintry that he
261

would enter into ward. The main turn of both the catholic party and

Aothvrell's faction at this stage seems to have been to discredit the

chancellor, who, although he had suffered a certain loss of prestige

as a result of hie supposed involvement in the Aoray murder, still

carried considerable influence with the king and used this influence

now to encourage the king to pursue the catholics and Jothwoll and to

grant the so-called "Golden Acts" to the Kirk. On 24 August it was

262
written from the north that Bothwell and Huntly were agreed" and

there were rumours that the catholic party was again turning to its

. uropean ally and engaging in Spanish-backed plots. "The uice of

Lennox, duntly, -rroll, Lord Hume, and nord Fleming are noted to be in

255.1^^,707; 256.!,;,^^gj,v- 9j» Ui Jafips ti\o -^,250; 257.I&U
♦. v«A,»»*.71Q; 250.1oid. .772: 259. cots aera/e.i. 197-9:

ZCo. -:;1. .... cot. «x.7n7; 261. ..y..v.o: 262«.<nl.- . i . cot..x. /od.
* see below 244-50.
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263
beet trust and readiest for these purposes".

As well as being heavily involved with fresh catholic intrigues,

Huntly was concerned with: the retributions for the . .oray tsurder which

the earl of Atholl, Lord Ochiltree ana the lairds of Grant and Aiackin-

tooh were trying to exact. Renewed violence in the north resulted

in Gilliam, Earl of Angus, released from his ward, being appointed as

the king's lieutenant and justice in an attempt to reconoile the warring

earls.*v/' Angus might have been expected to favour Huntly, his co¬

religionist, over against the Atholl faction and indeed one report
265

alleges that Angus' "commission was procured at the instance of Luntly"

while another reported that Angus appeared to sway the king to favour

Huntly against Atholl.Angus succeeded, however, in having both
267

earls warded and gained assurances from them with regard to their

future conduct." -art of Angus' desire to succeed in this mission

say v/cll have stemmed from the fact that "These wars against Huntly

have hindered the actions of the Catholics"^''and certainly the trouble

in the north was no cooner pacified than the issue of the "Spanish

Blanks" so called, erupted on the political scene.

George Kerr, brother of the Lord of Newbattle, was arrested in

the isles of Curabrae on 27 December 1592.^^ ith dr. George Kerr

they found blank sheets of paper subscribed by Angus, Huntly, rrol and
271

the laird of Auchindoun. It transpired later, through the con¬

fessions of <"eorge Kerr and Graham of Fintry, that these blanks were

taken from the nobility as guarantees of their support for a future

landing of Spanish forces in Scotland. Angus had come to dinburgh

shortly after Kerr had been captured and the earl was himself soon

263.IkyjL»7875 264.. i.. .0. . v. 19-20 and note: 269. Aal. . .'cot..
x.815j 266.Ibid..030: 267.1old.. J20: 2GS.-idid.x 269. Ibid..
829; 270.:-. . .. v.3411-355 271.Gal. . :cot.. x.028;
272.Calderwoou, v.224-31.
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27 3
warded, charges being seat also to the other three conspirators, -

-rrol, untly and Auchindoun to ward themselves.2"^ These three
275

decided not to submit themselves but to "take the fields" ,J and were

consequently uenounced rebels. ' On 14 February it was reported that

Angus had escaped and was thought to have gone to Huntly and the rest

in the north but ha was also rumoured to have had contact with Bothwell.
Four days later the king began his journey north from Edinburgh against

278
the rebels, pausing only long enough to superintend the execution

279
of David Graham of 'intry, one possessed of a long history of avowed

Catholicism and deeply implicated in foreign intrigues by the Spanish

Blanks.

On 3 A-arch cautions were taken from a number of northland men,

includin.. several Gordons, that they would in no way reset liunfcly,

rrol, Angus, Gir - atricx Gordon of .^uchimouu, Gir Jaaes Cliisholia of

Dundorne, Kr. Jtimes Gordon, .>r. illiaa Ogilvy, kr« Robert Aberoromby
280

nor any other Jesuits.tul Air James Chisholm of Gundorne, one of the

king's household and a nephew of the bishop of unblane, had been dec-ply

involved in the Spanish trafficking and had fled north to join the
281

other rebels.'" Three days after the cautions were taken, it was

reported that "All the rebel -arls have fled, slenderly accompanied
2«2

to Caithness and the Isles" and a further three days later the earl

Uarischal was constituted the king's coonissioner in the Kincardine,

Aberdeen and Banff areas, his duties being chiefly to apprehend
OD3

Huntly. This appointment permitted the icing to return to Edinburgh

the progress north having served to secure the bands against the rebels

and to take and secure certain of their strongholds such as Huntly's

Ctrathbogie Castle.2w<+
273..jdJh,w.t,»214i- Oys 1&t . .oxrs .130: 274«.•„&.!.», ■fffi.frt ,xi.23?
2/5.JukLajl» 34; 27,v«42? 2 (1 .r..,? ,*,&?» ,xi« 49»
of in J noes the -ext.2CS: 27% -;JLf • »*i.57; 2d0.ilt^^,vt
46-475 281 »y.?J,, A.b.t.t ,xi.13,49; R.. «C. .v. 42; 282.0al. «" .•cot..
xi.68l 233.R. .G,,v>43-50* 28A.Cal.G. . cot..xl.72.



It Eight have been suspected that Karischal, known to have an

unreconciled .uarrel with the chancellor, might not prove too ener¬

getic in the use of his commission. One report of 19 1 arch stated that

"The Marl Liarischal, near kinsman to rrol, has bought the escheat of

rrol'g forfeiture for 1000 marks Ocots, and he has the keeping of the
28cj

house and castle of Slains", - the implication being that he was

doing this on behalf of, and not in despite of, "rrol. Ho was soon

suspected of greater laxity towards the rebels, however, for after

they had returned to the Aberdeen area from the far north it was said

that liarischal had aided these earls to return. Only one report

of the rebels at this time even suggests the possibility of their

breaking up and even ifc goes on to express the opinion that it seemed

unlikely that their party would break up or fail to recruit Bothwell,
287

given the chance.

Mentioned in all proclamations of this time against Iluntly, along¬

side his 'panich trafficking, is the lonibristle affair and the party,

led by Atholl, which sought revenge for that murder continued its

campaign against Huntly. There is evidence that Iluntly and his

catholic allies had come to an agreement over his part in the Moray

murder. On 10 April 1593 a bond was signed by Huntly, rrol and

Angus. This document stated that the earls have a previous general

bond to maintain each other but that this is a particular one in which

Iluntly instructs the other two to make approaches to the kin of the

slaughtered earl of oray. If he refuses to implement what the other

two recommend with reference to .. oray's kin. then they are to be free

fro., the bond in so far as Moray's slaughter is concerned. If Moray's

kin refuse their offers then all three will keep together in the spirit

285.1.w,, 72-73; 206.Ibid.. 77; 237.1^,, 30-01.
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of the bond. This bond was witnessed by Gordon of uchinGoun and

Chishoim of Lundorne, both closely involved in the Spanish Blanks

affair.238

Soon the rebel earl3 were back among their own men again where

they gained in confidence, for they v/ere not without their means of

contact with the central authorities. The ministers of the kirk

were earnest in their pleas- for action against the rebel earls but
289

little was achieved. Vhen, late in July 1593, the Stewarts and

others succeeded in having Bothwell brought into the presence of the

king and accepted by him, it was immediately construed that this would

bring all the nobility, including Angus, Kuntly and rrol together
290

again and, lees than a week later, it was thought likely that
291

Errol, Iluntly and Angus would be received again. This was not

achieved, however, as quickly or as easily as may have seemed likely

for August 1593 saw very considerable violence in the north between

the forces of Huntly and those seeking revenge for oray's murder,
292

especially those men under Mackintosh, A feud between Huntly and
293

Argyll was also gathering momentum at this time, gaining impetus

from Argyll's interrogation of Campbell of Ardkinglas which indicated
294

Huntly's involvement in the murder of the laird of Colder. It

seems possible, indeed, that an attempt was made to separate Angus and

rrol from Huntly, who alone of them was guilty of the Donibristle

affair, for it is reported on 8 August that "Argyll, Morton, Mar and

Glamia met lately-... in Fife, ... they will not see Angus and rrol
295

perish", -"the implication being that they could puite well tolerate

Huntly's perishing.

The countess of Huntly remained in court for much of this tine

288.5.H.G.,Cordon Castle Muniments,CI).44/13/9.12; 209. al. . cot..
xi.127? 290. Ibid.. 130-1! 291. Ibid.. 70A: 292.1^^,143,147,151;
293.11^,137; 294.iMik.170; 295 - 141.



and it is possible that the rumoured negotiations between Kuntly and
296

the cing were carried on through her. It was quite obvious through¬

out the prosecution of the northern earls, that James, while prepared

to go so far, had no intention of taking such action against his nobles

as 30310 elements within the kirk, for example, would have wished, as

evidenced when the synodal assembly in wife excommunicated \ngus,

Huntly and -rrol, Home, Auchindoun and Sir James Chisholm. The king
297

rejiutedly intended to call a Generaly Assembly to reverse this decision.

Only a few days after this the rebel earla were in personal contact

with the king, when near to Fala, Huntly, rrol, Angus and Sir James

'hisholn came and threw themselves at the king's feet, asking for mercy.

This was done apparently without the prior knowledge of the king and
290

he indeed would not speak with them but dismissed them. He may

have dismissed them on that particular occasion but on 1 November,less

than three weeks after the Fala incident, a proclamation was issued
299

commanding all men to receive the rebel earls and later in the same

month an act of abolition was passed forgiving the rebels for their

offences in connection with the Spanish Blanks and requiring them either

to become protectants or to go abroad.

Needless to say, these developments, and especially the Act of

Abolition, caused very considerable disquiet to the kirk, whose spokes¬

man thought it "very injurious to the Church, and far against the laws
V\-j

of God and this realm". .cycle thought that the king passed the
102

Act "for the quyetnes of the estaite" as well he might have, but there

may be another reason. queen lizabeth continued to write to King James

expressing her amazement at his leniency to the rebel earls, but letters

of 11 October 1593 from Angus, Huntly and rrol show them thanking the

296.Ibid..131.190? 297.Ibid..189; 293.Ibid..201: 299.Ibid.,215;
300. ■ . o.« iv-,46-48} 101.ax. «; » .cot., xi.233; 302..oysie,

■ emoirs. 103.
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303
queen for taking up their case. -ing James is often condemned for

his double-dealing' and laxity in this matter but if uecn Elizabeth

was secretly dealing for the catholic er>rls while publicly continuing

to denounce them, it my be that she too was leas than innocent in

this matter. It may be that a knowledge of such secret support

encouraged James in what scorns to have been hie natural course of

moderation toward the rebels.

The Act of Abolition had not been without conditions and as yet

had only been offered to the rebels as a possibility* It remained

to be seen whether they would accept it, either by changing their

religion or leaving the country. Negotiations between the king and
304

the earls continued throughout Jececber and early January. rumours

continued, throughout the duration of these negotiations, that the

king had given liuntly a new commission ag inst Mackintosh and his
305adherents-^ which seem, to say the least, unwise, considering' that

Iluatly had still not indicated his acceptance of the Act of Abolition

and considering what use he had made of similar commissions in the

past. It began to appear increasingly likely, indeed, that the

rebel earls would refuse the Act of Abolition. One report of 15

January 1593/4 states that "drrol still stands out, refusing to sub-
306

scribe to the articles of religion, as the other two have offered"

but an official pronouncement, three days later, indicates that all

of the rebels have so refused and concludes that they are all once

307
more liable to prosecution for their acts. Attempts were then made

308
to have the rebels enter into ward until they were tried but they

refused this also, claiming that they could not do so with safety as

309
another coup might endanger them. One observer had to admit that

303.-:q. t .-?ttU,*i. 196; 304.1iisi*.,245? SOS.Ifcifiij 245.261,
306.Ibid..263: 307.A.. .0..iv.52-5 3: 308.H.P.C..iv.130i
309» f^ff,y1ii«,, xi.2Q4»
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he thought th&t the chances of Errol and Huntly being reconciled to

the kirk were not great31^-.rhile further trouble appeared likely also

in the north where the truce between liuntly and mackintosh was over

and both sides were reputedly raising forces for any eventuality.311
312

On 8 March 1593/4 the rebels are to be "pursued as traitors"

and on 2 April it was disclosed that the king had decided to go north
313

once again in a personal effort to apprehend them. There were in¬

creasing indications in the country, however, that certain nobles

were becoming fully convinced that the king would never proceed to

extremities against the catholic rebels and private attempts to deal
314

with these earls focussed on Atholl and Argyll.

In June and July further attempts were again made to unite the
315

catholic earls with Bothwell while the king continued to delay his

proposed expedition. How long the king would have let matters rest

thus is impossible to say but a further outrage on the part of the

catholic earls precipitated action from the crown. A Spanish ship

carrying, among others, a papal hunoio with money from the pope to
316

the rebel earls, was seized on 16 July at Aberdeen. The earls

attacked Aberdeen and successfully demanded the release of this and
317

other prisoners. ' Immediately it was "concluded that the King in
14 O

person shall enter on his raid on 26th August despite the fact

that one source maintained that "by Iiuntly's means offer is made, in

the name of the King of Spain, to give 40,000 crowns to the King of

Scots to grant liberation in religion and remission to the forfeited

Earls".315

Argyll was raising forces and Atholl was reputed to be preparing
320

to join hiur but the king, who postponed his own march from August

310.11*1^277} 311.IiiiiJ 312.R.P.C..V.134~5t 313. Ibid. ,140-1:
314.Cal.S. .Scot..xl,320; 315.:al.. . cot..xi.363,369,373-4;
Al6.MovaiQ.Hemoira.118s Oaldervvood,v.340-1; 317.Ilgtggl? pf .Ijfl,;
vthe Kext, 331-3; iie.Cni.o cot..xi. 339i 319.£ii<li.,396?
320.11*1^,344,419.
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until early October, succeeded in having Argyll also delay his expedit¬

ion, with the supposed intention that the two of the© would act joint-
321

ly against Iluntly. Argyll, now appointed -ord Lieutenant of the
322

worth, seems to have been keener than King James to deal with Huntly

and he engaged the forces of the catholic earls in battle without wait¬

ing on the long-promised presence of the king himself and his forces.

The battle is named variously as Glenilvet, dalrinnes or Glenrinnes

and as with its name so there are further differences in opinion both

with regards to the numbers involved and tho outcome. It is generally

accepted that Argyll was defeated but Jamss Melville states that Huntly

had the greater loss^^as does Colder-wood. "A Faithful Narrative

of Huntly*g victory over Argyll" on the other hand, says that "five
325

hundred of the enemy were slain; and of our iaen twelve". The

weight of evidence does seem to indicate that a certain portion of

Argyll's men flea early on in the battle and that a considerable number

of them were killed, but that the rebel earls suffered heavily in the

calibre of the men they lost, including Patrick Gordon of Auchindoun,
326

ono of their leaders. The earl of rrol was also badly wounded,

one report says by an arrow, and was thought, for a while, likely to

die.327

The king was at Dundee, on his way north, and news of the battle
"kPQ

enforced his determination to continue his march. His forces

razed the earl's houses of Strathbogie and Clains and destroyed others
32}

pertaining to the earls' allies. ' A band was drawn up and 3igned

by Mnrischal, Grant, Forbes, Mackintosh and others pledging to pursue

the rebels while the duke of Lennox was appointed to be the king's

lieutenant in the north until he should be relieved by Argyll.

321 .J&idjL, 432 ; 322..Ibid.. 389 : 323.J .Melville, j,ai?y,213;
324.0alderarood,v. 351 ? 325.doottish • oar.: of the sixteenth century.
ed.J.C. Dalyell, 149; 326.Cal.3.?.Loot..xi.A5&7 : 327.Ibid..457;
328.1^^,459; 329.Aki4t.472; .j.. t:,,v.182; 33C.df. .C,,v. 187-9.
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Other actions taken to re-establish peace, such as the execution of

331
some of Huntly's wen, indicated that ..in. James was in serious wood

as did the speed of his actions once he had finally commenced them.

One possible cause of his enthusiasm lay in the fact that he was

accompanied during his march by Andrew I elvills and other ministers
332

who exhorted him to further action against the catholics.

Angus had not been present at the battle of Glenlivet and one

report of 29 October 1594 stated that Huntly and rrol accused Angus
333

and dothwell "to have broken promise with them". Despite this,

however, the alliance between Dothwell and the catholic earls seems

to have been effected in the autumn of 1594 and on 12 lecember, Dothwoll

was reputed to be with Huntly, rrol and Angus. Argyll, meantime,

after his efforts at Glealivet, continued to make preparations for a

fuller revenge on Huntly and hostilities among their followers were

335
common for some time. Huntly did apparently achieve a reconciliation

336
with Atholl at this time but as early as 17 December it was rumoured

337
that rrol and Huntly were making preparations to leave the country.

Lennox seems to have conceived that the beat way of re-establishing

peace in the north was to secure a self-banishment on the parts of

Krrol and huntly, aa suggested in the Act of Abolition, and he worked
338

on their supporters to achieve this. uch declarations of intent

to go abroad were not uncommon, of course, and this particular one on

the part of Huntly and rrol was not initially credited. As March

1594/5 wore on, however, it became certain that the earls did intend

to quit the realm and on 22 of that month it is said "that Huntly and

rrol have embarked ... rrol is not purposed to enter into course with

Huiitly again".^
331.ff,flltS, t3gpt,,xi.468-9,473 i 332.J.,elvme,iiiflcy,2145 333.ikk

Scot, .xi. 469: 334.Ibid..496: 335 -Ifciik. 496,506; 336.1^,486;
337.Ii2jbk.4975 333.Iikk.533s 339.iiiiik.554.
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Ouch discontent with his leader had been rrol's reaction after

the affair of >rig of Lee also, of course, and it serve:; to highlight

the degree of uniformity of purpose and action which the catholic

party had displayed throughout this period, despite such personal
*

grievances and despite attempts to split it. It has been seen that

the association of the pursuit of the murderers of Lonibristle with

a desire for further religious conformity on the part of the kirk, had

served to reunite the catholic party. That party had received a

valuable recruit in the person of the 10th oarl of Angus, and Angus,

rrol and Huntly had acted together very closely over a period of

three years. rrol and Huntly went abroad at the same time, as did

Bothwell,^°who had bean concerned in their dealings latterly, while

•ngus was reputed to be seeking royal permission similarly so to de-
341 *

part. Angus, rrol, Huntly and Auchindoun have been seen, con¬

sequently, to have been in the forefront of events but it must be

investigated how far those other nobles, such as Crawford and ontrose,

who had been seen earlier as operating within the oatholic faction had

continued to support Huntly and hi3 colleagues in their struggles.

hen oray was murdered it was rumoured that Crawford had murdered

the master of Glamis although this proved to be untrue. Crawford,

however, was one of those who accompanied Huntly to Perth to come to

his trial for the oray murder. Crawford continued to be associat¬

ed With Huntly in particular and the catholic party in general and on

17 Juno 1592 he is said to have admitted that offers had been made to

him from Spain. Crawford, Indeed, seemu to have acted as a go-

between for the .ting and Huntly at this stagehand it was rumoured

that both he and liuntly would go abroad.Crawford's kinsman, Spynie,

340.1^,557; 341Oiiidu.,576; 342.IM^,x.636; 343.1bisi«.,653;
3444&idu699; 345.JJiiiU»741; 346.11^,741,746.* see above 204; * see above 206-14;/ see above 197-8.
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was also in trouble at this stage in that he was accused by Colonel

Stewart of complicity with Bothwell.^ "?or a day of reckoning on

this accusation Crawford fortified himself with the forces of Huntly,

I ontrose, Ogilvie and Gray thus illustrating again his continued

association with the nobles of the catholic party. In November 1592
349

Crawford was again reputed to wish to go abroad ^while in January

1592/3 he is given in a list of Scots nobility who are evilly affec^ci.
Although he was not implicated in any way in the Spanish Blanks he

352

351
continued to be associated with the catholic party and was also

reputed to have had dealings with Sothwell or. different occasions.'

He was not present at Glenlivet and seems to have relinquished his

place among the three leading catholic nobles to Angus. hy Crawford

should have been concerned in the Spanish trafficking before Brig of

Dee and not in that before Glenlivet, or at least not so deeply, is

not obvious. It can only be assumed that the affair at the 3rig of

Dee and its aftermath succeeded in illustrating to Crawford the

advisability of allowing others to lead this rebellious faction.

It is possible also that his Catholicism, to which he was reputedly

converted or reconverted before Brig of Dee was not as strong as that

of Grrol or Huntly who both numbered Jesuits among their kinsmen.

• hen iiuntly was interrogated over the Donibristle affair one of

his questioners was ontrose^\ut that earl continued his support

of the catholic party and acted as surety for Angus when he w is accused
354

of intarcomiaminc with Bcthwell and for his kinsman, Bintry over his
355

continuing Catholicism. Dike Crawford, . ontrose was not implicated

in the Spanish Blanks affair in January 1592/3 and, again like Crawford,

was reputed to have been concerned in and pleased t Bothwell's success-

356
ful return to the king's presence in July 1593. He sat on the

347.Ibi<k,75S; 349.P4d, ,319; 350.X],Luk,xi.13;
351 •AJ2i£U.» 74*02,450; 3^^^105,4247426-7$ 35 3. Ibid., x. 658:
354.S*ii£«iv.764-5, 355.ikiiLt»v.5; 356-Cai.. .. .-cot..xi.705.149.
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assize which, in the following month, cleared Bothwell of the charges
¥>7

levelled against him. 'In October 1593 it is stated that ontrose
¥58

vas involved with fttholl and Cowrie who were engaged in trying to

raise a party against the catholic earls, but it emerges on the 0 of

that month that it was the master of kontrose, the earl's son, who was

359
so employed. The names of -ontrose and the master of -ontrose

occur frequently in the next few months in connection with this

faction centred around Atholl but it may well be suspected that it

\m. the son who was involved in most of the affairs described.

The earl does, however, seem to have moved away a little from the

catholic party and he was becoming ..ore closely involved with the ad¬

ministration of the country. He had already been reappointed as

treasurer and on 18 January 1594/5 he was chosen as one of the twelve
"^6*1

auditors of the exchequer. This Involvement and identification

with the government probably did not remove the sympathy which Montrose

had long had for the aims and personnel of the catholic faction.

Unlike his leading kinsman, David Graham of Fintry was deeply

implicated by the Spanish Blanks.He was imprisoned and, as has
*

been seen, was executed shortly before King James began the second

of his three marches against the rebels in the north in February 1592/3.
His possessions were yiven to Cord Lindsay of the Gyros and the earl

of i/ar^Wt the latter resigned ■ is to Tintry's son in June 1594«

It has been seen earlier that one of the leading catholic nobles

of the country, Cord ..axwell, had a tendency to behave in a highly

individual fashion, different from that of the northern earls. This

continued, in that Maxwell, after initially saejning to favour Uathwell

357.IMsk,144; 358.1 bid. .191: 359.J.Colville, Letters. 253-9;
360.Jalf.:y>CQE„,xl. 193,304,327-3; 36l.JLiiid«515; 362. Ibid.,
x.829-9; 363.H. >.S., lxv.39v; 364.!^., lxvl.103r; 365.Ibid..
1j6v-l47r.
* see above 207; * see above 181.
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in the early summer of 1592,'^turned hie coat and revealed to the king

a scheme of Bothwell's against Lochmaben 'astle." He then directly
-X$Q

aided the king against Jothwell and was rewarded by a grant of privil¬

eges in connection with his tenure of the office of the stewartry of
369

Kirkcudbright and Annandale. Maxwell continued to use his title

earl of forton, his dispute with Lochleven over that matter not having
370

been resolved. He also continued to have dealings with the north¬

ern earls and was reputed to have been about to receive gold from them
371

in i-iec@ir.ber 1593* A continuation of a further past trend, namely

that of feud with the Johnstones, however, resulted in Maxwell*s being

slain with around 20 of his men by the laird of Johnstone and his
372

forces, in that same month. Maxwell had had a special royal
373

commission against Johnstone at this time and the comparatively high

degree of royal favour which Maxwell enjoyed throughout this period

in his disputes both with Johnstone and Morton probably account for

the decline in his involvement with the other lords of the catholic

party.

Along with the earl of Crawford, the other lord who accompanied

Huntly to Perth on his way to his trial, after Lonibristle, was Lord

Ggilvie."^ He and his house continued to be identified with the

catholic party although he personally was not particularly active in

the cause. He had a kinsman, Mr. 7/illiam Ogilvie, who was a jestJZl
while the laird of Pouxie Jgilvie and Lord Ggilvie's brother, John

Ogllvle of Craig, continued to be closely connected with the catholic

faction, Ogilvie of Craig in fact being denounced rebel for his

participation at Glenlivet on the side of Huntly.

367.^^,707} 368.ii^, 716}
369. y.f, iv.767} 370.ikLi«.f and note; 371. Jul. ... cot., xi.
236} 372•Calderwood, v.290; 373.H.:.0.. v.113n; 374.Cal.
m-r.f b9.t,., x.653; 37b..bid.. 662} 376.iL •. ., lxvii.56r.
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The earls of Caithness and Sutherland continued their support

for Kuntly and were both thought likely to party Kuntly when he cane

377
to his assize over foray's murder. ' Caithness continued in his

attempts to unite the dissident parties of untly and 3othwsll in
178

their struggles against the government. Neither Caithness nor

Sutherland were involved in the Spanish 31anks or Glenlivet but they

continued to support the rebel earls who could always rely on re¬

treating into their northern territories whenever events were going

against them in the Aberdeen area.

Those other two stalwarts of the catholic party of earlier days,

Arran and Colonel Stewart, continued to behave in the fashions al~
*

ready noted for them. Arran remained a thing of rumour and surmise,

being constantly about to be brought to court usually to "wreck the

Chancellor, overthrow the house of Hamilton, and 'knocke the pates'
379

of the ministers" or some such similar intention. Colonel Stewart

continued in his more peaceful role as ambassador to the Low Countries,
380

where he had been sent once more by 18 Secember 1594* he had,

however, had one return to the days of intrigue and power politics
x

which he had known before. As was seon earlier he was warded at the

time of Sothwell's Holyroodhouse raid on suspicion of collusion in the

same. He was again Tinder suspicion at the time of Bothwoll's attempt

oh Falkland of aiding that earl's designs. It wan thought in early
382

July that his life was in danger because of his confessed communicat¬

ions with Bothwell and he tried to escape the consequences by spread¬

ing the blame, incriminating Alexander Lindsay, Lord Spynie, in his
383

accusations. He was still apparently thought of as a catalyst for

political revolutions and it was surmised more than once during 1592

377.Cdli.--.r .LP9.W.644 ; 378.lMk.,732; 379.IbikL.319j
380.Ibid.-xi.498; 381.3. ■ .C..iv.833-4; 332.Cal.S.P.Scot..x.716.719;
383.0«.v. 4,5—8.
* see above 170-5? * see above 201.
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that ho would be employed to accuse chancellor fiaitland of Gome matter5
He never did so, however, and he escaped the feared execution being

*

sent once again, as was seen, as ambassador to the Low Countries.

11*. 7,o?:..-?,vvy : p.TOffly

The first of the crises of the reign culminated in the confrontation

between royal and catholic forces at brig of Jee in April 1539 and the

period of a little over three years immediately before this was not

without incident. This period opened, of course, with the re-establish¬

ment of the banished lords who had successfully returned to power as a

consequence of their coup in Stirling in November 1535* These

banished lords, or the Stirling faction, as they were now known, have
x

already been seen to have included the remnant of the Lorton party

which had held together fairly well in the preceding years. Although

both John -aitland and Bothvell had aided the return of the banished

lords, neither of them ever carse to lead or be representative of the

Stirling faction, which continued to loo's for its lead to Archibald

3th earl of Angus. 3y the time he died on 4 August 1588, the party

had more or less ceased to exist and its members would have been

difficult to distinguish from those other members of a broader based

protectant party loyal to their king and country.

There was perhaps little to hold the banished lords together as

a party once they were no longer banished and once they had disposed

of their mutual enemy, Arran. They had all been fully restored to

their honours at the close of 1585 and it became clear in the early

months of 1585/8 that the alliance which had been called into being'

384. . cot., x.757, 759.
* see above 219; * see above 103-4.



by a desire to see Arran removed, from office could not itself long

survive that removal. Of the three most important lords who had join¬

ed the banished lords on their march north, arl Bothwell, Lord Hume

and Lord Maxwell, two pave e;rcly indie tions that they would not long

remain in harness with their allies. Lord Maxwell, against whom there

had been complaints during the course of the march north on account of

his evident catholic tendencies, soon went openly to mass to the dis¬

content of many Including the king who was reputed to intend to follow
•j

the matter up. On 26 January 1585/6 it was reported that Maxwell

had been conveyed to 'Edinburgh Castle on account of his religious

practices and this coupled with the fact that the earl of 5 ngus was

2
suiting earnestly for the recovery of the earldom of "Norton, then

held by Maxwell, illustrated the fact that those two were not likely to

remain for long in agreement.

As for Bothwell, his own temperament was always the most likely

cause of any breach in which he was involved and this was the case in

February 1585/6 when he refused to join with his recent allies in

their demand to the king to remove all such as had not been at the

raid on Stirling. He said then "that he would offend the King no

ore"\ut in fact lie was merely beginning a career which was to cause

his king very considerable offence before it was over. As far as

his recent friends were concerned he was reputed to be "already mal¬

content and cares not how the matters goes; he says that they have

not kept faith with then, and therefore he will have nothing to do

with them".^ lord Hume, the third adherent of the faction, seems to

have been more inclined to remain in agreement with his allies and he

joined with them in making the request of the kin. which Bothsrell had

1. Jal.S.P.Soot,,.. viil. 1301 2.1kil. Border Kapcix, i.218; VJal..
ja&jj vlii.224; A.Ibid.
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5
refused to do.

Of the banished lords themeelves Codecroft says that Angus per¬

mitted the public affairs of the kingdom to be attended to by the

rum tor of CItrain "to whom the rest of their society were most inclined,
6

for the opinion they had of his wisedome, greater experience and age".

Glands certainly thre.v himself into affairs of state and machinations

of court more readily than the others and wa soon said to be, along
7

with John 1;aitland, a chief ruler and guider of affairs. Me seems

to liave been more inclined than the other lords to join with Anit land

for on 2 March 1505/6> Alar, Angus and Lord John Hamilton were reputed

to be holding fast to the master of Gray as opposed to joining Glands
O

in support of 'aitland.J It is also noticeable that Glamis did not

join with the other lords in their request to the king to have removed

all those that were not on the raid of Stirling, a re,uest which was

9
thought to have been aimed chiefly at the secretary.

As with similar coups examined already, so with this one at

Stirling, those who had thereby gained power were in danger, initially

at least, of being turned out of power again by those they had recently

oested. This danger was increased by the probability that the icing's

sympathies lay more with rrun and his associate!.-, than with Angus,

mar and theirs and it was not long before discontent had made its

appearance nmon the chief of the returned lords as well as among their

leading supporters. after the failure of their attempt to have all

those removed from court who had not been on the raid at Stirling,

ngus and Lord John Hamilton were both said to have gone home discon-
10

tented. Their disinclination to be actively involved in the process

5.Ibid.: 6.Godscroft, 409-10 ; 7.Cal.::. .Scot., viii.180;
o.lbiik, 237; 224; io.lbid.. 225.
* see above 67-68, 92.
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of government is obvious. From the pattern established by recent

similar revolutions la government it would have been reasonable to

expect one or more of the leading returned nobles to have occupied

the central position in government and taken the post of chancellor,

but this did not happen. Godscroft indeed states that Angus'

associates wanted him to accept the office of chancellor but he would

not, becoming instead lieutenant on the Borders, a post which he

accepted willingly as being "more salable to his disposition".^
Their desire to slip away from court was temporarily checked in

April 1586, however, when they were reputed to fear that they were in
12

danger from Arran, Aontrose and Colonel tewart. This vague threat

received a more definite form within a few weeks when it was confessed

by one of Arran's company that Angus, John 1 aitland and the masters

of Glacsis and Gray were all to have been slain. arning had apparent¬

ly been given to Arbroath, Angus, Far and others with the result that

^they determined to unite themselves again and resolved never to leave
13

court. However real the threat of renewed danger from the Arran

faction seeiaed to be in the spring of 1586 it did not materialise

throughout that year. Despite the fact that this resulted in the

country being comparatively peaceful and despite the fact also that the

returned lord., evinced a very considerable degree of moderation in

most of their actions with their fellow nobles, these apparently were

not sufficient for the lords to win the approval of the king who was

said, in Hovember 1536, to be "scarcely soundly affected" towfirds the

earls of Angus and Far despite the reconciliation.1/4 This moderation

is noticed, a though hardly approved of, in personal affairs also

by Hume of Godscroft who says that Angus permitted the yourg Lennox

11.Codscroft,429-30; 12»Cal. .Jcot..viil.307-8J
13.lbid.. 328? 14.Ibid., ix.167.
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to retain the lordship of . alkeith until such time as the crown could

give him other suitable lands. This occurred when Lennox's kinsman

Lord Kethven died without heirs, his lands being given to Lennox who
15

then in turn surrendered Dalkeith to Angus,

Although different of the leaders of the Stirling fuetion had

shown discontent they had by and largo remained united. This unity

appeared to be in danger, however, in the autumn of 1586 and the

particular individuals who 3eemed liable to quarrel were Angus and

Lord John Ha ilton. On 10 September 1586 it was reported that Lord

John was expected to assist Bothwell in his action against Alexander

Iiume prior of Coldingham for Coldingham while Angus was expected to

join with Lord Hume in assisting the latter's kinsmen.^^ Lore serious

was a report of a few days earlier and the implications such a report

brought with it. This stated that the king "seeks to conclude a

17
marriage between the young duke and Arbroath's daughter". ' This

would have occasioned fear in Angus' mind that his ally Lord John

was about to forsake him for a union with the ijennox Dtewarts which

union, with the mutual elevation of both houses which such a marriage

would occasion, could hardly enhance the prospects of his own Douglas

family. There might also have been a fear that any such new alliance

would not prove as stalwart for the reformed religion as the banished

lords were held to be, for doubts still existed over the young Lennox's

likely religious persuasion. These fears would no doubt be worsened

by the fact that another carriage, again with the king's special advice

and consent, had been contracted between Henrietta Stewart, sister of
18

Lennox, and the earl of liuntly, known to be the leading rornan catholic

noble in the country. It was said of Angus that the proposed

15.Codscroft,409» 16. :al.3order .'aaars. i.231; 17.Sal.P. .Scot..
viii.674; 12. - iv.103.
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IIami!ton-Lennox carriage "is not at all agreeable to his." and it .as

rumoured that the method he had decided upon for preventing its coa-

19
:;letioa was the seizure of the king himself. This rumour seems to

20
have had little truth, however, and the king wrote to reassure the earl.

Opposition to the proposed Hamilton-Lennox marriage came also

from another quarter, and one which seems likely to have counted for

more in such matters than Angus, namely Lord Claud Hamilton. On 2

October 1536 there was reputed to be great controversy between the two
21

Hamilton brothers over the said proposed marriage, while on the last

day of the same month it was said that "The Lord Claud is not greatly

contented with the marriage of the Luke of Lennox with the Lord

Hameltones daughter, whom he will make his hexre; the Lord Claud

pretending the Larldom of Arraine and Lord Hameldone to be intayled
22

upon the heires malesj they are in some speech of accorda"• ' As

the marriage did not take place, Lord Claud, who had never joined

with the banished lords, thus achieved what had been Angus' aim and

the split among the lords of the Stirling faction had been averted

thanks to the help of a somewhat unlikely ally.

The party of the Stirling faction thus completed one year in

power and ended it more or less united. They were somewhat overtaken

by events shortly hereafter, however, for the possible execution of

ueen kary was fast becoming of prime importance to be followed in

its turn by the dangerous possibility of invasion by the Lpanlsh

.rmada. he irst of these events seemed likely to renew the split

between .oord John Hamilton and the others of the 'tirling- faction for

that lord w.'.'fl of a house which had long been among ueen kcry's

staunchest supporters. One survey of February 1536/7 reported that

1% '-'At t I.,' d.b.t.t > ix. 31} 20. Ibid.. 1 A3: 21 Tapers, 1,234;
2L.--vt.racL fro,., the e-,.,.;tcheo of „ourcelIec. 1dannatvne Club,22).
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"all the country most willing to take arras for r; venge of her execution,

especially Lord Hamilton and Jlaude, who offered to make 5000 ^en of
23

their own friends". Angus, Lur and Glamis traditionally adherents

of the old fouglas-Kingsmen faction could hardly be expected to rush

to arms to save ,aueen ' ary and their split with -.ore! John widened.

Lor was this split liable to be lessened by the support which the

Hamilton® continued to afford John, Lord Maxwell, Angus' rival for the

earldom of Morton.^

The crisis caused by the execution of uieen Mary wa seised upon

by Jcuaes Stewart, . arl of .'rran, who made at that time the greatest

of his attempts to regain power at the expense of the lords of the

Stirling faction. He mad© his move in typical fashion using the

combined weapons of accusation and false report. The somewhat coca-

plicated nature of these accusations will be investigated more fully
*

later but their immediate effect was that the king; committed Angus to
25

ward in Linlithgow palace. Angus was obviously actin^. as a represent¬

ative of the Stirling faction who were accused by Axxan of certain

crimes. This ploy failed in what was presumably its principal aim,

namely to bring Arran back to power. Indeed in one respect it served

to unite the lords of the Stirling faction once again for one of the

many accusations which was bandied around at this time was that John

aitland, - atriek, master of Gray an; others had had foreknowledge of

the Stirling coup. This was denied not only by -nr but also by

Bothwell and Lord John Hamilton, and Hamilton begged that Cray's life
?7

should be spared, after he had been found guilty. ' \rran as not

comprehended in the general reconciliation which took place on 15 ay

1587 and am .ngus march hand in hand with ontrose, Clamis with Crawford

23. ul. . . not..ix.275: 2A. L . :..lv.15G; 25.ibid.. 157-8 and note;
26. Ibid.. 16.1-6: 27.. krreio.:' ©moire. 63.
* see below 235-6.
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20
and ijord John Hamilton and John Laitland.

Angus, ilar and Glamis seemed to have strengthened their alliance
29

again after this and continued to be on good terns with ;,.aitland« '

There were rumours that their position was far fron safe, for one re¬

port of 25 November 1587 stated that Angus and . ar would soon be

aac.c in -ngland and the master of Glands also Tor sone alteration
no

seemed likely. The source of this insecurity seenis likely to

have been the relationship of the lords with their erstwhile ally

Lord Hamilton. He would not cone to the parliament in July 1587

"because they thought to have taken up the bones of the arl orton,
31

and to restore him again". This revival of the old feud between

the Douglases and the Kaniltons would naturally alienate ord John
32

from Angus and his support for Lord euhrell continued and intensified.

Lord John had also fallen out with the- master of Glaiais and, despite

33
the fact that they were brothers-in-law, was reputed in December

1587 to be part of a conspiracy to kill Clasds, t.aitland and other;?.'
^ord John does, in fact, seem to have deserted the Stirling faction

for a few months ana been drawn into the camp of the oatholic party

by the influence of his brother Lord Claud, and by hi3 desire for rev¬

enge on England for the death of gueen ■ary.

As with the death of .ueen ary so the threat of the Spanish

Armada came to overshadow domestic political rivalries in Scotland

and the loads of the Stirling faction found themselves able to unite

once mere, this time in a party dedicated to oppose Catholicism and

foreign invasion. Angus led a deputation to the king, of nobles who
35

pledged to resist the invader and maintain the current religion.

In July 1588 commissioners were appointed to seek out rebels, jesuits

28.Calderwood,iv.613-141 29.Cal. . 'cot, .ix. 479t 30.1^^,507;
31.Ibid..AS3; 32.Ibid..332: 33.boots - eerare.viii.2Q8:

34.order aper--» i.298-9; 35.oai. . . cot., ix.561.
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and others ana Angus, I-ar, Glani3 and Lord John were anong the many

nobles charged to carry this out in specific areas.^ 1 August saw

a similar command issued with instructions for resisting the Spanish

invader in the different are 3 of the country and once sore the
T7

lords of the Stirling faction figured prominently. A notable

exception from those involved in this second partition of responsib¬

ility was the earl of Angus who was sick by this time and was to die

three days 1 .ter on August 4« his death highlighted the decline

in importance which the Stirling faction had suffered since their

return to ower and accelerated the process by which they merged with

a broader protectant party of patriots. Angus died at a time when

the Stirling faction was again united in its aims and this is perhaps

reflected in his will, in which the earl names, as those who ore to

guide his son and heir, the Douglases (which would be expected) but

also the earl of iiar and Lord Hamilton, which latter noble Angus
39

evidently still regarded as an ally. unfortunately for the Stirling

faction, this hoped-for heir mentioned by uagus did not materialise.

Angus* wife had been carrying: a child at the time of his death but

this proved to bo a girl ith the result that the earldoms of Angus

■nd 1 orton would o to different heirs,'^so that the personal loss

to the lords wan exacerbated by political considerations.

Archibald Douglas was, in fact, succeeded in the earldom of

Angus by hi. kinsman illiaa Douglas, hitherto designated "of G1en¬

'servie". His claim to the earldom was opposed by the king himself

as heir of line and although the judgment of the Lords of Session went

in favour of Douglas, he became earl at the expense of parting with

35,000 narks to the icing and the lands of draidwood to Chancellor

300-2; 37«H?ldi»306-d| 38. lib3,4*, 306n; cots ■ oer.-ve.
i.1^6; 3?.-• UQ«iEdinburgh Commissary Court Records CC8/8/20, 44v-
50r; 40. Cal.S.P.Scot.. ix.653.
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Maitlaad.^ In the earldom of Morton, which Johnf Lord Maxwell, of

course, also continued to claim, Archibald Douglas was suooeeded by
jp

his kinsman Mr illiaa Douglas, previously styled "of Loehleven".

Both these men, on aocount of thoir protestantism, their Douglas kinship,

and their previous personal histories, would bo judged likely to carry

on the policy of the deceased Angus but the lords of the Stirling

faction must have felt deeply the loss of the "guld Archibald" both

on account of what they had all been through personally together and

also on account of his standing in the eyes of the kirk and his

fellow countrymen, especially at a time when the catholics in the

country were displaying unwonted vigour.

Throughout the remainder of 1538 and into 1538/9 the rennanfc of

the Stirling fnotion Mar, Glamis and Lord John continued to be des¬

cribed as well*affected to 'England and protestantism. On 20 August

1588 Mar was one of the leaders of an amy of men mustered to resist
A3

the Spaniards. J November and December 1588 saw Glaxais in contention

once more with the family of Lindsay, Earl of Crawford, and this was

as always, guaranteed to reaffirm his loyalty to the opposing Stirling

faction. The contention on this particular occasion was over the

captainship of the guard, which it was proposed to take ffcorn Glamis

and give to Alexander Lindsay, brother to Crawford, and a consider-
44

able favourite of the king. As a third candidate was also mention¬

ed for this position and as that third candidate was the earl of
45

Iluntly, J Glarais* continued hostility to the catholic party was

guaranteed. There had been choice made of Lord John Hamilton in

April 1580 as king's embassador for Benmark^and on 20 January 1538/9
47

this choice was confirmed and he furnished with money for the post.'

AI.Goots Peerage.i. 1971 42.^2^,^.371? 43.Gal,tgt,,ix.600;
44.ii2iut»635,638; 45.1iik«.»647i 46.R.: .3,,lvii.96r-9Gvj
47-Iiii4uL lviii.150v.
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This sign of royal favour may have helped to win him back from

associating with the catholic party or it may be that his desire for

revenue for vueen Gary* a death had cooled somewhat as tine passed.

At any rate a survey of 3 February 1500/9 describes the chief of the

"contrarie" or well-affected faction as _ord John Hamilton, Lord

Chancellor, master of Glamis, treasurer, earl of Car, the -arl

Marisohal^and this was shortly before the capture of letters which

precipitated the crisis of Brig of Bee.

These letters revealed the involvement of several leading Ccottish

catholic nobles with the King of 3, ain, chief among which nobles

ranked Uuntly. The earl of liar and the master of Glamis along with

their recruits to their faction Angus and .orton, with others, were

49
reputed to have plotted to have solved the ratter by slaying Huntly.

■hen this plan came to naught and .after the king had decided to march

in person ag. inst the northern rebels, the lords of the Stirling

faction were in the forefront of the preparations. Lord Hamilton

and the earl of far were among those who accompanied the king in his
50

march north while the master of CIamis and the new earls of Angus

,nd . .orton were "beyond the ^orth), gathering forces to joyne with the
51

King". -ospite the fact that "There have been three great quarrels

between the principal noblemen since we marchedJ one between Hamilton
52

and An,_us, ... another between the Karl of far and the Lord Hamilton"

these lords and I orton held together sufficiently well to 3ee the

northern progress completed and to return and sit on the assize of
53

those rebels who had bee-; apprehended or had surrendered themselves.

The master of Claris had had a somewhat more eventful time than his

allies for ho had been captured by the rebel earls in their march north

43.G'4* 'r • ix. 677; 49. ul, Tgry, i. 335—6;
50. '1. . . cot..x.23: 51.Ibid.; 52.Ibid..54: 53.pottiswoode,il.
397.
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5 A
and was deemed fortunate not to have been killed. * It say be that

Glaaic caae to some agreement with the rebel earls while he was their

prisoner that if his life was spared ho would intercede his voice on

their behalf if they were ever called to account for their actions.
55

Certainly such collusion was suspected in some quarters "and it seens

to have been sufficient to have kept the master from being selected
56

to sit on the assise of the rebels,

The period which thus closed with the assise of the rebel catholic

earls had consequently seen the lords of the Stirling faction maintain

their unity of purpose to a very considerable degree. he fact that

this is the last period in which it is rofitoble to study these men

as a separate faction is not due then to their disintegrating as a

party but rather to their being engulfed in a broader-based protectant

party. Those other nobles who closed this period on a similar note

and who, not being' previously connected with the Stirling or any other

small faction, could cl <im to be acting in a consistently moderate

fashion cams into being as members of a protectant party pledged to

defend the country against Catholicism and possible Spanish invasion.

The ea.-l of Argyll, for example, was only thriteen years old in 1508

and his protestantism and the fact that his mother, bwae Annas faith,

the widow of Regent foray, had a quarrel with the earl of Kuntly

seemed sufficient to guarantee the use of his forces against any

57
invading catholic force. Lennox was only one year senior to

Argyll and although there were doubts over his religious standing and

although his sister had married Huntly, he was appointed to resist

the 'panish invader in his area of the country and to pursue rebels
58

and Jesuits. it!-oil was the only mature an among these three

5A.Oal.5 .: .Scot, .x. 36. lft. 55.1bid..68t 56.IjiU».,"»4l
57. rot-- ' eern c.i. 345-6; SS.R.f.C.. iv. 300-1,306-8.
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important nobles. He was reputed on one ooca:ion to be amongst
59

those lords who wanted bogs changes in the estate but he too was a

60
protestant and he too had a quarrel with Huntly which seemed likely

to guarantee his adherence to the patriotic camp and which resulted in
61

3 £

62

^<1
his marching north with the royal forces against the rebel earls ' and

eventually sitting on the assize of those who had been captured.

George Keith, fifth Barl i.arischal, was of the protestant

persuasion and was yet another lord who had a private quarrel with

Huntly. Indeed in the march organised by the king in Kay 1587 to

indicate reconciliation between different nobleo who had been at feud,

63
garischal and Huntly walked hand in hand. The dispute between then

continued, however, and this, coupled with the fact that . arischal's

protestantism seems to have been of an enthusiastic nature, he was

sent by the General Assembly of the ..irk to King Jones on one occasion

to discuss the supression of popery,^guaranteed that they would be

on opposite sides in any conflict, especially where religion entered

into it. from the latter part of 1588 until the Brig of Dee affair

Marisohal is consistently listed as one of the leaders of the

protestant party^and on 13 March 1583/9 he is named as one of those
66

who had plotted to have slain Huntly. After the Brig of Dee

crisis hati passed he was appointed the king's lieutenant in the

of

68

67
north of the country 'and he was present at the assize of the rebel

earls.

*

The earl of Rothes has been seen in previous chapters to have

occupied a moderate role in Scottish politics at this time both in

terms of the degree and nature of his involvement in events. This

59.Calderwood,iv.677; 60.R.. ,C.. iv.131-2,149-50,210; 6l.Cal.
A.-T.Gcot.. x.611 62.Ibid..3d! 63.Calderwood,iv.614; 6d.Ibid..
650; 65.0^, V 624,620,703; 66.Gqi. Ipyder . pygyc, i. 336}
67.0al. .«-. ..cot.. x.75; 68.Ibid. .84.
* see above 151-4'
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trend continued in these years although for a while it seemed likely

that Rothes would ally himself with the catholic party. Angus, of

the Stirling faction, was married to Rothes' daughter and soon after

his return to power in November 1535 he resolved to be divorced from
69

her. Their marriage had been in danger already, when the lady was

x'eputed to be involved with the earl of hontrose, but this time Angus

was rumoured to be going to accuse her of an affiliation with a stable
70

boy. Obviously if this accusation were substantiated it would

cause considerable disgrace to Rothes, who tried to hinder Angus*
71

process of law.' Nevertheless the couple were divorced and Rothes
72

is to be found in the plots of the catholic party who were also look¬

ing that the Stirling faction should lose influence. He was, however,

a protectant and as time healed the wound of his daughter's disgrace

and removed Angus from this life, his religious persuasions seemed to

have reasserted themselves. He was appointed a commissioner both
73

against rebels and jesuits and to resist Spanish invasion and is once

more referred to as protectant and well affected to England.^

There are other lords who must needs be described as moderate

at this time as a result of insufficient involvement in affairs or

as a result of the confused notion that contemporary observers had

of their loyalties. Such a one is Lord Home who is described in two

surveys, made only two months apart in time, between the time of the

Armada and Brig of Dee, as "well-affected" and as papist and dis-
75

contented. Hume, however, did march with the king against the

northern rebels.' Other men, who were nominally involved in events

at this time but who are occasionally referred to as papists or ill-

affected, such as Lcris Ogilvie^^or Fleming are to be found with

69.JMk.viii. 637; 70.JMM; 71.lM.iUi 72.JMsk.ix. 327 5
Cal. Border , auers. i.256: 73-1.; .C. .iv. 300-2. 306-8: t -CQt.
ix.667,703; 75.ibid.. 66s,703; 76.IMk»x.28,36? 77.JMik.ix.
624; 7Q.JMik.667.
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the king in his march against the rebel earl^, as is Lord Sanquhar?^
and they caist be regarded as moderates, Fleming indeed to be found

81
also on the assize of the rebel lords later in the same month.

Others again, who were often more involved in local affairs than in

national ones, such as Robert .. ontgomery, Master of Hglinton and head
82

of that family since the murder of Hugh 4th Sari on 18 April 1586,

were trusted sufficiently by the government to be appointed against

rebels, papists and possible Spanish invaders in the summer of the
33

Armada. ■ illiam .errof Cessford also accompanied the king in his

journey north0''1and had been one of the leaders of the men mustered in
85

August 1588 to withstand possible Spanish invasion. .'alter Scott

of Buccleuch may be held to be typioal of this dass of powerful laird.

On 7 April 1589 he was reputed to be joining with Bothwell and others
36in a plot to kill the chancellor but he had been trusted sufficiently

to be appointed a3 a commissioner against the dangers which seemed
87imminent in the Armada summer. In short there were many men, both

those who oared little and those who cored a great deal about such

things as the struggle between the Stirling faction and their opponents,

who were all prepared to sink such differences, albeit temporarily, to

guarantee the country's safety from what seemed the very real menace

of Spanish invasion, backed up by catholic-led insurrection.
*

As was seen in Chapter Two the "moderate" party has often to be

allowed to contain men who were far from moderate by nature but whose

actions were forced into such a pattern by events. ouch a man, in

this period, is the master of Gray. To categorise the master of Cray

as being a member of any political faction is no simple matter but

neither can a man who played such a prominent part in events be ignored.

79.!MMju»x.61 j 80.Ibid.: 81.Ibid..84: 32.Loots !■eerafe.iii.
442-3} 83.R.I .C..iv.300-2.A06-8: 84.Cal.A. .3cot..x.28:
o5.iMik.,ix,600} 86.Cal. Lorder 1 aaers.i. 3T7; 87.U. .C. .iv. 300-2. 306-8.
* see above 160, 162.
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He began this period under consideration as an adherent of the Stirling

faction, aiding the lords of that party to overthrow rran with the

help of his secret plotting behind that earl's back. He soon fell out
88

with Secretary Maitland, however, and joined the lords of the Stirling

faction in their request to the king that all those who were not at the
89

raid on Stirling should be put away from court. He made considerable

preparations throughout the summer of 1536 to lead a band of men to the
90

Low Countries to aid England in her struggle there against the Spanish,

but never, in fact, went. In December he was chosen by king James as

one of Scotland's ambassadors to be seat to England to try and save

91
ueen Mary's life. In this purpose he and his fallow ambassadors

92
failed but were exonerated by the king. It was said of him at this

time that "The Master of Gray is in suspense what course to take him
93

to". The courses he was undecided between ware those of England and

France but it may be that his mind was made up for him for he revealed

what was the prime consideration for him early in March 1536/7: "The

Maister of Gray be his letteris doeth affirm that the Secretary© doeth
94

presentlye govern all". This continuing hatred of -altland who

3eemed to have more influence with the king than he had, caused Cray

to join with other enemies of 'Miltland, namely those of the catholic
95

faction.

At this point a series of accusations between Gray and Sir Hlliam

Stewart commenced, some of the crimes of which Gray was accused and

some possible interpetationo of this involved episode having been given
*

earlier. It is not proposed to investigate the truth or otherwise of

the most famous of these accusations, namely that Gray had proved false

to the trust of his king in that, having been sent to England to save

88. Jal.S.l. : cot. .vlii.2i6i 39.£jiA».,224; 90.3^5,400,410,610}
91.1MjLl»ix. 197? 92.iitPiC^,iv.144} 93.Jal. k. .Scot..ix.276:
94.1324} 95. ifcLU, 327-
* see above 172-3, 226.
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vueen kary's life, he had instead privately informed ueen Elizabeth

that she might execute her more or less with impunity. Cray was, at
96 27

any rate, found guilty of the crimes' and was given leave to go abroad.

The editor of the Ge ister of the " rivv Council comments on this that

"The amazement was that his life was spared. ' ven his estates were

spared, save that he lost the Abbacy of TXinferraline, which was conferred

on the ' arl of Kuntly".^

.'hereafter Cray became relegated to a position somewhat similar

to that occupied by Arran in that his name was used as a threat by one

side to the other in the struggle for power between Laitlanti and the
99

catholic faction. Be seems to have returned to Scotland around

the time of the Brig of See"'"""episode but took no part in it. It is

difficult to say what Gray's real political position was. He is des¬

cribed, in his early days in the political arena, as a supporter of
1Q1

queen i.ary ' and was frequently labelled as a papist throughout the
102

years. On the other hand he is equally often styled as a friend

to England1 k'^and my have been guilty of connivance in the death of

.ueen hary. It is probably fair to say that considerations of person¬

al political advancement were paramount to him and he was prepared to

change his course completely if he thought that he would thereby bene¬

fit his career or his purse.

The party of the protestant moderates was stiarulated into violent

action again by events in the month of February 1591/2 which saw not

only the murder of the earl of doray by Huntly but also the shooting

of John Campbell, laird of Calder, a principal guardian of the young

earl of Argyll. These two murders brought to a climax several

different quarrels which had been in existence for some years and

96.kovsie..■emolrs.63: 97. h .O..iv.173{ 98.1&£&a.,l68n;
. . :W-V.,ix.622; x.25; 100.iAgJ5Gt,iv.375; 1Q1.Cal.G.P.Scot..

vli.292; 102.Gal.border , aoaru.i.217: d&q, ..>Qp$ttix.186?
103.-nl. ... cot..viii.223,337-S>364.
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were inextricably intertwined. So&e attempt must be made to untangle

t! em, however, in order to explain the gravity of the situation which

this double murder precipitated.

It has already been seen that the young earl of oray was a son

to Lord Doune, a close associate of the late Lame, duke of Lennox, and

like him, one suspected of papistry. Doune's son had become earl of
10A.

Moray by marrying Elizabeth, eldest daughter of the late regent 1 oray,

and although his supposed inclination to Catholicism might have been

expected to bring him to friendship with luntly, this could be expect¬

ed to be more than counteracted by the Huntly-horay feud to which the

young earl had also succeeded. iueen Mary had deprived George Gordon

fourth Marl of Kuntly of the earldom of . oray in order to provide her

own half-brother James Stewart to that honour. lie had secured his

earldom by defeating Kuntly in battle at Corrichie where that earl

died.105

The young; earl of Moray, Doune1 s son, had shown an initial tend¬

ency to ally with his neighbour Kuntly in the months before Brig of
106

Dee, and it seemed that their traditional feud might not come to

anything. In the year after Brig of Dee, however, it became clear

that the two earls had another important source of contention, namely

the lands and possessions of the bishopric of I. oray, which both claimed.

A document of 16 April 1590 which gives the background to several

different quarrels among the northern earl3 states that George Douglas,

late bishop of Moray granted and assigned in fee simple to James, late

Marl of M oray, the fishings in the pey, which- descended to Moray's

wife. Kuntly had, notwithstanding, after the death of the said

bishop, both entered into and retained the said fishings and also the

104."loots Peerage.vi. 316: 105.Ibid..314: 106.0al. .: . >cot..ix.677:
movsie emoirs.74.
* see above 189.
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castle of Spynie, and all the goods of the bishop foresaid, which
107

Moray claimed. oray had already shown that he was aware of

two weapons which he could use against Iluntly in this dispute. On

6 ..arch 1589/20 he was appointed a commissioner against catholics in
108

the Slgin and Forres area, an appointment which was no doubt cal¬

culated to contrast with Huntly's known Catholicism. He had also be¬

come friendly with Atholl and Bothwell, his kinsmen, and there was talk

of their joining in a band against IMntly.1®^ The effect of all this
*

was that the document, mentioned above, of 16 April 1590, concluded
110

that the king appeared to favour Moray being a Stewart.

The feud continued throughout 1590 and erupted into violence at

the close of that year when Huntly surrounded Moray and his allies in
111

Foray's house of Daraaway. The immediate cause of, and excuse for,

this action lay in Huntly's feud with the Grants but Huntly, Moray,

Atholl, Grant find others were all commanded to ward after John Gordon

"brother of the laird of Oluny and a prineipall author of those troubles"
112

was 3hot and killed. The feud was continued at court and both earls

petitioned the ;ting11\ho seemed now to be favouring Huntly,11 ^who had,

of course, long been a personal favourite. A further cause of the

king's apparent favour to Kuntly may have been Moray's friendship with
115

Bothwell which continued unabated throughout this time. ..-utual

provocation and actual spilling of blood continued in the north between
1 1 6

the forces of the two earls and oray made several attempts to secure,

117
from among his fellow nobles, a band against Huntly. ..oray'a con¬

tinuing friendship with Bothwell seems to have discredited him in the

king's eyes and whan Bothwell attacked Holyroodhouse in Tecember 1591»
118

it was rumoured that Foray had been with him. "hether or not he

107. ul. . .'icot. .x.277: 108.Calderwood,v.42j 109. Jal. ;. F....cot..
x.259t264; 110.Ibid..277: 111.Ibid..423; 112.Ibid.:
in..i. . J..iv.569-70: 11d.Cal. . . .Jcot..x.d60t 115.R. F.G..iv.

804; 116.Fill. . . >cot. .x.541.572: 117.J]iMi.»558,536-7;
118.Spottiswoode,ii.419«
* see above 237-
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had been present there, he wsis finding "little favour at court" at this

tine, a fact attributed by one observer to the decease of his wife in
119 |20

child-bearing a few weeks previously. On 7 February 1591/2

Huntly passed over to Fife and murdered . oray who was then staying at

his castle at Bonibristle to which he had cone for a supposed reconcil¬

iation with Huntly.121 The details of the "bonnie earl's" flight from

his jmrsuers and his betrayal to them in the dark by his hair or head¬

gear catching light from the fire which they had started to drive him

out, are well known, and the 3imple upshot of the whole affair >?■ s

that the blood-feud between the two houses, the difference in relig¬

ious persuasion between the two earls and their dispute over the

bishopric of moray, had ended in murder.

In addition to Bothwell, there was another Stewart with whom

lioray was heavily involved, namely, John Stewart, 5th arl of tholl,

and his alliance with ...oray was based on considerably more than the

Stewart kinship which they both enjoyed. The document of 16 April
*

1590, already referred to?lists the origin of no fewer than three
122

disputes in which Atholl was involved, including one with Huntly.

This particular dispute had apparently arisen after one George

Bruiaaond of 31air, who had been employed by '.tholl in all his chief

affairs, had been dismissed because the earl had found him "so

entred into practises". Huntly then entertained rummond "with

Atholl's great displeasure". Also, after Brig of Bee, Atholl obtain¬

ed Gruniaond'a escheat and cast down Drumtaond's house, as JJuntly
123

thought, in despite of him. There were many references to this

dispute for several years before this analysis of it both in the pages

of the pf th? - yiyy jpWWU and elsewhere.124 This dispute

119.Vat. ^tPitSgg.t, tX.601} 120.£2ik_,594; 121 .msk,633-4;
122.iMjit., 276-7; 123.IJM&; 124.&ii*£«iv. 131-2,149-50,210;
Gal.o.. . -cot..x.202.
* see above 237•
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125
between Atholl and Huntly was in fact terminated in Gctber 15)0 out

the reconciliation was short-lived and wn.3 ended by the Garnaway

incident and a similar, though less violent, confrontation at Atholl's
126

house of Balveny, just before it. Atholl*a dispute with ITuntly now

127
followed a similar course to Foray's and the two combined to resist

the lieutenancy of the north which Huntly was rumoured to have receive!
Pressure was put on Atholl by the king to lessen his contact with

129
Bothwell and this may have been sufficient for him to escape the

suspicion, which Moray incurred, of being involved with Bothwell in the

Kolyroodhouse raid. The other two feuds which Atholl wa. involved in
130

were with the earls of rrrol and Montrose with the result that he

was in dispute with three of the leading members of the catholic party.

Shortly after the Sarnaway incident, on 23 February 1590/1 to be

exact, it was reported thet "Athol and array are especially 'partied'
1 31

by the lairds of Grant, Caddell, Mackintosh, and others". Like the

more powerful earls, these lairds had their own reasons for being host-
*

ile to Huntly. It has already been stated that it was in pursuance of

a dispute with Grant that Iluntly precipitated the crisis of Darnaway.

At the time of Brig of dee, Grant had been one of those northern lords
132

who pledged to the king to pursue Huntly and his allies and on more

than one occasion he was appointed as a commissioner against catholics
133

and Jesuits. The real trouble, however, seems to have begun in

1590. John Gordon, brother to Sir Thomas Gordon of Cluny, had married

the widovf of Grant ofBallindalloch. The tutor of Ballindalloch killed

one of Gordon's servants in a private quarrel and Huntly used his

official position as holder of a royal commission to pursue what the
134

Grants regarded as a private quarrel. iluntly had, consequently,

125.CaI..'.1 .Scot. .x.410: 126.Ibid. .425.423: 127.IM1*.,462,553?
128.j&M« 460,558} 129.1^,569,571-2? 130.lfciJk. 2765 131. Ibid..
462; 132.A. 1 .A. .iv. 376-7: 133»l]ii£U.» 300-1,463-4? 134*Spottiswoode,
ii.410? it.r.C. .iv.548.
* see above 238.
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been attempting to apprehend the tutor of Ballindalloch and had follow¬

ed him to Dam&way where the skirmish broke out, as a result of which
135

the said John Gordon was killed. In the verbal disputes at court

which followed on the Darnaway incident, the laird of Grant alleged

that he was not even in the castle at the time of the killing but it
1 "XO

was decided merely to commend Huntly for his actions. The feud
137

continued throughout 1591 but on 4 December of that year It is said

that "Huntly, continuing still at court, has agreed with the Laird of

Grant and Mackintosh, leaving out the Harl of Hurray, otherwise than
130

was promised". Huntly lad no sooner secured this agreement than

he put his plan into action and killed ,.oray.

The Mackintoshes had had disputes with the powerful earls of

Huntly on occasions before Brig of Lee and mackintosh had come in with
139

Grant on that occasion and signed the bond against Iiunly. The

relationship between the two men seems to have improved thereafter,

however, for on 13 November 1pQ9 Mackintosh granted to Iluntly a bond
1 /A

of manrent, in continuation of one made in 1568. By the time of

the Larnaway incident, nonetheless, mackintosh was once more aligned
1A1

on the side of Moray and Grant. It seems likely that mackintosh

shared Grant's opinion that Huntly was abusing his commission against

law-breakers in using it to forward the personal quarrels of other

Gordons, especially as iiuntly also had commission to call to justice
142

the Clan Chattan, of which Mackintosh was the hereditary captain.

Mackintosh and Grant continued to support ..oray1^and by April 1591

Huntly had succeeded in having them both denounced as rebels.On

6 July 1591 it is reported that "Gome of the clans lately following

Mackintosh are revolted to iluntly and entered into blood against some

135* J,air • ■ fftf,L,*x.426) 136.H.;,0..lv.5701 137.ikiik.Q32,646-7,663-4?
C;4,'V,.S,oajb.>x.541; 1 38.Cal.iG.P.Ccot..x.593: 139. . .C..iv. 175-7;
140.3.H.0.,Gordon Castle Muniments,G.I..44/13/9.7? 141.Gal.G. i'.icot..
x.428; 142.Ikik.442j 143.Ibid..497: 144.R.:.S., lxil.34r.
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145
under the laird of Grant". There are other reasons to suspect

that Mackintosh and Grant were suffering for their support of oray.

On 23 September 1591 it is reported that "Lately the Laird of Lochabor

and the clans of Cameron appertaining to Euntly have killed forty-one
1 A&

of Mackintosh's men, and twenty-four tenants of Grant's". " It may

also have been that Mackintosh was fearful that under iluntly'3 protect¬

ion some of the smaller clans ouch at; the Lacphersons would be¬

come powerful enough to dispense with any dependence on laokintosh as
*

captain of the Clan Chattaa. At any rate, as was seen earlier, Grant
147

and Mackintosh banded with Huntly, leaving Moray to his fate.

Others in the north-east who were hostile to Euntly at this time

included Lord Forbes, whose family had a long-standing feud with the

Gordons, and Lord Lovat, who joined with Atholl, oray, Grant of

Freuchie, Campbell of Calder, Stewart of Grantully, Grant of Eothte¬

nurehus , Sutherland of Duffus and Grant of Sellintone in entering, on

1 November 1590, into an alliance, offensive and defensive, evidently

directed against Hunly. One of these men, at least, Sutherland of

Duffus, seems to have changed his allegiances in the following year,

for on 27 November 1591 he granted his assistance to Euntly in his

quarrels "and speciallie in thir querrell and deidlie feud had and borne

be his Lord aganis the erle of Murray certane his confideratts and

uthera within Murray".This band is a most interesting one and is

unusual in that the names of those who signed it are not embodied in

the text of the band but merely given as signatures at the bottom.

It may not be reading too much into this fact, to suggest that Huntly

drew up this bond with a view to canvassing and securing as much supp¬

ort for his cause against Loray as he could manage. Other lairds who

145.Cal..i.Lcot««x.541; 146.1)^,572? 147._iiil*,593;
148. .'onald Gregory Mptypy yf the -catfig.q hjghlapdc pfl- Islands of
of Scotland'.£48ns 149«S.R.0«, Gordon Cactie , uniments, G.D.13/7. 35.
* see above 241.
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signed the bond included two Bunbars, Hay of T.ochloy and Brodie of

that Ilk and it may well be that this was one step in Jointly's

campaign to guarantee himself security in the north, in which campaign

his agreement with hackinto3h and Grant, ou.itting foray, was another

ouch step, so that he could .roceed to deal with . oray, by now con¬

siderably isolated and temporarily resident, far from his former

allies, in Fife.

The murder of the laird of Caldcr or Caddell at the same time

as that of the earl of foray points to the fact that further disputes

as yet unmentioned affected the Kuntly-oray situation. If Huntly

was the most powerful noble in the north of the country, Argyll held

that position in the west. Colin, sixth onrl of Argyll, had died in
150

1584 leaving a son Archibald who was only nine years old. Initially

the power of guardianship of the young earl was possessed by John

Campbell of Calder, the man murdered at the same time as . oray, who
151

had married fary Ceith, a sister of the widowed countess of .rgyll,

Neil Campbell, Bishop of '.rgyll, and Sir James Campbell of Ardkinglas,

comptroller. fhis meant that Campbell of Lochnell who was the next

heir after the young Argyll and his younger brother Colin, was thus

excluded from power and his discontent at this state of affairs was

fomented by Campbell of Glenorchy. Calder and Ardkinglas continued

in power and were associated for a while with the earl of far, George

rskine, his brother, and the master of Glamis. Thereafter there

came a rupture between Calder rand Ardkinglas and the death of the
152

latter in 1591 left Calder practically in 3olo control of the oarldom.

Campbell of Calder, it is clear then, could expect to have rivals

and enemies among his own kin in 1591 but he was also connected with

150. cotc oera. o.i.346-7i 151.Ibid..vi.50: 152. 'onald Gregory,
.PB,t cAt.» > 244-7«
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the earl of I oray and his dispute with Huntly. Around the time of

Oris of Ceo, Calder had acted as one of the Sari Marischal'e sureties
153

in his quarrel with Huntly, had been ono of those who signed the
154

bond in favour of religion and the king and against Huntly and had
155

been appointed as a commissioner against catholics in the -Tairn area;

156
He was involved in the famaway incident on the side of ..oray but

later alleged that he was not in the castle at the time of the 3hoot-
157

ing of John Gordon* Consequently Colder had enemies among his

fellow Campbells and among Huntly's party.

There were further lin es between the young earls ofArgyll and

.-.oray in terms of marriages. Dame Annas Keith was the mother, by

different marriages, both of the earl of Argyll and of Elizabeth

Stewart, who had been the heire-s of the oray earldom and was now

158
wife to foray. This energetic lady, Dame Annas, had carried on,

in her capacity as widow of egent foray, a fight against Huntly for

her rights in oonnection with the 3pay fishing attached to the

bishopric of foray. Che had died in 153S1^but her feud with

Huntly remained unresolved and she linked two houses which both now
*

had disputes with, that earl. As was said earlier Campbell of Calder

had married suae Annas' sister, Alary, -while a yet further link had

been forged earliezJJ in the marriage of llargaret Campbell, sister to

Colin, sixth earl of Argyll, with James Stewart of Doune, she thus

becoming the mother of the future earl of Moray.^
Yot one further quarrel must be mentioned briefly as it helped

to cement the alliance of -Argyll, Atholl and . oray against the

catholic Huutiy. In August 1591. as was mentioned earlier, -a'gyll

and Cord Ogilvie, regarded as a catholic, quarrelled over Coupar

153. ♦ .C..iv.364: 154.MMjl» 375-7. 155.Cald«rwood,v.42j
15^.. , ,y.». .v.y.A., ,x.4^C» 157. c...iv.57-.M 15C.t --.e^r^y#,1.345.
vi.316; 159. J,.. . J.. iv.SC-87t I60.mcott. ■eorafto.vl.50:
161.UiMm1.340.
* see above 243; * see above 202-3.
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Abbey and around 20 men were killed. this included some of Atholl's
162

men and he joined with Argyll in raising men bo avenge this. This

feud v/orsened one month later when "By means of the . rl of Crawford

and Lord Ggilvie the King has caused two of the clan of Gregor to be

taken and executed in 3t. Johnston's for slau^iter of some of Ogilvie's

men. These Cregors belonged to the Karl of Argyll" who was angry at
163

this. This dispute between Argyll and Ogilvie was agreed shortly

before the murders of Moray and Colder1 ^but it had served to give

Atholl and Argyll experience of co-operating against a mutual, catholic

enemy. The agreement of this dispute may even have been encouraged

by Huntly as another step in his isolation of Moray before his attempt

on his life.

The earl of Huntly, then, had obvious reasons for wishing- Moray

dead and had similar reasons against Colder, as one of .foray's henchmen.

The author of the Historie of Kim: James the Cext draws the two murders

together by stating that the mem who chiefly guided foray's mind was

Campbell of Calder who had spent a long time at court where he had

learned all manner of subtleties. He was "very familiar with

Chanciller Kaitland, fra whams he ressavit instructions to engender

disfreyndship betuix Auntlie and ..urray". lie goes on in fact, to

accuse Kaitland of devising i«oray's death with Huntly, and continues

"The Knycht of Caddeil was also treasonablie killit in the north be

ane killepatrik Gig, at the instegation of John® Campbell of Ardkin-

glaa} wha tharefier was apprehendit be the Trie of Argyle for this
165

fact, and provin giltie thareof". Admittedly the author is here

running ahead of events but the comment made by some historians that

there is no evidence that contemporaries linked the two murders in

162.Cal. 3. A. 3cot. . x. *366-71 16^.Ibid. .372-3: 164.30^,6331
l6^.HjstQyie af 'dOL alflfflSS ^,246-9.
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February 1591/2 is untrue. On 10 February 1591/2 Bowes writes that
1 : '

lie has heard rumours that Calder was slain by Huntly's means while

a week later the same observer states, more definitely "the Laird of

Calder was slain in the night by Huntly's means and 'draught' eight

days before the murder of Hurray, and that Argyle and his friends are

167
deeply grieved herewith".

1 ublic opinion apparently concluded that both the king and
168

chancellor were Involved in Moray's death. It would be held by

some, indeed, that unitland was closely linked with both Moray's death

and Galder's, in addition to a plot for the attempted murder of the
169

young" earl of Argyll and his younger brother. Argyll is reputed

to have narrowly escaped death by poisoning in 1592, said to have been
170

administered by Campbell of Loohnell. Argyll investigated the
171

slaughter of Calder and had Ardkinglas tried for the same. Initially

that laird confessed nothing but in May 1594 he told of two parallel

conspiracies. Apparently Ardkinglaa, elder, who had fallen out with

Calder before his death, had intended to murder Calder, and Ardkinglas,

younger, was prevailed upon to carry this plot into execution, for

which purpose he banded with other Argyll lords including Campbell of

Glenorchy and Campbell of Lochnell. This agreement was, according to

Ardkinglas' testimony, replaced by another band in which all the parties

agreed to murder Archibald,earl of Argyll and his brother Colin Campbell

of Lundie, James, earl of Moray and John Campbell of Calder. L'his

band was signed by Huntly, John Lord Maxwell, John » aitland, chancellor,

Lochnell, Glenorchy, Stewart of Appin and ■ acdougall of unollio.

After these murders had been committed Lochnell would become the new

earl and would reward Glenorchy, i'acdougall, towart of Appin and

Chancellor ..aitland with grants of land. Laitland was reputedly to

l66.Cal.G.-'.Ccot. .X.63A: 6425 168.1^^638,639-40;
169. Grerorv.op.Cit..244-50; 170.Scots -eerage.i. 346; 171. -1,, t . cgtt.»
x.684,7055 xi.99.
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be given the barony of iiakerton in -ast Lothian which had been

grunted to the first earl of Argyll in 1483 and was no doubt coveted
172

by t.ai tland as proprietor of Lethington.

It is impossible to declare conclusively how valid this testimony

is. Torture had been used at some stages of the investigation in

Argyll and Ardkinglas had been warded in Carnasserie Castle for some

173
time before he made this statement. ' The fact that he later with¬

drew his confession1^and that Glenorchy denied his supposed involve-
175

cient in the matter 'is equally not to be regarded as proof of the

lack of veracity of the initial admission. The feuds and plots in

the north and west at this time were complex and inter-related at

many different levels. The situation was one in which a sudden

decisive move such as the four murders mentioned may have seemed the

ideal way to solve several problems at once. 3y the same token,

however, it wh3 the type of situation in which any such widespread

plot, dreamed up after the event by an interested party, could be

deemed likely to have, and could be designed so to have, considerable

portions of truth in it and an overall air of plausibility. Absolute

condemnation for such as Huntly should also be avoided for his murder

had been considered by other nobles previously and his plot differs

from any others only in the oare with which, the groundwork was laid,

the fact that it succeeded and, arguably, the brutality of its

execution. Horror at the deed does seem to have been felt but such

murders between rival families were, if not commonplace, not exactly

unheard of either. The whole episode, however, is a fascinating

example of the inter-relation of central and local politics and of

the relation between local politics in different areas.

172.lUi^,xi.338,370,376J C-ro,■orv.op.oit.. ?44-50; 173.hirhl.nnd
Papers.Vol.1.ed.J.R.N.maophail Scottish History dociety,Gecond Series,
Vol.5,143; 174.1^4,i, 150; I75.lbid.
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The incident also shows how two members of the protestant»

patriotic party, Argyll and Atholl, along with a recruit to its numbers

in the earl of Moray, had remained constant in their hostility to the

catholic party in the person of liuntly, albeit their hostility was

based on purely personal rather than religious consideration, A

more valid extension and continuation of this protestant patriotic

party can be seen, however, in the actions of men like Lord John Hamil¬

ton and the duke of Lennox who helped to govern the country during the

king's absence in Denmark. After hie march north with the king to

Brig of Deo, Lord John is generally referred to as well-affected to
-4 «■»£

protestantism and ..ngland, even if his continued support for Lord
177

Maxwell in his claim to the earldom of Morton prevented him from be¬

ing on as good terms with the Douglases as he had once been. He was

appointed to have special charge over the southern half of Scotland

during the king's absence oversell^and seems to have exercised his
179

influence to maintain peace. His relations with his brother Claud

no doubt improved when that unfortunate's influence on affairs was

130
crippled by illness.

During King James* absence in Denmark Lennox was to remain as

181
head of the privy council, a position of very considerable importance

132
for a boy of fifteen. There was still occasional suspicion as to

183his religious persuasion but he appears to have acted sensibly in

his office and for the benefit of the country. That the catholic

faction still had hopes as regards Lennox is evidenced by their re¬

action to his love for a daughter of the earl of Cowrie, who had been

executed at Stirling in 1584* It was said on 24 October 1390 that

the king "labours by all means to draw the Duke from that marriage"

176.DP1, '.LVcfiy, ,x.61,131; 177.jM«215j 178.Ibid.. 179-80:
179. Ibid. .197.207-3; 180. Ibid.. 1221 131. I. .C..iv.42V6;
182. cote . eera a.v.336: 131.Dal.P. cot, .lx.701.226.
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as did Huntly, Colonel Btowart and others who feared that by that

marriage the duke would be drawn to the tirllng faction. Lennox

appears to have been less willing than most of the other tewarts to

unite against I'untly, in that earl's quarrel with : oray, and he was

185
"employed by the --ing to pacify these feud;''. he eventually

186
married his Ruthven bride, contrary to the icing's wishes, but seems

to have recovered his sovereign's favour sufficiently to be the

principal beneficiary of Bothwell*s forfeiture in June and July

Lennox aided the king against Bothwell''""but he was still thought
189

secretly to favour his kinsman and was suspected of having fore¬

knowledge of Bothwell's attempt on holyroodhouse in December 1

Others who had aided the king at Brig of Bee included the earls

of Angus, orton and D.-cr, the remnant and new recruits of the old

Stirling faction. . ar was not playing such a roninont role in

events at this tine as he had done but he was named as one of those

191
to attend council during the king's absence. Be seems to have; kept

aloof both from the koray-Huntly feud and probably also from Bothwell's

escapades, joining- with Angus and -orton on one occasion when all three

of theia were accused of aiding Bothwell in his attempt on .olyroodhouse,

to deny uhis charge and state that they merely opposed the chancellor,
192

like all the nobility. Angus and i. orton were also ordered to
191

attend council while ding James was in Denmark. Angus had several

personal quarrels with other noble-; during this period but the one

which caused him most attention was that with his son, the master of

Angus, also called illiau. He was a known catholic and wa3 constantly
194

in trouble with the authorities on that account and seemed to be in

considerable danger of being excluded from the succession to the earldom

184.Ibid, .x. 410: 185.IMik,462; 186.1^^,502; 187.1^^,535;
.v. 1888; 138.dal." . , cot, .x.550-1; 189.Ibid, .589;

190.:.ovale.^emolrs.871 191 423-6; 192. qltdgrfter •
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iv.521.
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195
whenever that should become necessary. That became necessary, in

Tact, on 1 July 1591 when the ninth earl died. The master was permitt-
196

ed to succeed as tenth earl but his succession terminated the long

association of the Angus earldom with the protectant parties.

torton, or at least his daughter, was the means by which the king
197

hoped to win rrol away from the other lords of the catholic party,

but when the marriage of the two went ahead before rrcl had satisfied

the kirk as to his religion, it was : orton who rufferad the king's
193

wrath at the couple's precipitation. orton acted in concert with
199

his new son-in-law on several occasions after the marriage find each

seems to have drawn the other slightly away from their former political

standpoints. erhaps as a consequence of this ...orton seems tc have

had mors to do with Bothwell'"'"than either Har or Angus had and his

son Archibald ^ouglaa was with Bothwell at his attempt on liolyroodhoule.
The master of Glamis did not go to -Denmark with the king but was deput-

202
ed to remain with the council in his oapacity as treasurer. His

203relations with the chancellor continued to be variable. rrol's

marriage to a daughter of ...orton's meant that CIamis had a new brother-

in-law, for he also was married to a daughter of ..orton,£:"'fand those
205

three nobles are to be found acting in concert on occasions. Clania

continued throughout this time to be heavily involved both in govern¬

ment, in his capacity as treasurer, and in court intrigue in which he

was generally and increasingly to be found in opposition to the

chancellor.hen Bothwell escaped from dinburgh Castle in June
207

1591 it was rumoured that he was soon joined by Glamis, 'united no

doubt in common hostility to the chancellor. The chancellor was prov¬

ing too strong for Clamie, however, who was soon to be apprehended on

195« gvU-»>.v.p.t.i ,*.417; 19^'., , ftSJftv.ffi*i» 19-197-.3,1,1, ♦. ♦ ftp/fr**
x.281,285} 198.Ibid..Wi . . .. iv.506-7} 199* '9,* r . c^,,:c
352,358*443; 200.l.ovs le .iieaoira.86: AyrdPff i g;rera»i.381}
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203.iM« 145,285,2945 20A.Coots Peerage.vi. 374: 205.ChI. . . -cot..x.
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charges of plotting against ~aitland.200 By 11 .ugust 1591 Glaiuis

was talking of going to England as he could not be reconciled to

Maitland.'^ Cn the 26 of this same month, however, he was warded^
and shortly thereafter was deprived of his post at the treasury,

211
which was restored to the earl of i-ontrose. Observers were not slow

to conclude that this indicated Glands' full and he was said to blame

212
the chancellor. There seemed little chance of a reconciliation

and .".'aitl&nd, indeed, tried to ensure that a further attempt to re-

213 *
concile Clamis and Crawford would also fail. As has been seen it

was rumoured that Glaais had been murdered*^'1at the same time as oray

and the master's feud with Crawford certainly kept him in the anti-

catholic or protostant party.

After lirig of Dee, George, fifth arl D rischal was soon pre¬

occupied with his post as crown ambassador to Denmark in connection
215

with the possible royal marriage. T' rt of the reason, at least,

for his selection for this role seems to have been his very consider¬

able personal wealth which would enable him to bear the coat which a

216
proper execution of this commission would entail. Before the earl

left the country he was displeased with chancellor Haitiand on account

of the faot that other, lesser ambassadors such as Colonel .dewart

and Dr. deter Young appeared to have been given greater powers and

more room for negotiation than Marischal, which was thought to be
217

dishonourable to the earl. The quarrel between the two worsened

when Duitland went to Denmark with the king for there the earl and

the chancellor qu: rrelled over precedence of place. This was decided
218

in favour of the chancellor'" who was also apparently the means of re¬

fusing a grant of money to Darisehal, Lord ingv/all and Sir . illiaxa

203.Cal. ■.r.Goot..x.55Qi 209.Ibid..560: 210.Ibid..566:
211.Ibid..506: 212.1^1^590; 213.1iid*w592,608 ; 214.Ibid..
630; 215.iiJ^^.,iv.38.-91; 2l6.ii^,391n; 2i7.cglt
x.95-96,121; 210. Ibi/:.. 221-2.
* see above 215.
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Keith, Larischal's kinsmen, to defray their expenses incurred in
219

their Denmark trip.

Aarischal's quarrel with Maitland continued after both parties
220

had returned to Acotland and he appears to have been willing to

ally with men of different political persuasions such as the catholic
221 222

party or Bothwell to prosecute his feud. He was warded in August
223 224

1521 on account of his supposed plotting with Bothwell and Hume,
225

who was a half-brother to Uarischal's wife, against the chancellor,

despite this quarrel, his place continues to be among the other

protectant moderates for his quarrel was a purely personal one and

not based on any conflict of ideals, while he returned to his more

accustomed moderate role in politics in later years,

-he protectant-moderate party can thus be seen to have continued

in existence after the twin threats of the Armada and Brig of Bee

which had brought it into being. It continued its process of the

assiiiiilation of the old Stirling faction and must be admitted to have

been a looser, albeit larger, entity than its predecessor. It had

come into being as an answer to the threat from the catholic pro-

Spanish faction and in this, the second phase of its existence, its

patriotic character was further attested by the fact that it supplied

the men who governed the country in the king's absence and the core

of those men bent on revenge for -oray's murder. The earl so bent

most vehemently was the earl of Atholl and in the various lists of
226

names given in this matter his name is the most constant. His

intention to exact revenge was so obvious that in April 1592 he was

227
ordered into ward by the king. He began to co-operate with Both-

228
well, no doubt in the hope that if his kinsman gained control of

219.lMq«; 220. IM^., 256,443; 221.IMsk.285,532; 222.:.;0ysie,
- empire.86i Oal.0.1.Boot. «x.550: 223.0q3.tB.BtOqp-&t ,x.550,556;
224.Iblu..550: 225. cote Peerage, iv. 462-3; 226.Bql,;. . cpfr,,x.
636,644,664,666; 227. ibid.. 669-70: 228.iMd*,707.
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the king and court he could then bo persuaded to direot the resources

of the same against the catholic earls, Atholl was consequently in-
229

volved in the Falkland raid in June 1592, thought not directly. On

a local level, however, he was more direct and it was reported on 2

November 1592 that "The wars betwixt Atholl and Huntly still go forwards.

It is bruited that Atholl has killed 33 of Huntly's men at Scabroth,
230

within four miles of Strabboggie, Huntly's house". Angus was

appointed king's commissioner to try and pacify affairs in the nortiP^
232

ana assurances were granted by the warring earls early in December.

The discovery of the Spanish Blanks in early 1592/3 led to Atholl's

being appointed king's commissioner to apprehend the northern catholic
233

earls and the murderers of foray. There were rumours in April

1593 that Atholl was being tempted into a reconciliation with Huntly

by "offer of the marriage of Huntly's eldest son to his daughter"

with attractive terms of land but had refused.2^

Atholl and his wife were deeply involved in the plot which

succeeded in July 1593 in bringing Bothwell into Holyroodhouse to
235

the presence of the king. The restored Bothwell and the rest of

the Stewarts sought that the king would grant Atholl a commission
236

against Huntly but apparently without success. 3y October 1593

it seemed to Atholl that he would never gain royal help in his camp¬

aign against Huntly and he constructed his own party consisting of

the young earls of oray and Gowrie, the masters of Montrose and Gray,
237

and words Innermeath and Forbes. They sent to Bothwell to ask for

nglish favour for their cause^8but they were soon in trouble with

the king. Atholl, as tutor to ioray, decided to keep his court at

Doune along with the laird of St. Colrne, uncle of foray, who claimed

229.Iili&u,707-8,722; 230.Ibid, ,817; 231 .,ntiTQlt,v. 19-20;
232.Gal.G.:-'.Boot, .x.822: 233.B. .C..V.A9-51: 234.Cfll."», .Sgflt. .*1.
82; 235.Ibid..130; 236.Ibid.146; 237.J.<
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239
the castle and lands of Boupe during the eurl's minority. t.

Colme had already been put to the horn for intercornmuning with Both-

well, 2^however, with the resultant loss of the keeping of Doune"1^
and the king asked Atholl to refrain from holding his court there as

planned.2*^2 Peelings ran high over this incident for apparently

the king moved to go to Menteith himself and tholl retired before

his coming2^while it was freely rumoured that the king had intended

to kill Atholl.2^ In his letter to Bothwell Atholl had written that

it wis high time that resistance was offered to those of the Spanish

faction as their numbers were increasing2*^and he continued to be a

central figure in th t resistance. Atholl, and most of those who had

been with him at the time of the Doune incident, joined with Bothwell

and Ochiltree around the time of the Road of Deith in writing to

certain ministers then assembled at Dunbar. They excused their recent
p « £

rebellious acts and blamed them on the state of the country.'

Atholl was under considerable royal pressure on account of his

intercoamuning with Bothwell'"^which he admitted but he stood "on his

former ground that he agreed to 'partye' Bothwell against Huntly,"

and for no other reason.That was stated late in April 1594 and

the king made considerable efforts in the next few months to win
249

Atholl away from Bothwell. Things were happening on the Huntly

front which suited Atholl at this time for Argyll was gathering forces
250

to move against the catholic earl. ' It might have been expected

that Atholl would have aided rgyll against Huntly at Olenlivet but

he does not appear to have done so, one report saying that this was

as a result of the advice of ontrose, Bothwell and the master of

2 39.J&1.B., .Jcot..xi.191t 240.IL .0. .v.73.76-77: 241.Cnl. . '. cot..

xi*9l? 242.11^,191; 243.Ibid.: 244- ovsie.memoirs.1Q5t
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Cray.2?1
There may have been more to Atholl's absence from Glenlivet

than merely a contentment that another would fight his battle for him

for he does indeed seem to have turned his coat at this time. On 2

November it is said that "Atholl's part is not good, for now it is
252

known that his lady has received money from Huntly" while, less

than a week later, "Atholl is suspected to be bonded with sundry of
253

Argyll's followers against Argyll". Later in the month it is
254

stated more definitely that Huntly and Atholl are agreed. Campbell

of Glenlyon attacked Atholl after this reconciliation while the young

earl of Moray, on hearing of it fled from Atholl's company to t.
255

Coliae's. Atholl's wife was greatly suspected to be the cause of
256

his change of standpoint but the advice of Bothwell and the receipt
257

of 5,000 crowns from Spain were also, no doubt, of importance.

Those banded with Atholl in hie attempts to pursue Huntly have
*

been seen to include the young; earl of Moray, but as he was said to

be only twelve in 1594/5 when he sought permission to go to England
pCQ

for his education, the aid he could give personally must have been

somewhat limited. Similarly the earl of Gowrie, second son of the

earl who had be< n executed in 1584* was only around sixteen at the
259time of the Doune incident. Like Moray he too sought refuge

abroad from the troublesome 3tate of Scotland which he left in the

260
summer of 1594* His association with Atholl is not surprising

261
for the latter was married to Mary Ruthven, Cowrie's eldest sister,

through which marriage he had taken the burden of the Ruthven

■uarrel against such as were especially associated with the execution

251.JiiiU.453i 252.iMAw471-2; 253.r&iik,474; 254.Jii.iU, 486 5
255.IM&L? 256.11^,439 } 257.IMiU,510; 253.Ibid. .530:
259.Coots i eer.u.e. iv.267 : 260.R.P.S. ,lxvi.179rj 261. com, , oer., e.
iv.265.
* see above 253.
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of the first earl, such as ..ontrose.

The other Stev/art who was moat vehement against Huntly was Andrew,
4

Lord Ochiltree, who, as has been seen, was travailing to reconcile
262

Kuntly and Aoray at the tine of the latter's death, Ochiltree

quickly took revenge for this murder into his own hands and executed

one Captain Cordon and his servant.1" He agreed with Bothwell for

the latter's killing of Sir illiaa Stewart, his uncle,2^and co-

265
operated with Atholl in attempts to advance the punishment of huntly.

He is reputed to have been instrumental in bringing in Arran, another

of his uncles, in December 1552 to King James who intimated that he

would not be received back in court,2^while he also aided Bothwell's
267

successful return to favour in July 1593» He continued to party

both Atholl and Bothwell and is described as the latter's chief

268
auxiliary at the Road of Leith, ' In September 1594t however, when

Bothwell began to associate once more with the catholic earls, Qchil-
P6Q 270

tree gave up dealings with him. " He gained the king's remission'"
271

and directed his energies towards attempting to apprehend Angus.
272

He succeeded in agreeing with Hume, his principal adversary at the

Road of Leith, ^^and was reported in February 1594/5 to be "at his
274

pleasure abroad". '

If Ochiltree was drawn into the Atholl faction through his

personal involvement with .oray, there were others who were so drawn

because of their own quarrels with Huntly in the north. It was
k

seen earlier that the lairds of Gr nt and ackintosh had agreed with

Huntly shortly before Bonibristle. Their agreement had not included

Moray who had thus been isolated from his northern allies at the time

262.Qui. . .dcot. .x.6~nt 263.1^.,641; 264.ijiiia., 645 j 265.J-biqt,
656,664; 266.Ibid..321; * 268.-U . ,..v.144 and note; 269. 1. . .

"cot..xi.446.494: 270,R. . .,lxvii.22v-23r; 271.J.Colville.Letters,
mg ./cot, .xi.'473: ;CqL.x1.9 30. 717:
4965 274*U2ii*.»537* *267.Calderwood,v.256; Moysie, Memoirs. 102-3.
f see above 239; * see above 241.
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of his murder. They may have so deserted oray but they were soon

to be found aiding those who sought revenge for that earl's death and

Sr.ottiswoode gives details of considerable disorder in the north, in

late 1592, caused by men of the Clan Chattan in their quest for veng-
275

eance on Iluntly. Mackintosh seems to have been more heavily in¬

volved in this than Grant and he gained the support of Atholl to

protect him from Iluntly. Both Grant and Mackintosh were appointed

as councillors on 7 March 1592/3 to advise Atholl in his role as

277
commissioner against jesuite and the Donibristle murderers.

Mackintosh and Angus illiamson are given in one account as being
278

among those who brought Bothwell into the king in the summer of 1593

and l iter in the sane sunnier they were once more engaged in full

hostilities with Iluntly'' '^which continued into 1594*After Glen-

livet, Mackintosh and Grant were among those northern lairds who
231

entered into a b nd to oppose IJuntly and both, no doubt, thought

their feuds with I untly were over when he left the country.

The Forbes family, traditional enemies of Huntly, also supported
282

the attempts of the crov/n to prosecute huntly after . oray's nurder.

Lord Forbes, indeed, wa3 reputed to have been involved in restoring
2r ^

Bothwell to the king's presence in July 1593 ao doubt with a view

to the better prosecution of Huntly. He was one of those, along, with

Bothwell, Ochiltree, Atholl and others, who wrote to the ministry at

-unbar in April 1594' " Wd he had earlier been mentioned as aiding
285

Atholl in hi3 cause over oray *8 murder. He was named with Argyll

as a lieutenant in the king's intended progress against the catholic
236earls"' but does not appear to have aided him at Glenlivet, being put

275«sPotti3woode,ii.424-5> 276. Jal.::. . . cot, .x.801-2: 277. i. - .C. .v.
50-5U 70. It ♦ t Q-At,xU 132-3; 279.143.147,151,152-3;
kdo.Ibid.. 277 5 2'.'1 .laid.. 4.72: 282. Ibid. .77; moysle, - »102;
23J.dal.::.. .:-cot..xi. 827: 205.J.Colville, MklSSil,258-9# 286.Cal.
S.P.Scot..xi.380.
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207
off, according to one source, when he saw Huntly's forces, ' He

continued thereafter, however, to aid the government forces in their

campaign against Iluntly^°as did other lords of the Inverness-Aberdeen

urea such as Lord Lovat.*"^

Those men were all drawn to party the Atholl faction as a result

of the murder of .oray but the aurder of the laird of Calder brought

an important recruit into the anti-Huntly party namely the earl of

rgyll. Immediately after those two murders Argyll joined ithoi1,
290

Ochiltree and others to exact revenge from Huntly. Argyll pursued

rdlcinglas as the Campbell who was chiefly suspected over Colder's
*

murder as has been seen. Relations between Kuntly and Argyll also

continued to be hostile and in early August 1593 it was reported that
291

some of Argyll's men had slain over 60 of Iluntly's. Argyll was

another of those lords who, in his desire for revenge on Huntly, aided
292Bothwell's return to the king in this same summer. As /irgyll

rained more and more indication of Huntly's involvement in Gaidar's

death his resolve to move personally against the northern earl increas¬

ed.*"^^ On 26 December 1593 it is stated that Argyll intended to
294

prosecute auntly even if the king and Mar rould not. Mar, indeed,
295

succeeded in persuading xgyll to delay his move against lluntly
296

but investigations into Calder's murder continued and action was

taken against Macaulay of Ardincaple who had been found guilty of
297

involvement in it. Sporadic raids by Argyll's men against Huntly's
298,

men continued, ' 'but in July 1594 Argyll succeeded in being named as

299
a lieutenant in the intended royal progress against the papist earls;

As it became clear that the king was in no hurry to begin his

287. cottlsh oems of the sixteenth century.ed.J.G.Dalyell, 142;
288. '-^alf, ,xi. 472} 289. • <.. «v. 187: 290»Dftj,,l-l. ■> vffiftt.t >x«
664. GGGt 291. Ibid, .xi. 137: 292.IbM*.,705,149J 293.£gL£U., 170;
234.1^,250; 295.I^UU.,331; 29^1^.338 ; 297.1143**344;
298.1±l3d3Lu,364; 299.R. .C..V.157.
* see above 246-7.
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journey so orgyll increased the pace of his own preparations despite

the warnings of har and others who told him that he might engage

300
Kuntly in battle to his own detriment* The Icing succeeded in

again delaying Argyll's progress in order that their two forces might

proceed together but, late in September, Argyll marched. " He
*

mot Huntly at Glenlivet on 30 October with, as has been seen, an

uncertain result. One of the casualties on Argyll's side, however,
303 *

was Campbell of Lochnell. He has been aeon to have been the man

who would have become earl of Argyll if the present Argyll and his

brother had been murdered as was apparently planned. It was also

said that Lochnell was guilty of a fresh piece of treachery to his

chief at this battle of Glenlivet which misfired and caused his own

304
death. His brother John Ogg had been executed by Argyll for his

305
part in the conspiracy against the earl and Caller. hether the

accusation of this new treachery by Lochnell was accurate or not, it

does seem that Huntly was well informed as to Argyll's plans for he

attacked on the 3rd as Lord Forbes, the laird of brum and others were

306
supposedly due to join Argyll on the 4th.

In the aftermath of the battle Argyll hesitated to accept the
307

lieutenancy of the north whereupon Lennox was made lieutenant and

ho continued to be discontented with the comparative lack of support
"yg\d

whioh he had received at Glenlivet. hen Atholl became reconciled

with iiuntly, Cam; bell of G1onlyon was allowed to make a "heirschip" on

109
Atholl. Argyll continued to raise forces with a view to a further

310
battle with lluntly and also became involved in Mar's schemes to

enact a change in the personnel of the royal administration.^ He

3QO.-01,-. . .^tt,*i.41S-19; 301.Ibid.. 422,432} 102.Ibid..449:
303. -is tori e of .in., J amies the Gext. 341J 304.0alderwood,v. 349;
3G5.ij.La.; 3JC.Ial. .r. •cq,^,x1.459? 357.IbiAa.474t X».JWu
459-60,476; 309*J&JAm48^1 310.J.]^,496,506; 311.Ibid, ,487,494-
* see above 213; * see above 246.
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continued to support Mar in this scheme but was deprived of the chance

of revenue against Huntly when that earl left the country.

*

It has been seen, then, that a desire for revenge on Huntly for

the deaths of oray and Calder had brought a number of men into a loose

alliance. These men have been described as being of the protestant

moderate party because they wore opposed to the catholic faction and

in particular to Huntly, its leader. They were not moderates in that

they co-operated with 3othwell, however, and Maurice bee, biographer

of John iJaitland, is correct in stating of King Janes that "By insist¬

ing that Bothwell be punished before Iluntly, he actually delayed Both-
312

well's ruin by making Bothwelliano of all Euntly's enemies". These

casual Bothwellians, however, were only such in order to defeat Huntly

and so their inclusion among the moderates is valid.

The lords who were more truly poised between the two extreme

camps and could consequently claim that their moderation was of a

more realistic nature than in the cases dealt with above, are few in

number. It will have been noted from the description of events that

the duke of Lennox was growing in political importance as he gained in

years. It war. stated after the murder of oray that "all the Stewarts

(were bent for revenge) with the Duke as earnest as any"^1^and this

earnestness resulted shortly thereafter in Lennox being given the
314

non-entry and wardship of the lands of the earldom of -.oray. ' The

captain of dinburgh Castle died around this time and Lennox now

315
sought that post for which he competed with Lar. Haitiand added

his weight to liar's side in this dispute,^^however, and as Lennox

was also thought to have been involved indirectly in Bothwell's

312.. aurice iaoe, John .-aitland of Thirleotane.244; 313* >1, -*•' t

x.636; 314.R.. . .,lxiii.206r; 315.Cal. . . cot..x.671.673.674.684:
3l6.1Md«7 344.
* see above 236-59*
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317
attempt on Falkland, the young duke's fortunes were at a somewhat

low ebb, so much so that he reputedly "purposed to travel into and
31S

tarry in Germany for two years".

He did not go abroad, however, but assisted the government by
319

apprehending two of 3othwell'a associates 'and he redoubled his

efforts in his quarrel against Haitiand' " who had greatly superseded

Mar as the butt of Lennox's hatred. Negotiations were on hand, in-
321

deed, for Far to marry Lennox's younger sister while liaitland had
322

to leave court "be ressone of the illwill (of) the diuk of Lennox".

ith his enemy, ..aitland, temporarily absent, Lennox's fortunes rose.

He was reputedly offered the chancellorship, ^\eoume the keeper of
32'

Liddesdalo, was described as "the chief instrument for the execution
329

of the king's pleasure" 'and was suspected by the Haailtons to be

about to "be declared the second person in succession" at the next
326

parliament. Throughout November and December 1592 Lennox acted

very much as the chief nobleman in the country and "presently riles
327

the Qourt". The natural rivalry between the IIami1tons and Lennox

was worsened by the letter's influential position at court while

liennox was also involved in a dispute with Mr. John Graham, a lord
328

of session, on behalf of Sir James San.iilands, one of hi3 supporters.

329
The duke's quarrel with Faitland continued and it was rumoured that

he would bring in Sir James Stewart to counteract the chancellor's

influence, ^°but it was, in fact, another of his kinsmen, Bothwell,

whom he successfully helped to smuggle into the king's presence for
331

that purpose in July 1593. The king had never any difficulty in

deciding- his loyalties between Bothwell and : .aitland, however, and

317* ♦ iv.P33-4; 318. Lai. .- . >cot..x.742t 319«"F
95 J 320.yqt ;. > FQgt,,x.75>4,756} 321.ifciM.765j 322...oysie,
tiSBU2to,96$ 323.d,^t • 'Qpt.,x.777; 324.IMM. 792 { 325.IMM.793;
326.^1^^,794; 327.iMiii.»021; 328. Ipiqf.,xi.49; itlatorie of niru- Jaaes
the dext.269-7: 329.Jai.. Foot, .x.811; 330.iMM,81>20}Calderwood,
v.253? 331..al. .-.boot..xl. 130-1; Gald«rwood,v.256-7.
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as the latter regained his wonted supremacy so Lennox's influence de¬

clined and on 13 October 1593 he was again reputed to intend to depart
332

to Prance if he received no bettor countenance from the king.

333Lennox's relations with Lord John Hamilton continued to be cool

and he quarrelled also with Argyll over that earl's treatment of

Lacaulay of Ardincaple, reputedly involved in the Campbell plots which

Argyll was then investigating. After Argyll's stalemate against

liuntly at Glenlivet and his subsoquont refusal to accept the post as

king's lieutenant in the north, that position was offered to, and

335
accepted by, Lennox. In this, uennox bent his energies towards

securing the agreement of the rebel earls to leave the country in
1 if

which aim, of course, he succeeded." Returning to court he was

337
praised for his achievements 'in his northern raid and he further

330
partied Mar in that earl's disputes with the chancellor.

Mar, himself, was another noble y/ho became more involved in

public affairs towards the end of this period, although for hia, of

course, this was not due to his attaining manhood but rather was a re¬

kindling of the interest which he had shown in earlier yearn. As the

leading member of the old protectant Stirling faction he, too, was re-

339
putod to desire revenge on Kuntly after Moray's murder and he too

benefitted from the events of this time by being given the non-entry

of lands of the late Campbell of Calder. Mar was more deeply in¬

volved than nennox in the attempts of Atholl and others to revenge

iioray^and he was also concerned with Argyll in that earl's investigat-
342 *

ions into Gaidar's murder. As was seen, Mar was at odds with
343

Lennox over Edinburgh Cattle which he eventually succeeded in securing.

332.7^, xi. 202 ; 333.IiM»., 360,363; 334.1iiilm,330,344;
335«Ijiiki_,474? 336.Ibid..S33: .v.207-G: 337. ... .... .v.207-3t
336. 'al.-'. . ;cot..xi.545.550-1; 339.IM&i-,x.636,638; 340.3. •

Ixiii.174xv174v; 341.Cal.S.-.3cot..x.C63.666; 342.Ibid..705;
343.iiiJk.693.
* see above 260.
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Muitland'a support for ^ar over this issue led to his quarrel with

Lennox which lasted for some considerable time. Mar and nennox were

not long in disagreement, however, and negotiations between the two

houses culminated on 7 December 1592 in the marriage of liar to Maria
344

Stewart, Lennox's sister. Mar and Lennox now began, to operate in

considerable harmony and the earl was involved in the duke's struggle
345 346

against taitland and in his inbringing of Bothwell to keep the

chancellor out. In August 1593 Mar and Lennox both gave their

support to the queen in her quarrel with Haitiand^^but later the earl

fell foul of the queen when she wonted to look after her son, Prince

Henry, who had been committed in February 1593/4 to the care of liar,

in accordance with the traditions of that house as royal guardians.

Mar continued in good friendship with Argyll and was used by the

crown to try and delay -Argyll's intended march against the catholic
350

earls. The quarrel between Mar ana the chancellor over the royal
*

administration will be dealt with in the next chapter to which, by its

nature if not its timing, it more aptly belongs.

Mar's old associate of his Stirling faction days, the master of

Glands, continued his normal course of court intrigue, as of before,

and was generally to be found in opposition to the chancellor with

whom he had almost as many reconciliations as he had with his arch-
351

enemy, Crawford. he allied with Lennox to thwart the chancellor

and, during the letter's absence from court, was restored to his old
352

position as treasurer. His friendship with Lennox cooled in the

summer of 1593, "^however, and he loft court "malcontent" after Both-

well's restoration in July, "^in which ho played no part. Fie was,

344.Scots 1 eeraoe.v.621 j 345»BbL_U '>P£"tt ,xi.S8;Calderwood,v.253{
346.,-cl. .,coU.xi.13Q; 347..IMA,, 150; 348. Ibid. .545;
349..Ibid.. 280 ; 350.IMA., 331; 351.IMA, ,*.755-6; 352.&J&L, 824;
35 3 .1bid.. x i«94«70 4 35A.Moyale. eioirc. 103.
* see below 315—18.
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indeed, one of those, who, in Bothwell's remission, wore refused
333

permission to resort to the king. He allied himself with Lord
356

Hume, who, like himself, cared for neither tlaltland nor Bothwell, and
357

was restored to royal favour at the same time as that lord. IHzring

Hume's period of ascendency in court in November and December 1593 he
358

was constantly supported by CIamis, but when -aitland had recovered

from illness and began to rule affairs once more, Glands permitted

LIor,35
iM 360

359
himself to be reconciled yet again with the chancellor, although his

friendship with Hums was described as "unchangeable'

It hae been seen earlier that the protectant faction had lost the

resources of the earldom of Lngus, the holder of which was now a

catholic, but the other Douglas earldom, . orton, continued to be in

the possession of ir dillif.ua Douglas, formerly designated of Loch-

loven. As might be expected, Morton was one of the many lords who

sought revenge on the catholic Huntly for the murder of oray' and

shortly after that event he had to be restrained from coming to the king
362

in the west no doubt to press for the prosecution of that rebel earl.

He was reputed to be one of those who ruled court after Kaitland had
363

been compelled to retire and he continued amicably disposed to

dothwell,3^ orton's feud with Lord axwe11 over the earldom contin-

365
ued and was only resolved by the latter'n death. Norton supported

»//

Lennox in the duke's quarrel with Haltland 0 but does not seem to have

been involved in the inbringing of dothwell in July 1593. He seems

rather to have been more akin to (IIamia on this issue and like him was

367
said to have left court when Bothwell was purged by an assize. He

took no active part/against the catholic earls at the tine of Glenlivet

355.N,,lt . ♦ cola,,xi.147 5 356.11^^,168? 0,ql, "/order qppsq,i.495 5
357--nlderwood.v.260-1; 358. : 1. . . cot..xi.139.228.250; 359.Ibid..
4875 360.Ibid..551; 361.Ibid..x.636: 362. Ibid. .642; 363.;;aiderwood,
v.149; 364. ' il not..x.742: 365. .. .9..iv.768-9: 366.(^,1,, f

cot..xi.80: Galderwood,v.253; 367•0alderwood,v.250.
* see above 249-50.
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but rather attempted to secure for his kinstian, Dagus, the right to

depart the realm which had been granted to the other rebels.^
The last remaining member of the Stirling faction, Lord John Hamil¬

ton, was refuted, after ^onibristle, core to favour Huntly than other¬

wise. i.e does not seem to have favoured iothwell and intended to

170
pursue him after the Falkland raid. lie succeeded in apprehending

several of Bothwell'a followers including. Niddrie and the laird of

Samuelston, a fellov/ Eocilton, but blotted his copy-book somewhat when
171 *

they escaped from his keeping. As was seen earlier the rivalry be¬

tween Lord John and Lennox was aggravated by the latter's recent

eminence and the Hamilton position appears to have been one of general

hostility to the Stewarts at this time. Lord John was hostile also

to .rgyll for his natural daughter, Margaret, had married Campbell of
372

Ardkinglas, who was being pursued so rigourously by his chief.

As Lennox was hostile to the chancellor, so Hamilton supported that

official in his troubles both against the duke and the queen. Al¬

though Hamilton was becoming more convinced in his protestantism as

he aged,^ *yet he refused the king's offer of the lieutenancy against
175the catholic earle. Lord John was on guard for much of this period

lest the castle of Dumbarton be drawn out of his hands, as was con-

-yj /
stantly rumoured. Lord John had to shoulder the entire burden of

Hamilton affairs in this period as Lord Claud, no doubt at least partly

as a result of ! is recurrent madness, had more or less retired from

political life.^

Other nobles, such as the earls Cassillis, Lglinton and Glenoaim,

continued to take little part in central politics, the latter two being

363. alt :t • ?gtt,xi.535; 160.ibid..6/t/i; 370.iMa^»7085
371."aider-.voo 1,v. 163-70; 372. J J . . < cot..xi.99} loots sera, 0.iv.373}
371.-.1. . fleet..x.dCi 3£i. 107,150 5 374.1bid.. 190.227: 375. Ibid..
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* see above 261.
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more concerned in their local feud over the murder of Hugh Montgomery,

5th earl of F.glinton by the Cunninghams in 1586^®while Cassillis, al¬

though nov? emerged from his minority, exercised little influence on

national events. Glencuirn was, indeed, described on occanions as a

379
favourer of Runtly, but the overall picture which emerges of him, as

of all three lords, is of a man more interested in local than national

politics. Mother lord who was on occasions described as having cathol¬

ic sympathies, but who expended moreaiergy on local feuds, in his case

against the laird of Orumlanrig and others, than on national politics
380

was Lord Fleming. Other families traditionally associated with

Catholicism or with ueen Mary such as the Samples, letons and Living¬

stons, while their sympathies no doubt lay more with Runtly than his

opponents, were but little involved in the affairs of these years.

The party of moderates, then, although having the loosest format

did not have the smallest membership of the factions of the period.

The catholic factions had continued to bo the most cohesive throughout

these years and the protestant moderate party, if such it may be called,

more or less expanded or contracted as necessary to deal with the

papists. The catholic and the protestaat moderate parties have been

seen to have been a combination of the general and the particular, the

national and the local and the ideal and the practical.

ills. m t

Two men of major importance in the events of these years, John

Kaitland and Francis Stewart, Fori of dothwell, have been left for

special consideration in this section. Maltland, of course, could

37G.XJ&LL,iii.442-3; 379.Cal.3.I .Scot. .x.6M« 3904]^,xl.92.
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be regarded as a moderate which essentially he was, but his role in

evonts ,*as unique and his inability to construct any largo party around

himself means th t it is not always possible to include him in any

particular faction. 3othwell obviously was no moderate in his actions

but rather fluctuated between the different extremities of the politic¬

al spectrum. Again, however, he too was unable to build up any large

party to back his designs. The central, albeit very different, roles

which these men occupied dictate that their respective careers be

examined at some length.

Francis Stewart, arl of Bothwell, was the son of Lord John

Stewart, who was himself a natural son of .'irgJames V, and so was a

half-brother to .ueen Lary. This ^ord John had married Jean Hepburn,

sister and ultimately heiress of James Hepburn, nrl of '.othwell, who

was, of course, uoen i.ary's third husband.1 Francis Stewart even

received his name from .ueen Lary, who as his godmother gave him the
2

christian name of her deceased first husband, th© dauphin, x-ancis.

She had continued to treat her kinsman well and had begged her son

to make him earl of Bothwell which had been duly done in 1501.J

Bothwell then had ample reason to support ueen ry and as his nature

was of a somewhat enthusiastic not to say explosive type, his support

for a move against ngland for the purpose of revenging' that queen's

execution was expressed very forcefully. It was this reaction which

first singled him out to any great degree from his fellow nobles. He

had, of course, been an adherent of the Stirling faction and had march-
*

ed north with those lords to depose Arran but as has been seen he had

soon fallen out with his allies. He also fell foul of the Humes

over the priory of ColdinghacAjut such feuds paled into insignificance

I.Lggfrs r >ii» 160; 2.112^,170; l.Ibid.i 4.11, pTCt,iv.99>
100-1,101.
* see above 221.
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when .ueen .-"ary's life was threatened.

Bothwell was joined in his desire for revenue on England by the

Kamiltons and shortly after .ueen ,-ary's execution Valsingham was

informed that " y liord Harailtone and Boidwell ar the graetaest ennemies

ze haif heir, bot ze haif that awantage, that thay ar nocht the woysest

in the warld".'' The author of this estimate of Bothwell'3 character

was certainly not overstating his case. Even in this episode of

ueen Gary's death, Bothwell displayed that tendency to reduce his

arguments to an "ad hominem" level which was to be typical of his later

actions. A month after the queen's death it is recounted that "Upon

Sunday last, the arl of Bothwell being at the Court and seeing- the

King put on his 'dule wede* found fault with the same, and said he

would wear none until he had made revenge, and said he would lie at

Kelsey ... to that end ... the King reproved him ... and utterly for¬

bade him".^

It may well be that this incident was the first step in the hatred

of Bothwell which ing James came to feel in the years ahead. It is

also possible that this hatred stemmed, at least partially, from a

guilty consience. If King James could plead that he could have but

little affection for his mother whoa he had never known, the same

argument- could have been used by Bothwell who was only three years

senior to his king. Yet Bothwell, so for from resorting: to such

argument, was spiritedly, albeit impractioally, arguing for an in¬

vasion of England to exact revenge, in a manner which many observers

both then and thereafter must have deemed to be more in line with the

natural reactions of a son. Added to this, the fact that James'

somewhat timorous personal nature contracted with hi3 kinsman's bravado

q.v.al. -. i.: cot.. lx« 127* 6.xbia.. 111.
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and it can be seen that from this tine there is considerable reason

to suspect that the kind's hatred of the earl stemmed from a mixture

of jealousy tinged with guilt.

Bothwell's desire to avenge ,ueen Eary's death led hin into

association with the catholic faction, who also had designs ag inst

England and the English faction at the Scottish court. His fiery

nature also saw him fall foul of several individual nobles for quarrels

which were generally of a purely personal nature. One such quarrel saw

him murder lir illiaa Etowart, Arran's brother, in dinburgh on 30

July 1538.^ He continued his negotiations and intrigues with the

catholic faction'but at the same time was involved, in his capacity

as Croat Cdairal of Scotland, in preparations to resist the expected
g

Spanish invasion. He and Kuntly were reputed to have received gold
10

from Jesuits, and the citizens of ceith set on him for his known

dealings with the catholic faction.1^ Bothwell was implicated in
12

catholic conspiracies by letters captured on one Thomas Cringle and
13

was soon in open rebellion with the rest of kuntly's party. A

further cause of Both-well's joining with the oatholic party was his

running feud with : aitland who was, at this tine, identified with the

English faction at court.^ It does not appear that 3oth»ell was

15
with the rebels when they were confronted by the king at Brig of Bee

but he was thoroughly implicated in their designs and wan reputed to

be contemplating seizing the king's person.He gave himself up,^
18

tholod an assize, was found guilty and «-as confined to Tantallon.

In the events after this it will be found necessary to regard

Bothwell as a party unto himself and to a certain extent he was that

S.iiliil*.. 375*608} 9..1. «iv. 306-»0; cal. . "'« .cot..
ix.py^t^GO; 10. -i.u.-., .-cot, .ix.622; 11. u. .... iv. 331—2 and note;
12.Calderwood,v.7; 13.- ovsie., empire.74: Id.Eal.E. .Boot..x.25:

>3-391 l6.ikiiiL.2C; 17.Ibid.. 69»7Q; - iovsie.Heaolrs. 76:
16.H. .C..iv. 389 and note.
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already. His period of allegiance to the crown, apart from his episode

with the Brig of )ee faction, was not yet over, however, and so he can

be regarded at this point a3 a moderate, his inclusion among the cathol¬

ic faction being barred because of his protestant religion and his de¬

gree of involvement in the preparations to withstand the Armada. It

can only be speculation but it is quite likely that if the Spanish

Armada had landed in Scotland in August 1588 Bothwell would have been

among the most heroic in defending his country. If Bothwell narrowly

missed inclusion in the ranks of the catholic party in the years before

Brig of Bee, it seemed immediately after that event that he might

qualify for inclusion in the ranks of the protestant moderates. He

was, however, deemed by one observer of the revolt to be the moat
19

dangerous of the rebels. lie was reconoiled with Chancellor Saitland

20
who apparently asked for mercy on his behalf, but his feud with the

21Humes over ColdIngham continued. He was given an official position
22

on 25 September 1589 and the following day was listed as one of the
21few who were likely to be at the king's marriage. His return to

royal favour had been remarkable and King James admitted shortly there¬

after that he had thought initially to send ~Othwell to Denmark, in

respect of hia office as Admiral of the realm but he thought better

of this because Bothwell had already spent so much in preparation for

the king's marriage that he would be unable to perform the task

adequately.2^ Bothwell was said to be "malcontent that he being ...
25is not employed in this sea service" but he had little cause for com¬

plaint considering hov; recently he had been in open rebellion against

the king. hether or not the reason King James gave for not employ¬

ing Bothwell as his ambassador was the real one, he demonstrated his

19.•-■ul« -•«-I-» .cot« «x«851 20.3.D.C..iv« 109 and note; 21.Cal..>» P.Soot.»
x.110; 22.H.1..>• ,lx.,63r~63v; 21.Cal.- »wCot..x. 1r">6> 2d.Ibid.«
175; 25.Ibid. .171.
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faith in his kinsman by appointing his along with the young duke of
26

Dennox, as Joint head of the PPLvy council during : ia time in seamark.

This association of a recent rebel with the son of the king's

greatest favourite should have occasioned Bothwell considerable

satisfaction and he does seer, to have entered into hi3 duties during

his sovereign's absence with considerable seal. lie reconciled him-
27

3elf with the kirk and devoted considerable energy to attempts to ro-

28
concile different feuding nobles. Despite the usual rumours of

plots and conspiracies it was generally agreed that the period of the

king's absence from the realm was one of peace and quiet, unparallelled
29

in recent years in .-cotland at that time. Bothwell, no doubt, was

of the opinion that this achievement was partially his own and it was

at this point that he cruse closest to being one of the protectant,

moderate nobles. He had responded well at this stage to the degree

of responsibility accorded to him and consequently his anger was con¬

siderable at the treatment which he received from King Janes on that

monarch's return. Complaints of James against Bothwell dealt with

his maintenance of Fintry and the matter of the possessions of the
qn *

late Thomas Fowler. Graham of Fintry har already been noticed as

a kinsman of Fontrose and a papist and the return to him of his house

of the Fains at the instigation of Bothwell and oray was not to the
q-j

king's liking. Thomas Fowler, lately deceased, had been an Fnglish
32

agent in Scotland whoso property Bothwell seems to have commandeered,

again, not to the liking of tho king. King James wee also determined

to prosecute all persons attainted of murder and required Bothwell to

purge his company of the laird of Niddry, guilty of such an offence.

26.%' t.;>»iv.42>5; 27.Qal.Scot..X.192I 28.196,269;
29. .iv. 480m « . >001««x« 2 31.a..'»C.« iv• 494-*51
32'«;■>.t •«. j„ '(j.Qji.t ,x» 273-4; 33.1biu. . 306,
* see above 190-1, 198-9.
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The king also wanted to buy from Bothwell the inheritance and keeper*

ahip of Liddesdale in order the better to preserve order there.^
Consequently .Bothwell and the king were in constant touch during this

period and on 20 June 1590 Bothwell formulated his position detailing

three separate grievances namely that the kin, pressed too hard for

Liddesdale, had slighted Bothwell in hie office as Admiral over the

incident of the English pirates that robbed the master of Orkney, and

that Bothwell was not allowed into the king's chamber although he was

35
chief gentleman there before Lennox's entry.

Bothwell's discontent continued and increased so that in July he

was on the point of going abroad,^while in August he wan warded for
37

one night over the widdesdale issue. ■" Despite all these grievances

Bothwell had not yet quarrelled personally with ilaitland and although

their relationship was always in a state of flux, the chancellor does
33

see,-a to have helped the earl on occasions. Bothwell now renewed

his association with Atholl and Loray, his fellow Bfcewarts, and aided

them in their quarrel with Huntly, trying to persuade Lennox also to
39

remember his kin.

Bothwell's conduct of personal tiffairs war invariably violent.

If he had been in any way responsible for the peace which prevailed

during Sing Jams* absence then he had excelled himself ana had in

fact behaved out of character. If he had continued to have been

given positions of trust and responsibility he might have continued to

respond in this creditable fashion but it is equally, and indeed more

than, likely that once his initial enthusiasm for his new role as a

peaceful subject had worn off ho would have resumed his more natural,

volatile and violent way. April 1591 Bear the deeper implication of

14. Ibid.. 122: 35.1kiik., 331 i 36. Ibid., 359 ; 37.1iiik»375l
38.Uiid« 350-1,365; 39.iki£*j437.
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Bothwell in the charges of witchcraft, which had been current for

some time, when he was accused of involvement in the same by Richard

Graham, convicted as a witch.Bothwell vehemently denied that he

had conspired against the king's life,^reputedly hoping to end the
A2

same by witchcraft'* during the king's return journey from enoark.

The earl attributed the accusation to those who feared that Graham

might be a means to work a reconcili tion between himself and ir
* 1

James -tewart, while others thought that his committal to "dinburgh

Ga tie was achieved by the ministers for frequenting to Lord Ruthven's

daughter.44 Bothwell also blamed England for the position he found

himself in and, more specifically, "Sir John Carmichael and Lr. Robert

Bruce, minister in dinburgh" whom he evidently thought to be of the
45

nglish party.

The king appeared convinced of Bothwell's guilt and determined
16

that he should leave the realm.'r During' investigations and negotiat¬

ions on this matter Bothwell remained warded in "dinburgh Castle, but
47

he escaped fro.:, there on 21 June 1591 • He had evidently corao to

realise that the charges against him were more serious than he had
AB

initially appreciated and he was also reputed to be fearful lest he

was charged with other things suoh as false-coining or counterfeiting
49

the king's hand -a remarkably frank, if ill-advised, expression of

his sentiments. I .oysie reports that on Ids escape Bothwell was joined

b Lord Hume, the Girls of orton and Rrrol, the master of Clards and
50

others, while ..arischal waswarded for a short time. Be that as it

nay, Bothwell'3 position with the king was now hopeless. The jealousy

which the king may well have entertained towards Bothwell would merely

be increased by his dashing; escape from Edinburgh Castle and the

40. Ibid. .501-2: 41.Ibid. .504: 42.Ibid. .501-2: 43.1^^,504?
44»C,"-1t 'Qfdey -.iQEP, 1.379; 45 .'Salt - ' ypt,.,x.506; 46.Ibid..
531; 47.Ibid. .534: 48.Ibid. .506: 49•JJaiilw.,513; 50.koysie,
gnQi,KP,86.
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accusation that Bothwell had intended the death of his king lifted

him up in James* eyes to a position 6f arch-villainy as the deviser

of the most odious of all crimes. The king took his reprisal action

quickly, and only three days after Bothwell's escape "the ling re¬

turned to Edinburgh, and took, order with the Council that judgment

should be given against the Barl Bothwell for his treason of the Brigg

of bee", which judgment had been hitherto suspended and which offence

Bothvjoll alleged to have been pardoned by the king. Nevertheless

that day the judgment was pronounced and by open proclamation he was

declared traitor and forfeited. The offices of the admiral,
51Liddesdale and others were given to the duke of Lennox. This

sentence was. officially justified by an illustration of the accusation
52that Bothwell had consistently returned the king' evil for good.

lothwell's forfeiture was proclaimed on the same day as one luphame
53

McCalzean was burned for witchcraft and the earl's involvement in

such practices seems to have been the final facet of evil for the

king in his mounting hatred of his kinsman. That James took such

matters as witchcraft seriously is evidenced by his writing of a

54.
tract entitled "daemonologie" and that he took supposed attempts on

his life seriously is illustrated throughout his reign by events and

particularly by the Gowrie conspiracy.

In the months after his forfeiture Bothwell found himself in¬

creasingly isolated as different allies left him and the king's hatred

of him remained, unabated. It was widely rumoured that he would go

55
abroad but instead he committed himself to the first of several

spectacular* attempts to capture for himself the king's person. This

attempt took place on 27 December 1591 and //as directed at

51.Gal.->.x;.Boot..x.535: 52. ... .B..iv.643-45 53.3irrel.Diarev.
25-26; 54. . aeaonolofiie. (IEdinburgh, 15.97); r",. ,1. ♦ . -cot...-.
539,566.
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gaining possession of Holyroodhouse where the king' and queen were

56
for the time.' ..oysie reports that John Shaw, master stabler, was

slain and next day eight of the attackers were taken and hanged. The

duke of Lennox was apparently suspected of complicity in this purpose

because one of his servants, /illiam -tewart, . ' at the doing of the
57

deed. Calderwood gives a comprehensive list of Bothwell's assoc-

58 *
iates on this raid, which will be examined shortly, but the author of

59
the Historic of in ; J' the 3ext. thought to be r. John Colvllle

a participant in this raid, suggests a possible cause for the exact

timing of the venture. One of the leading figures with Bothwell in

the raid was J'jnes Douglas of Gpott and in connection with bin, it is

St.-;ted that "ir George Hume, son. to Alexander Hume cf : 'incieraton, was

in great credence at court with the king; and shortly before Bothwell's

attempt, George? Hume of Spott, uncle to the said ir George and father-

in-law to James ou,las, was slain by certain men of the surnames of

Hume and Craw. It was apparently alleged by >ir George that James
60

uou^las of Spott w.3 the author of that murder. The dispute between

Bothwell and the Humes over Coldingham had never been solved either,

of course, and on 31 December it is reported that "Sir George Hume has

got the ding's grant subscribed for Coldingbat, wherewith Jothwell is
61

much grieved". A further possible reason for Bothwell's raid may

have been fear on his part that still further charges were to be

brought against him for the epi3tle of 31 December quoted above, went

on to say that "Young Lord Ochiltree and Gamyhurst lately found
62

sundry coining irons ..." said to belong to Bothwell.

Bothwell may have been the only nobleman in the raid on olyrood-

house but there was considerable suspicion tht ethers had known of

56.:,. .0. .iv.7Q5n: 57. oysio. cxpix-- .87: 50.Galderv.'ood,v.141-2|
59. John Colville,.^e&££L.»iiii bp. ripple of 48, , uLmikikJti'G, "qst,
243-4; 61. - d. jjj . cot. .x.6()8; 62.Ibid.
* see below 286-7.
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it and aided it indirectly. It has already been seen that Lennox

was so suspected. Angus, Mar and Morton were actually accused of in¬

volvement^while Colonel Stewart was committed to ward in Edinburgh

Castle on a similar suspicion.^ A mane mentioned a few weeks later

in connection with Bothwell's raid, is that of the earl of ' oray. It

was said that Huntly was granted his commission against foray which

led to the letter's death, because it was rumoured that Moray had been
65

present with Bothwell in the Holyroodhouse raid. Bothwell was in

the west of the country when Moray was murdered in Pife^and that

event may have given him hope that he might yet be reconciled to the

king. After all, he could argue, he had not been guilty of the

murder under trust of a fellow earl and he must have hoped that the

wave of reaction to foray's death, which would engulf his fellow

Stewarts, would be sufficiently strong to carry him along in its

wake, and permit him to chare in his kinsmen's revenge, thereby per¬

haps atoning for his own misdemeanours.

If such indeed were Bothwell'a hopes, they were never to be real¬

ised for the king soon declared his intention of pursuing Bothwell in

February 1591/2 before he would march against Huntly, guilty of

Moray's murder. ' The differing opinions as to the gravity of the

respective crimes of Huntly and Bothwell between the king and much of

the rest of the country must always be remembered. Iluntly, in James*

eyes, had prosecuted a private quarrel which he had ended by murdering

a fellow earl, which earl James suspected to have been involved with

Bothwell. Huntly had also been engaged in negotiating with foreign

governments but it seems that the king would appreciate the extent of

Huntly's involvement in this all along. Consequently the king could

61.Cal.Border lasers.i.190-1: Gk.Ual. ..J..Coot..x.628: 65.Spottiswood«,
ii.419; GC.Jul, t'rPgqW.633-4; 67.Ibid..617.
* see above 275 •
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argue that Kuntly posed no threat to him personally and no real threat

to his crown or the established religion. Bothwell, on the other hand,

had conspired the death of King Janes by witchcraft, had personally re¬

buked an.', insulted the king and had, just recently, carried out a daring

raid to gain possession of the king's person.

.ftar the affairs at Kolyroodhouse and Conibristle, Bothwell with-
68 69

drew from central Scotland end shortly thereafter was attainted.

Rumours concerning a change in the estate which was to take place in

Fife are first noted as early as 12 June 1592 when it was fraught that

the catholic earls would have attempted the possession of the court in

the kingdom while Bothwell and maxwell operated on the Edinburgh side

of the Forth.^ It was Bothwell himself, however, who attacked
71

Falkland Palace on 28 June 1593 when King James was therein. As

with the Holyroodhouse raid, so at Falkland it was suspected that

certain nobles were guilty of collusion with Bothwell in his attempt.

Those so suspected on this occasion appear to hare been the earls of

••jrrol, Angus and Atholl, Colonel V<illlain Stewart and the laird of

72Johnstone.' One report states that the earl's company numbered
73 74

400 but far fewer names are recorded than at the i-olyroodhouse raid;

The Couglac laird of opott and IV.r. John Colville were both present

again. Scott of Jalweorie and Lumsden of Airdrie were two other

participants of whom a more interesting example was the master of

Gray.^J

An attempt on Bothwell'3 part to capture the king as he crossed

the Forth, late in July 1592 was stayed^^3 another atteo:pt, early
77

in August, at Balkeith, was foiled. This latter attempt to gain

access to the king's presence was to have been made with the assistance

of lalfour of Burley ant: -eiayss of bogie, two of the courtiers in

68.Ji2ibk,666; 6B.A. .G..iii.537-8: 70. Gal. ... . boot, .x.6'34: 71.1^1*,
700; 72. dj.Btorj.e 4RF VAirg tfrp :CTrt>C50; Cal.C. . loot, .x. 707:
73. Bat. >. f^t.x.707? 74.mdm., 707-8; 75.JfciiUl 76. ibid.. 730-1:
77.Aovsie.biemoir3.95: It.x .0. .v.1n-2.
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attendance on the king but James was forewarned, possibly by Colonel

William Itewart, who had also implicated Lord Cpynle.^8 hat might

happen to lesser associates of 3othwell if they were oaught was

illustrated by the laird of Airdrie and Captain ITackereton who were

79
tortured.

In a letter of 13 September 1592 Bothwell defends his raid on

Falkland which is, he claims, condemned, not on principle, but merely

because it failed. As examples of similar raids which succeeded he

cites that of Lauder Bridge of 1430 and the more contemporary ones

80
at Ruthven, Stirling and -t. Andrews. whatever the truth of such a

claim, the foolishness of committing it to paper, and indeed of making

it at all, is typical of Jothwell in that, having failed in his own

treasonous designs, ho was hardly likely to win himself back into

royal favour by commending the past treasons of others.

Despite one report in August 1592 that Bothwell and iiuntly were

81
agreed, the former wa regarded very much as a protectant at this

time and gave out more than once that he had refused to join in bands
B2

against the religion. Around this time also the ministers were re¬

buked ''for their sharp words against Captain James itewart, and silence

towards Jothwell".8^

The king, continued his campaign against Cothwell, however, and

November 1592 saw the earl become increasingly isolated as various of

his former associates were pardoned and released.8'* von his wife^
and brother88were pardoned and it seemed that the king- was either in¬

terested only in apprehending Rothwell himself or else, that he too

would soon be pardoned. Neither of these possibilities occurred,

however, and the spring and early summer of 1593 saw the king contin¬

uing' to try and draw Bothwell's supporters away from him. On 24

73. J,. - .C. ;v.1n-2,4n; 79.. cv3ie.homoirs.96{0nl, ■. . hoot. .x.771; 80,Cal.
■APA'TtPy, . iftjh&CP, > h«407-8 > 01, val, ...» cot, .x, l(>Ai 02. loio.. 734,730: .al,
Border iapern.i.A11t 83.Cal.0.h.Ocot..x.822: 84.R.P.S.,lxiv.1CGr,161v;

^a^-'r,2Q; 36>-• 821;
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July 1593 there occurred that event which Bothwell had long sought

and had talked of in hi3 declaration of ten months earlier, namely, a

successful palace revolution. "The Duke, Atholl, Mar, Spynie and

other Stewarts ... presented to the King the Earl Bothwell, the Laird

of Spott, Mr. John Colville and two of Bothwell's servants" with pleas

for mercy and offers that Bothwell would abide trial for witchcraft,
8 ■

and "The King lias accepted and embraced all these persons". Both¬

well's inbringing was attributed by some to a desire on the part of

certain lords to ensure that Maitland should not be permitted to re-

89
turn to court. Be that as it may, Bothwell and his associates

gained a remission on 26 July, two days after the coup and five days

after doom of forfeiture had been pronounced in parliament against
90

the earl. One of the first aots of the pardoned earl was to write

to Queen Elizabeth and thank her for the favour extended to him during

his king's displeasure. In this same letter he adds, to those mention¬

ed above, Argyll, Crawford and <:ontrose as men who aided his recent

return although they were not present at the same. He continued in

his pose as champion of the kirk by declaring that he was opposed to

the "grand enemies of religion and estate" namely Huntly, Maxwell and
91 92

Hume. Bothwell was tried and cleared by an assize on 10 August

and the rumour was current that he intended to bring in Captain James

Stewart to replace Maitland as chancellor.^

It was obvious that the king had no foreknowledge of Bothwell's

late return to court and that he had little enough liking of the

event, 94but Bothwell succeeded in securing an order inhibiting Lord

Hume, Maitland, Glamis and Hume of Primroknowe from coming to the
95

royal personage. These men were certainly now regarded as Bothwell's

86.Cal.B.P.-Toot..xl. 1 "to; 39.3pottiswoode,ii.433} 9Q.R.Q.C..v.
91-93 and notej 91.Cal.3. .Qcot..xi.705t 92.liidt»142; Calderwood,
v.258} 91.dal.T. . ,oot..xi.1A1; 94«I]iiiL.» 144-5 5 95.Ibid..
147.
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chief enemies and they had soon succeeded in returning to court and

swaying the king once more, if indeed that were necessary, against his
96

kinsman. Consequently the king's attitude to Bothwell soon harden-
97

ed and around 11 September the oarl pledged that he would go abroad.
98

Bothwell was reputed to be in fear of his life while Bowes "found the

King so resolute against Bothwell that it was fruitless to proceed ...
99

for him". Around this time Bothwell was charged to appear to answer

concerning certain matters"'0Qand on 25 October he was denounced for
101

failing so to do.

Bothwell was still thought of at this stage as championing the

kirk for the king also accused the ministers of Fife of being in
102

league with Bothwell while certain ministers in convention at Dunbar

received a manifesto from Bothwell, Atholl and others explaining their

recent actions.Bothwell was still apparently popular with the

people in general and was very pro-English at this 3tage, being in

communication with Queen Elizabeth.

Lord Hune, on behalf of the crown, was raising forces against

Bothwell and the increase in tension, resulting from this, erupted

early in April in a skirmish somewhat east of Edinburgh, generally re¬

ferred to as -he Road of Leith. "i°'' arly in July it was rumoured that a

plan of Atholl, 3othwell and Ochiltree's to put ing James into Edin-
105

burgh Castle, had failed. At the same time rumours of reconciliat-
06

ion between Bothwell and the catholic faction were on the increase ^ '

while the king was again trying to isolate Bothwell from {lis allies by
107

luring Atholl away from him. To secure his alliance, the catholic

party evidently offered Bothwell money which he, writing to ueen

Elizabeth, offered to take, to prevent it going elsewhere and to join

96.Calderwood,v.260-1j 97.0al.B.F.2cot..xi.318-19t 98.Ibid..188:
99.IkkL*.,199S 100.R.E.G. .v.100: 101.Ibid. .101: 102.Col. ... . cot.,
xi. 302-31 103.Ibid.. 327-8; IQA.Ibid.. 30i:iiovsie.:, emoirs.1 1A-16i

,f,ap«s, 1.539; io6.Cai. .... Ccot. .xi. 363,369* 373;
107.IM^319,325.
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108
with the papists merely in order to overthrow them the more easily.

In the middle of September he went north to the catholic earl3 and
109

apparently reached some agreement with them. This agreement did

not please Ochiltree while Bothwell was also reported to have quarrell¬

ed with i.Ir. John Colville.^^

The king was not slow to make political capital out of 3othwell's

changing his religious allegiance and on 30 September 1594 a new pro¬

clamation against Bothwell recited all his former crimes and called

for the king's subjects to rally against the earl "now that he has

thrown off the 'oloik of religloun' and openly allied himself with
111

the Catholic Lords". Bothwell's position was, in fact, worsening

steadily once again. Ochiltree had deserted him and several of his
112

lesser allies were apprehended and some executed. Bothwell and

Angus, neither of whom were at Glenlivet, journeyed north and joined

Huntly and Errol after that battle.11^ On 18 February 1594/5 Both¬

well's half-brother Hercules Stewart was executed despite considerable
114

public sympathy for him.' Bothwell's party had collapsed and he
115

left the country on 20 March 1595 around the same time as Lrrol and

Huntly.

It is too facile to say that Bothwell had finally damned his own

cause by allying once again with the catholic earls for it must have

seemed to him that he had little alternative. Ho doubt he had need

of the money which the catholics offered and he no doubt thought that

his situation could hardly deteriorate any further. This alliance

may have cost him the support of men like Ochiltree but there was no

evidence to suggest that Bothwell would have been successfully restored

108.iM£Lmi39&-7? 436,439-40; no.lfcidU.,446; 111.fi, fog.,
v. 173-5 and note; 112.Cal.S.L.Scot..xi.445-6; Lovsie..'.emolrs. 119:
113« 'flj.,t,xi.496,497; 114.iMdw536| 115.IMik,574-5.
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even with the aid of auch sen* Above all, the king remained implac¬

able and would not have been swayed by a handful of nobles of any

political ffiliation as far as concerned Bothwell. Bothwell could

only have been restored if he had commanded the active support of a

majority of the moderate nobility, most of whom were, no doubt, of the

opinion that the earl had been too much of a problem for too long and

that the country would lose little by his departure.

Throughout this whole period the occasional involvement with
*

Bothwell of men auch as . oray, I rrol and morton has been notioed but

there were others who were more closely associated with him at differ¬

ent times and one such was Lord Hume. Alexander, Lord Hume, had
116

supported the kin.; against the rebels at the time of Brig of Lee

and has been seen to have acted as one of the moderates in many of the

events of this time. lie was closely involved with Bothwell, however,

in different ways, such as their dispute over Coldingham or the more

general fact that their respective lands lay in the same part of the

country. Their relationship was often far from cordial as in August

1589 when Bothwell was to have gone to Lauder to the chancellor to

compound his feud with Hume. He was pursued by Hume and his company

117
and one of his servants eter Collace was injured by Hume's men.

ven the king, when making his arrangements for the government of the

country during his absence, took special note of "the lait mislykeing"

that had fallen out between Bothwell and Lord Hume. He commanded

them both to keep the peace. Bothwell was to remain in Edinburgh and
118

Lord Hume was to keep the peace within the east march. The two

nobles were fully reconciled in April 1590 when it was thought that

their agreement had been "drawn on by others of greater credit, with

secret intention to work the hurt of the Chancellor soon after the

1l64£i&,->x.28,60} 117.Ikisk,146; 118.R.H.C. .iv.A23.
* see above 273, 276; * see above 2ZljfcYS.
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119
King's arrival here". There were rumours that Hume was working to

120
alienate Bothwell from ...aifcl .nd "'and when Bothwell's affairs with the

crown were going badly in Juno 1590 he and Htuae both offered to go

121
abroad but were supposedly to be warded which did not please them.

Hume continued to have dealings with the discontented elements in the
122

country* both of the catholic and Bothwell faction, and was in

trouble with the king in January 1590/1 for fighting in Hdinburgh.123

hen Bothwell was warded in Edinburgh Castle on the witchcraft

charges, it was noted that "Lord Home, thought to favour Bothwell, is

sent away on errands, otherwise he should have been charged to depart.
124.

He has renewed his suit for a passport to come to England". It
125

was suspected that he had some part in Bothwell's escape from ward

but he satisfied the king on this point.' " It seemed that the king
127

might win his away from Bothwell, 'but on 2 August 1591 it was re¬

ported that King James intended to take the field in person against
128

Bothwell and Hume who was now in open rebellion with the said earl.
•4 OQ

Negotiations were carried on between the chancellor and Hume ''and the

latter consented to ward himself in Blackness Castle, ^ ^from which he
131 132

was 3oon released. He was given leave to quit the realm and was

133
reported to be in Hngland on 2 September. He must have been a

los3 to Bothwell, for, bein,_ at tho horn, he may be adjudged more

likely to have given the earl vigorous support, than the assorted earls

who met him periodically but had other considerations on their minds.
13/

^ord Hume was permitted to return to Scotland in the summer of 1592

and so was out of the country at the time of , oray's murder.

119.Cal.S.P.Scot..x.273: 120.Ibid..285: 121.Ibid..311-12:
122.Ibid.. 335,365,330} 123.'Jalderwood,v.1l6-17; 124.011.8.,-.Scot..
x.513; 125»U2iiLt»536; 126.1^^,540; 127.ikg^,iv. 648-9;

, '?<?tt,x.543; 128.2.?. 8.. iv. 662: 129.0ai.C. P.Scot, .x.554:
130.lhi£k! 131. Ibid.. 559: 132. Ibid.: 133.1324^ 5*7 5
134«H*E.3.,lxiv.44v.
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135
On his return he sided with. Lennox in his quarrel with Kaitland.

He made no effort to resume his aid to Bothwell, rightly adjudging royal

favour to be more worthwhile. The result was that on 2 October 1592
1 "jA

he was given the office of sheriff of Berwick while on 23 of the

sane month "The Lord Hume is chosen Grand Easter-Stabler, and to him

1 37
and his strength the 4ing commits chiefly the guard of his person".

Although it was suspected that Hume was involved in the Spanish
138

Blanks and although he was hostile to the chancellor, the king was

more than prepared to allow him to lead his campaigns against his

former ally, Bothwell. Hume continued to aid Lennox against the

chancellor but was displeased when the duke and other Stewarts restored
1

Bothwell to counteract Maitland's influence. He continued to be

regarded as a papist^^aod was so designated by Bothwell in his
1 >11

propaganda, which earl also succeeded in having Hume an Hume of
14-2

Trimroknowe, banned from court for a while. -t

The temporary ascendance of their common enemy, Bothwell, led

Maitland and Hume to be reconciled1 ^and Hume was soon back in royal

favour.1^ He was now very much an enemy of the Stewarts, striking

a servant of Atholl's,1 ^quarrelling with Bothwell, 1if^and occupying

the Edinburgh house of the oountess of Gowrie to prevent its being
1n

used by the Stewarts for any fresh coup. Once he was securely

back in royal favour again Lord Hume quarrelled once more with Mait¬

land, this time over whether or not the queen should be moved to

Stirling for her safety and he and the chancellor v?ere said to be the
143

respective heads of the two factions in court. +

135.Cal.S.P.Scot, .x.75Wi 1 36.I.E.S. .v.2179; 137.0aI.S. ■,"cot..x.

793-4; 13G.Ji>isk,xi.23i 139..,704} J-Cciville.Letters.99!
140. 'alt t >- cot,>xi. 141» 141.iMsk.705l 142.mat.147; 143.Ibid..
151; 144-Caiderwood,v.26c-1; 145.Cal.s. .Boot..xi.193; 146.Ibid..
170} 147.Ibid. ,150} 140.Iiksk.250.
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On 27 March 1594 Lord Hums was .ranted a commission to pursue

149
Bothwell 4'and, early in -ay, he fought against that earl at the Road

150
of Leith whore he seems to have come off second best. Although

he was still thought to have occasional dealings with the catholic
151 152

party he continued to be a leading prosecutor of Bothwell, "" and
15 A

benefitted from hi3 forfeiture in the autumn of 1594* he renewed

hi3 friendship with the chancellor sufficiently to favour that official
154

in his quarrel with Mar and he became reconciled with Ochiltree over

the Road of Leith.In March 1594/5 with the prospect of 3othwell

leaving the country Hume became friendly also with Buccleuch and
156

Cessford.

Other border lairds who were involved to some degree with Both-

well included Scott of Buccleuch, whose mother : argaret Douglas, was

157
now Bothwell•s wife, and Kerr of Cescford. They are both given in

a list of men well-affected to England on 1 September 1539» when they
158

are farther described as being members of Chancellor .aitland's suite.

They seem, along with Kerr of Fernihurst, to have remained in favour

with the chancellor and all three were knighted at the queen's
159

coronation.

160
In October 1590 Maitland reconciled Gessford and Bothwell, and

when, later i.i the 3ame year, some of Cessford's men killed William

Kerr of Ancrura, Bothwell was 3aid to have been with the laird after the

fact.1*"1 Cesaford departed into England after this murder^'while
16 A

Buccleuch also went into that country "to seek remedy of the gout".

When Bothwell was forfeited, the post of keeper of Liddesdale was
1ac.Ibid..B01;
150.iMik,305l I-ovsie.memoirs.11A-16t 151.Oal. A F.Dcot..xi.W»/ti
152.IMik, 439-40; 153.l^i^,445; 154. Ibid. .506: 155.UaM.,537;
156.1 bid,» >551; 157. ^ar.9>ii»231-2; 153.dpi, y.
x.151-2; 159.1. '.C.. iv.481n; l6o.lnl. .. .'.cot, .x.401:
161.11^,4301 162.Ibid. .419: 163.1^,460.
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given to 3uccleuoh^^"soa-in-law to Bothwell, and one that will be
168

loth to grieve him". Buccbuch, through his relationship to Both-

well no doubt, seems to have been more closely involved in the earl's

schemes and a safe conduct for the laird's passage into England was

sent north at the same time as the one which Lord Hume made use of.

"I 67
Buccleuch, also, left the country and, being absent for longer than

168
Home, took no part in the aftermath of Donibristle. Cessford re-

169
placed Buccleuch as keeper of Liddesdale, despite attempts by

170
i/ennox to secure that post, supposedly on behalf of Bothwell.

\rchlbald auchope,Laird of Niddry, younger, had been closely

associated with Bothwell for socio years and seems, like him, to have

had a fiery spirit. He was guilty, apparently of the slaughter of the
171

laird of 'hireffhall and his brother John Giffard and was harboured

172
by Bothwell. ' Calderwood accords him the dubious distinction of be¬

ing guilty of the only murder committed in "cotland during' the king's
171

time in Denmark. The king's determination, on his return to

Scotland, to;rosecute all persons attainted of murder, led him to

pursue L'iddry^^and to chastise Bothwell for permitting him to remain

in his company. .'iddry's career continued to rival that of his leader,

albeit on a less exalted scale, for lawlessness. He attacked Holyrood-
175

house with Bothwell 'and continued to support him thereafter.

Liddry was typical of Bothwell'6 supporters at the time of Iloly-

roodhouse in that many of them seemed to have come from the Edinburgh,
1 76

-ast Lothian and Border areas. Also Biddry and others such as

177
Bouglas of Bpott 1 had grievances of their own which they either hoped

to remedy by this attack or which had rendered them insensitive to the

16j.R.: -.C■.iv.649: 165.8^,3,:tSfl9t,,x.543; 1537»3&5»
167. Ibid.. 572; 168.11^,1, ,014; I69.1b£<k,579,583-9,610; UO.IMsk,
596; 171.Calder.vood,v.56; 172.Oal. . . cot..x.71; 173. Laiderwood,
v.71; 174.Gal. . .cot.. X.306; 175.;. oy3ie,i^2i£a,37;
176.Caldei'wood,v. 141-2; 177.Hiatorie of i-iru: James the Lext.241-4.
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possibility of future chastisement. Other names of interest among

Bothwell's supporters at this time include Robert Scott, who was killed
178

at I.'olyroodhouse. He was a brother of the laird of Balwearie in Fife,

who V7as to remain a supporter of 3othwell and the other rebels for some

179
time. Another was Dr. John Colville, whoso history of involvement

in politics was both long and checkered but who also was to remain a

130
firm supporter of Bothwell's for some time. It is interesting to

note that one report of Huntly's murder of oray states that Huntly was

rumoured to have gone to Fife to arrest Air. John Colville for his part
181

in Bothwell's nolyroouhouse raid. Other supporters of Bothwell

included several Stewarts and Kepburns, as well as names such as

Ormiston, Learmonth, Pringle, Hume and Cranston which suggest a Lothians
182

or Borders origin. ' As Bothwell's followers on this raid are said,
183

by one account, to have numbered "sixty, in armour" and as the names
1Q4

of around fifty tire given by Calderwood, " it does seem likely that

his supporters were drawn from the Lothians and Borders area where his

own influence was greatest. Many of those who followed his no doubt

held their land from him and could ill-afford to disobey him. Despite

the negotiations Bothwell hod had with a large number of nobles, few,

if any, seem to have been prepared to help him directly at any stage.

ith Buccleuch, Cescford and Lord liuac all in ngland the most important

person, other than Bothwell, who was directly involved in the raid was

185
Archibald Douglas, third son of the earl of -orton.

*
It lias already been seen that the master of Gray was among those

who attacked .'allcland Palace with Bothwell in June 1592 but it had been

known that he was assisting the earl before that date. He hna his

brother Robert Cray had been denounced rebels in April of that year

178.Cnl.:'. h. "cot. «x.619: Calderwood, v. 141; 179.". .C..v.205: IQO.Cal.
... cot..xi.180: 131.Ibid..s.633: 182.Calderwood,v.141-2} 1QVh.il.
. . cot..x. 609 104.Cnlderv;ood,v. 141-2; 135.Ibid:■cots . earn -q.vi. 372.
* see above 277.
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for resetting Bothwell.13^ Gray agreed to pass abroad1°^butt Instead,

attacked Falkland. He continued in Bothwell's camp throughout the
1 *38

autumn of 1592 but was received again into the king's mercy in late
189

Aovember. Gray was reputedly involved in Vtholl's attempts In
190

1593 to raise a party to oppose the Spanish faction but he is said
191

to have been on Hume's side at the load of Leith and his time of close

involvement with Bothwell, caused no doubt by his failure to regain hia

former eminent position at court, was brief.

Another man who had a period of association with Bothwell was the

laird of Johnstone who was thought to have been guilty of complicity

in the Falkland rald.1"^2 As Lord Maxwell was acting on behalf of the

king at this stage in hunting down those guilty of involvement in this

episode it was natural for Johnstone to oppose him and so continue in

harness with Bothwell. Johnstone received a remission for his reset

193 194of Bothwell, ' however, but his quarrel with Maxwell yknd his commurv-

195
ing with Bothwell both seem to have continued. Maxwell was given

a royal commission against Johnstone for his dealings with Bothwell
196

but the laird killed the lord in a skirmish. In April 1594 Johnstone

was granted a remission for this slaughter "in order to draw him from
197Bothwell" ""which aim seems to have been thereby achieved.

Another lord who was implicated with Bothwell for a while was

Alexander Lindsay, Lord Spynie, brother of the earl of Crawford and

a favourite of the king's. In the period between Bothwell's attempts

at Falkland and Dalkeith, Spynie reputedly told the king that his
198

government was unpopular and that the people admired Bothwell. The
199

following month, Vugust 1592, Spynie was warded in Stirling Castle,

186. . jt,iv.742; 137.Sal.A,: . Loot, .x.679; 188.IW,, ,784}
139.Ibj.dt,B18; 190.J.Colville,Lett?!1 v. 250-9} 191.Oal.Border Capers.
i.526; 192.-li:;torie of in. James the : ext.2801 191.Cal. Border
flnpya,1.412; 194.Cal."cot..xi.216: 195. Ibid. .204: 196.R.P.C..
v.112-13 and note; 197.moveie.memoirs.114; 193.Cal.S.F.Loot..x.717:
199.IMik,759.
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accused of resetting' Bothwell. He continued in ward for aowe timS1
and although it was decided on 4 November 1592 that he should be re¬

stored to his former place as the accusations against hia had not
202

been proved, he seems to have found considerable difficulty in secur-

203
ing his return. He was one of those who successfully stage-managed

Bothwell's in-bringing to the king in July 15932°*Wd when Bothwell

again fell out of royal favour, Gpynie was once more denounced rebel

for resetting him.He maintained his affiliation with Bothwell20^
but was probably liked personally by the king. despite this, however,

207
and despite the efforts of his brother, Crawford, 'it was said that

Spynie "has 'gone out of hope' of the King's favour at this time"'"1^"' -
"this time" being shortly before Bothwell left the country.

Sons of Bothwell*s most loyal supporters such as Middriy-, ro-
209

ceivod a royal remission at one stage but were soon rebels onco

210
more for aiding 3othwell. John Colvillo, however, was back in

211
royal favour at the close of this period, having left Bothwell in

September 1594 when his cause looked hopeless. The support which

Bothwell attracted, then, v*as composed to a considerable extent of

men such as .'auchope, who were already outwith the law for their own

misdemeanours, men like Gray who hoped to use their support of Both-

well as a springboard with which to jump back into royal favour and

men like Johnstone whose main aim in aiding- Bothwell seems to have

been to oppose Maxwell, his traditional enemy.

*

Bothwell's position has been seen to have been bound up at many

times with that of the chancellor, John Maitland, who, like iothwell

was never able to command a party of any great size or import 'nee.

200»-.« .u..v. A and note, 201 . *al. a . cot..x.780* 2u2» i* . •. . v.

17-10; 203.0al. .P.Bcot..x.801.820: 204.1bid..xi.130;
205.R. .C..V.114.132-3: 206.0al. a . .Boot..xi.304: 207.Ibid..509:

200.Ibid.,516; 209.a.:>g..v.91-93: 210.Ibid..114; 211.0al. . .cot..
xi.537.562.
* see above 270, 272, 274.
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Bothwoll's reaction to the execution of iueen Gary haa been seen to
*

be typical of him ana this could equally be said of iaitland's. For

one thin^'i - ait,land's was not made until July when parliament wan in

session and so was some five months behind the event. Also it would

appear that aitlond had gauged public opiniont at least among the

all-important nobility, before he nailed his colours to the mast and

finally, although his pleas for action to revenge ...ary's death, like

Bothwell's before him, accomplished little, they probably achieved all

that i.aitland had intended or hoped that they would. The fact that

I.aitland's speech was in sympathy with the feelings current among

the nobility and that it was largely if not entirely for show may

well be deemed to be borne out by a description of the dramatic scene

in parliament in which, the lords besought James to lead them against

ngland. James thanked his subjects but said that he must await his

opportunity. This may well indicate that Faitland and Ting James,

who were working in close harmony at this point, were of a mind on

the matter of revenge and considered that same grand gesture after

the fashion of aitland's speech would be sufficient to placate

those who -wanted tare definite moves. It seems unlikely that Halt-

land would have made this speech if he had not been sure that such
212

were also the lines along which the king's thoughts were travelling.

Haitiand had been involved with the master of Gray in tho plotting

which helped the Banished Lords to overthrow Arran in November 1585.

It soon became obvious, however, that it was to one of the lords,

namely ;:ls is, that he was lookin for his new partner in government
213

and the influence of those two with the king rose an Cray's declined.

urin. the years 1386 and 1587 nitland probably had .greater influence

over the king than any other man in tho country and indeed his

212. I&J^x. 123-9? 21 3*Ibj.','t ,vlli. 1"3.
* see above 267.
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biographer» Maurice bee, states of the second of these years that ...ait-
214

land's "influence over James was now at its peak". ' ..aitland had
215

already been appointed vice chancellor of Scotland and one report of

17 July 1537 stated that "Secretary baitland shall be made lord of
216

Lauderdale and arl of .larch and Great Jhancellor of -cotland".

iviore certain was that . aitland and Glands were given land which hod
217

pertained formerly to the church, 'while ...aitland and 3ellenden of

Auchnoule, justice clerk, were given the lands of the earldom of
?1 P

Orkney. ^ It was as well for maitland that he had the king's favour

for there was little to indicate in these months that he had anyone

else's. Rumours abounded of attempts which were about to be made and
219

which would result in the slaying of baitland an" other courtiers.

He was, of course, not a noble, and so he had to face the

jealousy reserved for any such non-noble who became the chief adviser

of his king in addition to the usual plotting- of others who wished to

take over that position. His biographer states that he "was the first

chancellor of Scotland in the sixteenth century who was neither a

bishop nor a great lord". Jor did becoming chancellor in itself give
220

him any more wealth or independence of the king's favour.'"*"' hether

or not he had any basic idea of "weakening" the u per aristocracy which
221

this biographer claims, but which seems rather unlikely, he would

have a desire to better his own lot in life. This would involve per¬

forming his task as chancellor efficiently which would in turn involve

attempting to tighten up on royal prerogatives which had been allowed

to lapse. The inevitable result ..ould be that he would tread on the

toes of some nobles. .dding insult to this injury -would bo his own

non-noble status but a desire for efficiency and self-advancement may

214...,aurlce Lou, op. clt. .1218 215.:. . . .iv.xiii: 21C. ♦ . cot..

lx.4935 217.Iitik2»-»v.1344» 1345.1346; 213. Ibid, .v. 1354; 219.£flJ*.
Border Papers.1.299; Gal.D.P.Soot..lr.53Bi 220.Maurice Leo, op.cjt,,
113; 221.Ibid..120.
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explain his actions more plausibly than any high-flown theory of

weakening the nobility. The rumour th t ho would become earl of
222

I.:- :roh and his eventual elevation to the peerage as Lord Thirlestane

betoken no desire to weaken the nobility as such but rather, through

efficient exex'cise of his office, to join it.

Aa a direct result, perhaps, of faitland'a non-noblo status he

was never able to command to himself what could really be described as

a party. At this time of very considerable power he was on good terms

with the master of Claiais and through him with the rest of the Stirling

faction but his relations with Glands were very changeable over the

years and their apparent friendship often only superficial. Other

crown officials such as Bellenden of Auchnoule, justice clerk, worked

in close harmony with faitland. The joint grant to then, however, of

the earldom of Orkney did not strengthen their friendship as they
223

failed in their plan to dispossess the king's uncle from his lands

and made little or no money from the venture. Another official closely
224.

associated with faitland was Cir Robert Melville of urdocairny. ' Re

had, of course, been present with John i.aitland and his brother illian

inside Edinburgh Castle when it was besieged in 1573 and he continued

to work with faitland in these years. fen such as bsellenden of

Auchnoule would not feel the same degree of dependence on faitland as

they would have with a noble chancellor, however, for Maitland would

have been unable to maintain himself in favour with his own power far

less any of his subordinates and was every bit as dependent on the

king's gx>od-will as any of his associates. aitland did succeed in

building up a party of administrators from among his own relatives and
225

associates, as .aurice Lee demonstrates, but this could easily have

222. cots -•eera.ee.v. 299: 22 3. L ml. ".Ik Loot. .lx. 405-6; 224. Ibid..
viii.224; ix.197? 225.Maurice Leo, on.cit. .233-4.
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been swept away along with himself.

He was, in short, very dependent on the good-will of his king and

the toleration of a portion of the nobility. He enjoyed the first

of these for many years and in the period which closed at Brig of Bee

he enjoyed the second also, courtesy of the tirling faction and latter¬

ly of the moderate, protestant party. This party could see in him a

protestant and a councillor who, despite his early farian associations

and his speech for revenge at the 1587 parliament, was generally re¬

garded as pro- nglish. He was also the recipient of the hatred of

the earls of Bothwell and liuntly who were idontified with the pro-

Opanish catholic factions and so that added to his credentials in the

eyes of the protestant party,

during the months after Brig of Doe .aitland's influence continued

undiminished despite the fact that all the rebels blamed their escapade
226

on a hatred of him. " He was closely involved with the king in the

negotiations, which had been going on for sone tine, with foreign

countries for the procuring of a royal bride. Denmark seemed in¬

creasingly likely to be the source of that bride but opinions differed
227

as to whether or not the chancellor was in favour of this. Mait-

laad's relations with much of the nobility remained cool but his in¬

fluence with the king was undeniable with the result that "Every one

of the rebels hath sought by friends to make peace with him, (the
^ v 223

c: ancellor, and when they have him they spe(ed) well after".

suspicions that ...aitland was less than enthusiastic over the proposed

royal wedding were refuted in October 1589 when he was named as a

229
commissioner t>: go to Denmark to bring home the sing's bride. It

soon became clear tha t the king intended to go personally, however,

and itland incurred further suspicion as the supposed author of

226.0^;,: f. t^cptj,x.67-68} 227.Ibid..72-71.95: 223.Ibid..110:
229.1.r.:..iv.421.
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2 in 2^1
this scheme, which drew a denial from the king himself.

The king and chancellor embarked together for Denmark in company

232
with the justice clerk and others. During the course of his time

233
abroad, . .aitland succeeded in quarrelling with both the marl ..arischal

23a
and justice clerk 'and returned to Scotland preceded by rumours that

he and the king intended to implement considerable innovations in
235

state affairs to the detriment of the nobility. There were con¬

stant rumours concerning plots to overthrow the chancellor, and, soon

after his return, maitland antagonised the man who was, in the future,

to be most active in these schemes, namely, Bothwell, Bothwell had

been closely concerned with the government of the country during Mait-

land's absence and seems to have been largely successful in helping

to keep the peace. - espite this apparent success, or perhaps even

because of it, the icing was, on his return, somewhat rigorous in his

treatment of Bothwell. t this, Bothwell was angry, chiefly against
P

Laitland and threatened to leave the country.' Despite such an_er,

237
«.aitland, created Lord Thirlestune at the queen's coronation," con¬

tinued to dominate political and court life. His allies and enemies

in court were constantly changing, Bothwell and Glatais figuring at
p "JO

times in each capacity. As Bothwell's position deteriorated in

the aecona half of 1591» oo the rumours that a large portion of the

nobility were hostile to maitland increased so that "it is thought that

these matters., shall turn to some action ag inst the Chancellor, by

whose def at all things shall be 'wrapped up', both for Bothwell's re¬

lief nd the contentment of many now discontented with this govern-

239irient". The king remained loyal to the chancellor, however, and was

230. -1. . . cot..x.173; 231.Ibi ..17d-6t 232.0alderwoo ,v.67;
233. J nl. u . cot..x. 221-2: 2^A/bid.. 257: 235.~ir J. * elville,
,W.i v»373; 236.-aj,, . .. ♦ ■ gptu <.294-5; 2^7.-cots eeru e.v.299:
238. al. . . cot..x.29d.297-6.322.350: 239.Ibid..543.
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reported on 21 July 1591 to have "examined the offence conceived by
O j»/"N

sundry of the nobility against the Chancellor". The personnel, in¬

volved in the torn "sundry of the nobility" is illustrated in another

observation of later in this month where it is said that "Bothwell and

Hume have given up ith him, (the chancellory an I are now hi. enemies;

and most of the nobility have joined Bothwell via. 'the dries of

Athell, Murray* ^..ourton, Arrell, i.ountrose and Rothos, - the uordes

Hume, Jorthv.'icke and Yestcr - the Lards of Buakleughe and Johnston, with

others*"2^1 - an impressive list by my standards, but like all lists

of supposed supporters of Bothwell sore impressive on paper than in

the field.

Maitland's encirclement by potential enemies was checked in

November 1591 when he helped to occasion the temporary ruin of his

long-time rival the master of Glamis, who lost his post as treasurer
2*^

to the earl of Montrose. '* The running of that department of govern¬

ment was recognised as continuing to lie in the hands of the deputy-

treasurer, ...elville of I urbocairny, a friend of Haitiand' s of con-
243

siderable standing. v»ith Bothwell's attempt on Holyroodhouse in

December 1531 came the suspicion that other nobles might have been

involved in this attempt to overthrow Haitiand and the admission by

Angus, Mar and Morton that they were hostile to the chancellor as,

they claimed, was all the nobility."/h aitland's move towards

Montrose, to whom he was related by marriage,'in securing1 for that

earl the post as treasurer, may indicate a tendency on the chancellor's

part to ally with the catholic faction in an attempt to gain some kind

of security against the growing criticism of him. This tendency may

also be seen in the fact that Huntly and Lord Maxwell were also in

240.11^,546; 241. '.fluff,-HiM 11»381 > 242. '3,1. . . cot«»x«
536,590} 243.l£i&*.»586,590; 244.Cal.Border .'aners.i. 310-1;
245. c<?tir -e^yt|, Q,vi.230-1, vlii.540-3.
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pi/'
court and exercising considerable influence at this time.' 1 If

such wore the case then his scheme profitted . aitland little for, on

the murder of Moray, he was immediately implicated therein in the

public mind on the sido of Runtly the murderer.'"*'^ The evidence
*

gained from the study of Calder's murder has shown that ..aitland may

have been involved in that and there was other evidence, albeit large¬

ly hearsay, which was widely recounted at the time of foray's murder

as proving the involvement of the chancellor therein.

Lord Ochiltree appears to have arranged to meet the earl of Moray,

hia kinsman, at Donibristle to forward a reconciliation between the

earl and Kuntly. After f oray's murder it was declared that the king

and chancellor were among the few others who knew of oray's presence

there..'/h it ia more certain is th t Euntly currently held some

commission of lieutenancy for all such were annulled on the day after
O

Moray's murder. The tormo of this commission, which was probably

merely the one against law-breakers in his own area by which Huntly

had justified his earlier raid on Darnaway, became exaggerated and

distorted by suspicion, so that by 17 February 1591/2, it was alleged

that the king and chancellor were involved with Huntly in the murder

of ..oz-ay with the grant of a blank commission. It was also said that

the king gave auntly a commission to bring Moray in and if he could

not, then to kill him. liuntly had apparently threatened to say that
250

the chancellor was privy to his going to Donibristle, This last

aspect of the rumours contains the essence of the problem in determin¬

ing the chancellor's guilt or innocence, for, once huntly had committed

the crime, he could easily implicate whomsoever he chose, particularly

one with whom he had been thought recently to h ve been close and one

246.ff,al, 1-t-ffPtt. x.626; 247.^^,^39-40; 240.^1^,633-4,637-8;
2A9.R.H.C..iv.725: 250. al.' . . cot..x.639-4C.
* see above 246-7.
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who vrns well-nigh universally unpopular with the nobility.

Whether Unitland was as closely involved in Moray's murder as

some suspected, or was so short-sighted as actually to sign a bond

concerning that murder and that of balder, may be doubted. He seems,

above all, to have been a careful man, constantly gauging the opinion

of the sovereign, upon whom he depended so heavily, before taking any

important action. Where he, and, through him, his king, might come

in for some moral condemnation is in the fact that such commissions

as the o.ne enjoyed by iiuntly were allowed to continue in existence,

anu were even renewed, despite the fact that it was obvious that the

holder of the commission was heavily involved in personal feuds which

ho would be quite likely to pursue under cover of his privileged

position. ...aitl nd and the kin*., mu3t have x-ealised that there was a

distinct possibility of Tuntly Is using this power to eliminate Moray,

but it may also be that they were not averse to this on account of the

Known friendship between . oray and Bothwell. Maltland, whether or not

he expected to gain materially from some wider conspiracy involving

Argyll's death, may well have felt it expedient to fall in with his

king's wishes and turn a blind eye to the solution of a personal

feud vhich would succeed, at any rate, in removing from the political

scene, one of the many nobles who, he had reason to believe, daily

sought his own life. The murder of oray, after all, achieved

notoriety because of its attendant circumstances, but principally be¬

cause it succeeded. It is impossible to say how many potential

onibristles had oeon concocted in the minds of different nobles with

a view to removing either untly or Maibland.

^ brief look at ...aitland's allies is called for now after so much
*

attention to hi. enemies. It has already been seen that Sir Robert

Melville of Murdocairny was given the use of the office of the treasury,

* see above 295-
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in his capacity as deputy trea urer, after Glamis had been removed from

that department. This represented continued reward for n man who re¬

mained, throughout these year-, olosely associated in policy and adminis¬

tration with i. a it land. Jellenden of '.uch.uoule, justice clerk, was

hostile to Idaitland on sever 1 occasions in 1590 and was reputed at one

251
stage to be engaged in a plot against the chancellor. '• aitland was

relieved of hir, more th in dubious loyalty, however, on 27 August 1591,

when he died.41

253
Other men such as John Carmichael of that ilk or Junes Hume of

254
Cowdenknowes were loyal to the crown throughout this time, gave their

king good service and wore well rewarded for it; but their loyalty

seems to. have been ..ore to the kin than the chancellor, who was as

dependent on the kin as any of the, . haitland's advancement of the
*

Cockburns, noted earlier, certainly continued. lookburn of Orniston
255

was knighted at the queen*3 coronation, while tichard Jockburn,

apparent of Clerkington, was male king's secretary on the reoomiiendat-
256

ion of aitland, who resigned the office specifically in his favour.

Cookburn of Orniston, now Sir John, succeeded ir hues 3ellenden as

257
justice clerk 'and no doubt proved less hostile to aitland than his

predecessor had done. » aitland's lack of nobility, an; personal

power meant that he continued to have to react to the machinations of

others rather than instigate his own, as far ss power politics were

concerned. If haltland was involved in the murder of the earl of

oray he certainly did not profit by that slaughter. It was said as early

as 27 February 1591/2 that "the Chancellor seeks to have the ing's leave
258

to depart out of the realm' . He did not 0 abroa , however, but

251. Ibid.. 355 : 252.Ibid..567; 233.d. v. ,lxii.69rj lxiii.79v,201v;
254.1bid..lix. 134^5 lx.103r; lxi.132v-133r; 255. ;1. ... cot,. x.
299-300 ; 256. bid..505.507: 257-• '.,lxii. 130r-180vj
apy.» ». . - A. 6^p.
* see above 292.
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rather bent his energy towards advancing the king's punishment of

liuntly thereby somewhat mollifying the 3 tewart faction who sue,, eted
259

his complicity in the oray murder.

Laitland's biographer, Maurice Lee, entitle, a chapter in his
260

book, "Laitland's fall" which he ascribes to 30 Larch 1592 when,

according to Calderv,'ood "Chanceller I.'at lane was commanded to remove

2^<j 26*2
from court". Lee admits later that the terms "fall" is misleading,

which indeed it is. The king has been seen before to have "punished"

subjects by short-term warding, such as Huntly's after TJonibristle and

it seems likely that Laitland's retiral to Lethington at this time was

something similar, an well as being for his own physical safety. Also,

an a note to the :e.'inter of th? -TiYY JbWPU states "The unanimous

explanation (of the Golden Acts) of the contemporary chroniclers is that

Chancellor Laitland had resolved upon it as a nooessary piece of states¬

manship, and was able to push it through by arguments derived from the

wretche i and anarchical condition of the country". Ko statesman

who had "fallen" could surely be responsible for such an important

piece of legislation some three and a half months after his supposed

fall. On 1 July 1592 it is said that "The Chancellor has returned to
pf i

the King, and is in good favour". ' The truth of the matter seems

to be that while "The Chancellor, (was) not called to manage matters
265

as ho was wont to be" he continued to strive to hold on to the not

inconsiderable influence which he still enjoyed. lie can hardly be

said to have fallen when he probably continued to have as much influence

over the king as any man in the country until his death.

All this, however, is not to underestimate the strength of the

opposition which - aitland faced in the summer after onibristle, for

259.1bid. .653: 260. -aurice Leo, os.cit. .237; 261.Calderwoo,v. 149J
262. nurice Lee, op,<?U, ,246; 263.5. .p,,749-9n; 26,1. al... .Jcot..
x.712; 265.ibid..729.
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the chancellor had also aroused the hostility of the new queen with
266

whom he had a dispute over the lordship of Musselburgh. It was

not surprising' that maitland, as chief minister, should cone in for

severe criticism at a time when two distinct factions appeared to be

reducing the country to chaos. The basic jealousy on the part of

the nobles of ^aitland's superior position with the king, coupled with

the desire of subject people at such a time of crisis to blame ministers,

preferably low-born or foreign, rather than the king himself, led to

a situation in which Liaitland had constantly to struggle to survive

politically.

In addition to his quarrel with the queen and his running feud v/ith

Glands, Maitland also fell foul of Lennox at this time. Maitland, who

had special trust in Mar's affairs had been asked by that earl, who was

thought to be close to death, to ensure that the keeping of Edinburgh

Castle remained in the hands of an Lrskine rather than those of Lennox

267
and his papist friends. This led to friction between the chancellor

268
and the duke with the former apparently fearing for his life. Malt-

land indeed seems to have spent more and mora time away from dinbur^i

and his name is not to be found for some tine in the sederunt of the

269
privy council. James was lothe to lose Maitland's services,

however, and it seems to have been largely the king's influence which

prevented Mai bland from sustaining a proper "fall".

maitland was granted licence to depart the realm for three years

and was to be employed as ambassador to the French king while it was

rumoured that -ax-, Lennox or Sir James Stewart would replace him as

271
chancellor. -one of them succeeded in so doing, however, and while

266.Maurice Lee,op.cit, ,245-6{ 267.Cal. i.. .Jcot. .x.7Ui 268.Ii!isLw
753-4? 269.:. .C,.v.6nt 270.Cal.r.r.3cot..x.773: 271.CflJU.
Lorder .. aoerc.1.406: Jal. . . sot..x.777.001.
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attempts to reconcile ;4aitland and. his various enemies, generally also

came to nought, the support of the kins for his minister continued.

This support resulted in ...ay 1593 in Maitland's again being elected a

272
member of the king's council as chancellor." " Calderwood states -

"..bout this tyme, Chancellor Matlane came to court, rnd was restored
273

to the exercise of his office"; while the king's determination to

restore his canister is indirectly attested to by the increasing

urgency of the attempts of ..iaitland's enemies to keep him from court
274.

or to bring in Captain James Stewart to oppose him. T

liaitland seemed likely to be able, at this time, to solve his
275

quarrel with .ueen Anne 'out his feud with Lennox was worsened by the

fact that the chancellor was receiving considerable support from Lord
?76

John Hamilton,' Lennox and other Stewarts continued hostile to

Maitland and on 24 July when they smuggled their kinsman, Both.-ell,

into the royal presence it was said to have been done largely in order

to prevent Itaitland's return to court which was then reputed to be
277

imminent. 11 Bothwell soon moved for the persecution of Moray's

murderers and charged the chancellor, Sir Robert .Melville and Sir
2*7o

George Hume. When Bothwell was granted a remission for his past

offences it was agreed at the same time that j -aitland, and certain
279

others, should be forbidden to come to court. It was reported at

one stage that . ait1 .and had been warded^°but this proved untrue^0''
and his position began to improve as Bothwell*s hollow and fleeting

reconciliation with the king began to collapse. laitland's name

reappears in the sederunt of the privy council on 15 October 1593, his
282

first appearance there for fifteen months. As with the Golden Acts

272.R.I.C..V.753: 273.Calderwood,v.250; 274.Pal. . .Mcot..xl.83.
91-92,100; 275.Hi1iLl.101; 276. Ibid. .107; 277.Spottiewoode,ii,
433; 278m.„ t "eat...xi. 145; 279.1^,147;

. ar.ars.i.A95; 281.Cal.J.P.Soot. .xl. 176: 282.M.P.O. .v. 101 and note.
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earlier, so the important Act of Abolition, of November 1593, which

proposed to forgive the catholic earls for their past offences, was

233
reputed to be the work of the king and chancellor, " further proof that

if kailland had been physically less involved in government in the

pai.t months, hir, influence was still paramount and his thinking taost

closely in line with that of the king.

28A
The Act of Abolition was extremely unpopular with the clergy""

but discussion of it was .rendered academic by the catholic earls'

refusal to accept it. Maitland, however, was beginning to play a

smaller role in affaire in the face of cm enemy even he could not de¬

feat, ill health. lie did, however, accompany King James on his

expedition to Aberdeen after Clenlivet and during the course of this

journey quarrelled with the earl of far over the running of govern-
285

ment finance. This quarrel with liar which blended into another

quarrel which thai earl was later to have with the queen over the

custody of the young prince, Henry, had little to do with the great

affairs which were being terminated by Glenlivet and its aftermath,
*

and will be left for examination in the next chapter.

Two lairds of importance who came to be thought of as allies of

haltland were Buceleuch and Cessford. duccleuch, as has been seen,

had aided Hothwell, to whom he was I'elated, and had had to leave the

realm as a result so that he was abroad it the time of the Ilolyrood-

house and Donibristle affairs. hen he returned to this country he,

along' with Cessford and lord Hume, were granted commission to convocate

on the borders and pursue Bothwell." He benefitted from lands
op7

forfeited by Bothwell ''and in the autumn of 1594 he was appointed

2i>3.rblu... 109nj 284.~bia. t 235.-al«- «. .--cot.«xi. 473, 476,
286.Ibid..301: 287.R.M.S..vi.166.
* see below 315-20; k see above 285-6.
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288
keeper of Liddesdale. Bueclcuch and Gessford seeped to have

supported -.uitland in his quarrel with the queen but it was hoped more
289

than once that their influence would be used to reconcile the two.

.<hen the chancellor and the queen were reconciled and were united

against «ar over the custody of the young prince, Buccleuch and Cess-
290

ford continued to back ..-aitland. Gessford was to oe seen support¬

ing . iaitland and pursuing Bothwell throughout the summer and autumn
291

of 1593 and in ecember of that year he and Bothwell actually fought.

Like Guccieuch, Gessford benefitted from lands lost by Bothwell
292

t!irouch forfeiture and like Bucclouch also Gessford continued to

back nitland through his periods

These lairds were iaitland's most

no f cod 1th. hostility fro.. iho

high in the favour of the one man

role in government - the king.

of emnity and amity with the queon.

consistent supporters for he still

nobility but he reached 1595 still

necessary to ensure his continued

i: -'» •, • p ol. .xl. £C; .'89. ■ oi. ».o98; 2)0. .... ,5?
251 .Mrrel, ...iorov.11: 292.K.P. ., Ixiii. 125v-126r;
293. :1. . . uot..xl.150.545.
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o y Ui;
The Closing Years.

This final chapter deals with the closing years of King James V1

Scottish reign and begins at the exile of the rebel earls Srrol, Euntly

and Bothwell in 1595. A brief look will be taken at the party of

these men and an estimate cade as to the validity of continued refer¬

ence to them as a party at all. A history of the years 1595-1597

will be sketched by reference to the feuds of the earl of -ar vfhich

incorporated the main events of this time. The history of the remain¬

der of the period will then be examined by looking at the new issues

which rose to paramount importance at this time namely government

finance and government control of the outlying areas with reference

also to the struggle between crown and kirk and the last, most spectac¬

ular and most puzzling of many coups or attempted coups of this reign,

the Cowrie Conspiracy. This treatment should reveal at the close

whether any new major political factions had arisen to take the place

of the ones which, it will be suggested, largely disappeared in this

period.

It will be seen that as time passed the llkelihoodrof King James*

succeeding to the English throne increased, and, while this accession

should not be viewed in terms of the inevitable, it will be suggested

that it had the effect of helping- to render the nobility more passive.

It will also be seen that other external factors particularly the

European political scene had changed in such a way as to remove much

of the purpose behind the earlier outbreaks of lawlessness - at least

such outbreaks as were led and inspired by the catholic nobility.

Credit must not be taken away from the king himself for this new-found

political stability for James and his government made considerable

efforts at ending feuds and rendering, the more traditionally lawless
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areas of the borders and highlands peaceful. -he increaring maturity

of the king* now a married wan with family, was matched by that of

those earls who had revioualy caused the government so much trouble

and who, with one exception, behaved throughout this eriod with

exemplary loyalty. ahe consequent enclin, of the catholic ;irty had

widespread ratifications for the make up and necessity of the other

political ana religious factions ana the changing tempo an tenor of

events led to the accustomed factions being once more put into the

meltin pot.

*

It has been seen in the previous chapter that the catholic party

ha been the faction which had exhibited the best cohesion in the years

under discussion and had been the motiv:. force behind most of the

different crises of that time. The .eriod closed, however, with both

rrol and untly an well as their fellow rebel Jothwell, going abroad

as punishment for their cany different past offences. It remained to

be seen how long that exile would last and, if it ended, how desirous

and how able these earls would be of re-creating and maintaining a

catholic party. tumours as to the whereabouts and activities of the

exilod earls were not slow to circulate in the summer of 1595 and as

early a dugust . untly an rrol were reputed to have been sent home

by Jpain ox* .ere likely to be so to cause trouble. hile :: oculations

flourished an to the activities of the earl abroad, the conduct of

their wives, who remained in cotland, w also subjected to consider¬

able co. > <ont. :ho earls and their inherents evidently realised that

any possible rehabilitation would ! nve to be preceded by some hind of

reconciliation with the kirk, and the oountcss of Uuntly, in particular,

was beinp dealt r/ith by her brother, Lennox, to adhere to the -rotest-

*. * ■«, ~. •
* see above 175-6.
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2
ant faith ana to ^..or.-u&dc her husband to uo the like. If auch

projected schemes of reconciliation seemed hopeful for the earls,

other ruaours which continued to reach -cotlor; , of their traffick¬

ing with Spain and other catholic ovrerdid not advance their

cause.

■peculation th t f.untly, in particular, had arrived back in

cotlnn increased in the cummer of 1%'jC but it may have been iugust

before ''It ic for verity that iiuntly is co...c hojae".J Immediately,

negotiations between the earls' party an< the povernneni and :irk

increased in urgency with the last-named >ody urging that the earls
4

bo sept our; of the realm.n Iiuntly sent offers to the ring. in an

attempt to gain a licence to return howc.3 fhe :inc /ofuses the

offers, but, showin. the moderation which had characterised his

. ealinpc ith untly throughout, he decided to set terms for the earl's

return for lie regarded it as undesirable for sue': a powerful man as

Iluntly to bo constantly outwith his noble lane, and he also feared

that this state might bring iiuntly to despair as a result of which he

.. ight commit further indiscretions.1 aturnlly enou_' the . inisters

counselled the king against dealin.. wit! duntly but the nobility were

7 8
thought to be largely in favour of the earl a. was the queen. In

November 1596 articles were laid down to be performed by the earl of
9

Iiuntly before beint allowed to return to Icotlan or remain there.

. rincipally these involved his satisfyin. the kirk, ledpin not to

traffic with papists and enemies of the crown, emitting his son to

be brought up a/ a .-rotestant and offerin sufficient caution for the

obedience of thoce terras. -.gainst this, however, ''untly arm rrol,

2. flj, M xii. 156,162; 3. VMk. 2p8; 4. JJaAd.,, 302; . oysie,
■j"i. 1 ?! 5» " • »« V. 310-1 1; 6. '• .-.'"tAr -• 1 y.Qbtrt*

xii. 316; 0. -bid.. 313; 5. • • >.. v. 320.
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who had aleo returned to -cotlana by this time after succescfuliy

escaping from the imprisonment in which he ha. been half for a short

tii.o by thConservator for the cotti- h ticn in the .ow CountrieeV

had committed a fresh crime by so returning to cotlan without the

Iore .no is or oruiooion of the . ing, s a result of this a further

-reclamation v,a issued against rose t tin. or interccexroning with the
11

rebel earls.

:ho c: uncos of a successful outcome to the negotiations between

the catholic carls an the Lir! , were improved by a tucult in ddinburgh
12

in iecGj.ber 1556 which put the hiric in the hint's bad peace and cade

•the church...en more eager to placate their sovereign by any possible

means. The ministry of Aberdeen were instructed to listen to the
13

offers of Huntly who betrayed his ol characteristic of blaring

everyone for hie troubles but himself; on this occasion "his uncle,
1 '

r. Jones .'ordon, ac ..uhirrio and others" " ware named ar culpable.

huntly wa obviously bein used as the tent case for the others and

in fay 1527 the n rotiationo readied a successful conclusion hen

i'untly ond rrol ac .nowledged the reformed IdLrk, ronisin; also to
15

expel all papists fro;, their company an- bounds. hortly thereafter

the earls wore absolved from excorrunic-'tion, relaxed fro;:-, the horn

an. restored by parliament.^
The third of the three catholic earle of tlu troubled earlier

yeara, ..ngua, had not been forced into exile along ith .rrol and

.uatly, but for all that, ho found it no easier to regain the -.log's

favour. -hroughout 1555 attempts were nude by Angus and hie friends

to socur his peace by me.a is of a reconciliation with the dirh but to

10. - *. .* . v.» xii. 3d J, 0.1? <1. • « -«« v. 3dp*" 31J
■ ••'. ax. ■».«•■- k.«» xii. 353; 13. •• >ru. ,23; t .. „• pf,11,, > -teOi
15. -*lu.. 550-2; 1c. . 1 «. iv. 124-30; bolderwooi, v. 633-40.
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no avail. r:.o .i.-k, in-iced, might have beer, expected to have been

marginally less resolute against In,_us than ag ia3t Huntly, but An,, us

had also to deal with the hostility of the duke of Lennox to any

proposal to restore hir. 'he duke opposed such atte; etc to restore

Angus for he ha.-i boon granted some of the earl's lands including

■Xantallon, and v;&: anxious either to retain then or to extract a cash
17

settlement for their return. ith t' return to Jcotl-n of Huntly

an ' rrol, '.n0uc* chances of restitution ineroroc and In January

1596/7 it was reported that "rrol and Angus wore waiting the outcome
1 c

of Huntly'o attempt to be restored before moving. He van, In fact,

fully restored at the same time an the other tv.-o carle later in the
19

sane year of 1597* '

.he third earl to go abroad in 1395 end the only one of the four

rebel earls who failed to be restored in the autumn of 1597 was

francis, -nrl of Jothwell. Although not a member of the catholic

_arty in the events of the reviews years, he had been associ ted

with it in the months before bis exile. If tb affairs of "rrol,

Huntly and Angus were mostly matters of speculation in the years

1595 and 1596 this was even more the case with Hothwell rajd continued

to bo true of Mm throughout the r : rinin years of in? J", - '

Scottish reign. 'h.e rumours generally took the for-. , either that he
20

wu- about to return to Scotland or that 1 was dealing with some

21
enemies of the crown, but there was even one occasion, in 1596,

22
when h,o was rep.uted to be dead in Paris. Pis wife, the countess,

enjoyed the king's favour after a somewhat variable fashion'""* but
remission was granted- to a considerable list of people who had been

17. Pal. ... cot., xii. 193? 10. Ibid.. 4241 19. A.P.S.. iv.
12.*-30; 20. . . cot., xii. 311; 21. loin.. 219;
22. 1JM,, 303; 23. Ibid.. 10, 7%
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24
involved with Jothwell in different of his escapades. 'T The most de¬

finite rumours as regards any attempt by lothwell forcibly to enact

his return to Scotland, came in the sprin of 1599» when the oarls of

Caithness and Orkney were both advised, to prepare themselves to with¬

stand any ouch atter.pt, which was thought likeliest to take place
25

in their area. "othin came of this, however, and despite similar

rumours thereafter and despite the fact that on 19 October 1600 it

war reported that the kin-'s anger towards lothwell seemed to have

cooled,"" the earl never returned to Scotland. In the parliament of

1600 the forfeiture which the earl had sustained was continued against
27

his children and he remained abroad for the rest of his life, dying

in Naples in 1612.'"'

The contrast between the treatment accorded to lothwell and bo the

other rebel earls is all the more . irked when it is noted that in the

autumn of 1597, these three earls were restored not only to their

livings and ortion, but also, shortly thereafter, to very considerable

influence in court roceedin s, o much no, that early in 1597/8 it
was considered a serious ossibility that rrol would be made chancell-

29
or and, although this did not happen, he was named with the duke and

30
others to scrvi quarterly with the assistance of the council."" 'he

other two earls had to wait a little longer for such a marked piece of

royal favour but in the summer of 1598, "ngus was made lieutenant on

31 32
the Borders defeating hord Hamilton to secure the post, while on

14 .ecember 1593, Huntly and ngus were both appointed as members of
33

a new privy council of thirty-one. All this time the earls had given

ever.' indication of intending to remain loyal subjects. rrol,

24. . . . lxvii. 66r,75r,32rj 25. al. . . col.. Mil. 1. 419?
26.ibid.. ii. 715, 27. ... .. iv.229-30; 28.bpottiswoode, ii.
4615 -03ts nrrn g. ii. 171; 29. dal. ".-V-cot.. '. : • . i. 150, 167.
xii. 132; 30.Ibid.. 1-1. i, 167; 31. . . .. iv. 170-2;
32. >1. . . cel.. all. i. 229; 33.d.d.C.. v. 499-500.
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admittedly, was reputed to be involved in some plot for a change of

government in the summer of 1358 hut it came to nothing and in any

case it was the master of Olamis who was chiefly blamed by the king
31 35

for it. There was also a "great fray" at .berdeen between the

respective followers of . rrol unci the Larl Larischul but once again

it amounted to very little. .here is indeed, little common policy

or action between the three earls from this stare onwards and little

enough sign of the continued existence of a catholic party.

dot only did rrol fail to become chancellor but he also failed

to maintain the important .osition in court affairs which he had

occupied shortly after Ms restoration. The moot important action

he was involved in, in the following; years, was a dispute with Huntly,

and, more particularly, huntly's man, Gordon of Cight. ight slew a

servant of rrol'c and it seemed
. ossible that the two earls would

fall out over this^ but extremes were avoided. Angus was involved,

for hi part, almost exclusively in border affairs in his role as

lieutenant but on one occasion on which he did become more involved

in central affairs it appeared that he too might fall out with his

former ally Huntly. .t the baptism of the .in, 'a second daughter

Princess fvrgaret, in April 1599, Huntly wa created a marquess as

was Lord John Hamilton. The following month it war stated that "Angus

bein^ resolved not to suffer the Varguesses to prejudge him (by pre-

aumin to sit above him by reason of their new honours) of his ancient
37

place, which may ... breed great troubles". In fact the holder of

the oldest sottish earldom did adhere to his
. rotoat for he refused

to give Huntly precedence in the parliament of "ovsmber 1600 and

went to alkeith rather than appear to sanction hunily'o superior

3m. ,1 s v.b.'y.t t .1-1. i. 281; 35. ici« « 33c J 38. . lici.. ii«
064; 37. Ibid.. i. 484.
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38
position by attendance at the parliament. he was reputed at one

stage to intend to leave the country, presumably because of hie strong

Xeclings over .Jilt, master of precedence, but ho di. not in fact do
3°

: o. ... c.i.
. 1 ./c a reluctance to us! th.. issue to xtremos :?hich

».as in fact quite ch. ir< ct- ristic of the attitude of the culk of the

nobility of those years, and it nay be that ho, and they, were aware

that their different grievances would assume ler,. ar ii.port once if and

when King J Jaes suoce-ecled to the d.nglish throne, This succession

a. poared more lively with each yc r that acre-" and none of the nobil¬

ity would wish to prejudice their sovereign's good opinion by lawless

or extreme action and. oo forfeit the chance of increased wealth or

responsibility which- the nglish accession seoaod to promise.

bike ..nguc, buntly . irec ,ed a considar^bio portion of Ms energy

in these years towards ... .inininin.. peace in the outlying areas of

the country, in ills case tko ij.d;ci. ; an.. Islands. n July 1329

.-untiy and Lennox ;ere appointed ti... Jfcing's lieutenants in tha high-
m

lands ..ad Inlands. ,ntly sees... so have re-establishen is good

rel -tions with the king who strove to reconcile the new marquess with
.* A

she earl of Angus over the dispute mentioned above and also main¬

tainor continu 1 efforts to reconcile untly wit! 1' friendr and kin
'

2
of the late earl of oray. One of these friends of doray was the

earl of Argyll who had his awn grievance with Ihmtly over that earl's

;.,u
. csed involve at in . . . boll of nil. ' ; iu r an an attempted

murder of Argyll himself, as well as the defeat he had inflicted on

rgyll at Glenlivet. The kin.;, made particular efforts to reconcile
* 3

the::, two earls and in 1b01 . utual -umnco: norc denanded as they

wore .iao bctwe n funtly an .or.?.-; althou d it rra jome time ifter

30. Ibid., 'it. 737? 33. - bid.. "21; ' . . . .. vi. ~1 *.
•» ...i.. ... >cq v.. • ii. i'2y; 4x. -bin.. 5-; • »5b1 J
3. * * . i. vi. *1.
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this before a firs., and realistic reconciliation was achieved. In

February 1603 it was n<_.reea that ..untly's son should marry .rgyll's

counter in lU<p. .did it is meant that ..oray shall marry untly's
< *

caughtex* an hav<. a oo:i , ortion", ' both of which lesrrin. .s, desired
4 •—

to end the respective feuds, did at least take . lace.''

It can be seen, therefore, that the principal lords of the

catholic party behaved t ;enselves very poacably in the years after

their restoration and inuui0ed in no coa.mon action of a siorlsedly

"catholic nature. hat".or t:,o . ncr a -in^ ,.aturity of the catholic

carls or a .nov.loJ0e of the fact that thej coal - not hope to win over

the .hit, to their r~lit,io , or a ho,, o of advancement when their

•soverei&a was also hint, of n^land induced this change ox heart is not

clear. .aether important fact in thoir ccirion was undoubtedly the
fact that the possibility of a farther Spanish invasion of . n^land,

possibly through - cotian;,., seemed less than' likely ana :cot land* s main

importance, as far as English foreign policy 'was ooncemod, had shift-

■ to r os ibl. rod in .'yrono'., rebellion in Ir- land. uttever

the reasons, it is cvi cmt that throughout the last part of .ins

J re,' cot lis; roi,n, the estate ymo in no danger fro... the catholic

faction of the nobility.

oofore continuing to examine the traditional opponents of the

catholic party, the ...ouerate rotes tan t party, it mi^ht be opportune

to ucai oriefly at this , oint wit tho few incidents of those latter

years which originated in catholic aspirations. ihe limited nature

those incidents and the comparatively hwebiu station of those

chiefly involved therein 0ive further ; roof that Catholicism had

44* Cal.3.P.scot.. XI I, ii. 1106; 45. .cota feeraac. iv. 545—6.
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ceased to bo a cancerous political force in ■ Gotland. There were

nobles such as I,ord Herries, in trouble for his attendance at a

aC
Dumfries mass, who seemed to have continued in tho old religion find

to have maintained the Jesuits such as . r. James Gordon and Pr.

Pdmund Hay who continued their activities throu hout these years

despite the efforts of kirk and government to stop them. These

adherents to the old faith, however, vrftre but little involved in any

political extension of their faith in these years and the most

important act of such a nature concerned Hugh .3arclay of Ladylands,

who had been associated for some time with the King of Spain and the

Pope in catholic intrigue. On the last day of May 1597 it was

reported that " ... the laird of Ladylands, returned into this realm

from ... Spain ..., has banded with some of the .ontgomeries, Stewarts,

hurrays and others being, papists". They intended to surprise the

island of Ailsa Craig in the Clyde. To prevent this the island

and house were seised by Pr. Andrew Knox, minister at aisley.^
Apparently when Knox and his associates attempted to capture the

said Hugh he resisted and was drowned. His intention in attempt¬

ing to capture the island seems to have been "to have foirttfeit and

vietuallit the same for the ressett and conforto of the panishe

armey"'^ which appears to have been a forlorn hope.

Another catholic activist to lose his life in these years was

James o , apparent of Ponyton. He had been present at the battle

of Glenlivet on the si e of Huntly and was at the horn for this and
49

his persistent papistry. On 10 April 1599 be was charged to
f ry

satisfy the kirk or pass abroad but in Porch 1601 he is one of

46* •S* • ^ 312; 47* -al. . $ cot., xii. J®! 48* -«F»C. , v.
394* 49. Ibid.. 212-13, 547i 90-Ibid,, 547-
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those whoa Calderwood nemos as being present at a recent mass In

Ldinburgji. He continues: "A little before this tyne the said

young Laird of 3onytoun, aid Laird of Latoun, with their complices ...
51

brake up the old Laird of dory-ton' house". They were concerned

to death for this housebreaking and theft of paper:; from the same.

3onyton was executed "an obotinat i'apist" in April 1601, despite pleas

from Huntly, rrol, Hugo and others for mercy. Calderwood adds that

.'od claimed to be dyia for this faith but it was not mentioned in

his dittay.^^
A third adventurer to perish in these years and one whose

connections with the catholic faction were even more tenuous than the

above, was Francis ...owbray, son* of the laird of Barnbouylo in est

Lothian. He had a history of considerable lawlessness and had but

lately returned from abroad to London. hile in London he was accused

of plotting, to kill the king. Lis accuser was one Daniel, an Italian

fencer, who, putting his faith no doubt in his own skills, was prepared

to prove the matter in personal combat. This was postponed in prefer¬

ence of further evidence which duly arrived fro;:, London and was heard

by the king,. The night after this hearing - owbray attempted to

escape from Edinburgh Castle but his rope of blankets bein, too short

he fell and was killed on the castle rock, only to have his body

hanged and quartered as a traitor in ' dinburrh, on 31 January 1603.

Mowbray had previously been in prison concerning: his involvement in

catholic lots and it was no doubt this, coupled with the king's

excessive fear of personal attempts ag inst him, which resulted in

such harsh treatment.

These cas-s have considerable interest in themselves, and are

51.Caldorwood, vi.1C2-3? 52.Ibid.. 104-5? 53. d. ... vi. 531-2n.
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chosen, in preference to the more tortuous dcalingsof iouxy Ogilvie

and other spies, to illustrate how far divorced the events of these

years were from the noble-led catholic uprisings of the time of Brig

of Bee. .his removal of the catholic faction as a potential source

of danger in the kingdom coupled with the decreasing likelihood of

any invasion of Scotland or England by Spain also took away the

"raison d'etre" of the party, designated in the previous chapter, as

that of the protestant moderates. It must, indeed, be stated, at

this point, that there was considerably less adherence to factions

throughout these final years of the reign. Ivents of such a nature

as bred and required factions, that is, feuds, attempted coups d'etat

and the like, were of considerably less frequency throughout these

years, in which affairs such as government finance and government con¬

trol over the Highlands and Borders took on a greater significance than

quarrels between noble houses. A constant glancing at 1603 is to be

avoided in regarding' the events of those years but there is a definite

air of awaiting events among the nobility at this time and this result¬

ed in an unwillingness to push events to extremes which resulted in its

turn in the most peaceful years of the reign so far.

This does not moan, of course, that there were no feuds or

factions in the country and the earl of Mar, in particular, found

himself heavily involved in three feuds at the one time in the opening

years of this period. /is Tar could be considered, and indeed was,

a leading protestant patriot, and as a history of his feuds is

virtually a history of those years, they will be examined at some

length and will further illustrate the lack of any large protestant

party.
*

It has already been noted in the third chapter that during the

* see above 302.
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coarse of tho march northwards of the king and his loyal forces in

late 1594, at the tine of Clenlivet, Chancellor Kaitlanu and the earl
54

of Tar "have entered into soae discord". T That the cause of their

dispute was in some way connected with the running of government

affairs, is, apparently, not to be doubted. Mar's prestige had

recently been enhanced by his being appointed as guardian to the

young prince,Henry, the king's first child, and it nay be that his new

position gave bin, in his own opinion at least, the right to criticise

the rest of the government machine. Certainly on 2 November 1594 it

is reported that "The 'factours• of estate, fearing Mar's greatness

and that (they) themselves should be 'put at', made a motion to the
55

~arl of Crawford to take the keeping of ..dinburgjh Castle", while a

fortnight later it was said that " one storns are likely to grow be¬

twixt the Chancellor and the Earl of Mar, and it is deemed that ..ar
f /"

aspires to be Chancellor".""" That the initiative to change the officers

of estate carae from liar i3 stated on several occasions but another

possibility is that "It ?/as the King's intention to have changed the

Treasurer anu Comptroller by the advice of the old Clerk Register and

the Trior". liar was brought in and brought in "Argyll, ontrooe and

Glencoim". Mar wanted the change to be extended to Include the
57

chancellor and the secretary. hatever the true origin of this

dissatisfaction with the running of government affairs, this feud be¬

tween Mar and ; ait land set the tone for the remaining yotusof ing

James* Scottish rule, in that these years which saw peace and harmony

prevail among the nobility to a degree unprecedented in the reign so

far, also saw change and experiment among the holders of public office

to a similarly unprecedented degree.

54. Cal.k. ."'cot.. xi. 473; 55. Ibid.. 472 ; 56. 476;
57. 494.
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The main immediate up3hot of Mar's attack on the administration

was that in January 1594/5» twelve auditors of the exchequer were

appointed of whom Mar was one. It was also stated that "There is a

determination to change the Treasurer, Comptroller and Collector and

to give the offices to 'mono* men" that they night be able to be dis-
58

missed. This, of course, was a similar sentiment to that expressed

by the king some time later at the appointment of tho Octavians and

it shows it was no new thought on that latter occasion. It must never

be forgotten, however, that throughout these struggles among those

engaged in a-ministration, personal considerations remained paramount

and theories of government 'were, at best, but a poor secondary consider¬

ation. Maitland showed his appreciation of this fact and of the

vulnerability of a part of Mar's position when, as seems likely, he

played on tho natural maternal instincts of jueen Anne so that she was

pleased to request that control of the young prince might be taken
59

from ...ar and given to herself. ' This could not but be deemed a

slight to the earl and he continued to resist it fiercely whenever it

was mooted.

If Maitland was hostile to Mar's suggested Innovations because he

regarded the;;, as a possible threat to himself this wan no doubt also

the attitude of that other old campaigner and one-time ally of Mar,

the master of Clamis. An indication of tho personal nature of the

involvement of these men and cf the character of their hostility to

liar's suggestions can be gauged from G1amis' case. The master of

Claras had had the handling of the living of his house for 18 years

during the lord, his nephew's, minority. Whatever his previous

political vacillation and affiliations, the master was currently on

58. ibju., 5135 53. Ifrtat* 531, 546, 540.
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60
good torn© with I.altlanc and with that can*Q leading supporters,

Buccleuch an Jess ford. He cherished the hope, consequently, of

cementing this friendship by marrying his nephew to Cessford's sister"'1
which would not only strengthen the alliance but might also serve to

leave him in personal control of the affaire of the lordship for some

time to come. His chagrin then would be considerable when he ascer¬

tained. that 'tar and his friends have got their cousin, Agnes hurray,
62

contracted with Lord CIamis without the aster's privity" and he

foresaw "that this carriage is likely to be his overthrow, for he had

the handlin of the living these eighteen years. Ee has taken good

parts of it to himself, all which he is to answer for, ... Also it

is looked that Lord Glacis and the arl of Crawford shall agree, which

shall be no small danger to hi This young lady who thus wrecked
6A

Glacis' plans, Ann ...urray, was related to ; or"'f and was reputedly "the
65

ingis aistris" so that, whatever the exact nature of her relation¬

ship with the king, the queen*3 anger might also be calculated to be

aroused by this proposed alliance which would see the girl so advanced.

liar's enemies, the queen, chancellor, and Glacis, were reputed to
CI

he at the bottom of a slaughter on 24 June 1595 J which caused a feud

between Mar and his neigh ours which lasted for some time to come.

It was in April of that year that it was reported that "This late dis¬

pleasure betwixt unipace and Crrden is likely to work much ill among

us and to separate Mar ... froa Dunipace ..*, which indeed will prove

no small matter, because .'unipace could do and did cost against the
Cl

Chancellor". Car .en was a Forrester, and unipace a Livingston^

and their quarrel evidently worsened for on the day in June, mentioned

above, Javid orrecter, a kinsman of Garden, who was a servant of 1. ar

So.ifcid*» 494,520,525 ? 6i.j;^-t,poe? 62.; K,,503? 63.580-9;
64.Scots Peerage, i.464-70, v. 615; 65.0al.F.order a or: . ii. 31, 34;
oO.val.'-,. . -cot.. xi. 625? 67. ■ aid.. 5 A*
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and a bailie of Stirling, was slain by unipace and brace of Airth,

younger. The author of the " istorio of din- James the axt" states
63

that Brace and Torre, ter "hapnit bayth to loove a woman". 1 The

Stirlingshire families of Livingstons and 3ruce were joined by their

neighbours the lphinstones in opposition to bar who boasted a formal
, 69

array of allies of his own, who counselled him to seek redress at law.

One source, which ascribes the blame of the slaughter to the queen and

her allies, suggests further that their reasoning in this was that they

were "thinking thereby to disgrace bar, for it would have furnished a

great argument against hin of weakness and inability to defend the

young rince, if he had not been able to bear out his just cause against
+1f\

so noon competitors". If such was indeed the thinking behind the

affair then the conspirators had failed adequately to gauge the extent

of the king's trust in - ar which nevor varied throughout this crisis

and which was instrumental in bringing about a reconciliation between

...ar and the queen. The reconciliation was somewhat less than enthus¬

iastic, however, and the affair continued in a somewhat uncertain

fashion until death thinned the ranks of .bar's enemies by removing
71

Chancellor Laitland on 4 October 1595. That Maitland was involved

in intrigues and court affairs right up until his death is evident and

led one observer to the less than charitable remark that "The Lord

Chancellor amends now very well yet keeps 1 j. lobert Truce and other

ministers still with him ... Co as the sickness has gained him the
72

i:dnisters • lie remained, as always, an individual rather than a

member of any great faction and in his latter days left the guiding

principle of his political life, namely to be on the same side of

63. Historic ox din . James the ext. 34^5 *>9. al, . . gyi;., xi.
630; 70, Ibid.. 639; 71, ..cots ioorare. v. 301; 72. Cal. . . cot..
xii. 24.
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affairs as the kin.., only sufficiently to ally himself with the king's

wife against .tar v/hom he evidently saw as a danger to his political

security.

It i3 evident, then, that the three quarrels in which Mar was

engaged at this time, namely with the queen, . aitland, and the Living-

ston^-.iruce combination, were all interdependent and it remained to be

soon 'whether ...aitland's death would be the cause of their sundering and

going into decline. The master of Glands, who, as has been seen, was

also heavily involved in these dis utes, evidently dreaded that . .ait¬

land's death would have the above effect for he, "had lately been in

diribur^h fearing his ( .aitland's) loath to comfort and koep together
73

the society".' Another possible result of Aaitland'a demise, however,

could have been that the late chancellor would have the blame laid on

him for the queen* 3 desire to remove l.ar^ but it transpired that the

•queen would continue her course against :. ar despite this death. It

was not Ion ., however, before . aitland's influence v/a3 missed, for

uccleuc' and Oeosford [unrrellcd over a local issue and it was said

that the chancellor had kept them friends for a longer time than was

75
previously thought possible.'^ It was thought for a tiro that their

quarrel would lead to a personal combat between, the two lairds and

.Ithou.Jh this did not happen, their dispute had the effect of drawing

them away from court life and involving them more exclusively once

again in local, border affairs.

As the year 1595 ended, liar's quarrels continued. .respite some

reports of reconciliation with the queen it was generally held that the

two were still but cool to each other. The Icing was certainly making

efforts to remove the feud bet-ween Livingstons and far and to ensure

73. ibid.. 39; 74. ibid.. 34-35; 75. ibid., 115.
* see above 317-18.
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that all deal in s and negotiations concemia. it were kept peaceful.

Despite this it was constantly feared that the situation would erupt

into renewed violence* As for .wir's third quarrel, the personal sieo

of that had obviously been terminated by Aaitland'a death but the

doubts which Liar had voiced over the royal revenues no doubt played

their part in arousing the . eneral discontent which the king appeared

to feel on that issue at that point. Unfortunately for - sr, the

steps which sere taken in January 1595—^ to remedy this situation,

promised to be scarcely in his own personal interest. The king's

chronic lack of money made it all the sore remarkable to bin that

the queen was able to present him with a purse of gold on New Year's

Day 1596* lie ascertained that the responsibility for this lay with

the queen's household financiers and decided to employ the;.;, along

with some other officers to take charge of his own financial affairs.

That, at any rate, is how John Colville explains the appointment of
77

the Cctavians which took place on 9 January 1593/6* 'he four

members of the queen's council who became Octavlans could be expected

to continue their adherence to that lady and any advice they ve the

king concerning Liar could hardly be expected to be greatly in that

earl's favour*

The Octavians, as a body, did not last a yo ;.r, but their appoint¬

ment must be regarded as an important experiment in government financ¬

ial administration in Scotland. It is more in the nature of this

work to investigate the olitical character and likely standpoint of

the individuals who were thus brought to prominence in this body but

a word on them, as a body, .night not be out of place. It is not

proposed fully to debate how muck of an innovation the appointment of

76. Ibid.. 100, 102? 77. John Colville, Letters. 190.
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ouch a body of eight, largely non-noble, councillors was, but there

are several points worth . .aking. firstly, it is worth repeating that

when ..ing Janes made his oft-quoted remark concerning his desire to

employ men in his affairs who were"hangable" he v;ac described as being
73

"very merry"' or, in other words, did not intend his phraseology to

be taken literally. Secondly, any atte .pt to interpret the appoint¬

ment of the Cctavian3 as a deliberate bio-; against the nature of

nobility as such, is likely to come to grief. Of the eight men, two,

namely, James lphlnstone and Alexander leton, were younger sons of

lords. Alternatively, of the eight men, no less than four were

personally elevated to the peerage, a further two were the immediate

ancestor of newly-created peers, and of the other two, deter Young of

doton was knighted, while Sir John Skene was clerk register and a lord

of session with the personal title of Lord Curriehill. Their evident

desire to join the ranks of the peerage rules out any idea of their

being used against the interests of the peerage as such as does the

terminology of their demiseion of office of 30 November 1596, in

which "... thay malst humelie cravo that thay micht be exonerit of

the said charge, at the leist that sum of his Ilienes nobilitie, quha

■ought and could be faderis of the oonmounwole, and to quhomo the ordourv

ing of the public effearis of the cuntrie propirlie apportenis, may be
79 v

nominat and appointit" to give their advice.'

The reasons for their appointment must lie in the extensive

experience of ublic office which they all enjoyed, the desperate

situation in which the royal finances were and the possible desire of

the king to make something of a break with the past. koitland was

dead and the kin bad no /rent lov for the mast ;r of Glaaio who still

/Q. ■ ■-!,«■ « es...» xii. 117; '!)• • ♦ » «« v. 331 •
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hold his post as treasurer. Two further points sunt be Bad© concern¬

ing; the Octaviaas as a body, namely, that they did not arrive suddenly

on the :olitical scene as individuals for they had been involved in

different government work for many years and, lastly, they were not

exclusive in their ability to rise, or have their families rise, to

the peerage through government service at this time. hen such as the

conaendator of 3ewbattle, also heavily involved in government adminis¬

tration, although not actually an Octavian, could see their service

rewarded, in this case, hark her, being created earl of Lothian.'30
One final aspect of the Octavlans as a body which needs a brief mention

is that although their regime did not long- survive, individuals of

them continued to serve ling James for much of the remainder of his

reign in several important offices including the chancellorship and
01

secretaryship, thus indicating, that the ding was content with their

services and was content to continue the advancement at least of some

of the men appointed at this time.

Although the Octavianc had considerable records of individual

public service before this latest appointment they have not figured

such in this discussion of political factions, hitherto, as it is

generally the fate of administrators to be but peripherally involved

in politics. 1th this advent to greater power, however, it became

obvious that their individual personalities and potential alliances

would became of greater importance as they themselves became greater

prises to be sought after, by the bulk of men craving royal favour,

or by any faction seeking central support to forward a particular

policy. Of the four Octavians who were not former members of the

queen's council, three can be dealt with comparatively quickly in

00. boots : eex-a e. v. 455-6* 81. Handbook of British Chronology.
176, 187.
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that their new advancement to higher office node but little difference

to the paucity of their involvement in factious politics. Peter

Young, for example, had been the king's almoner and co-tutor with

Buchanan and had performed many other offices for his king, as he was

to continue to do, but his role in court intrigue, never great, shows
32

no increase after hie becoming an Octavian. Similarly David Carnegie
8^

of Colluthie, who died in April 1593, seems to have concentrated on

the financial side of affairs and left the politics to others. Like-
*

wise ir John kiene, mentioned above, is found dealing in his office

as cler.: re is tor"r but not interfering to any c_re.it extent in the

personal aspect of politics. fho fourth of those Octavians who were

joined to the four queen's councillors to make up the eight, and the

one who layod the largest role of those four in the politics of

the period was alter Utewart.

alter -tewart. Prior of Llaatyre, was the son of Air John. Stewart
85

of ...into, and had had a long history of association in government

before ho was appointed as an Octavian. .m lias boon stated he was

the most involved in politics of his t roup of four Octavians and the

side he identified with was that of iiar and Lennox as opposed to that

of the .queen and her supporters. In -optosber 1595* when it was

rumoured that Chancellor .aitland'a life was in danger, Alexander Seton

was suggested as a possible successor to him in that office. He was,

of course, a member of the queen's council, and it was Anna who was

reputedly pressin.. for him to be made chancellor, while her enemy, Mar,

and Lennox who to. assisting hiia, gave their support in this issue to
36

LLuityro. .'hose two, Blantyro and Urquhart, . teton is generally

32. 'OyWiPff, ♦ -'0.* 1454; 33. Loots , oorn-c. viii. 59;
34. 1207; Bp. cots oer. t. ii. 31;
33. ..ba.xii. 35.
* see above 322.
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referred to, regained very considerable rivals for the unfilled post

of chancellor, the first being generally backed by a more definitely

protectant faction and the other by people often thought to have a lean-
07

ing towards c tholicism. dlantyre appeared to have triumphed in

the struggle, when, in November 1395» he was made vice-chancellor,
09

but the appointment of the Cctavians, ' with the four members of the

queen's council joining. three largely unaligned officials and dlantyre

therein, must be seen more as a victory for Jrcul-art's side.

Blantyre wa. reconciled to the queen shortly before the appoint-
90

sent of the Octavians. He desitted hie office of lord privy seal

in favour of hindsay, his fellow Octavian, ana became instead, treasur-
91

er, fro... which post the master of Clonic -an ousted. In December 159&

there was u tunaxlt in -dinburgh, which will be examined more fully
*

Inter, but which was .irected against certain bctavians and shortly

after this there woe a convention, in which, dpottiswoode relates

"the Cotavlans not according- well a-.on^st themselves (for the prior

of .blantyre did keep a course with the gentlemen of the chamber, and

underhand informed the ministry of the ill-affection that the .resident
\ 92

and advocate carried unto thorn)". " Jlantyre /as obviously continuing

his hostility to the former councillors of the queen who, it might be

more than suspected, arc referred to in a report of 13 January 1596/7
which states that "The offices of the Comptroller and Collector are

given to the rior of Blantyre, ,.ord treasurer, who lately was nuch

put at (as it is said) by four of the Cctavians and was ready to have
93

left the Court". hen it become likely that a noble would once

again be made chancellor, and that the earl of . ontrose would be that

noble, it is no surprise to find that the efforts of I.'ar and hermox

07.1^,, 26; 80..l^., 67; pp..:,,. rC,, v.254-0; 90. h.l. . . cot.,
xii. 75; 91.iba,^t, 163; 32.3pottiswoode, iii.39l 9I.Cal.::..3cot..
xii.426.
* see below 331-2.
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94.
to resist this, were backed by 31antyre.' ' hen . .ontrose did secure

that position, however, it was remarked, on 2 February 1593/9 that the
95

treasurer still hold his office but in fact ho did not hold it for

long thereafter. The reason for this was the king's anger at a

decision of the lords of session in the case of I !r. Robert Bruce, an

E dinburgh minister. llantyre was known to favour 3ruce, and, although

he had played no port in the judgment, he bore the brunt of the king's

anger, when the decision wont against the monarch, and was committed to
96

ward in dinburgh Castle. The king decided that dlantyre, who was

backed throughout this crisis by Lennox, Far, Ochiltree and others,

should demit the treasury, which was to be given to the earl of
97 93

Cassillis. It seemed as if Jlantyre's disgrace was determined on,

but the support given him by Lennox helped to gorouade the king to
99

give Jlantyre bai'. his place in session. The king's good opinion

of 31antyre was soon restored more enthusiastically, indeed, for when

the prior and the earl of Cassillis, whose tenure of the office of
1 GO

treasury had not lasted one month, 'wore at law, the king gave his

support to Jlontyre, although the queen, renewing her old hostility
101

to Jilantyre, supported the earl. On 11 l arch 1G00 the king made

official comment on the faithful fashion in which 31antyre had fulfilled

his duties as treasurer and promised to relieve hln of debts Incurred
102

therein. For the reminder of the king's Scottish reign Blantyre

was occupied chiefly in I lis capacity of advising the young" arl of

oray, his kins; an, as to his correct attitude to the king's attempts
103

to end his quarrel with liuntly. J he was created nord Jlantyr© in

94. AlII. i. 331} 95. Ibid.. 395; 96. 425, -426-3;
97. 434-5; 90. Ibid.. 494; 99. Ibid.. 521;
100. -cots -ccrn-c-. ii. 475-6; 101. .ocot.. XXII. ii. 624;
102. d.F.C.. vi. 92; 103. ml. » .'cot.. XIII.ii. 992, 1023.
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July 1606 and died in 1617.1 'f
Of the four Octavians who load been queen's advisers, John Lindsay

of Henmuir became lord privy seal and then secretary but did not enjoy

good health and resigned his office of secretary to another Gctavian,

. lphinatone, in January or February 1597/-', seven months or so before
105

his death. In coraaon with the other members of the original queen's

council, thi3 man, whose descendants became first lords and then ear-Is

of 3alcarrcs,was suspected of beinL a papist,and it was

against these four councillors that the Hdinburgh tunult of December

159^ was directed. Thomas Hamilton of Jruacairno, "Tan o' the Cowgate",

outlived his kin, and gave long service to the crown, being created

arl of Haddington in 1627.^° Spottiswoode claims that the Octavians

forced dr. David ak-111, advocate, to resign and die by associating
109

"with him in office . r. Thomas Hamilton, one of their own number"

and certain it is that he took over as king's advocate in the sane

month as the Octavians were appointed.110 is was said above ho was

111
suspected of boin. a papist, while his uncle, hr. John Hamilton,

112
was a known jesuit. Hamilton and Lindsay continued to be associat¬

ed with the policies of that portion of the Octavians which had previous¬

ly been the queen's council.

Alexander -oton and Junes dphinstone wore the two original queen's

councillors who wore most actively involved in the personal aspect of

..•olitics in the remaining ye a.-;; of in, a:-' cottish rci. n and it is

perhaps no coincidence that they were the two sons of peer;:. Alexander
113

doton was the fourth son of George, fifth ord eton, and, consequent¬

ly, a member of a family which, althouji not heavily involved in the

104. cots eera 0. ii. 33} 105. Ibid.. I. 517; 106. Ibid.. 510-19}
107._„^kt ... xii. 426; 100. foot a eera c. iv. 309-12}
109. oottisroode, ii.468} 110.Loots eers.no. iv. 310;
113. al. . . cot., xii. 126; 112. cots ;'eera.ee. iv.306j 113.HiA&«,viii.
509.
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political events of King James' reign, had a history of adherence

to the causes of queen Mary and Catholicism. Alexander became earl

of Dunfermline in 1605 while his brother Robert, the sixth Lord Seton,
4 4 i

became Karl ofWanton in 1600, with the obvious inferences that

their family was in considerable favour with the king and was enjoy¬

ing increasing influence. Before he was appointed as an Octavian,

Seton was already president of the court of session J and as has

been seen he vied with Blantyre for the position of chancellor.

His supposed Catholicism was reputedly a draw-back to his obtaining

that position, yet, although Montrose was made chancellor in 1598/9»
it was Seton who succeeded him in that office in 1604^ ^ ^and con-

117
tinued therein for many years.

James Elphinstone of Innernauchtie was the third son of Robert,
113

third Lord Klphinstone. Ilis inclusion in the Octavians was not

likely to benefit Mar for in addition to being one of the queen's

councillors, Elphinstone was a member of a family which was joining

with the Bruces and Livingstons in their feud with Mar over the

slaughter of David Forrester. Like his fellow Octavian Hamilton,

Elphinstone had a close relative, in his case a brother George, who
119

was a jesuit. The family were closely associated with government

affairs; Klphinstone's uncle, Michael, was one of King James' masters
120

of household, John Elphinstone was a gentleman of the queen's
121

chamber, George lphinstone held a similar post in the king's
122

chamber while Alexander, Master of Klphinstone, James* elder
123

brother, became treasurer in 1599• James, himself, was a senator

124.of the college of justice, and became secretary when his fellow

11A.Ibid..iil. 370; viii.591; 115. lbid..370: 116. R.P.C..
vii. 22-24n; 117- Handbook of British. ghronolo.Tv. 176;
118.Kcoi;s x eera o. i. 556; 119. Ibid.. iii.536; 120. Ibid..
533; 121. R.P.' ., lxix.59v; 122.Ibid., lxx. 254v;
123. Jpottiswoode, iii. 78-79; 12d.Scots Peerage. i. 55&.
* see above 324-5«
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A

Octavian, Lindsay, resigned that office through ill health. 0
He continued to use his influence in the earl of Mar's contrary for

it was reported on 14 January 1593/9 that Sir George lphinctone was

one of those labouring to make Lontrose chancellor against bar's wish
126

as was the lord secretary and all the competitors of liar. " If

Secretary Iphinstonc aspired to be chancellor as was alleged at one

127
stage he was to be disappointed in this but he and his kinsmen

benefitted considerably from the forfeitures which were a consequence

123
of the Cowrie Conspiracy. Hlphinstone, in common with his three

129
associates, woe suspected of papistry, and his nephew Alexander,

the treasurer's son, was present at a mass in Edinburgh for which he
130

was grantod a remission but shortly thereafter the office of the
131

treasury was taken fro Alexander Hlphinstone and given to Gir
132

George Ilune of Spott,

It has been seen that the appointment of the four men of the

queen's council, all suspected of papistry and one of then ]>ersonally

involved in a feud with bar, to have control, with others, over the

king's financial affairs, can hardly have pleased the carl and that

he, and those of a like mind, gave their support to 31antyre as the

most politically conscious Octavian who shared their opinions and

standpoint. One of the first actions taken after the appointment

of the Octavinns was a request to bar to reduce the superfluous de~
133

fenders from around the yourg prince, in the interests of economy.

mar was always sensitive on the topic of his control of the prince

and it must have seemed to him to be but another device of the queen's

to trouble him in this way through the mouths of the new councillors.

During 1596 it was rumoured at one time that Ear and the queen were

125. val.d. .Loot.. XIII. i. 162} 126. Ibid.. 301; 127. Ibid.. ii.
716; 128. R. .G., lxxii.35 v; lxxi.293r; lxxii.59211 129. Calderwood,
v.511; 130. .3., lxxii.46 v«4m j 131.M. .C.. vi. 207-0;
132. ma, > 290a? 133. Cal. '...3cot.. xii. 136.
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1 34
reconciled and the earl would be made chancellor but in fact the

queen continued to harbour designs of controlling the young prince.

Ear's quarrel with the administration no doubt seemed to him to have

lessened when the Octavians demitted their office on 30 November and

those nominated to aid the Ootavicuaa in governing included himself,
135

Lennox and Argyll, with whom he remained on good terms. His

quarrol with the Livingstons and their allies, however, grew more

menacing, from the earl's viewpoint, when Lord Livinstor. ras given

the control of the Princess Elizabeth,1^ the king's second child,
137

"the bettor match the Earl of Mar now in quarrel with Him" and this,

dospite the fact that his wife, a sister to the earl of Prrol, was a

known papist.1^ Mar was loyal to the king throughout the time of

the tumult of the dinburgh ministers in Deoeaber 159& although he had

no love for the councillors against whom it was directed and despite

the fact that he was petitioned by cone of those ministers to be the
139

leader of their movement. The Edinburgh tumult may have been

detrimental to the interests of the kirk but it was around this time

that the Cctavians demitted their office and it may have served to

convince the king of the upopularity of the government.1^ Experiment

continued hereafter in the personel of the administration and a

succession of different councils was established but none of them were

without elements of nobility in them, suggesting that the king was

already weary of using merely his "hangable" men, and while he was

prepared to benefit from their undoubted skills he had decided to use

these in conjunction with some element of the nobility.

Although Mar remained aloof, as indeed did the bulk of the

nobility from the machinations of the kirk and its ministers, this

134* Ibid.. 241; 135* ■ *0.. v. 336-0I 136. Ibid.. 343;
137. Pal. . .Loot., vii.336; 130. boots Peerage, v.4455 139.S.R.O.,
Par and Nellie Muniments. G.D. 124/15/195 140. R.l-.C.. v. 336-0,
357.
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may be a suitable place to deal with the struggle between the kirk

and king, which was decided in favour of the latter in these last

years of the reign. The expulsion of the catholic earls, Kuntly and

Errol, in the spring of 1595, oould not but be seen as a victory for

the kirk and it remained constant in its vehement opposition to their

reinstatement. different individuals of the kirk began to overstep

themselves, however, such an kr. David Black, minister of St. Andrews,

who, in October 1596, called ueen Elizabeth an atheist.This

greatly angered King James who took steps to punish the minister*^
but it was only one example of the crisis in affairs between the lead¬

ing churchmen and the government. On 14 December 1596 it was said
143

that Black was "to be warded beyond the Berth water ... within 6 days"

but before these days had elapsed there erupted the tumult in Edinburgh,
*

already referred to on several occasions, directed against the four

Getavians who had been members of the queen's council and who were

suspected to be papists. The kirk blamed these men principally for

the decision to recall the catholic earls and it was also suggested

that some of the courtiers and the king's own domestics, tlirough

jealousy of the Octavians,took occasion to stir up quietly the ministers

and people of Edinburgh.The kirk was therefore trying to affect

decisions of a political nature by its actions to an unprecedented

degree but it had little support from the nobility being; joined only
145

by Lord Lindsay and Lord Forbes. Different versions of the tumult

disagree as to whether the removal from office or the death of the

Octovians was the object of the day's exercise^^ but the king

retaliated by punishing the chief townsmen of Edinburgh financially

and removing the main organs of government from the capital. This,

141. Jpj., xii. 353; 142. R, ■ ,(?,, v. 326-7;
143. -ql, vii.304l 144. Ibid.. 393; 145. 393-4;
146. Ibi 394, 397.
* see above 325, 330.
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on top of the action the king had taken earlier at the time of David

Jlack • n sermon, when any unlawful convention of the ministry had been

banned# quelled the extremist prcsbyterian element. The king also

took action against some of the individuals involved, ministers and
117

others, and declared the outbreak to have been an act of treason#

Almost immediately after this tumult, the ministry of Aberdeen were

instructed to listen to the offers of Huntly, underlining the fact

that the ministers had failed in one of their political ambitions,

although the demise of the Octavians, which they also desired, was

already in process#

nother event which was illustrative of the crisis in affairs in

church and state at this time and which, although considerably less

important than the Edinburgh tumult in its rsmifications, is neverthe¬

less of considerable interest to a study of political factions and

their personalities, was the death of James Stewart, former Carl of

Arran and Chancellor ofScotland. In November 1596 it is stated that

"on the second hereof James Douglas ofTorthorwald (lorthorall) with

2 other of the Douglases (whose fathers were executed by Captain James

Ctewart's means) killed the same captain and cut him in pieces for the
14.9

deaths of the Darls of -.orton, Cowrie and others Although

Arran had thus met his death as a result of a private feud, Cpottiswoode

states that Arran had hoped to regain the chancellorship, vacant, of
150

course, since Doitland's death. A point which the editor of the

Acrister of the Privy Council makes in a note is that if Arran had

brought to that office the same anti-presbyterian feelings as he had

shown in his previous tenure of it then this could have had consider-
151

able effect in the present crisis in the history of the kirk. This

147. •:#. #c',. v. 349-54, 355-7 , 357-9? 143. Cal.c... -cot.. xii. 423;
149. laid.. 3^0; 150. Spottiewoode, iii. 40; 151. H.I.C.. v.
360n.



is true, but another aspect of the situation is that it was probably

a reflection of the relationship betv?een church and state and Arran's

appreciation of the same which led him to harbour, at this particular

time, hopes of regaining his former position.

152
liar and Lord John Hamilton had both refused invitations of

the kirk to head Its party but the former, especially, had probably

some degree of sympathy with its aims and would certainly not mourn

the passing of the Octavians. He doe3 not seem to have been in

favour either of the restoration of the catholic earls and he "coldly
153

voted against the reduction" of their forfeiture. His quarrel

with the administration being virtually ended with the Cctavians'

demitting office, Mar's feud with the queen also slipped into obscur¬

ity and was but little mentioned after this time but despite strenuous

efforts to end it on the king's part, Liar's quarrel with Ms Stirling-
154

shire neighbours continued for some considerable time. * Har and

Lennox continued to be on good terms and to act together and in

December 1597 a dispute between Lord John Hamilton and Lennox over

the custody of Lumbarton Castle woes solved when Hamilton submitted

to royal pressure and agreed to allow the duke to possess the sarnie
The earl of Llontrose's relations with both Lennox and Liar had not

been particularly good in recent years for the earl was reckoned to
156

be a supporter of Livingston, in his quarrel with Liar, while he

personally had a feud with the courtier Cir James handHands, a close
157

associate of Lennox. When the new council of 31 was established

158
in December 1593» Liontrose was appointed to be its president and

speculation vras immediately renewed that he intended to secure the
159

chancellorship also. Lennox appears to have been more interested

152. Cal.D. i..Gcot.. xii. 403; 153. Ibid.. XIII. i. 141; 154. Ibid.
214; ii. 730; 155. Ibid., i.1395 156. Ibid.. xii. 96; 157. Ibid.
xi.527, 621, 632; 158. X. ,C.. v.499-501; 159. lal. ... cot.. XIII
i. 369.
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in securing from montrose some acknowledgment of the former's

interest in the chancellorship in respect that he held the groat

seal, rather than in preventing . .ontrose from securing tliat office
160

at all, " but liar was in no doubt about his opinion on the natter.

On 3 January 1598/9 it was stated that ontrose wa3 likely to be
161

made chancellor while "liar thinks this to be done in his contrary"

while it is obvious on different occasions that "the competitors of

. .ar", that is the truce- lphinstone-Livingstons faction, wore lending
162

their support to ..ontrose in his efforts. It 'was, indeed,

thought that if I 'ontrose did get the place then liar would not be able
163

to hold on to his place of looking after the rince for long but this

prediction proved to be unfounded for ontrose did indeed, become
164

chaicellor and shortly after it was said that "Liar has been feasted

with him".1^

- .ar and Lennox had no sooner weathered the atoria of ontrose*s

appointment as chancellor than the Icing's displeasure at Blantyro

over the case of Llr. Robert Bruce beoacie known. Lennox was

Blantyre's principal supporter in his struggles with the king over

the following months, and far, as well as Glencairn, Ochiltree and

others, gave the duke considerable support.An additional factor

which was likely to bind liar to ^ennox in this dispute was that

Cassillia, who had succeeded Llantyre as treasurer, was himself

succeeded in turn in the said office by Alexander Alphinstone, eldest

son of Robert third Lord Iphinstone, and brother of James, the former

Octavian. Consequently Lennox, in his dealings for satisfaction on

behalf of Llantyre was opposed to a man who belonged to the number of

.air's antagonists. This ;;satter v/as soon settled to the duke's

160. ibid.. 375; 161. j&isu., 373; 162. , 375; 163.
301; 164. A.-.L.. v.516; 165. Cal. cot.. XIII. i.395;
166. , 428, 434.
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satisfaction, while Mar, on 31 July 1599» was accorded official royal

approbation for his and his parents' work in bringing up the king and
167

the prince, with promise of reward.

Mar and Lennox continued high in royal favour in 1600 and further

rumours in Lay, June and July of that year, that the young prince would
168

be taken from Mar were soon disposed of. 0 ven the queen claimed
169

that 3he had nothing to do with these on this occasion. The king

was sufficiently well disposed towards these two loading nobles to

forgive them for an enterprise which they had devised, in conjunction

with the abbot of Holyroodhouse and the laird of Johnstone, to revenge

the recent murder of the laird of C. rmichael, then warden of the west
170

marches. As two of the most prominent and favoured of the nobles

of these years it was both more likely and fitting' that Mar and Lennox

should have been the two representatives of their rank who happened to

bo present at the last incident in the Scottish reign of any real

interest from the point of vie?/ of a study of factious politics, namely
171

the Cowrie Conspiracy.

As with the Octavians, so with the Gowrle Conspiracy, it is a

particular aspect of the affair which is of paramount interest and

importance to this 3tudy, namely how far was the incident an isolated

one and how far can it be traced to political affiliations and past

events. It is not difficult to place the incident in its historical

perspective for three generations of Ruthvens had remarkably harsh

and tragic relations with the crown and the representative of the

second of these three, William, fourth Lord Huthven and first orl of

Cowrie, has occupied an important part in the earlier chapters of this
-*

study. His father, Patrick, third lord luthven, was of cour e, the

167. A.:'. :.. iv. 186-7; 168. Col. ;cot.. XIII. ii.640, 661;
169. IhlA.. 64c? 170. Ibid.. 672; 171. Ibid.. 670;
* see above 52-53, 155-8.
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principal actor in the murder of Rizsio, after which event he fled to

ngland dying there shortly thereafter. The first earl of Gowrie had

lent his surname and castle for the Huthven Raid in 1532 and he was

executed and forfeited in ay 1584 during- the earl of Arran's regime.

Ilia eldest son James, second arl of Cowrie, died in 1583 aged 13»

and was succeeded by his brother John, who was the central figure in
172

the conspiracy of August 1600. Consequently the young third earl

of Gowrie could be held to have had ample reasons for hatred of the

crown, on account of the execution of his father even if the principal

party to that execution, Janes Stewart, I arl of Arret, had himself

been removed from the political scene by murder in 159^» A further

rievance which the young earl might have harboured lay in the treat¬

ment which was accorded to his mother after the execution of his

father. She vras exceedingly ill-used by the king and Arran who
173

refused her appeals for clemency for her family, the title of earl

of Gowrie only being restored to them after Arran's removal from

power. In mors recent years, the GOiuitess of Gowrie had exhibited

an inclination towards the earl of Bothwell and when in July 1593, that

earl gained an interview with his sovereign against the latter's wishes,

Lady Cowrie's house near Holyroodhouse had been used as an intermediate
175

haven by Bothwell cn route to the king. ' Yet another grievance

which the young earl right harbour lay in the fact that his father,

in his official position as treasurer had overspent by a very consider¬

able sun of money, which money in addition to sixteen years interest
176

thereon, the crown still owed to the Ruthven family.

The third earl of Gowrie, himself, was born around 1577 and hi3

first act of any political significance came in 1593 when he joined with

172.'.'cots eeraro. iv.261-7} 17V:iriL-. . cot., vii.290-1;
174. ... .1.. iii.399-400{ 175.ilistogje pf in,-, JcyuQo t?-e Text,270-1;
176.Cal.G.T.3oot.. vi.240.
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Atholl, his brother"-in-law, Moray, the masters of Montrose and Gray

and others in a meeting at Donne at which it was decided to offer
177

resistance to those of the Spanish faction. ' This party wrote to
173

Bothwell asking him to seel; favour for their cause from England

and it seemed likely at one time that they would join with Bothwell
173

and Ochiltree "in f elde". This cane to nothing, however, and

shortly thereafter, on 18 July 1594, Cowrie was given permission to
180

leave the country and stay abroad for the next five years. The

author of the article on Cowrie in the Roots "'eera,"C states that "In

August 1594» after studying with much distinction at the University of

dinbur^i, he went abroad and was entered as a law-student in the
181

Scottish 'Hation* at the University of Padua" but this does not

disguise the fact that his going abroad was at least partly a matter

of political expediency necessitated by his support of Bothwell which

had rendered Scotland somewhat dangerous for him.

,hen the earl of . .ontrose was in the tiroes of his struggle to

secure the chancellorship in January 1598/9 he "resolved to send for
182

his son and the arl of Cowrie to come hose" and party his. It
*

has already been seen that tho master of . cntrose had been involved

with Gowrie in 1593 and the cause of their association is not difficult

to locate. The master of . oatrose married, during his involvement

with Gowrie in Atholl's anti-Spanish faction, Margaret Ruthven, a

1Q1
sister of Cowrie. Cowrie seems to have retained his protestant

outlook and beliefs during his time abroad, despite allegations both
1OA 185

of Catholicism 1 + and witchcraft, and Mr. Robert Bruce, the

minister, mentioned above, had dealings in France on behalf of the

177. Ibid., xi. 193; 178. Ibid.:
179. Ibid.. 304; 180. R.P.3., Ixvi. 179r;
181. Sects eern c, iv. 267; 182. Gel.r.r."cot.. XIII. i. 382;
183. -cots eernre. vl. 241; 184. Gal. i .Root.. XIII. i. 363;
185. BMt-t ii. 882, 690.
* see above 338-7.
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196
kirk party to brine Sowrle hone. '' little thereafter, when he had

reached un„land, Icnrrie ic described as "one of the best cccnylished

for his a o of that n tion, both for learning, travel and good iualit-

ies. do is about 22 yearn of n e and of comely personage ... and has
187

remained no fir . in reli ion ...". The favour with which Cowrie

v/ac .received in 'upland i well-known an is in; Janeo* dislike of the

sane but it nay be worth while quoting in full a report of the re¬

lationship betw an the two nen when the earl arrived in Ccotland: "I

understand the ynge of .cotland toke sum .'hat hardloy withe the arle of

Goerey when he came into Scotland: gevingo his nancy jhestos and

prettey tauntes, sayin e ho had byn greatley intertaeyned at the

cort of In. land, charging© hiu withe great conferen; had witho ueenes

ujesty, and that he shol have byn offeree suae goold - to wiche the

liarle acknoleged he had byn verey honorabeley intertayened and

tJratyusley used boy her . ajosty, v/iche he toko to be for the ..ynges

sake - and as for goolu, he doneyed he had byn offered aney, saying©

ho had goolu enofe for hinselfe. I'ho -inge marveled the » inisters
130

rnett him not' withe money other suehe speohee". -he same author

states later, after Cowrie's death, that it was commonly said he was

139
..illed bee use of Ma cod reception in ngland, and certainly if this

description of the .ing'o reaction to Cowrie on that earl's .rrival is

accurate it betray.. what appears to be considerable jealousy of Cowrie's

reception by ueen .lizabeth. This ic a similar kind of hatred based

on fear and jealousy which -int; James had evinced earlier towards his

kinsman >othv;ell. the fear in this case would spring from a realisat¬

ion of the harsh treatment which the crown had meted out to owrie's

parents and to the oosibility that the youn,. earl woul. nov. head a

. arty of churchmen, still scartlng from their defeat over the . dinburgh

' b.-iai.... i.53C; I • • (. . .««iii '■ 3d; 1 . ♦ r.. W. ; ^ . ii.Gpp;
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tunult. The jealousy would spring ffcon Cowrie's reception in the

country to which Ting Janes longed to succeed and the reports of the

earl as accomplished and handsone. As a more aside, the referenco in

the quotation to the natter of gold is also most interesting and nay

suggest either guilt on the king's part concerning the debt which the

crown still owed to the ituthvens, or possibly the gem of an idea of

...one scheme to rid himself of the Cowrie cenaco by returning to this

supposed gold at a later date and endowing its possessor, unnamed,

with mysterious qualities.

Cowrie, having had such a reception, would have been well advised

to have retired to the country for a while and let matters rest, but

exactly one month after the report of the king's reaction to his

arrival in cotlanu, it was stated that the king; had been trying,

largely unsuccessfully, to got money out of a convention and those

who spoke against his proposals in some way and incurred his wrath for

that, included the president, the laird of balcomie, earl of Cowrie
190

and the laird of ester .emyss. Cowrie was evidently a man of

spirit and one man, who was afraid just how much spirit the earl

would prove to have, was Colonel Stewart. In July 1600 he offered
191

to travel and serve jueen Slizabeth and it was commented a little

later that "the true ground of his intended travel is that he doubts

that this -arl of Cowrie will think of his father's death because ho

took him in the tyrant James ...towart' s time who called himself r.(arl)
192

of Arran". This observation of Colonel Stewart's fear wan made

only a fortnight before the Gowrie Conspiracy itself.

the events of the day of Tuesday 5 August have been exjuained and

detailed on many occasions and it is not intended to re-examine then

190. ail. ... onn.. <111, ii. 662-3? 191. Ibid.. 666, 668;
192..qqi.gt, 671.



in this work or to enter into many speculations a.:; to the nature of these

events. A few observations will be offered, however, on the alternative

theories on the conspiracy. The theory of a royal plot against the

Euthven brothers is rendered unlikely by many factors not least among

which is the kind's known and intense fear of .ersonal bur., as witnessed

by his over-reactions to soma of the Jothwollrs escapades n few years

earlier. his -would make it very strange for the Lin,, to engineer,

from start to finish, a plot which involved him in bein alone, apart

from the so-called "man in the tower", wit) one of these brothers,

who was possibly a stronger man than Janes and was certainly armed.

On the other hand the theory of a Ruthven conspiracy, advanced vehement¬

ly by the king himself, involves belief in the fact that ing Jases

would swallow a story concerning "a man with a sot of gold", sufficient¬

ly to place himself unprotected in the hands of two brothers about whom

he must rt least have had some reservations. If the account of James'
-*

reception of Ccrwrie, quoted above, i3 accurate, it shows the king had

no love for the earl and after that kind of treatment in public he

could expect the earl to have little for him. It may be that the

iiuthvens had some plot against the king and that when James realised

this, by which time he was in the turret with the armed .1Grander, he

had the presence of :.ind, born of fear, to turn the situation to his

own advantage and having completed the day's work foil with a will to

the task of advancing his version of events and forcing it on a some¬

what disbelieving world.

Any such suggested explanation leaves mjaoy problems in its wake,

but, more to the point of this study, there is little to connect the

incident with the general run of politics of this period which was

not of the moat eventful nature. Although Cowrie was close to

-ontrose and a.;, along with the mas-.ter, hio brother, allegedly on

* see above 338.
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193
good terms with vueen Anne, their sisters Beatrix and Barbara were

1Q4
ladies in „ueen Anne's bedchamber, lie was also on good terms with

the kirk which would rather have endeared him to liar's 3ido than other¬

wise. At any rate, there is simply not enough evidence of his involve¬

ment with any court faction to raise the conspiracy to a level of

faction, and, whatever was the motivation, on either side, behind the

events at Gowrie House, it seems likely it would be known to and shared

by only a very few people.

Apart from the loss to the country of two promising young noble¬

men and the confirmation for the king of the wisdom of his natural

timidity where his own life was concerned, the principal result of

the Gowrie Conspiracy has often been said, correctly, to have been its

effect on the relation between the king and kirk. The good use, from

his own point of viev/, to which the king put the Cowrie Conspiracy in

strengthening his relations vis-a^-vis the kirk, arose not so much from

the supposed identity of interest shared by Gowrie and the kirk, but

rather from the reaction of certain ministers who were sceptical of

the king's version of the day's events. Messrs. Bruce, 3alcanquall,

.Vatson, Hall and Balfour are said initially to be in the king's disfavour

for not being enthusiastic enough over his version of the Gowrie Con¬

spiracy, and it transpires that they had refused to obey the order to
195

give public thanks for the king's escape. In September it was

ordered that Lr. Robert Bruce be banished for his continued ecepticil^
197

and although Mr. John Kali was rostoreu to Ms charge in Edinburgh,
198

the other three were all displaced for some considerable time.

Shortly after this order for Bruce*s banishment it was said that the
199

king had decided to have bishops, some of whom were immadi tely

193.dfll»gQgfl9r 1 194."'QQts epy:-, a,iv.266; 195.H. t?»»
vi.140-9; 196.Ibid..161-2: 197.Ibid..166: 198.Ibid..241:
199.Gal.G.P.Boot.. 'Ill, ii.713.
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ordained and. one observer commented that the Gowrie affair and the

previous turmoil in kdinburgh had both, resulted in considerable
200

victories for J nines against the ;irk.

JTis last attempt during the cottish to inn to solve political

matters by a quick recourse to violence is perhaps, then, the most

inexplicable of all, "out, if it .vac an atte pt at a coup d'etat,

aimed perhaps at holding the king hostage ana forcing him to act in a

more conciliatory attitude towards the kirk, it should be remembered

that it failed and, consequently, was loss important in itself in

ten-': of political faction than such earlier coups an those at luthven,

t. indrcv;:.' or tirling. Uso, there is far loss oviiance that Hi is

.a : the /or of a faction, but rather it seems to have sprung ftom the

..inda of one or two men or even from unhappy chance, and it does not

see; materially to have ffeoted th.c nore important feuds such an that

between the earl of - ar and *ic local • n royal antagonists, which

continued spasmo ically to the end of the reign.

The Gowrie Conspiracy, therefore, is certainly not a typical event

of these last yearn of the reign. There is in these years, and

particularly after 1600, a sense of /siting on events and an unwilling¬

ness to no over cons it ted in any local quarrel* The king himself was

able to uso this lull in politioal-faction-fif'n.ting to .:.ove on to the

offensive in an atte. pt to transform his reals into a more peaceful

country so that he could the more safely leave it to others to govern*
-X-

It has already been sec.: briefly in two instances how in Jtunes used

this opportunity to strengthen his hoi?, over the kirk and a look at

his efforts to pacify the highlands and borderv/ill serve to illustrate

what use he undo of this opportunity in these fields. It will also

20>;.,716.
* see above 331-2, 341-2.



reveal the loc I olitical conflicts in the a arena and will restore

a truer sense of perspective to the relative importance of events of

these years ir: -.4 ich noble political faction counted for so little.

It is generally stated in books or essays on in, Jones' reigh

that aoon his aJor achievements was the co; par-, .tivol; hip'. degree

of order w 1c) he established in the highlands and borders. The

highland area had two great earls, at its northeast and southwest

extremetiec, in the persons of iluntly and rgyll who had, of course,

been enga. ed in ..irect conflict in 1534 at the battle of Glenlivot.

ith huntly' . exile, hopes for eaoe in that area must h-ve risen but

on hi ■ return it was obvious that a nore realistic peace could only be

achieve, if rel tions between these two earls were amicable and if the

host of the 'oray murder could finally be laid to rest. After

Argyll's defeat at Glenlivet it was the due of hennox who was appoint¬

ed a king's lieutenant and who secured the agreement of the rebel
201

earls to leave- the country. ' There ir evidence that Argyll was

aggrieved, both t his defeat and at what he, no doubt, regarded as

a royal slight in the a..pointment of Lennox, end in April 1395 it was

thought that "If Argyll cannot ret licence to depart the realm, he
202

will privately steal ".way". lie soon became Important to the crown

again, however, as he was its principal agent in its efforts to deter

men fro: the ii phlands and Islands from goinp to Ireland to aid Tyrone

there in his rebellion against ueen llzabeth. In domestic affairs

ha was a su porter of :.ar in his quarrel with the Livingston faction,
204

out lie and others advised that earl to seek his satisfaction at law.

205he also exercised a restraining influence on the young earl of horay

and attempted to reconcile t o controversy between .ontroae and 3ir

201 , v. i 1"),LtO/—o; i-Jd. .- ... » co... «-cl. 334i --.j3. .bid.«
618-20; 204. bid..625.627.610: 205.Ibid..625.
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?Q(j
Jaiaes .iandilands," In the north, however, he was not being so

conciliatory and in November 1595 he was reputed to bo raising another

ar. y, either to avenge Haider's death or to .procare for a possible re-

turn of -untly. .hen it became obvious that that return would not

happen as soon as was originally thought, rgyll turned his attention
pOQ

towards the pursuit of Ardkinglaa for the murder of Calder.' ^ Vrdkin-
209

glae was not without supporters, however, especially Lord John Hamilton,
210

whoso natural daughter lAargaret was now ' rdkint las's wife. " That

Hamilton's support carried some weight is evidenced on 2 Juno 1596 when

" rgyll has obtained the king's licence to travel and remain in foreign

realms .... He is not contented that the trial of Ordkinglas ...
2*1 "I

will not proceed", ' although another factor In his decision may have

been the rumour once more on the increase by this time, that Huntly
212

had returned.

It was announced at the end of June 1596, that the king; intended

to g;o in person to th ; forth Isles and ighland. to establish order
213

and had decided to send Colonel -tewart in advance.as his lieutenant.

Heedless to say this did not suit Argyll "in respect that his ancestors
214

have long enjoyed that office" 'of lieutenancy while he himself was

215
being asked merely to assist Colonel -tewart, It was ven thought

possible that Argyll would aid other Highland chiefs against Colonel

»tewart while process of horning was begun against him at the in-
217

stance of the lord of exchequer, .rgyll would have no dealings
213

with the restored untly*" and in February 1596/7 he was again reputed
219

to wish to pass abroad via ..ngland. Attempts were made by the
220

crown to roconcil?- rgyll and Huntly "but toward the end of 1597

206.Ibid..632; 207.Ifci&u,xii.59; 208.Ibid..157.162; 209.Ibid..163:
21o.->oq\,is co.:' - , iv. it ). 211. « . , ... .xii. -3d; 212. <.bid..216.
253; 213.,2tf ffClt,v.296-7? 214..Jfl3„ . . pyt,,xll.281; 215-IiiifiL,291 J
216. ,,311-1 ; 217.lkifiL.318j 210. i.II.. 339.429; 219-Lii^.
463,467; 220.ibid..XIII.i. 72-73,97.
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221
it wr - thought more likely that renewed violence woul7 arise, but

this was averted when \r yll loft Scotland in the early summer of
222 221

1598 and regained abroad for over two year?:. ' On hie return, the

kin;; again tried to reconcile hin with lluntly and, in 'larch 1601, was

224
reported to have .jot contentment. r

Almost immediately thereafter, Ai^U'l relations with the dake

of rn.rmox, . uc of whose land was 011 the fringe of the highlands,
*

deteriorate,, considerably. it has already been noted that ,>ennox

had replaced Argyll as king*® lieutenant in the Highlands after Glerv-

livet, an : on 25 loves ber 1600, Oennox, 03 great admiral of the realm,

ha.; complained against atme .Annas Douglas, Countess of Argyll, and the

earl, her husband, for usurping his powers as admiral on the west
225 226

const. The two men also entertained disagreements over land " and

over Irish affair- , in which latter sphere knr war striving that Argyll
227

should be given crown employ. There was trouble in the area "here

the two lords' s teres of influence met and cAulay of Ardincaple and

the '.Steward of hite, both Lennox's men, suffered at the hand of Oarap-
228

bell of Auahinbreck in early 1602.

. eanwhile ry/11 had ceased to be the stiu.bliny-block to agree-
poo

m nt wit! Huntly an J ha 1 been replaced as such by oray.'~ At.

Coliue, uncle to the. young oray, had been reputed on store than one

occasion tc bo intending to seek violent revenge for the death of the

230
"Connie .arl" and, den ite the payment of r.aney by "ordons to the kin

2*51
and friends of oray, the feud remained unresolved until 1603 when

the agreements between .rgyll, Kuntly and ' orgy, and the proposed

marriage alliances between their houses, detailed earlier, were made.

'1.1 bi ...97: 222.1^,203? 23.^,^,11.672; 224.^iLb.,723i
754,788; 225. . . ..vi.177-9: 226. -I. . . -cot.. III.ii.333;
:'27. Ibid. .915. 2C: W.miLi ,977; ,r ,vl«375j 229. dal. ...cot.
XIII.ii.870,895,51^,967; 230.Ibid..xll.302: TII.i.141; 231.B.P.S,,
lxix.110r.
* see above 343; * see above 311-12.
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Tie Clan rcgor had caused the crown considerable problems over

!several years. -hey had no great landed kin chief, prepared and

able, to answer for their behaviour so that lairds such as Tullibardine
912

and Inchaffray, whose lands bordered those of the . 'cr.re .ors, were

forced to give ledge -and the like which they were often incapable

of fulfilling. On 3 larch 1601 a commission of lieutenancy was granted

to Argyll against the Clan Gregor'~^\ut on 30 Tovember 1602 a decree

was issued against the earl for inefficient performance of his licuten-

ancy.4" r It was around this tine, as has been seen, that relations

between Argyll and Lennox were t a low ebb and in February 1603 a

235
, ,reat company of .'cGregors descended on the Lennox and caused havoc.

Birrel in his di ry, talking of this battle of Glenfruin states that

there were 400 I oGregors who slaughtered 60 people. The suspicion

that Argyll had lot slip the cGregors on .ennox's tenants is difficult

to evade and it is certain that Argyll was considerably out of royal

favour in these years. he might have been expected to have been rais¬

ed to the rank of marguees before : 'untly, who had recently fought, as

n rebel, against Argyll, as a representative of the crown. In the

summer of 1602 also, Argyll was denounced rebel on several different

charges, some of which involved incidents which had taken place eight
2 XI

years previously'" and this may suggest some kind of royal witch-hunt,

inspired perhaps by Lennox, who wan never without influence with the

king. After the slaughter of Glenfruin, royal animosity towards

Argyll cert inly continued and the king wrote to the earl's tenants

instructing thorn to 'withhold payment of their rents during his majesty's

pleasure. Ardinoaple had apparently caused the tenants to hold this

monoy because ..rgyll was due him ;,<onoy and the dLng instructed then to

232. .>« . ..vri..--u.25l a.3,, apii.... - i .>— 16; 23A.a. jid.. dBo—00;

235* --alderwood, vi.204? 2 ^6,Birrel. iarev. 57-58: 237. «vl.
441-2,447•
* see above 345*
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2 "\B
keep possession of it meantime.

A further cause of the animosity betv/een Argyll and Lennox arose

from the attempt to colonise certain parts of the Highlands, particularly
239

Lewis. Lennox was made lieutenant over Lewis in 1598 and Colonel

Stewart was one of those Fife adventurers who attempted to colonise the

island and settle there.lluntly claimed a justiciary over the

island, also, however,* ^'and on ^ July 1599» Lennox and Huntly were made
242

royal lieutenants and justices over the whole Highland area. Mention

was also made of appointing Glencairn as lieutenant in the Isles, at

one point,"'^and it no doubt afforded Argyll some grim satisfaction that

the Lewis expedition, in which he played virtually no port, failed.

The earls of Caithness and Sutherland, previously seen to be
*

catholics and supporters of Huntly, continued to have association with

that earl, while their feuding with one another, although it did not

stop altogether, especially over their respective claims of precedence
OA A

over each other in parliament, 'was largely superceded by a quarrel

wliich Caithness had at this time v/ith the earl of Orkney. In 1595

and 1596 Orkney was considerably involved in court affairs, siding with
245

the queen against loar and taking as his wife the widow of Bellenden

of Auchnoule, former justice clerk.In September 1597 debate had

fallen out between Caithness and Orkney "either accusing other of

homicide and perjury ... The King intends at the next Cession to

challenge the earldom of Orkney, Caithness hearing of this has made

offer to the King: that if it please him to accept of him he shall be

chamberlain to the earldom The two earls were later charged
2AQ

to subscribe mutual assurances'" and were both involved in government

238.b. .C.Hcnort.iii.396.(Duke of Montrose); 239.7.A.G.«v.460;
240.Ibid..462.3; 241. Jal. .. .Toot.. {III.i. 362: 242.R. J. .vi.8-10:
<:-;3. cvi. '»■ . cot.. III.ii.669: 244.Ibid..091: .i. >.C. «vi.212t
245. qji,, . , ci?tt>xi.CG6,C37; a^.J^y^xii.304,306 } 247.Ibid..
XIII.i.78; 248.L.G.C..v.523.
* see above 188.
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preparations to re.ist any possible invasion by Dothwell by which tine
249

1 url . atric . already described .3 "so complained on" "" that he

would not cone to dinjurgh, thus indicating; the way in hich events

were to proceed after 1603«

he general tenor of events an- the violence of Glanfruln in

particular would appear to indicate that although the Highlands

generally wore ..ore peaceful than they ha. been during the days of

the untly- oray feud and Glenlivet, the great highland chiefs were

more prepared to use violence to resolve their robleir than their how-

land counterpart . Phey may have calculated that the likely 'onion of

the crowns would have less effect on affair in their spheres of in¬

fluence khan it -vould have on the government machine in linburgh and

event'-; in general around that area. Also, eventr in the Finland

area in the previous years had been of a particularly violent nature,

and it would have been remarkable if that violence had suddenly ceased,

especially or k of the rincipal participants in the earlier events

still retained alive. That the violence was as Halted as it was and,

in particular that there was no large scale revenge taken for Cray's

murder and "lealivet, upon the return of Huntly, is a tribute, on the

personal side of affair;-, to the fact tb t 'in- Janes had been expend-

in consider .bl energy in these years to render the Highlands more

peaceful. 'en like Argyll i ht alio anger and jealousy to prevail

upon them to such m extent as per it a Clenfruin at home, but that

sane earl counselled ar and oray to use moderation in their dealings,

art; the ilcGreyor incident was the exce tion rather than the rule.

If the kin me e considerable effort? to reduce the Highlands

to or:er, his offort were redoubled when it cane to the Borders which

he conceive th« future " iddle shires" of a united Britain. It

249.fal. cot.. Hi. i.447.
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is here that Xing James1 ambition to succeed to the English throne

is at its most evident and even the most casual glance through the

pages of the Re/dLster of the Privy Council reveals the very consider¬

able amount of time and energy which the government devoted in these
*

years to border affairs. It has been seen in previous chapters that

many of the border lairds were more involved in local than national

affairs but the catholic enclave in the southwest, composed largely

of Maxwells and headed by Lords Maxwell and Herries, had proved to be

an exception in its notable adherence to the old faith and its desire,

as evidenced most particularly in Maxwell's rebellion of 1588# to

institute a political and religious coup d' etat in the interests of

Spain. Local issues had again predominated, however, in December

1593# when Maxwell wae slain by the Johnstones, his chief enemies at
250

Dryfeaands, near Lockerbie. The young mord Maxwell naturally in¬

herited this feud along with his title but for soiae time it was Lord
251

Herries who acted as the ohief of their kin, the ties between the

two branches being strengthened by the marraige of Herries' son to
252

.uord Maxwell's sister. The feud with Jolios tone was violently re¬

newed in November 1595 when around 20 Maxwells, including the laird
251

of "Tether .Pollock, were slain by a party of Johnstones. J The

Maxwells were aided in their feud at this tiiae by Douglas of Drum-
pc/

lanrig and also, on occasions by Lord Crichton of Sanquhar, like
255

them, often suspected of papistry. 3onds for good behaviour were
256

taken by the crown from Drumlanrig, Merries and Johnstone. During
257

1595 Johnstone was supported by Buooleuch 'but when that laird with¬

drew his support, the two of them looked likely, for a while, to come

258
to combat. This was, however, avoided and in July 159& Johnstone

250.R.,".C. .v. 112-13; 251 .Gal. . . •cot..xi. 600,xii. 22-23,54;
252. -cots i eer-we.vi.AQ2: 253. Jul. :. ■ . cot, .xii.54-56: Calderwood v.

3851 854.Jq. . TGc9t,,xli.45; 255.1^,53*104; 256.ibid..291:
257.iUid«.,47»51i 258. Ibid., 264.
* see above 136-46, 217-18.
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259
was named as warden of the est Marches but the feud was far from

being over and outbreaks of violence continue;- right up until 1603»

The royal methods of warding the chiefs of the different kin

groups and extracting pledges of good behaviour appeared to be having

little effect and the best that could be said of the situation in the

West Marches, from the point of view of the crown, is that all the

violence was being channelled against local rivals and was in no way

a threat to the government as such except in so far as any disorder

is an insult and so a threat to the ruling regime in a country.

Maxwell's friendship with Lord Hamilton was strengthened by his carriage

to Margaret, Hamilton's daughter, but although that lord gave Maxwell

considerable support, maxwell's main interest and involvement in this

period was, in common with all the great border lairds and lords, in

local affairs. The increased concern of the government in border

affairs is, in fact, the most definite pointer to the comparative peace

which King James was able to bring to the area after 1603, for violence

was still very widespread up until that time. Admittedly the Vest

Marches, dealt with above, were the most violent of the border areas

but in them, as late as 160Q, "3ir John Carraichael, the King's arden,
262

going to keep Court," has been slaughtered "by the Armstrongs",
263while in 1602 Lord Maxwell killed and burned two Johnstones.

The tendency to become more absorbed in local affairs is obvious

away from the est Marches also, however, for even the lairds of Cess-

ford and iuccleuch, who were heavily involved in central affairs during

dothwoll's period of predominance and continued to be so for some tiiae

thereafter, fell out of the central limelight after Chancellor Maitland's

death. Their support for the chancellor-quoen faction in opposition

259.ii,. tvt»v»3Q4; 260..■gov-- eepih.A»iv. 373» 261.Gal. 1.'. cot..
XIII. i.529,5541 262.IbifiU-,ii.658 } 263.Xbid..9d7.
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*

to Mar has already been noted. In this they were largely joined also

by the master of Claris and J .ore! Hume, the former of whon attempted

to prevent the lairds resorting to their more accustomed mutual

animosity once the death of Maltland had removed the principal cause

and puarantoe of their friendship.Thereafter, however, they, like
3f

those mentioned already of the West Marches, and, to a lesser extent,

Lord Hume on the last Marches, were involved more in local than nation¬

al politics. hen they were mentioned in connection with central

affairs they were still regarded as more likely than not to be in Mar's

contrary, as when they were thought likely to support Montrose in his
265

bid to become chancellor. Men like Hume and Herries still maintain¬

ed certain affiliations with Catholicism but the ending of roman

Catholicism as a source of dangerous political factions, mentioned abov^f
meant that their acts took on the colour of religious lapses committed

by men who also lived in an unruly area and indulged in lawless acts

themselves, rather than being the precursors of political revolution

based on religious ideology.

The Borders and the Highlands then still contained a considerable

degree of disorder in the years before 1603 and their leading figures

had not moved away from the use of violence for political ends to such

an extent as those of the central area who were also, of course, those

currently most involved in national government. King James' dealings

with those in ngland who wished to see him become king- there, and the

general cliiaate of opinion on the succession issue, which seemed in¬

creasingly to suggest that Jaiaes would become ing of ngland with

little or no opposition, led to an atmosphere in Scotland, mentioned

before, of waiting on events. Anyone who was out of royal favour

2HUUAmxi i.39; 265 .£Mt„.XIII. i. 375,381.
* see above 303; * see above 349-50; / see above 312;
+ see above 311.
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through treasonous dealings or through the over-violent prosecution of

a local feud, would not be able to benefit from the increased opportunit¬

ies which Janes' accession to England seemed likely to bring in its

wake. A further promising souroe of increased wealth and prestige

was the erection of more ecclesiastical property and lands into heredit¬

ary temporal lordships. This had occurred before 1603» of course, but

there remained many suoh properties to which different lords had strong

claims which they would be unwilling to jeopardise by falling foul of

their king.

The international situation, with the demise of Spanish hopes

of a conquered, catholic Britain also contributed very significantly

to the decline in factious politics in Scotland because of the fact

that it removed the raison d' etre of the catholic party, which in

turn lessened the need for a protestant, patriotic party to counter¬

balance this and oppose international, catholic aims. 'mother

possible cause of the increased calm among the nobility in Scotland

was the existence of a family bom to the king and queen. Pith

the birth of Prince Eenry in 1594 it became less easy to envisage

governing the country by holding captive the king's person or alternat¬

ively plunging the country into chaos by slaying the king. The other

3ide of this coin, of course, was that those sen who had charge of the

royal children and especially the heir, gained greatly in prestige

and importance, so that it is no coincidence that the earl of Par, the

keeper of the prinoe, was, in many ways, the central figure of these

years. He displayed the loyalty to the crown which most nobility

showed in these years and vyhich was in considerable contrast to the

actions of the years which had passed before. A final cause of in¬

creased peace in the country must have been the exile of Bothwell who

never returned to -Scotland. he had always been the most unruly and
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most unpredictable of the rebel earls and he would surely have found

it difficult to submit to authority as completely as the others did,

even given the changed international situation and the prospect of

advancement in England.
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It woo stated in the introduction that the study of the motives and

actions of the nobility throughout this period of thirty years was no

more and no less than a study of human nature in sixteenth century

Scotland. In conclusion it may be beneficial to separate those aspects

of motivation which are ascribable to human nature as such, from those

which pertain particularly to sixteenth century Scotland. The former

of these types of motivation includes the whole range of human emotions

which arguably are changeless. One of the principal charpes levelled

against Regent - orton was his creed, while pique over his failure to

secure the post of chancellorship may well have been instrumental in

bringing Argyll into the camp of Norton's opponents. The volatile

unpredictable character of Jothwell has been studied at some length,

while King James* reaction to hia and to the young earl of Cowrie on

his arrival fro:;. England in 1600 has been shown to indicate that the

king was far front exempt from such personal foibles as jealousy, bitterness

and fear. Revenge has been shown on several occasions such aa in the

murder of James Stewart, arl of Arran, or in the prolonged feuds such

as the I'axwell-Johnstone confrontation on the west bowlers. Chile the

strength of these emotions is often difficult to ascertain, it would be

surprising if they were not present and it is imperative that some

cognisance be taken of their existence. Personal emotions can often be

the overriding reasons for a course of action and this period of thirty

years does not appear likely to be an exception. Many of the other

causes of motivation to bo mentioned, probably built on a basis of

personal emotions and if the action wan subsequently justified in tores

of religious beliefs or political expouienoy this should not be allowed

to cloud the view that the original motives may often have been of a



lower, more personal nature.

Some of the nain considerations of notivation in this period of

thirty years have been mentioned in the introduction and an imortant

one has been seen to be religion. Religion had obviously been an

important issue in Gootland at least since the reformation and throughout

the civil war when the kingitaen tended to be identified, albeit loo3@ly,

with protestantism and the queensmon with Catholicism. These religious

ties were bound up with international politics as the protestant kingsmen

were thought of as being pro-English and their opponents pro-French.

These different considerations often led sen into being identified with

their particular factions for reasons which were often only marginally

connected with religion. Some men such as Patrick, sixth Lord Lindsay

of the Byres, on the protestant side, or John, eighth Lord Maxwell, on

the catholic side remained true to their religious inclinations which

they appeared to hold strongly, but for many other men, religious

considerations wore to be reckoned alongside other factors and were

seldom allowed to be paramount.

Religion could also be used for propaganda purposes to give an

action overall respectability* This was the case with the Ruthvon Raid

in which religion was also used as a means of keeping united severed

different strands of conspirators for some of whom it meant more than

for others. Use of religion of sorts in this fashion can also be seen

in the attempts to label both Francis, arl of Bothwell, and John, arl

of Cowrie, as guilty of witchcraft after both, had fallen foul of the

king. The party which was seen to have its actions dictated most

consistently by religious issues was the catholic party and the events

of Brig of Deo, Spanish Blanks and Glenlivet have boon discussed. Even

this party, however, has been shown to have lost much of its "catholic"

nature by the last years of the reign when the changing European
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situation, coupled perhaps with the increased maturity of the nan involve",

led then to adopt th.e role of loyal nobles, and await what the death of

Queen "lizabeth might brine*

Another eource of motivation and one which seems likely, on the

whole, to have been more important than religion, was a consideration of

fully relationships and In particular the tie of kinship. Although it

say bo surmised that by the late sixteenth century, particularly in

lowland areas, the more rigid aspects of in allegiance were on the

decline, a general agreement concerning obligations to, and expectations

from, the fellow-members of a kin group, seems to have persisted. It

has been seen, for example, that there were many instances of important

Douglases, Haailtons or Stewarts acting in concert with others of their

surname, even although, and this especially in the case of the Hterarte,

they were members of very different branches of the name end nap often

have been unable to trace any relationship with other members of their

kin. In the highlands a chief like Argyll was still capable of raising

a considerable amy, while in the borders the continuance of feu la from

one generation to the next o-wed much to the allegiance due to a particular

surname.

The social aspects of this kin relationship have lain largely

outside the scope of this work but the political nature of it has been

clear on many occasions, Huntly, for example, could expect to call on

a consider ble number of fellow Cordons to fight with him at C-lenlivot

but was expected in return to offer his protection to then. This casts

interesting light on the efforts iuntly made to arrest those res onsible

for the death of John (ordon, brother of the laird of Cluny, after the

Jarnaway incident, one for whom he .;ar responsible. This seni-formal

relationship could be seen outwith strict kin groups, as with alliances
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of such alliances or bonds being used around the time of the Huntly-Toray

feud as both sides cast around for support to enable them the better to

face the canine crises. These bonds tended to bo used for United

objectives while the kinship tie was permanent but they both served as

a possible base for support, armed if need be, which the leading nobles

could call on when a need arose.

A further tie which has been seen to have had political importance

on occasions was that of marriage. A marriage was often used to bind

two close families even closer, as with the Bougias~.Trskine marriage

links, to bring together two feuding families, as with the proposed

Huntly-Toray marriage deal, or to pull one of the families away from a

third party or family regarded by their new partners as undesirable, as

with the attempt to lure Errol away from the catholic faction by offering

him a daughter of Morton in marriage. That this did not always work out

in practice is obvious, but there are many examples of contemporary

thinking on the issue and from these it is clear that when a marriage

was made between two powerful families it was generally expected that

this would have some considerable effect on the relationship between

them. The importance which contemporaries placed on this issue can be

seen, for example, in the efforts made by the king and others to

prevent Ludovic, Duke of Lennox, from marrying a Ruthven bride and so

reinforcing a family lately in disgrace. There are many examples of

the opinions of observers, usually Tnglinh, as to how a marriage might

be expected to change or reinforce existing political standpoints and

the example, offered earlier, of the marriages of the two leading

Ilamiltonn, Lords John and Claud, and how these might have affected

their political standpoint, remains typical of many others. A more
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concrete example of this may be the case of the Earl of Atholl who
1

succeeded hio father in 1575* It has already been seen how his

marriage to a Buthven appears to have helped to change his course

from that of a Falkirk confederate, followed by his father, to that of

a Buthven iaider, undoubtedly influenced by his new relatives.

Such marriages were often used to reinforce a desired friendship

and may have been only one of a number of actions taken to thnt end.

They were often indicative of a friendship between families rather

than the cause of such a friendship. This is illustrated in the fact

that such a friendship between families often continued after death

had removed one of tho partners in such a marriage; for example, the

death of Angus' wife, Mary Erakine, in 1575* in no way affected the

strength of the tics between their two houses. It is easy to be

sceptical about the value of these marriages and certainly some of them

failed in their avowed intent of ending family feuds but their

importance lias clearly been underestimated. The importance whioh

contemporaries attached to then coupled with the chuige in fortunes

which inheritance could bring clearly illustrate that marriages were

influential in the motivation of actions, A wife or the prospect of

a wife could influence men's actions considerably and was certainly

thought so to do.

A third relationship which often existed side by side with both

tho kin and marriage ties was that of landhol&ing and the general

existence in the same part of the country. The holding of land

from a local superior and the general existence of two powerful

families in the sane area could result in their working in harmony

both in local and national issues. It has already boon seen that

ranch of Bothwell's party at the tine of the Holyroodhouse raid shows

1. See Above 164-5•
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a Lothian and Borders origin, the areas where his kin and landholding

influences were strongest? or alternatively in the Liar-Livingston

dispute of the latter part of the reign, the Livinetons gathered their

support from other dtirlingshir© fa -ilies suoh as the Bruces and

1. lphinstones. The existence of two powerful families locally could,

however, lead to strife as in the case of Mar against Livingston,

Johnstone against Maxwell, Kuntly against Horay and many others,

Consequently geographical location and landholding ties could ofton

prove important and although they coul equally well lead neighbours

into hostility as into friendship, they tended always to have some

effect on the situation one way or the other, seldom leaving it cold.

These then are some of tho motivations which have been seen to

have boon important in determining a course of notion in sixteenth

century Scotland. It only remains to fit this picture of motivations

and factions into an overall context. A qualifying note of the

introduction must be re-echoed. The undoubted existence of different

factors which point towards a certain course of action which was

followed, do not of themselves necessarily constitute the absolute

reason for that action. Several traceable motives may exist but

there is always the possibility that the one which really mattered has

left no trace. This in particularly the case with personal motives

which, as was said earlier, tend to leave little evidence. Also,

men embarking on a course of action for several different reasons tended

to put forward the one which the world would deem most honourable. An

example of this is to be found in the lu -warm efforts made by those of

the party of James bougies, liarl of Lorton, to free the ox-regent from

his captivity in early 1531. This coul have been caused by orton's

personal nature, by the strength of the opposition, by fear, or other
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reasons, but one equally valid reason which was put forward by these

men at the time was that any action which they might take to free

Horton might result instead in personal harm coming to him. The best

of motives, then, raay often conceal the worst of motive® and, indeed,

both may have been valid simultaneously.

After a cautionary note on motivation, a qualifying one is needed

on the factions. It has been seen that much of the politics in Scotland

during; these years was carried on by factions, the composition of which

has been ono of the main enquiries of this work. That these factions

existed, and wielded Important influence is not to be doubted and it is

hoped that the fuller investigation into the motivations of the personnel

involved in these parties has helped to define these entities more

precisely and illustrate more exactly their rolo and influence in the

events of these years. It should be noted, however, that at different

points in the investigation a large number of the nobility have been

seen to have played but little part in such factious Struggles. Other

nobles, such as dglinton, Casslllis and Cloneaim have been shown on

several occasions to hove been more concerned with local than national

affairs. These men controlled a large area of the country, centred

on Ayrshire, and their virtual exclusion from central politics g.ives

a better perspective to the faction-struggles which have dominated this

study. barge sections of the Scottish people and large sections of the

Scottish nobility would not be heavily involved in the factions of court.

This was true not only of outlying nob loo such as Orkney, Caithness and

Sutherland, but also the Ayrshire nobles and other central lords ouch

as deton, Rothes and others .those influence won sporadic and often

negligible.

The existence of those men largely outwith the factions serves to
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remind us that those parties did not reach all over the country and

influence its whole life. This did not ha pen even during times of

Civil war, such as the kingomen-queenamen struggle, and it was loss

liable to be the case as the memories of these factious days retreated.

Another aspect of this lack of Involvement of many of the nobility is

that it leads to a more cautious view of the rebellious nature of

these factions. lost nobles who wore not involved in central factions

would probably tend to be loyal to the orown as such and would only

cross it in the pursuance of their own local aim. This puts a

different complexion on affairs, for example, at the time of the

catholic-led uprisings. A group of around five earls and their

supporters can bo soon to be in conflict with the crown and perhaps

ten or twelve other earls. /hen the rest of the nobility, who played

little part in these affairs, but who were most likely to be loyal to

the crown, are remembered, it can be seen that the factious revolts

gain a now perspective and sees even less likely to topple the

monarchy or its religion.

Another aspect of the division into factions which is important is

that the existence of such parties should not be regarded as controlling

rigidly all aspects of life. An example of this is to be found in the

party which Regent orton could reuckon as his at the time of his arrost.

He would certainly so have regarded the earl of Mar, yet Mar was also

reputedly on good terms with Lennox, Torton's enemy, and this is just

one of raany such apparent contradictions. The point is that adherence

to one party did not preclude a certain degree of friendship with the

other. These nobles would have much of their out loo!: in oorcion with

each other and would view all factious fighting in the context of their

common position and role in the society of Scotland at tho time#
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The final aspect of the political parties which needs stressing

has been mentioned already especially in the last chapter. This

period of thirty years commenced with a civil war and closed with the

peaceful transference of power from Edinburgh to London. This was

only possible as a result of the fact that much, of the heat had gone

out of the faction fighting which had plagued Scotland In the 1570's

and 1500's. The oivil war divisions hod gradually lessoned as time

passed only to ho revived and replaced by those induced by the catholic-

led insurrections. These too had passed* however, as the possibilities

of a second Armada lessened and the level of factious activity had

dropped very considerably in the late 1590's and early years of the

seventeenth century. The evox*-increasing possibility that the crowns

of Scotland and England would be united in the person of Kin: James

helped to dampen the internal strife and led to a reluctance to push

what were, after all, largely minor matters, to extremes and so

prejudice the favour of a monarch who would soon have a lot more wealth

and power to bestow on whomsoever he might choose.

These qualifications are necessary to place the study of the

political parties in the overall picture of Scotland at this time.

Not all of the nobility ware involved in these parties, and fewer were

so as time passed. For those who were so involved, however, an attempt

has been made to investigate the thinking which led them to adopt the

position which they did on any of the particular issues. Certain

motivations such as religion, kin ties, ma riage ties and personal

characteristics have been found to be of importance as well as looser

influences such no geographical locations and others. The whole has

provided insight into the parties in Scotland during these years and

has attempted to probe behind the loose party names and investigate

the personnel Involved and the complex causes of their involvement.
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iurton, J • .,

Lane,, Andrew,

drown, ±. Hune,

onaldson, .ordon,

.ce, i,auric®,

( dinourgh 1345).

ill L "Vr.T 7,f. go^.l v'- -» vol v.

( -d inburgh 1874) •

(Edinburgh 1902).

sjatoyy of -optl,?vy,, vol. ii
(Cambridge 1512}.

' 4fiV|7- -r jy 1 V ■' I'.lii..,.—SCt 4.,' ir1- *
("einburgjb 19^5) •

aadbl y4 Jr jrlest--,

4o,V,-''b t.'iop. 0." tvo tr- -^tlc:

1;;; (krinceton 1959).
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Lang, Andrew,

L'athieson, lllio:r. Law,

Law, Thomas Graves,

Gregory, onald,

Hcai.u-, -j • •,

li lOO-l, • ■ « ,

■rbuoklt:, .

) -A-..

(London 1902).

vol. i,

(Glasgow 1902).

Oollcotod art: '~vl"ws

(&tiribur£h 1 ..■•04) *

i- ".T', 9• th( J M, land*. and
Islands. ( on-lor: and laogow 1381).

,a-v;i JJLl*'-' „wL (London 1934).

•in-: James 7-. and I (London 1956.)
The iov.grie bonapiracy. '.rticle in

"cottish 'listorical I'eview, 1, 89

(- d inburgh 1957..

■ rt.nois Groove, - ,nuce Gazetteer oi ooU::.;u. 6 vols. ( diriburgh
1832-9).

James dalfour i aul, ed. .loots I eerru/e. 3 vols. (Edinburgh. 1904-11).

-lii—*a_k ifttioaary of Lqtional to. .r-vh( .-onion 1930).

bir - . I .aurioe owioke, .L. , Litt. and .3. 'ryde,
. hil., eds. ; ~ 1 Loo''" of rlti.rh '■ ( ondon 1961).

ir .rcbibald B« !>unbar, Gcottish Kings (Edinburgh 1899) •

ITote:- The sources, particularly manuscript, listed, are those which

proved useful in different ways, yielding information which helped

towards the formation of conclusions even if the actual information

itself was not always of such a nature as to merit quotation in the

text of this work.


